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Forewo rd

The Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) method was developed with the
interest, cooperation and participation of many individuals and groups within
British Columbia. SHIM method development is ongoing and integrates at least
seven years of experience and consultation with specialists, local community
groups and agencies within the Georgia Basin and West Coast of British
Columbia. SHIM methods are intended for distribution and use as a watercourse
mapping standard. The manual presented here is comprised of a series of
modules describing tools to inventory, precisely map and compile data for BC
urban and rural watercourses.
Many urban and smaller rural watercourses remain unknown, poorly understood,
and suffer from many impacts of human development. SHIM methods reflect a
novel set of tools to explore and promote awareness of these watercourses by
mapping their location and inventorying their attributes. The awareness and
commitment to local watercourses is an important process created through
cooperation of local communities, First Nations, municipalities, planners, and
managers. SHIM methods comprise a set of tools and methods which can be
used to help protect and contribute to sustainable development of fisheries,
wildlife and aquatic habitat resources around British Columbia. SHIM mapping
and data systems developed to date reflect the use and interests of many of
these agencies and community groups.
SHIM was initiated through the Fish Habitat Inventory and Information Program
(FHIIP) through cooperation between Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the British
Columbia Ministry of Water, Lands and Air Protection along with many
municipalities and non government groups as partners in fisheries inventory and
information systems in BC. The use of SHIM or other standardised mapping
methods to locate, map and inventory watercourses will ● greatly improve
information about watercourses to strengthen rationale for better protection and
restoration of streams and riparian habitats in the face of continued land
development; ● assist managers, planners and communities alike in the
successful resource inventory, land use planning, freshwater restoration,
enhancement and assessment of BC’s urban/rural watercourses; ● improve the
confidence of government agents in the information that nongovernment groups
collect and compile; and ● ultimately improve the health of British Columbia’s
salmonid stocks and habitats.

M. Johannes, editor
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Introduction
The Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) method is intended as a standard
for fish and aquatic habitat mapping in urban and rural watersheds in British
Columbia. This method attempts to ensure the collection and mapping of
reliable, high quality, current and spatially accurate information about local
freshwater habitats and watercourses. Watercourses in residential, commercial,
agricultural, industrial and recreational land use areas in coastal British Columbia
are the primary focus of this standard, but these methods can be applied for use
across all areas of British Columbia.
The principal objective of this method is to identify, inventory, and map all
watercourses, their associated riparian habitats and important fisheries habitat
features. These methods are also intended to inventory and map watercourses
not currently identified or acknowledged in local/regional plans and maps. The
Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM) method is designed to provide the
basis for accurately mapping baseline data that can be integrated into local
mapping and planning initiatives. The mapping information collected is intended
to augment and potentially enhance local land use planning maps and/or specific
site or detailed planning surveys.
We acknowledge that other standards will be written to help guide detailed
assessments for freshwater watercourse restoration and enhancement
opportunities, fish production, productive capacity, water quality, impacts
assessments and monitoring programs. The mapping methods and tools
presented here include field surveying and mapping techniques that will allow
information to be incorporated into geographical information systems (GIS) using
global positioning systems (GPS) for field collection. The mapping information
collected will include survey data on sensitive habitats, features and attributes,
riparian areas, fish presence and watershed imperviousness. SHIM information
can be applied to:













Identify sensitive habitats for fish and wildlife along watercourses;
Assist in determining setbacks and fish/wildlife-sensitive zones;
Help guide management decisions and priorities with respect to
habitat restoration and enhancement projects;
Assist in the design of stormwater/runoff management plans;
Monitor for changes in habitat resulting from known disturbance;
Provide a means of highlighting areas that may have problems with
channel stability or water quality, and require more detailed study;
Identify and map point and non-point sources of pollution;
Provide current information, not previously available to urban
planners, to allow more informed planning decisions and provide
inventory information for Official Community Plans;
Provide baseline mapping data for future monitoring activities;
Map and identify the extent of riparian vegetation available and used
by wildlife and fisheries resources;
Provide preliminary data for analyses which can be used to indicate
potential trends in resources that may require further study;
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Integrate new map information with existing TRIM and municipal
planning maps;
Contribute information towards an inventory of fish distribution and
limiting factors to watershed based fish production;
Assist in understanding urban water runoff patterns and help
determine areas of impervious surfaces in urban watersheds.

Streams and other freshwater watercourses are a critical component to the
health, vitality and economies of the urban and rural landscapes of British
Columbia. They not only contain the runoff for water downhill, but also provide
critical habitats and corridors for fish and wildlife. In coastal BC, small streams
and watercourses provide critical spawning, rearing, overwintering and feeding
habitats for both adult and juvenile salmonids. These environments are also
home to many other species of fish, aquatic invertebrates, benthic organisms,
wildlife and plants, all of which function as a part of the freshwater community
and the entire ecosystem.
Conditions in and adjacent to streams are easily disturbed, and changes in land
use can adversely affect the overall health and state of the streams and
watercourses and the plants and animals within them. Human disturbance to
freshwater watercourses often results from housing, industry and road
development, and leads to the decline and alteration of: surface water runoff;
stream channel stability; watershed based nutrient cycles; other organic/
inorganic constituents; riparian vegetation; in-stream vegetation; water
temperature and flow regimes. These forms of disturbance can cause dramatic
changes in the ecosystem biodiversity, population status and the form and
function of watersheds and ecosystems. For example, in British Columbia’s
Georgia Basin, numerous coastal salmonid stocks (Slaney et al. 1996) and
populations of 29 wildlife taxa are at risk of extinction (red or blue listed) and
are rapidly declining in abundance due to loss of sensitive habitats which are
vital to sustaining populations (Anon. 1997).
Recent studies (i.e. Brown 1997), reveal that at least 30% of small urban streams
and watercourses in the Georgia Basin of British Columbia are not delineated on
provincial or federal topographic maps and databases. This appears to be typical
in many regions and local municipalities. Local cadastral and planning
information can often be dated and not capture recent land use changes, while
recent large-scale inventory maps of streams and adjacent habitats are often not
available as a means to identify sensitive habitats for fish and wildlife. As a
result, many planning and development decisions continue to be made in the
absence of critical information about fish and stream habitats and associated
sensitive areas. Good land use planning and decision making requires accurate,
precise and recent spatial habitat information. Accurately inventoried and
delineated small urban streams, wetlands, watercourses, and riparian areas will
help improve current land use planning processes and promote decisions made
through greater understanding, improved planning practices, heightened
protection and clearer priorities for fish and wildlife habitat restoration and
enhancement.
Population growth within the Georgia Basin of British Columbia is expected to
double in the next 20 years. For this reason, ecologically sensitive areas such as
floodplains, riparian corridors, small stream channels and wetlands may be
severely influenced by development unless there is strong community
stewardship, awareness and effective land use planning. Mapping of stream and
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riparian habitat is a critical first step towards protecting and managing sensitive
freshwater habitats. The SHIM methods are intended to provide community,
stewardship groups, individuals, regional districts and municipalities with an
effective low cost approach to map and inventory local watercourses.
Some communities are presently using SHIM methods to collect critical
freshwater habitat data. SHIM is being used to help support land use planning in
these communities being challenged by pressures of local development. We
encourage SHIM data to be collected, compiled and integrated into local
government geographic information systems and incorporated to assist in local
municipal and regional planning and recognised in Official Community Plans.
SHIM mapped watercourses should also be used to address land use
development referrals, the Fish Protection Act Stream Side Directives, ditch
maintenance in urban and agricultural areas, freshwater habitat enhancement
and restoration opportunities, Greenway and Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESA)
planning and wildlife habitat conservation.
During the past five years local communities have performed trials and reviews
of SHIM methods to collect and integrate accurate and precise watercourse
information. At least 30 separate community SHIM based mapping projects have
been completed throughout the Georgia Basin and west coast Vancouver Island.
Two workshops have also been held in Nanaimo and Abbotsford to review the
status of all SHIM mapping projects, potential data gaps, to review and improve
methods and provide recommendation for future method development. Method
and project recommendations derived from the workshops include:









Maintenance of adequate funding for SHIM mapping project support;
Development of resource centres for compiling data, disseminating
information, training and planning stewardship activities;
Completion of a data collection standard so information will be
accurate and can be shared and interpreted for a variety of
management applications;
Formation of 2 steering committees (Vancouver Island, Lower
Mainland) consisting of local and senior resource and planning
managers, and key community groups to assist in coordination of
local projects, improvement standards and inventory systems;
Integration of mapping information into local GIS for use by
communities;
Development of Sensitive Habitat Atlases for all communities in the
Georgia Basin.

It is important to realize that while communities may receive a limited amount of
funding for data collection, there is little or no funding available to provide
support to compile and integrate data into a common database and generate
final products such as Sensitive Habitat Atlases. As in previous years, there are
many new funding applications from communities for SHIM projects through
federal, provincial, regional government and other sources.
Note: new and ongoing projects need to recognize the importance of proper
field and office staff training, use of quality field survey tools, effective data
quality assurance and control, and maintenance of local computing centres for
compiling, integrating and distributing final mapping products.
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SHIM Metho d Schematic
The SHIM method comprises "eight" component modules and three appendices.
The following flow chart illustrates the sequence and connectivity between tools
and methods used to complete Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping on a given
watercourse.
Module 1
Compile and review existing
information

Module 2
Prepare Watershed Overview Map

Identify data gaps

Determine survey objectives. Compile
ortho or aerial photographs
Module 3
Select field survey
components

Watercourse Centreline Mapping
Segment Classification System
Habitat features

Module 5
Watercourse survey / GPS field
methods / GIS data system tools
GPS data dictionary
GPS 1st, then field survey using cards
Field survey using cards 1st

Module 6
Fish Inventory / Sampling

Update Fisheries
Information System

Submit Final Digital files
to Regional District /
Agency - Management

Module 8
Photodocumentation

Process Data
Quality Assurance
Quality Control

Module 9: Final digital files / Planning Maps /
Data transfer Community Awareness

www.shim.bc.ca
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Module 7
Photointerpret
Impervious areas

Module 4
Photointerpret
Riparian areas
Channel Cross sections
Photointerpret riparian areas
Field validation of riparian areas
Channel Cross-Sections

Limitatio ns of SH IM Metho ds
The SHIM methods outlined here are intended to collect information on fish
species distribution, watercourse location and characteristics, watercourse reach
descriptions, the location and nature of fish habitat features, riparian zone
conditions and impervious area.
These methods are not intended to assess fish population abundance or
determine the productive capacity of watercourses. More detailed, site specific
assessments should be coordinated for collection of this information. SHIM
methods can augment fish and habitat assessments by providing spatial details
of habitats. SHIM collected information can be displayed on digital/hardcopy
maps and tables and provides the details of location for inventoried
watercourses.
It is important to emphasize that SHIM and this manual address methods to
inventory fish and fish habitats exclusively. It does not address methods used to
assess fish stock structure and abundance, or habitat related restoration and
enhancement potential. However, data collected using SHIM methods can be
used to augment these resource assessments. SHIM should be viewed as one
component tool used to inventory and assess the health, state, productive
capacity of freshwater resources and habitats.

Who can o r sho ul d use this manual?
A basic understanding of freshwater ecology and general fishery and ecological
principles is needed as a starting point for users of SHIM methods and this
manual. The goal of developing a SHIM standard is to make the methods
versatile and usable by both professionals and trained community groups. All
users need Resource Inventory Committee certified operator training in global
positioning system (GPS), fish habitat field procedures and data compilation.
Local Fisheries and Oceans Canada, BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air
Protection, municipal and regional environmental planners, should be contacted
prior to conducting surveys using SHIM in local watercourses. They are interested
in helping and may be able to provide equipment and/or helpful background
information.
As one final note, we have developed the SHIM methods to ensure information is
collected and mapped using a standard procedure to allow this information to be
effectively used and integrated with existing local and regional data and maps
(e.g., local cadastral, Terrain Resource Information Maps - TRIM, Fisheries
Information Summary System - FISS, and regional/municipal planning and
mapping systems).

Terms and Definitio ns
For the purposes of this manual, urban areas have been broadly interpreted to
include urban and rural settlement areas. For example, the entire Fraser Valley
may be considered as a settlement area. Generally, there are four broad
categories of land use to which this manual applies:
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Urban - Aquatic features (watercourses, lakes, wetlands, streams, aquifers
ditches etc.) that fall within regional/municipal boundaries and are
typically affected by urban development pressures such as culverting,
channelization, riparian clearing, flow diversion and enclosure, and
hydrological and water quality changes associated with impervious
surfaces.
Rural - Aquatic features that are located within agricultural/forest land and are
affected by riparian clearing, livestock access, irrigation withdrawal,
channelization, impoundment and point source water quality impacts.
Urban/Rural Interface - Aquatic features located at the edge of expanding
urban settlement, where there is growing pressure to convert land from
rural to urban use which may affect freshwater habitat values.
Less Disturbed - While this manual does not apply to rural forested watersheds
that are relatively undisturbed, many urban or rural watersheds remain
undisturbed in their headwater areas. In these instances, this manual
would apply to these less disturbed areas of watershed.
The following definitions apply throughout this manual:
Watercourse - a well defined channel containing flowing water for at least part of
the year, which supports a community of plants and animals within the
channel and its associated riparian zone. Watercourses can be ephemeral
(watercourse that flows briefly in direct response to precipitation in the
immediate locality and whose channel is at all times above the water
table), intermittent (watercourse that flows in contact with the
groundwater table only at certain times of the year when the groundwater
table is high and/or when it receives water from springs or from some
surface water source such as melting snow in mountainous areas), or
permanent (watercourse that flows continuously throughout the year).
Watercourses do not include features lacking a well defined channel i.e.,
lakes and some wetlands.
Inventory - the collection of information. In the context of natural resources,
inventory requires measurement of objects and features, but no
interpretation regarding their importance or value (see assessment
below). Inventory data are typically derived from field surveys, and
minimal professional judgement is required other than interpretation of
inventory data descriptions and definitions.
Assessment - to determine the importance, value or condition of what has been
inventoried. In the context of natural resources, assessment requires
interpretation of data collected through an inventory method.
Assessment can sometimes be derived during field surveys, although in
these professional judgement and experience is applied.
Fish Habitat - spawning grounds and nursery, rearing, food supply and
migration and holding areas on which fish depend directly or indirectly to
continue their life history cycle.
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Relatio nship of this M anual to Other Inventory
Metho ds
A variety of methods are currently used to inventory habitat and resource in
urban areas. Many of these methods were reviewed and used to supplement
SHIM methods. It is also important to recognize the specific program/project
objective of each method or inventory procedure. The relationship of this manual
to several other methods currently used in B.C. is presented below.

St reamkeepers
The Streamkeepers Manual: A Practical Guide to Stream and Wetland Care
(Taccogna and Munro, 1995) was prepared as part of FOC’s (DFO)
Streamkeeper Program. The guide describes several fish and fish habitat
inventory techniques, and is used primarily by volunteer stewardship
groups for local fish and fish habitat monitoring and to understand
specific restoration and enhancement potential.

U rban Salmo n Habit at Pro gram (U SHP)
The USHP document Urban Salmon Habitat Program Assessment and
Mapping Procedures for Vancouver Island (Michalski, Reid and Stewart
2000) provides a watercourse assessment method for volunteer
stewardship groups. The document outlines a procedure for completing
USHP inventory and mapping projects, and a process for identifying and
prioritising future habitat restoration projects.
The SHIM manual is intended to complement, not replace, the
Streamkeepers and USHP manuals. Determining which inventory method
to use will depend on the project objectives, training and expertise,
available equipment and survey tools, level of funding and computing.
Generally, Streamkeepers and USHP information will be suitable when
community based stewardship groups are collecting watercourse
information, and for providing a general description of the watershed i.e.,
information at the reconnaissance level. The USHP manual is helpful for
identifying enhancement and restoration opportunities in a watershed,
and is generally considered to include a more intense level of assessment
and data interpretation than Streamkeepers methods. SHIM methods can
augment other methods, but should be used when the information is
collected by professionals (biologists/fisheries technicians, or trained and
certified community members), and when detailed spatial tied to
technical information on an aquatic system is required.

RIC Rec o nnaissanc e (1: 20,00 0) Fish and Fish Habitat
Invent o ry Manual
The Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Manual
(RIC, 1997) is a Resources Inventory Committee manual, which replaces
the Lake and Stream Inventory Standards and Procedures (RIC Draft,
1995). The manual describes a sample-based survey method intended to
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provide inventory information about watercourse and lake biophysical
characteristics as well as fish species presence/absence characteristics,
distribution and relative abundance in forested watersheds. The intended
audience of this manual is fisheries professionals (biologists/fisheries
technicians). The SHIM method is intended to complement the
Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Manual, and
serve as its urban counterpart. However, if detailed mapping is essential
or required, SHIM methods can be adopted for use in any watercourse
across British Columbia.

References C ited
Anonymous 1997. Red and Blue Listed Species.
Brown. 1997. Federal study identifying lack of mapped smaller streams in the
Georgia Basin.
Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Standard for Urban Watersheds.
Michalski, T.A., G.E. Reid and G.E. Stewart. 2000. Urban Salmon Habitat Program
Assessment Procedures for Vancouver Island. Ministry of Environment,
Lands and Parks.
Resources Inventory Committee. 1997. Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish
Habitat Inventory Procedures.
Resources Inventory Committee. 1995. Lake and Stream Inventory Standards and
Procedures. Draft.
Slaney, T.L., K. D. Hyatt, T.G. Northcote, and R. J. Fielden. 1996. Status of
anadromous salmon and trout in British Columbia and Yukon. Fisheries
21:20-35.
Taccogna, G. and K. Munro (eds.). 1995. The Streamkeeper's Handbook: A
Practical Guide to Stream and Wetland Care. Salmonid Enhancement
Program, Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
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Existing Information Review

1.1 P urpose
The purpose of this SHIM module is to collect, review, and synthesize existing
information. The objectives of this module are to:






Identify and obtain existing (known) information and sources about
the watercourse and watershed from municipal, regional, provincial
and federal planning and fisheries agencies.
Identify local knowledge through discussion and documentation from
regional fisheries professionals and local/community “experts”.
Ensure that collected background information is distributed back to
the Fisheries Information Summary System (FISS);
Identify and schedule the SHIM inventory and component office and
field tasks required to complete your specific inventory project.

Note: that in some projects or locations, a high level of detail on a watercourse
already exists as background or known information. In some of these instances,
it may not be necessary to complete subsequent SHIM modules. However, the
reader should be aware that fish distribution, watercourse, and fish habitat
characteristics experience considerable change over time. In these instances
SHIM should be used to augment and update existing information to help
identify and measure spatial changes in the watercourse.

1.2 Final P ro ducts






A completed background information review should generate the
following products: An understanding of known credible and reliable
fish, fish habitat and spatial data for the subject watercourse and
surrounding watershed.
An understanding what information may be conflicting or inadequate
to properly describe and map the watercourse.
A summary or list of recent information to be added to the Fisheries
Information Summary System.
The summary of updated information to be sent to the Ministry of
Fisheries, and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
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1.3 Intro ductio n
A thorough review of existing information, prior to conducting additional field
inventory, is a required starting point for understanding and examining a
specific watercourse. Past information will highlight previous projects, and
potentially the physical and biological characteristics of the watercourse. This
review can also be used to identify information gaps and how new inventory
information can augment these sources. Subsequent SHIM modules can be used
separately or together to provide a coherent methodology to collect new
inventory data.
This SHIM module can often be considered the office phase of the project. Both
Module 1 (Existing Information Review) and Module 2 (Watershed Overview)
should be used to help identify, review and assemble information from a variety
of sources and information types.

1.4 Inventory Review Pro cedure
The steps and discussion below outline the recommended procedure for review
of background (existing) information.
Background Information Collection.
Identify credibility and reliability of information
sources.
(How good and reliable is this information?).
↓
Background Information Review
FISS , MELP Files, FOC Files, Local
management/stewardship groups,
Streamkeepers etc. other sources
↓
Communication: information collection from
informed Local “experts” and resource
managers
↓
List and summarize existing background
information.
↓
Contact MELP/FOC for updates to FISS, and local
and regional management files.
Figure 1.1 Flow chart of the potential process for reviewing existing or
background information.
Step 1. Collection and Review of Existing Information
Historic or existing watercourse information for a proposed inventory location
should be thoroughly examined to determine its utility and reliability.
Professional judgement and common sense should also be applied e.g. past data
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collected to rigorous standards may have more use than some less rigorous
sources of recent data. The simple criteria below can be applied to help review
historic or existing information. If a quick scan of existing information reveals
that any of the criteria outlined below are not satisfied, then little effort should
be spent on assembling and reviewing these data. Conversely, if all of the criteria
are satisfied, then these data should be reviewed and incorporated into your
project information.
Date of data collection - When was the data collected? Watercourses
and aquatic features change over time in response to both natural
and anthropogenic processes, and so do fish populations that rely on
them. More recent data can be considered better information or more
representative of current conditions.
 Rigor of data collection/standards - How was the data collected?
The credibility of the data can be better understood if the source
methods are reviewed.
 Source of data - Who collected the data? The credibility of the data is
enhanced if it is collected by individuals with training and/or
experience in conducting fish, and fish habitat surveys. If you have
any doubts, contact the individuals who collected or know of these
data and the methods used.
 Nature of data – Why and What. Are these data useful for your
inventory project? Was these data collected to meet same or similar
project objectives? What information is lacking?
A list of all documents, reports, maps and project results reviewed and ultimately
used should be reported a in standard bibliographical format (see Step 3).


Step 2. Communication – Local Experts
Documentary
information
should
be
supplemented
through
direct
communication with fisheries staff at FOC and MWLAP. Other fisheries
professionals and local experts should also be contacted:






Regional/municipal staff;
First Nations guardians, staff, elders;
Consultants familiar with the area;
Stewardship group representatives;
Local experts.

Step 3. FISS Updates
Fisheries information not previous recorded or documented in FISS, but
identified and assembled through your review should be listed and provided to
MWLAP/FOC for incorporation into FISS. Individual fisheries and habitat projects
generally require that a copy of results be provided to the MWLAP and FOC. In
some cases updated FISS data forms and maps may be required as a deliverable
for your project funding. Procedures for completing FISS updates are provided in
the Fisheries Information Summary System: Data Compilation and Mapping
Procedures (FHIIP, 1995).
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1.5 So urces Of Info rmatio n

1.5 .1 Fish and Fish Habitat Info rmatio n from Federal
and Pro vincial Agenc y So urc es
(i) Fisheries Inventory Summary System
Provincial fisheries information has been compiled into a standard data
system called the Fisheries Information Summary System (FISS) and
should be a starting point for your information review. This electronic
data system was originally developed as hardcopy Stream Information
Summary System (SISS) catalogues. In some cases, information transfer
may have been missed, or recent projects may not have been yet entered
into the FISS database.
FISS information is available from the following sources:




BC Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries
BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection
Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Watershed codes that are linked to FISS information can be found on the
BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection (formerly Ministry of
Environment,
Lands
and
Parks,
MELP)
web
page
at
http://www.gov.bc.ca/elp/
Specific watershed codes can be found by following this set of instruction
into the appropriate sections of the MELP web page:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fisheries;
Inventory & Data Systems;
Data management Unit
Find the Watershed Codes of Waterbodies
Stream Query (includes RAB codes)
Find all the waterbodies on a 1:50,000 mapsheet
Lake survey query – Physical
Lake survey query - Chemical

For the most recent fisheries and habitat information please contact
MWLAP’s regional fisheries staff. The contact numbers for the regional
Fish, Wildlife and Habitat Protection staff may be obtained through
Enquiry B.C. (1-800-663-7867 or EnquiryBC@gems3.gov.bc.ca).
General or specific questions regarding data requests, and the nature
and/or content of FISS data, geographic status reports, or information
about references and copies of the Fisheries Information and Summary
System (FISS): Data Compilation and Mapping Procedures Manual may be
directed to:
Gordon Oliphant
Ministry of Sustainable Resources, Data Management Unit
P.O. Box 9358 Stn. Prov. Govt., Victoria, B.C. V8W 9M2,
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Phone:250-356-9938, Fax:250-356-1202,
Email:goliphan@fwhdept.env.gov.bc.ca
The SHIM Steering Committee at the BC Conservation Foundation has also
developed a new map based interactive web tool for FISS data retrieval at:
http://www.shim.bc.ca.

Web tool instructions:
•

Using the magnifying glass on the SHIM Atlas page, zoom into a
location on the map. Click the BC Lakes and BC Rivers box on the left.
You may have to zoom in several times until stream names and
watershed codes appear at the touch of the cursor. Click the stream
to obtain a report.

•

You can also zoom to a specific FISS search results may present
several watershed codes. Click on a watershed code associated with
this creek to view the FISS report.

Inquiries about the development and access to http://www.shim.bc.ca
can be directed to:
Brad Mason
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Habitat Enhancement Branch
Stn 360 - 555 West Hastings St.
Vancouver, B.C., V6B 5G3
P:hone: 604-666-7015
Fax:
604-666-0417
email: masonb@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Hardcopy FISS maps are available at a cost of $3.00 each plus shipping
and tax from:
Archetype Print
459-409 Granville Street
Vancouver, B.C., V6C 1T2
phone: (604) 602-0282
fax: (604) 602-0283
Although Archetype Print provides printing and distribution services for
MWLAP and FOC, they only track recent data and do not verify outdated
data is on FISS maps. If a map is not available then there may not be any
information available for this location, although this should be confirmed
by contacting Mr. G. Oliphant (above). There will often be whole
waterbody (entire river, lake, wetland) information on a map sheet. This
type of data is linked through the watershed code in the database only
and may or may not be indicated on the original map. Also please note
that these are hardcopies of the original maps. In some cases, there may
be several copies of the same map sheet with information on different
portions of the map.
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(ii) Other Fisheries Information from Federal and Provincial Sources
A variety of other fisheries reports, records, survey and data reports may
be available at the MWLAP Regional Office. These materials may be
accessed by contacting the regional fisheries staff and arranging to view
any relevant materials. The contact numbers for the regional Fish, Wildlife
and Habitat Protection staff may be obtained through Enquiry B.C. (1-800663-7867 or EnquiryBC@gems3.gov.bc.ca). The following information
may also be available for a specific area:






Other government agency (Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
reports and studies.
Studies completed by consultants.
Aquatic biophysical inventory maps.
Fish stream and riparian area classification maps.
Inventory video recordings (and associated habitat maps)
located in regional offices.

1.5 .2 Fish eries Info rmat io n from Munic ipal and
Regio nal Go vernment s
Information on fish, fish habitats, and other environmental characteristics
may be available through local municipal (city, village, town, district)
and/or regional district government offices. The contact numbers of the
local municipality or regional district near your project location can be
found in the blue pages of the local telephone directory. The following
types of information may be available through these offices:








environmentally sensitive area studies showing the location
and extent of these features.
drainage studies and mapping showing the location of drains
and associated infrastructure.
floodplain studies or mapping showing the location and extent
of floodplains and wetlands.
fisheries watercourse classification mapping showing the
location of watercourses and their fisheries values.
hydrology mapping showing the location of watercourses,
aquifers, well, etc..
topographic mapping showing terrain elevation height of land,
and contours.
cadastral mapping showing legal survey information, lot
boundaries and ownership.

1.5 .3 Fish eries Info rmat io n from St ewardship Gro ups
Stewardship and conservation organisations may also have valuable
information on local watercourses and other aquatic habitats. The contact
number for your local stewardship group can be obtained through the
Community Advisor, or Stewardship Coordinator at the regional Fisheries
and Oceans Canada office (consult the blue pages of the telephone
directory for this phone number) or the Stewardship Advisor/Coordinator
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at the regional Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection office (consult
the blue pages of the telephone directory for this phone number). The
following types of data may be available though local stewardship
groups:







historical information including maps, photographs or reports
describing the watercourse and documenting pollution events,
diversions, etc.
juvenile and adult (spawner) fish sampling results
creel and commercial harvest survey results
riparian and instream habitat survey results
descriptions of habitat restoration and enhancement projects.

1.5 .4 Fish eries Info rmat io n from First Nat io ns
First Nations may also have valuable fisheries information on local
watercourses and other aquatic habitats. The contact number for the
local Band or Tribal Council can be obtained by contacting the Ministry of
Aboriginal Affairs through Enquiry B.C., or looking in local phone
directories. The following types of data may be available though First
Nations:




historical information not available in written form
juvenile and adult (spawner) fish sampling results
riparian and instream habitat survey results

1.5 .5 R ed and Blue List ed Spec ies
Sightings and occurrence records for red and blue listed species are
maintained by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre (CDC). The CDC
archives information on location, known presence, species, and species
status for listed species of plants and animals. Requests for information
can be made by contacting CDC through their website at
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/rib/wis/cdc/ or by contacting the CDC directly
at:

Conservation Data Centre
Second Floor, 2975 Jutland Road
Victoria, B.C., V8T 5J9
phone: 250-356-0928
fax:
250-387-2733

1.5 .6 Maps and Ae rial Phot ographs
Maps and aerial photographs should be obtained and reviewed for each
inventory project location. These items should include:


1:50,000 scale National Topographic Series (NTS) or BC
Geographic System (BCGS) topographical maps (note: this
mapping is only helpful for large watersheds);
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1:20,000 scale Terrain Resources Information Management
topographical maps (TRIM maps);
 1:20,000 scale Forest Cover maps for watersheds that are
forested in their headwater areas;
 Terrain classification maps;
 Surficial geology maps
 Community watershed maps;
 Current aerial photographs and/or orthophotographs; and,
 1:5,000 scale municipal base mapping.
Mapping and aerial photographs can be purchased at a number of retail
outlets throughout the province. For information on the retail outlet near
you, visit the Geographic Data BC website at http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca


Mapping and aerial photographs may be available for viewing and/or
purchase through the local municipal or regional district office. Selected
maps and air photos may be available for viewing at the University of
British Columbia (Geographic Information Centre) or the University of
Victoria (Map Library).

1.6 R eq uired Invento ry Data
Required SHIM Module 1 products should include a summary and listing of:
Sources of Information
A list of all persons who were consulted or contributed to the data review must
be provided. The list must include the following information in the tabular
format:







name
phone/fax/email
title
organisation
date
comments

Bibliography
Follow format from Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, or
References Cited in this manual.
Fisheries information, including the following:






watershed name(s)
major watershed code(s)
total watershed area (if available)
total watercourse length (if available)
fish presence in mainstem
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fish presence in tributaries
fish presence in lakes/wetlands



other information (surficial geology, land use, etc.)
In Module 2 (Watershed Overview) a map product is requested as a deliverable
and uses existing information compiled from Module 1 (above).

1.7 R epo rting
The project leader or biologist should summarize the assembled data and maps
as the final component of SHIM Module 1. MWLAP or FOC representatives should
be consulted at the initiation of the project to determine reporting requirements,
specifically reporting to add information to regional and provincial databases.

1.8 R eferences C ited
BC Conservation Data Centre Website: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/rib/wis/cdc/
Federal/Provincial Fish Habitat Inventory and Information Program. 1995.
Fisheries Information Summary System: Data Compilation and Mapping
Procedures. Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
FISS Map Based Interactive Tool: http://www.shim.bc.ca.
Geographic Data British Columbia Website: http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks and Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
1997. Fisheries Information Summary System (FISS): Data Compilation
and Mapping Procedures.
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks Website: http://www.gov.bc.ca/elp/
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Watershed Overview

2.1 P urpose
The purpose of this SHIM module is to develop an interim base map on which
existing information can be presented, prior to initiating field mapping. This
base map should be used as a key component to planning fieldwork. A field copy
should be used initially to assist in ground truthing the watercourse network,
delineate watershed boundaries and provide a base to geo-reference habitat
features as they are surveyed. The updated base map is considered a project
deliverable. The objectives of this module are to:





Prepare a preliminary map of the boundaries of the watershed and its
watercourse network.
Identify and code all known waterbodies (streams, wetlands and
lakes), divide the stream network into the preliminary reaches that
will be used in organising the instream inventory procedures
described in Module 4 (Riparian Area Classification and Cross
Sections), and characterize the stream reaches.
Identify preliminary reach breaks, and map reach breaks, habitat
features and other existing information (e.g., fish distribution) that
was collected using SHIM Module 1 (Existing Information Review).

Streams and watersheds are often too small to be represented on 1:50,000 NTS
(National Topographic Survey) maps available from Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada or on the 1:20,000 Terrain Resource Information Maps (TRIM) provided
by the Province of BC. Smaller watercourses often have variable resolution on
existing maps. Often the extent and spatial position of streams with watershed
areas less than 1 or 2 km2 (100 to 200 hectares), or first and some second order
streams are not correct on the variety of the existing maps (e.g. Figure 2.1).
We recommend the development and use of a base map with a scale of 1:5,000.
This scale is required for municipal planning purposes and is needed to
represent stream network, habitat features, and other information derived
through field surveys. Consequently, the key task of this module is to develop
this base map both in hardcopy and electronically. The development of this base
map should be undertaken with local fisheries and municipal and/or regional
planning agencies.
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Small urban streams are often not adequately represented on the 1:5,000 base
maps and field mapping is the only accurate method to determine their position.
An interim base map with preliminary reach characteristics is needed to develop
a project plan for fieldwork. This interim base map will help to organize
watercourse reconnaissance, verify and adjust reach breaks and plan fieldwork.

Figure 2.1 Muriel S1 Creek, Kennedy Watershed, west coast Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, 1:5000 aerial photographic with TRIM and SHIM stream
centrelines, showing the large difference in the position and detail of mapped
stream networks.

2.2 Final P ro ducts
A completed watercourse and watershed overview should generate the following
products:






A 1:5,000 base map showing the boundaries of the watershed and its
major sub-watersheds, preliminary watercourses and reach breaks,
and existing information on habitat features (obstructions or barriers)
and known fish distribution and habitat information (Module 1);
Long or elevation profiles (if known) of the main stream and its
tributaries that show preliminary reach breaks and existing
information on obstructions and other features; and
A basin and reach classification table summarising the watercourse
(streams, lakes wetlands) location(s), physical characteristics of the
reaches, as interpreted from the base maps, TRIM map or aerial
photographs, or gathered from review of other existing information
sources, and Interim Locational Point (ILP) data sheets.
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Note: Interim base maps should illustrate, if possible, watershed boundaries,
reach breaks, features, and the existing fish and fish habitat information
gathered in Module 1 (Existing Information Review). Hand-drawn symbols are to
be annotated on a paper map copy using Provincial Mapping Standards (RIC
1997) when preparing the Interim Map.

2.3 Intro ductio n
The Watershed Overview Module should be office-based relying on information
review completed in SHIM Module 1. The tasks in SHIM Module 2 involve
interpretation of stream courses and watershed boundaries from larger-scale
(<1:20,000) aerial photographs and maps.
This requires that a member of the SHIM project team be trained and/or
experienced in map and air photograph interpretation. There are numerous
recognized training courses through universities or colleges, Forestry Continuing
Network and other institutions.
A completed watercourse network and map will be based on air photograph
interpretation that is verified during field mapping. In many rural areas of the
Georgia Basin some photointerpretation has already been conducted. Please
contact local MWLAP or FOC agency staff for support. In areas that have no
interpretation, it is useful that a team member completes this work to provide
needed familiarity with the watershed. Note that riparian vegetation can be
expected to obscure many stream channels preventing reliable interpretation of
some habitat and channel features from aerial photographs (see SHIM Module 4).
Stream channels can be accurately mapped using global positioning survey (GPS)
techniques described in SHIM Module 5 (GPS Surveying Procedures).
Note: The project manager or a team member will be required to set the tasks
involved in preparing the projects’ base map and organize and potentially
contract component tasks.

2.4 O btain A B ase M ap
Fish and fish habitat inventory data must be surveyed and displayed at a 1:5,000
map scale. The preferred product is an orthophotographic based map (e.g.
Figure 2.1), produced from recent air photographs, and tied to the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system (NAD83). This mapping projection
can be used to electronically project both the mapped information from TRIM
and scanned and rectified orthophotographs (adjustments for altitude and
attitude on photograph) through a Geographic Information System (GIS). The
digital files may be enlarged to produce maps at various scales. Image and map
resolution will often deteriorate at scales larger than 1:5,000. Topography,
shown as elevation contours at some fixed interval, may also be used in
conjunction with aerial photographs for mapping watercourses. The topography
and specific contours are often generated from models within GIS using TRIM
elevation data or aerial photographs.
Note: If elevation is derived from TRIM digital files, the elevation coordinates will
be based on 1:20,000 TRIM map data and will not meet the standards for
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1:5,000 maps that are specified for British Columbia Geographic System of
Mapping (BCGS). The resulting topography will be a hybrid of moderate-quality
TRIM data suitable for 1:20,000 scale, and rectified planimetry. Care should be
used when interpreting vertical elevation data. Although the longitudinal
elevation profile of watercourses are important, SHIM methods focus on
horizontal position of watercourse. Detailed elevation surveys to create
longitudinal profiles often involve other survey techniques see 2.9.1.
Watercourses which have been interpreted as a portion of the base map, can also
be displayed as an independent layer overlain on the orthophoto. Watercourses
which have not been clearly mapped or interpreted, may be visible on the base
map and orthophoto. Often a watercourses’ approximate channel position can
identified based on other clues including the riparian vegetation corridor even
when the stream channel is not clear in the photograph.
At the office project stage, the interim base map can be either hardcopy or
electronic; although transforming paper records to a digital information base
map as Geographic Information System (GIS) layers is an important task. The
project will need the appropriate computer hardware and software to maintain
data standards and distribute final information products from the project.
The main criterion used to obtain a suitable base map is scale and the accurate
representation of the stream network. These attributes are needed to interpret
UTM coordinates, stream reach breaks and other watercourse features.
Topography (elevation) is also helpful when deriving the longitudinal elevation
profile of the watercourse between reaches and the watershed boundary.
Base maps at 1:5,000 scale are not universally available for urban areas in British
Columbia. One source is using enlarged digital orthophotos. Recent digital
orthophotos (less than five years old) are available for eastern Vancouver Island
(black and white), Clayoquot Sound (colour), Capital Regional District and the
Fraser Valley (colour). Topography is not included with the digital orthophotos,
although TRIM elevation data can be overlain and used for topography.
Interpreted stream channel locations are available for many watercourses in the
Greater Vancouver Regional District, Fraser Valley and east Vancouver Island and
can be overlain on orthophotos (Sensitive Habitat Atlas series 1995 to 2000).
The map base available from TRIM maps or the Sensitive Habitat Atlas series do
not usually extend beyond municipal boundaries. Watersheds that extend into
crown land or private forest lands, on eastern Vancouver Island, may be only
partly covered by these maps. TRIM maps are acceptable for mapping boundaries
and defining the stream networks in the upper portions of these watersheds.
TRIM maps are also acceptable for initially defining watershed boundaries,
longitudinal elevation profiles, and a preliminary identification of the stream
network, where watersheds are greater than 10 km2 (1,000 hectares) in area.
In the western part of the lower Fraser Valley, most municipalities and cities will
be able to provide a suitable base map and they may also have available
additional study or interpretive information, such as stormwater management
plans or drainage maps that also display the stream network of the watershed. In
other areas of the Province, little or no information may be available from these
sources.
Various other 1:5,000 map products are also available. British Columbia
Geographic System of Mapping (BCGS) 1:5,000 maps may be available from the
local municipality or regional district. They can be used as base maps although
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use of this information should be cautioned given the level interpretation of
hydrographic map features. The BC Specifications and Guidelines for Geomatics:
Volume 4 (Surveys and Resource Mapping Branch, 1990) describes these
interpretative standards. Some municipalities may provide 1:5,000 cadastral
maps (property boundaries, sub-division lines). For streams within a larger
watershed, 1:20,000 TRIM maps may be acceptable as base maps at the Pre-field
stage, until a larger scale map can be obtained.

Note: Cadastal maps should be used with caution. These maps and plans have
been principally derived from legal land surveys for very specific sites, are often
older and seldom illustrate small stream channels and their positions. In many
municipalities and regional districts, cadastral maps are not projected in UTM’s
and will need revision for projection in this coordinate system.

2.5 Develop a B ase M ap
The procedures needed to develop a base map are outlined below. If an
appropriate base map is not available for a given watercourse, it will be
necessary to follow these procedures. Field surveys can be used in conjunction
with less expensive photographic interpretation methods. These procedures
include:




Select and review appropriate air photograph(s). It may become
apparent that the stream is too small or overgrown by riparian
vegetation to be visible and therefore easily mapped. Stream channels
not visible or easily identified from photograph interpretation need to
be field inspected. Air photographs should be used in the field to
mark stream channel positions.
Identify and map selected features along the watercourse using the
air photos. For example the following features are commonly
identified from photographs and used on 1:5,000 base maps:
 Right and left channel boundaries and water lines;
 The boundaries of vegetation within the channel (islands
covered by reasonably mature vegetation), as well as those
parts of islands or bars covered by successional vegetation
(usually shrubs), and the boundaries of attached bars;


The position of bedrock outcrops and organic debris (mapped
either as individual pieces or jams); and



The features near the watercourse such as roads, trails,
bridges, houses or other structures, overhead cables, and
tributary junctions.

2.6 Delineating the Watershed and its Stream Netwo rk
Watershed features should be delineated using 1:50,000 NTS maps, 1:20,000
TRIM maps and recent and historic air photographs (SHIM Module 4). Historic air
photographs can used to interpret changes in watercourses and channels over
time. Historic photographs can be purchased or viewed at Maps-BC, Victoria.
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2.6.1 Preliminary Identificat io n o f t he St ream
Netw o rk o n t he Base Map
To create a 1:5,000 base map, first review local Stormwater Management
Maps (municipal) or other information maps or plans to identify stream
channel and tributary positions. Use any existing mapped channels to
draw the approximate centre line of the stream channel on a transparent
overlay of a 1:5,000 base map (or a layer in a GIS or a drafting program),
as a line along the approximate centre of the stream channel. Where both
stream banks can be identified (>5-10m channel widths on 1:5,000 scale
photos), each bank should be clearly drawn.
Some streams may be clearly visible on the base map and their course
can be marked with confidence. In other instances, the position of the
stream can be roughly interpreted from:








patterns of contours (up-hill pointing V-shapes indicate the
position of a stream course in a gully or small valley);
the presence of gullies or narrow valleys that can be identified
on the base map or air photographs;
strips of riparian vegetation that mark the approximate stream
course;
drainage ditches;
wetlands, open water areas, riparian edges;
ponds or other hydrographic features; or
culverts and bridges.

Watercourse presence, location, tributaries and other features are
intended to be ground truthed through a field inspection following base
mapping and air photographic interpretation. Stream positions should be
corrected, and new tributaries sketched on your base map. In most urban
areas, locating and inspecting stream crossings at road intersections may
be sufficient to identify streams whose channels are not found on
existing maps or air photographs. Where roads and crossing are few, a
helicopter over-flight can be used as an initial watercourse survey. An
over-flight survey can also be to assess hillslope/bank sediment sources
or other features in upper watersheds which impact location and function
of downstream stream channels. Typically, over-flight survey should be
combined with video recording or low-level air photographs. Details of
video survey procedures can be found in Aerial Photography and

Videography Standards:
Assessment (RIC, 1995).

Applications

for

Stream

Inventory

and

2.6 .2 Asse ssing Field Mapping Requirement s
The next stage needed is the assessment of field mapping requirements
based on the preliminary comparisons between base maps and the actual
stream channel and watercourse network. This comparison is based on a
“minimal accuracy standard” for representing the position of stream
courses on 1:5,000 maps.
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This minimum standard is that: (A) ninety percent (90%) of all welldefined features will be within 2.5m (0.5mm at map scale) of their true
position. It is expected that relatively few field inspected stream courses
will meet this minimal standard. Stream channels should also be
classified relative to two additional levels of accuracy including: (B)
accurate within 2.5 to 10m (0.5 to 2mm at map scale), or (C) less
accurate than >10m (>2mm at map scale).
Watercourses and channels should be marked on your existing base map
to display this level of accuracy based on the above standards. Stream
channels and other watercourses which are interpreted based on riparian
vegetation position or other indicators will likely be the least accurate (>
10m). These stream channels and watercourses will be priority sites for
field mapping (SHIM Modules 3 & 5). Stream channels and watercourses
which are identified with moderate levels of position and accuracy (2.5 to
10m) should also be prioritised for mapping.

2.6 .3 Wat ershed Bo undaries
The overall watershed boundary from height of land to the watercourse/
stream mouth should be included on your base map. This boundary
should be based on elevation contours to enclose the entire area of the
stream/watercourse drainage basin. For additional details consult
Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Manual (RIC,
1997), BC Forest Practices Code Guidebooks on (a) Fish-Stream
Identification, (b) Coastal Watershed Assessment Procedures, and (c)
Channel Assessment Procedures. In low-elevation or low-relief areas, it
may be difficult to accurately define the watershed boundary from map
based contours. Three additional approaches can be used including:
stereo-viewing of current air photographs, field reviews (as above), and
review of existing local plans or management maps (i.e. Stormwater).
The final task is the measurement of watershed and sub-basin area (km2
or hectares). Hand drawn maps can be measured using a planimeter and
digital maps can be measured using available GIS tools. All information
should be tabulated on a Basin Classification Sheet including stream
order to the mouth, tributary names, Interim Locational Point (ILP), map
number and ILP number (see Section 2.8 below).

2.7 Watershed and Waterbo dy Referencing
The 1:50,000 digital Watershed Atlas provides watershed/waterbody identifiers
as a means to assist in habitat management, analysis, and data sharing. The
Resource Inventory Committee (RIC) requires that all lakes and streams in each
inventory project be identified with the unique code used in the hierarchical
system of the Watershed Atlas. Most of the watersheds and streams considered
for fish and fish habitat inventory projects are often too small to be displayed in
the Watershed Atlas due to scale. As a result, watershed/waterbody identifiers
must be generated for individual inventory projects.
All streams on your base map must have an assigned unique identifier. Where
watershed codes do not exist, interim identifiers must be used. Interim
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Locational Points (ILP’s) need to be replaced with proper codes prior to
submitting the final database. Required watershed and waterbody information
(see sub sections below) includes: 2.7.1 Map Reference; 2.7.2 Gazetted Name;
2.7.3 Alias (Local Name); 2.7.4 Watershed/Waterbody Identifier; 2.7.5 Interim
Locational Points; 2.7.6 Geo-referenced Co-ordinate; 2.7.7 Final Watershed/
Waterbody Code.

2.7 .1 Map Refe renc e
In the British Columbia Geographic System (BCGS), maps are referred to
by their NTS block number, which is divided into 100 parts for the
1:20,000 map reference number. The 1:20,000 sheets are divided into 16
parts (quartered twice) for 1:5,000 maps, so that a typical map number
would be “82F.035.2.2”. The 1:5,000 map sheet covers 3 minutes of
longitude and 1’30” of latitude.

2.7 .2 Gazet t ed Name
The gazetted name is the official name of the lake, stream or wetland, as
listed in the Gazetteer of Canada for British Columbia (Anon, 1985) or as
shown on TRIM 1:20,000 maps or 1:50,000 NTS maps. Feature names
since 1985 can be identified through the Geographic Names Unit of
Geographic
Data
BC
(GDBC),
via
their
website
at
http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca, or through a CD-ROM that can be purchased
from the GDBC. If the waterbody is not gazetted, it may be referred to as
"unnamed."

2.7 .3 Alias (Lo c al Name)
“Alias” is an unofficial or locally used name for a lake, stream or wetland,
and is often derived from local sources or experts, such as landowners,
fishers, municipal or regional district offices. An alias may also be exist in
MWLAP or DFO records or derived from regional agency staff.

2.7 .4 Wat ershed/ Wat erbo dy Ident ifier Syst em
The Watershed/Waterbody Identifier System is a computer-generated
coding system that uniquely identifies watersheds and waterbodies for all
British Columbia. It is a component of the 1:50,000 BC Watershed Atlas.
The Identifier has 2 parts, a watershed code and a waterbody identifier.
Depending on whether a watershed or waterbody is identified, one or
both coding parts are used. For streams, only the watershed code is
required for reconnaissance inventory purposes. For lakes, both
watershed code and waterbody identifier are required.


Watershed Code is a 45 digit, 12 set array that uniquely
identifies watersheds. The watershed code is a requirement
for all aquatic data collections.
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Waterbody Identifier is an alphanumeric, 9 character string
that uniquely identifies a waterbody within a watershed. It
consists of 5 digits followed by a four-letter acronym of the
parent watershed group. For the purpose of fish and fish
habitat inventories, the waterbody identifier is used for lakes
and wetlands only.

Further information on watershed/waterbody identifiers can be found in
the User's Guide to the British Columbia Watershed/Waterbody Identifier
System, Revision 2.1 (Government of BC, 1997) or on the MELP Fisheries
Inventory web site at:
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/ric/PUBS/Aquatic/watershed/index.htm.

2.7 .5 Int erim Loc atio nal Point s (ILPs)
Where a watershed/waterbody identifier has not been assigned, an
Interim Locational Point (ILP) is used in place of the watershed/waterbody
identifier until one can be generated.
Requirements for generating watershed codes and waterbody identifiers
from ILPs are described in the User's Guide to the British Columbia
Watershed/Waterbody Identifier System, Revision 2.1 (Government of BC,
1997). Key requirements include a 1:5,000 map linked by the attributes
included on the ILP Data Sheet. The ILP Data Sheet must include the
following attributes:







Project Code: the inventory project code obtained from the
MELP Fisheries Inventory Specialist at the start of the project.
ILP Map Number: the number of the map used to assign ILP
numbers.
ILP Number: a user-defined number unique to any particular
point on the map sheet.
UTM coordinate: taken at the mouth of the subject
watercourse (Northing and Easting coordinates). The Revision

of Stream Mapping Procedures for Streamkeepers in Coastal
Urban Watersheds provides a discussion of how to identify and
mark the mouth of a stream.
Watershed Code: the code of the subject watershed, or the
next highest watershed if the subject watershed’s code is not
available.

2.7 .6 Geo -referenc ed Co -o rdinat e
A UTM co-ordinate is used to identify the location of the lake, stream or
wetland, and/or the sampling site. UTM co-ordinates are recorded as
three sets of numbers: Zone - Easting - Northing, separated by periods
(e.g., 10.69751.598461). UTM co-ordinates can be obtained from a georeferenced 1:5,000 map sheet (either interpreted from the digital
database by the appropriate software, or scaled from a hard copy of the
map) or from a survey of the stream course. The UTM co-ordinates should
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be expressed to 1m, although it is unlikely that this point is accurate
relative to true co-ordinates.
For streams, the UTM co-ordinate of the upstream reach break is used for
location referencing. For sampling sites in stream reaches, the UTM coordinate of the downstream end of the site is used. For lakes, the UTM
co-ordinate of the outlet stream on the lake is used. If more than one lake
outlet exists, the main outlet is used for referencing, and in cases where
no outlet is present, the UTM of the geographic centre of the lake is used.
For sampling sites in lakes, the UTM co-ordinate from the approximate
centre of the site.
Note: that UTM refers to the 1927 North American Datum (NAD) which
are found on 1:50,000 NTS maps and can be converted to the NAD 1983
datum in use on TRIM maps via the Canadian National Transformation,
Version 2.

2.7 .7 Final Wat ershed/ Wat erbo dy Co de
Interim Locational Points (ILP’s) used in place of watershed/waterbody
identifiers must be replaced with watershed codes prior to providing data
to the standard provincial inventory databases (i.e. FISS).
The procedure for using and replacing ILPs includes:
1. Create 2, 1:5,000 maps of the project area and stream with ILPs. One
copy is kept for the project and the second is used to generate a
watershed code.
2. Create 2 ILP Data Sheets for stream and lakes. Careful transcriptions
between ILP data sheets and maps is required. The ILP Data Sheet is used
to generate the waterbody identifier and for ongoing use in the project.
Note: streams - UTM co-ordinates in the ILP Data Sheet (Streams) refers to
outlet location (use the ILP as you would the watershed code).
3. Send the ILP Map and Data Sheet to the Ministry contact for watershed
code assignment. This task should be completed during the Information
Review stage of the project. Hard copy and digital files (spreadsheet)
should be attached. Note: that the ILP Data Sheets must be completed
entirely, including UTM co-ordinates for all ILPs.
4. ILPs assigned at later stages of the inventory are recorded and a
second watershed/waterbody identifier request should be completed and
submitted.

2.8 Designating P reliminary R each Breaks
The purpose of this section is to identify and describe stream reaches and their
location within the watershed. This task should be completed as a planning
component for field reconnaissance and fish and fish habitat sampling.
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2.8.1 T he Lo ngit udinal (Lo ng) Elevat io n Pro file
Long profiles or changes in elevation and channel gradient should be
used to help select reach breaks for the main channel and the major
tributaries (stream channel one stream order less than the main channel),
plus any other tributaries that have already been identified. An elevation
(long) profile is often not essential for selecting reach breaks and this
module step may be passed if elevation data is not available. TRIM maps
can provide elevation data to help interpret reach breaks.
If topography (elevation contours) is available, the stream profile can be
constructed using a 1:5,000 hardcopy basemap and/or a digital GIS
query. The following steps can be helpful:
1. Mark the mouth of the stream on the base map and interpolate its
elevation from the contour crossings of the larger streams that it joins or
assign a geodetic elevation of zero (0m) if it flows directly into the ocean;
2. Measure the distance upstream from the mouth to the first contour
crossing of the stream along the centreline of the channel with a chart
measurer (opisometer). The map scale can be entered in modern chart
wheels so that the distance is reported in ground distance in metres or
kilometres. Otherwise, record the distance in millimetres or centimetres
and adjust it to ground distance with the scale factor;
3. Record the distance to the first contour crossing and the elevation of
the contour;
4. Continue to the next contour and record distance and elevation points
along the main channel. Also mark distances to the outlet and inlet of
culverts or bridges that are shown or can be identified;
5. Measure up the main tributaries, starting the first point as the distance
along the main channel to the tributary mouth and then interpolated at
the tributary mouth; and,
6. When data for the main stream and tributaries has been recorded plot
separate graphs using MS Excel (Provincial Government standard).

2.8 .2 Ident ificat io n of St ream Reac hes
Reaches are stream segments or lengths where hydrological, geological,
and adjacent watershed surface conditions remain sufficiently uniform
that a reasonably homogeneous channel morphology can be identified.
As a reference, the characteristics of a stream channel can then be
expected to change wherever its surrounding watershed conditions
change, such as at major tributaries, sediment sources, elevation and
changes in the stream valley.
Information that must be collected for reaches is outlined in Table 2.1.
For the purposes of the Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory Standard for
Urban Watersheds, reach lengths must be at least 25 m in length (5 mm
at 1:5,000 map scale). As an alternative to creating very short reaches,
specific habitats can be recorded as a specific section or feature. We
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anticipate that most preliminary reaches will be much longer than the
25m minimum.
Recent, large-scale air photographs are an important tool needed to
identify reach breaks or boundaries. The long profile constructed in the
previous section of this module is particularly useful in assessing
changes in gradient that are significant enough to constitute reach
breaks. Historic air photographs should also be used; particularly as an
aid to help identify human disturbance on watercourses.
The preliminary reach division in this module is similar to that discussed
in the Forest Practices Code Channel Assessment Procedure Guidebook
(FPC, 1996). Useful guidelines to identify reach breaks include use of:






Tributary confluences (at least second order streams; always
at entry points for major tributaries, as previously defined);
Significant gradient changes from one reach to the next, or
waterfalls or other steps in the profile, that are too short to be
a reach (<25m) but affect the channel;
Changes in stream channel confinement, such as from a wide
floodplain to a confined canyon;
Changes in the coupling of the stream channel with its valley
flat or hillslopes (see Appendix 2 of the Channel Assessment
Procedure Guidebook);

Entry of coarse or fine sediment from a major source, such as
a construction site or high eroding bank;
 Changes in stream channel form, from straight to sinuous, or
single channel to a braided channel. These changes often
result from varying slope, sediment supply or changes in the
valley and local geological materials.
 A lake or wetland is treated as a separate reach.
 Changes in riparian vegetation are not to be considered when
setting reach breaks.
Reach breaks must be marked directly onto a copy of the base map,
verified using the air photographs, and then transferred to the long
profile. Review the position of reach breaks along the long profile to
ensure that gradients are reasonably constant over the reach. Add
additional breaks if gradients suggest a significant change from the
bottom to top of a particular reach.
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Table 2.1 SHIM required basin and reach classification table.
Watershed
Code

Watershed
Area

Magnitude

Reach
#

UTM

NID Map
#

Map
Refer
ence

NID

Gazet
ted
Name

Classif
ication

Alias

Gradient

ILP
Map #

Length

ILP
#

Order
#

Width

2.8 .3 St ream Reac h Numbering
Stream reaches are numbered in upstream-ascending order, starting from
Reach 1 on the main stream, nearest the mouth. Each lake or wetland is
assigned a reach number in the same ordering system. Tributaries to the
main stream are also assigned reach numbers.
If additional reaches are created during the field inspection, they are
named by adding decimals to the existing reach numbers. For instance, if
Reach 2 is sub-divided, the reaches would then be numbered, 2, 2.1, 3,
etc.

2.8 .4 Reac h Classificat io n
We anticipate that part of the stream or watercourse mapped with SHIM
will be too small, or too overgrown by riparian vegetation to inventory in
detail from air photographs. These reaches should be separated into
natural and man-modified channels, those which have been channelised,
otherwise altered, or flow through culverts. These reaches should be
classified as follows:
Natural (NC): Watercourses with no obvious signs of straightening,
dredging, bank armouring or other man-made changes to the stream.
Typically, the watercourse is irregular in width and depth, with a defined
pool and riffle sequence.
Channelised (CH): Stream types that are constructed or are highly
modified channels that are typically uniform in width and depth and
without meanders, gravel bars or other channel features found in natural
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watercourses. Roadside and agricultural ditches are examples of these
stream types. Channelization typically affects both banks, which are often
protected by rock rip rap or other material, such as concrete.
Partially Modified (PM): These watercourses retain some of the
characteristics of natural channels but have bank protection, gravel
removal or other interference. Rip rap placed on one bank is an example
of a partially modified watercourse.
Culverted (CU): Watercourses that are enclosed in concrete, metal or
wood culverts.
As well as this classification, the reaches on the small and larger streams
are described in a manner that is consistent with what can be observed
on air photographs (see ‘Reach Description’ below).

2.8 .5 Reac h Desc riptio n
The following reach information must be collected and entered into the
Basin and Reach Classification Table for the watershed in addition to the
Reach Classification described above. Where a parameter cannot be
assessed, because the stream is not clearly visible, enter N/A instead.
Reach Length: The length of the reach (m) measured along the stream
channel, from one end of the reach to the other.
Reach gradient: The slope of the stream, as calculated from the elevation
at the upstream end of the reach, minus the elevation at the downstream
end of the reach, divided by the reach length. Elevations are interpreted
from the long profile. When multiplied by 100, the reach gradient is
expressed as a percentage.
Channel Width: Measured as the bankfull (bank top to bank top), or
vegetation boundary to vegetation boundary, width, as averaged over
several cross sections along the reach. Where the channel is not visible,
reach width can be estimated as less than 1 m, 1 to 5 m, 5 to 20 m, or
greater than 20 m. Where the channel is not visible, it is likely that the
width will be less than 5 m.
Floodplain Dimensions: On the larger streams it may be possible to
interpret floodplain dimensions from the air photographs. Where these
can be identified on the air photographs they should be marked and
typical dimensions of the active floodplain recorded.
Channel Morphology: For the larger streams, it may be possible to
classify channel morphology in a preliminary fashion, (based on the
Channel Assessment Procedure Guidebook) from inspection of air
photographs. Information on other reach characteristics, including
channel pattern, channel islands, and channel confinement are collected
and recorded. Module 4 (Riparian Area Classification and Cross-Sections)
describes in detail, how to measure these characteristics in the field.
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2.9 R epo rting
This section summarises the required inventory data and map products for the
final report for Module 2 (Watershed Overview). The report format is specified in
the Introduction section of this report. The BC Ministry and Fisheries and Oceans
representative should be consulted at the initiation of the project to determine if
reporting requirements have changed.

2.9 .1 Requi red Invent o ry Dat a
The required inventory data products for the this module are:
1. Project code, consisting of a MELP-defined code and year.
2. Basin and Reach Classification Table summarizing the basic location
and characteristics of watersheds and subwatersheds. The table must
include the information shown below.
 watershed code, and area
 ILP map number
 ILP number
 watershed order, and magnitude
 Reach number
 NID map number
 NID
 reach classification
 reach gradient (if suitable maps available)
 reach length, and width.
3. ILP Data sheets which are linked to the Interim Map and contain the
following information:






Project Code
ILP Map Number
ILP Number
UTM co-ordinate
Watershed Code

Any comments relevant to the project may be added. Comments should
describe:


any problems that were encountered and how they were
resolved;



special concerns and comments relating to fish populations or
their habitats;
recommendations for further work, and what the objective of
further work should be; and,
other concerns.
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2.9 .2 Requi red Map Pro duc t s
The required map products for the this module are:
Interim map showing the following attributes:
Watercourse network
Watershed boundaries and subwatershed boundaries
Watershed codes
ILPs
Reach breaks
Reach numbers
NIDs
Existing fish and fish habitat information (e.g., fish presence
and distribution)
Note: A paper copy of the interim map must be prepared complete with
hand-drawn symbols shown in the Standards for Fish and Fish Habitat
Mapping (RIC, 1997).
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Watercourse Centreline and
Habitat Feature Mapping

3.1 P urpose
The purpose of this SHIM module is to present the methods for mapping
watercourse locations and describing watercourse attributes and habitats. These
methods are designed for use in conjunction with SHIM Module 4 (Riparian Area
Classification and Detailed Cross-Sections), and SHIM Module 5 (GPS Surveying
Procedures) and describe field and attribute in the “data dictionary” of the Global
Positioning System used in SHIM watercourse field surveying.
Accurate spatial mapping of watercourses is critical to developing precise land
use plans and Official Community Plans (OCP) in urban and many rural areas.
Streams, wetlands and watercourses can be easily damaged or destroyed by land
use development. Knowledge of watercourse extent and location is critical for
providing information to help guide development and protect watercourses. The
history of human development has shown that sensitive watercourses need
protection and their precise location should be clearly understood and
incorporated into local planning and development maps. It is not unusual for
watercourses to be incorrectly mapped or even omitted entirely from municipal
and provincial plans and maps (Fig. 3.1, see Fig. 2.1).
It can be expensive to use land surveying techniques to map streams and
watercourse to levels accurate and reliable enough to use in community and
municipal land use plans. Recent developments in Global Positioning System
(GPS) differential technology (SHIM Module 5) have enabled the quick, accurate,
and inexpensive survey techniques to inventory and map resources and
watercourses.
The objective of Module 3 is to describe the SHIM standard for watercourse
mapping using a resource survey grade differential GPS unit (here a Trimble
Pathfinder, Appendix D). SHIM mapping is based on surveying watercourse
location and extent, but also includes the collection (inventory) and description
of biophysical watercourse habitat features (e.g., depth, width, gradient, fish
presence or absence, habitat attributes).
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Figure 3.1 Lugrin Creek, Somass Watershed, Port Alberni, Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, 1:5000 aerial orthophotograph with TRIM and SHIM stream
centrelines, showing the difference in postion of mapped streams relative to
local cadastral.

3.2 Intro ductio n
The inventory and mapping techniques described in this module are to be used
by surveyors trained with a Resource Inventory Committee (RIC) GPS Field
Operator Training Certificate (RIC 1998/99). Trained mapping technicians must
also be familiar with watercourse assessment methods for describing biophysical
features and habitat characteristics (RIC 1997). It is strongly recommended that
all individuals conducting SHIM surveys participate in a training program
designed to ensure that watercourse habitat data are collected and recorded
consistently and to SHIM and RIC standards. Additional information on training
courses
is
available
from
Forestry
Continuing
Studies
Network,
http://www.fcsn.bc.ca/.
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This module is intended to describe and outline SHIM Watercourse
mapping and habitat feature mapping including:









Watercourse Survey Timing,
Survey Equipment,
Watercourse Centreline Mapping,
Dividing a Watercourse into Segments,
Describing the Characteristics of Watercourse Segments,
Recording Point Features, such as culverts, discharges,
obstructions, fisheries enhancement sites, and locations of
fish and wildlife observations,
Establishing Reference Points (e.g., start points, end points,
etc.) during a watercourse survey.

3.3 Using The SHIM Data Dictio nary For Data Co llectio n

3.3 .1 T he Dat a Dict io nary
SHIM inventory and mapping of watercourses is based on the use of a
GPS unit incorporating a standardised data dictionary for recording and
collecting mapped watercourse features.
The SHIM data dictionary (Appendix B) has been created to represent a
series of electronic field survey forms for access while surveying with the
GPS unit. Individual watercourse features and attributes (numeric or text)
can be found in the data dictionary and recorded with the GPS logger
keypad (Table 3.1). Data attributes and features can be also assigned at a
specific location and time.
Following completion of a survey, the field data can be uploaded directly
from the GPS data logger to a computer and incorporated directly into
Geographic Information System (GIS) software for map output. These
features allow considerable efficiency and savings in effort and expenses
in comparison to traditional “hardcopy paper” surveys. GPS surveying and
mapping also reduces errors and inconsistencies in data collection and
processing. Data entry, through use of the standardised SHIM data
dictionary, is standardised into some "mandatory" and other user
modified entry fields. Once the GPS data has been differentially corrected
and interpreted (see Module 5), resulting SHIM data can be incorporated
directly into a GIS database and mapping project without need for further
processing or data entry.
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Table 3.1. Overview of watercourse and habitat attributes collected using the
SHIM data dictionary (v23.0) and differential Global Positioning System.
Attributes are collected as point, lines and polygons to describe the
watercourse, its segments along a centreline, riparian area and adjacent
features.
Survey Component

Main Attribute

Detailed Feature Collected

Stream Centre Line
Stream Reference Information

Name, Coding, Date, Time, Survey Conditions, Surveyors

Stream Segment Points

Start,Stop, Reach Break, Elevation, Photograph

Stream Segment Class

Stream Section, State of Section, Dominant Hydraulic Type

Segment Characteristics

Section Gradient, Fish Spawning, Canopy, Access, Gravel

Segement Substrate Attributes

Dominant Substrate Type, Compaction

Segment Channel Attributes

Widths (wetted, bank full), Depths (wetted, bank full)

Segment Instream Cover

% by feature (Boulders, Pools), Large Woody Debris, Pools

Segment Riparian Attributes

Left and Right Bank, Riparian Class

Cross Section Information

Coding, Velocity, Discharge, Photograph

Cross Section Substrate

Dominant Substrate Type, Compaction

Stream Cross Section

Cross Section Channel

Widths (wetted, bank full), Depths (wetted, bank full)

Cross Section Riparian

Riparian Class, Banks, Slopes, Stability, Land Cover

Culvert Attributes

Type-Material, Condition, Barrier, Size, Baffles

Obstruction Attributes

Type-Material, Barrier, Size, Photo

Stream Attributes

Stream Discharge Attribute

Point of Discharge, Type-Material, Size

Erosion Features

Type of Erosion, Severity, Exposure, Material

Fish Habitat Attributes

Type of Habitat (Spawning, Juvenile) Size, Slope, Photo

Fish Inventory Site

Method, Species, Counts, Biosample Information (L/W)

Enhancement Areas

Type of Enhancement, Potential or Existing Enhancement

Wildlife Observations

Type of Observation, Wildlife Species, Photo

Wildlife Tree Attributes

Type of Tree, Size, Location

Near Waterbody Attributes

Type of Waterbody (Side Channel, Pond, Ditch), Size

Wetland Attributes

Size

Water Sample Sites

Water Quality Attributes, Turbidity, Temperature, DO

Photograph Location

Location, Direction

3.3 .2 Po int s, Lines, and Po lygo ns
Global positioning systems (GPS) data loggers only map three data
attribute types: points, lines and polygons (Fig. 3.2). The features
described in Table 3.1 can be attached to these points, lines and
polygons to describe the details of the attribute data type.
Points are precisely defined geographic locations with co-ordinates. SHIM
uses points to describe discreet habitat features, such as the location of a
dam, storm sewer outlet pipe, culvert or a particular isolated feature.
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Lines are a series of individual points linked together as the GPS unit logs
the information. SHIM maps stream sections as individual line segments.
Nesting points within a line is an option which allows a SHIM surveyor to
incorporate point feature information encountered in the middle of a
stream line segment (e.g., when the point feature is encountered, the
surveyor can pause the GPS logging of the line segment data, and nests
or logs the point feature into the line and can resume logging the line
segment).
Polygons are a series of points that the GPS links together to enclose an
area. Polygons are most often used to describe wetlands, lake / pond
boundaries, gravel bar, riparian areas etc.
The data dictionary is also configured to enable a surveyor to enter
specific habitat characteristics (e.g., culverts, livestock grazing areas,
etc.) as either line or point attributes and describe features associated
with each, depending on the judgement of the surveyor given the extent
of the attribute or feature. For example, a culvert can be surveyed as a
point at its centre or outflow, or collected as a line over its extent and
downstream limit. It this case the data is either attributed as a point or
line, and can be featured as a culvert.

Figure 3.2 Lugrin Creek, Somass Watershed, Port Alberni, Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, 1:5000 aerial orthophotograph indicating point, line and
polygon stream channel and riparian attributes collected with GPS surveys.
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3.3 .3 U se o f GPS fo r All o r Part o f t he Survey
SHIM surveys are composed of 2 general components. First, the spatial
location, extent of the stream or watercourse (stream centreline). Second,
the habitat features associated with attributed data to inventory the
characteristics of a watercourse. We recommended that both sets of
information are collected at the same time. It is feasible to collect centre
line location / extent data and watercourse feature information at
different survey times. Surveying can often be limited by project budgets,
time frames, GPS unit availability, etc. However, as a first survey option, it
is recommended that both sets of information be captured at the same
time. If the spatial location / extent and habitat feature data are captured
separately, it is more likely that data can be incorrectly geo-referenced
which can reduce survey accuracy and reliability and potentially lead to
entire surveys being repeated.
As a second survey option, a GPS survey can precede the collection of
habitat features. This survey should use field data sheets to collect and
record habitat features. Reference points or markers should be placed in
the field using GPS with a known spatial co-ordinate and used to measure
positions (distance, gradient, extent etc.) of features. Habitat feature
surveys can follow and use these spatial reference markers to help
associate feature information given known spatial co-ordinates. Spatially
referenced points or markers should be no further than 100m apart (see
SHIM Module 5 GPS Surveying Procedures).
A third option is to conduct the GPS survey after attributes have been
recorded on field cards. This requires that all reference points and
features be well marked so that the GPS surveyor can locate and survey
the spatial co-ordinate of the reference point.

3.4 C riteria Fo r Defining Stream Segments
The fundamental unit of SHIM watercourse centreline mapping is the stream
segment. The characteristics of a watercourse’s channel and riparian zone are
seldom homogeneous along its entire length. Therefore, the stream can be
broken into a series of successive sections (segments), each of which possesses
and is characterised by a different set of attributes. For example, primary and
secondary watercourse classes, riparian class, and hydraulic type can be used
together to differentiate a series of centreline segments (Fig. 3.2).
Primary Class
Secondary
Class
Riparian Class
Dominant
Hydraulic Type

Natural
Braided
Rock
Riffle

Hay Field
Cascade

Channelized
Ephemeral
Broadleaf Forest
Riffle

Coniferous Forest
Pool
Standing

Segments
Figure 3.3 Schematic used to define and differentiate segments along the
watercourse centreline.
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We will explain more clearly later in Section 3.8, the terms primary and
secondary watercourse class, riparian class, and hydraulic type. These
characteristics define biophysical habitat attributes and are used to classify
stream segments along the stream centreline (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 Example of assigned watercourse centreline segments and some
associated habitat attributes.
The SHIM data dictionary can potentially collect data on up to 22 characteristics
of the stream channel and riparian area. These characteristics are defined in
detail in Section 3.8 (Table 3.5) and overviewed in Table 3.1. The decision
regarding which characteristics to use when defining segments is important in
ensuring a systematic and effective SHIM survey. While there is a strong
temptation to use as many of the characteristics as possible, only apply a few
relevant characteristics to keep survey design and implementation simple and
effective. Therefore, it is important to consider the types of characteristics that
are relevant to particular survey types in assigning centreline segments for a
particular survey type (Table 3.2). Common survey types can include: Fish
Habitat Inventories; Impact Assessment and Monitoring; Estimation of Productive
Capacity; Land-Use Planning; and Fisheries Stock Assessment/Escapement
Surveys.
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Table 3.2 Characteristics which can be used to assign centreline segments for
different survey types.
Characteristic
Primary Stream
Class
Secondary Stream
Class
Dominant Hydraulic
Type
Channel
Dimensions
Segment Gradient
Substrate
Composition
Substrate
Compaction
Instream Cover
Crown Closure
Spawning Habitat
Bars
Access for
Livestock
Riparian Class
Riparian Band
Width
Riparian Structural
Stage
Presence of Snags
Presence of
Veteran Trees
Density of Shrubs
Top of Bank
Bank Stability
Dominant Bank
Material
Bank Slope

Fish Habitat
Inventory
•

Impact
Assessment
•

Productivity
Estimation
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Land-Use
Planning

Stock
Assessment
•

•
•

3.4 .1 Fish Habit at Invento ries
For fish habitat inventories, it is desirable to collect as much information
as possible concerning habitat attributes, and to define segments with
high resolution to survey the complexity of the habitat and riparian zone.
For this reason, all potential segment characteristics can potentially be
used when assigning segments.

3.4 .2 Impact Asse ssment and Mo nit o ring
Biophysical baseline studies are often required to support environmental
assessments (EAs) required by federal and provincial legislation. These
studies describe existing environmental conditions in the area where a
project is proposed, and provide a basis for future impact prediction and
monitoring. Baseline studies are also carried out to characterize the
extent of existing impacts in a watercourse in the context of watershed
assessment and restoration planning, and state-of-the-environment
reporting.
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In the context of baseline studies and monitoring, it is important to
determine which characteristics are likely to change as a result of
environmental impacts. It is often desirable to define stream segments
based on:











primary and secondary stream class;
dominant hydraulic type;
channel dimensions;
substrate composition and compaction;
instream cover and presence of spawning habitat;
bars;
access for livestock;
riparian characteristics (e.g., class, band width, structural
stage, shrub density);
presence of snags and veteran trees; and
bank characteristics (e.g., top of bank, bank stability,
dominant material, and slope).

3.4 .3 Habit at Suit abilit y and Pro duc tive Capac it y
The habitat requirements of salmonids vary with their life history stage
and habitat use. Depending on the stream, time of year, and fish species,
any of the following stages may be present: (i) maturing anadromous
migrants (adults spawners), (ii) spawning adults, (iii) incubating eggs, (iv)
rearing juveniles and/or resident adults, and (v) juvenile outmigrants
(smolts).
Estimation of habitat suitability (i.e., Johnson and Slaney, 1996) and
productive capacity (i.e., Hankin and Reeves, 1988) generally focuses on:








adult holding pools;
spawning gravel (quantity and quality) requirements;
area and frequency of rearing pools;
cover in pools and riffles (complexity);
large woody debris (frequency and distribution);
stream bed substrate characteristics; and
extent of off-channel habitat.

Therefore, in the context of habitat suitability studies, it is often desirable
to define stream segments based on:






primary and secondary stream class;
dominant hydraulic type;
channel dimensions and gradient;
substrate composition and compaction; and
instream cover, crown closure, and spawning habitat.
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3.4 .4 Land U se Planning
Municipal land use and forestry planners are concerned with
characteristics used to determine the extent of protection to which a
watercourse is entitled under streamside protection regulations. For
example, under the provincial Forest Practices Code (FPC, 1995), a fishbearing stream 1.5−5.0m wide is entitled to Riparian Reserve Zone (where
harvesting is not permitted) for 30m on each side of the channel, and an
additional Riparian Management Zone (where harvesting is constrained by
regulations) for a further 20m on either side of the channel. Similarly, in
urban areas, the Land Development Guidelines (DFO and MELP, 1992) call
for a 15m setback for single family dwellings adjacent to fish-bearing
streams, and a 30m setback for multifamily and commercial
developments.
Characteristics used to define stream segments for surveys conducted in
support of land-use planning include:
channel dimensions and gradient;
riparian class and band width; and
bank characteristics (e.g., slope, top of bank, stability,
dominant material).
Other types of data which are important to land-use planning include fish
presence or absence, and the presence of bird nests. However, these
types of data are generally recorded as points, and are therefore not used
to define stream segments.




3.4 .5 St o ck Asse ssment
Stock assessments are conducted to estimate fish populations, especially
populations of anadromous salmonids. Typically, stock assessments
involve walking, swimming or flying a section of a watercourse and
visually estimating the numbers of spawning (can include carcasses) fish.
To be most efficient, stock assessments can focus on key spawning
habitats. Characteristics used to define stream segments in the context
of stock assessment studies include:
primary and secondary class
dominant hydraulic type;
channel dimensions and gradient;
substrate composition and compaction; and
spawning habitat.
Habitat accessibility (i.e., presence of barriers to upstream fish
movement, whether a segment is upstream or downstream of a known
barrier) and presence of spawning and post-spawning fish should also be
taken into consideration when defining segments.
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3.5 Survey Lo gistics

3.5 .1 T iming
It is recommended that field surveys be conducted under high-water flow
conditions when all streams are flowing. This enables the survey crew to
effectively identify all watercourses and potential fish habitats within the
survey area. Surveys conducted during periods of lower flow (e.g., during
the summer months) may fail to capture every watercourse in the area
because dense vegetation cover may obscure the stream channel, and
ephemeral and/or intermittent streams may not flow outside the highflow periods. On the other hand, the mainstems of larger streams may be
too deep to safely survey during some high-flow periods, and should be
surveyed when lower-flow conditions exist. If adequate project funds
allow, it is recommended that two surveys be conducted: one during the
high-flow period, and a second during the season with the lowest water
flows. This second survey can capture information not visible during high
flows (e.g., the locations of discharge pipes that were under water, the
way that the stream responded to high flows, the extent of bank erosion,
changes in wetland size, etc.).

3.5 .2 Equipment
All survey equipment should be assembled and checked (Table 3.3).
Survey planning should include ordering more difficult equipment and
supplies well before planned survey periods.
Table 3.3 Recommended field equipment for SHIM mapping survey.
Item
Orthophoto, aerial photo, or
large-scale topographical map,
and permanent marking pen
Field cards and mechanical
pencils
SHIM manual and data
dictionary
Laminated code reference
cards
Landowner contact letters
Identification (Survey team)



Description
1:5,000 scale





cards on waterproof paper;
HB or softer pencils
Version 23.0



feature and vegetation codes 









Fish collection permits and
fishing license (optional)
Binder or clipboard



government issued

Measuring tape or tight-chain



at least 50m in length



Range finder (optional)



Bushnell 400m



Metre stick



wooden, plastic, or aluminum 

Compass



e.g., Suunto KB14 4/360 R/D 

Clinometer



e.g., Suunto PM-5/360PC
(716)
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Purpose
to locate landmarks and verify positions
for recording data when GPS
unavailable
for field reference regarding
procedures, codes, etc.
to ensure correct field recording of data
codes
for distributing to landowners
to show to landowners when on private
property
for setting traps and collecting fish, if
this is part of your survey
to hold field cards and other reference
materials
for cross-sections, measuring channel
widths, etc.
to measure distances > 10m over
inaccessible terrain
to measure water depth & hydraulic
head
to measure bearings between two
points
to measure gradients (degrees)

Item
Thermometer



GPS with real-time differential 
correction
Camera and spare film

Flagging tape
9" spikes and hammer
Backpack or cruiser Vest
Safety vests (optional)
Chest waders with wading belt 

Description
alcohol, with double metal
casing
Trimble Pathfinder Pro XR
digital cameras are
preferable, if available

rubber or neoprene waders,
chest-height preferred



Purpose
to measure water and air temperatures



for precise location of stream centreline



for photodocumenting features, etc.







for placing temporary benchmarks
for placing permanent benchmarks
to carry equipment
for visibility
for taking in-stream measurements and
crossing watercourses
for safety when walking on slippery
substrates
for use against attacking animals
(emergency use only)
for safety
for safety

Stream cleats or felt-soled
wading boots (optional)
Bear spray, bangers



Whistle
Cell phone (optional)






Take a laminated copy of the relevant topographical map into the field
with you (or orthophoto - aerial photograph). This will help identify
landmarks such as road crossings, buildings, hydro right-of-ways,
farmland, and riparian vegetation. Landmarks can be used to tie GPS
survey results to known locations noted on the map or photo. Aerial
photos are also useful for identifying new, unmapped tributaries and for
verifying the locations of existing mapped tributaries.

3.5 .3 Legal Permissio n: Land Ow ners, St at uto ry
Agenc ies
Contact the planning department of your local government (Regional
District, Municipal) to identify watershed areas where development is
planned within the next five to ten years. Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
and the BC Ministry of Land, Water and Air Protection (MLWAP) will also
assist in determining priority areas for SHIM mapping.
Contact and obtain permission from any public, First Nation, or private
landowners in the survey area. In urban areas, riparian and upland areas
are typically privately owned. Respect landowners and take time to talk
with them about the benefits to be gained by mapping the stream and its
riparian corridor. Leave a pamphlet or an information sheet about your
project. Most landowners will be interested and supportive of the study.
In situations where you must cross private property to access a
watercourse, contact the landowner directly and obtain his or her
permission before crossing their property. Ideally, this permission should
be sorted out well before the survey is undertaken, but it may be possible
to talk to the landowner in person on the day of the site visit.
The following information should be made available to landowners:




name / affiliation for field surveyors / crew;
contact information for client or government contact;
purpose of the survey; and
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the expected duration of the field visit.

Landowners must be informed about the possible installation of
benchmarks, as well as other effects that the sampling procedures may
cause to their property.
Never survey on private lands unless permission has been granted.

3.5 .4 No t e-Keeping
Even with use of a GPS and data logger, field notes / records are expected
to be collected and kept. It is important to take thorough and descriptive
notes and, where necessary, provide sketches of the area surveyed. Post
trip interpretation of GPS lines and features may be easier if field notes
and sketches are available, especially if the mapping specialist was not
involved in the field survey. An orthophoto (1:5,000) or maximum scale
map of the area should be taken into the field in order to reference and
sketch the watercourse and/or any obvious features observed while
mapping. Local site conditions or anomalies on the feature being
traversed should be noted in the field book. Since the procedure also
relies upon detailed comments, it is important to write these into your
notebook or on the cards provided. GPS receiver technology does not
allow easy recording of comments and is often limited to only 40
characters. Short abbreviations and comment reference numbers should
be entered into Asset Surveyor. Field notes must later be entered into the
standard mapping database.

3.6 M apping The Waterco urse C entreline
The use of GPS in SHIM surveys is described in Module 5 (GPS Surveying
Procedures). Below is a brief overview of the use of GPS for centreline mapping.
For our purposes, watercourses are defined as streams, ditches, culverts, swales,
or other natural or human modified drainage features with defined channels and
permanent, intermittent, or seasonally flowing water. The centreline of a
watercourse is best mapped by walking along the centre of the stream channel,
or bankfull width (Figure 3.5).
Note: The centreline should not be mapped along the centre of the wetted
channel width.
As the surveyor walks upstream, the Trimble GPS unit automatically logs a
continuous series of location points that will be interpreted as the stream
centreline. If, for some reason, it is impossible to obtain adequate readings from
the stream channel itself (e.g., because it passes through a steep ravine with
dense vegetative cover – excessive multipath), the GPS can be set to offset the
readings so that the centreline can be mapped from one of the banks.
Once the centreline of the watercourse has been mapped with GPS, the line data
should be overlaid on a digital orthophoto and/or provincial TRIM map using GIS
or AutoCAD software. The value of the new information gained through GPS
surveys will become apparent through this analysis.
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where to determine
UTM coordinates

wetted width

Total Bankfull Width

Figure 3.5 Correct position within the watercourse channel to collect stream
channel centreline positions using GPS. Note: the wetted width is not used to
define the centreline of the watercourse.
Use of a GPS unit such as the Trimble Pathfinder requires training and practice,
therefore RIC Standard GPS training and Field Operators certification is required.
Similarly, individuals involved in mapping and interpreting watercourse
centrelines from field GPS data also have the appropriate certification (e.g., RIC
Standard Comprehensive Training for Resource Mapping). To maintain high data
quality and precision, the interpretation of GPS data requires a considerable level
of skill, expertise, and experience, and should only be done by qualified
personnel.

3.7 Survey R eference Info rmatio n
Record watercourse reference information at the beginning of each new survey,
or when some characteristic of the survey changes (e.g., new GPS surveyor).
The following reference information should be recorded at the beginning of each
new survey and re-entered whenever any of the information changes. If a datalogger is used, the date and time are automatically registered each time field
information is recorded.
Stream Name
Watershed Code
Tributary Code
Organisation
Crew
Weather

Air Temperature
Water Temperature
Stage
Date
Time

3.7 .1 Wat erc o urse Name
Most of the streams that are mapped using SHIM are too small to have
formal names. However, for the larger watercourses, it should be decided
at the beginning of the survey whether stream naming will include
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gazetted names only, or gazetted names and local names. A stream’s
official gazetted name is the name that appears on existing maps. Many
of the smaller streams that lack gazetted names have been given local
names by residents of the watershed, but these names are not present on
official maps (e.g., TRIM, NTS), and may have little meaning outside a
given watershed.

3.7 .2 Wat ershed Co de and T ribut ary Co de
The BC watershed coding system was created by the provincial Ministry of
Sustainable Resources as a means of referencing streams in the provincial
Watershed Atlas. Any watercourse in the province of BC, visible on a
1:50,000 scale NTS map, has been assigned a unique, 45-digit watershed
code (BC Fisheries, 1997).
The watershed coding system is hierarchical, meaning that you can tell
which stream a watercourse flows into, simply by examining its code. The
following table provides examples of watershed codes.
Table 3.4 Example of the BC provincial watershed coding system.
Watercourse Name and/or
Description
Peace River
Carbon Creek, a tributary to the
Peace River
Eleven Mile Creek, a tributary to
Carbon Creek
An unnamed tributary to Eleven Mile
Creek

Watershed Code
230-000000-00000-00000-0000-0000-000-000-000000-000-000
230-846900-00000-00000-0000-0000-000-000-000000-000-000
230-846900-10700-00000-0000-0000-000-000-000000-000-000
230-846900-10700-05300-0000-0000-000-000-000000-000-000

It is important to note that for many areas of BC, watershed codes have
only been generated for watercourses visible on 1:50,000 scale NTS
maps, although in some areas watershed codes are also available for
streams visible on 1:20,000 scale TRIM maps. In general, watershed
codes are not currently available for many of the small streams where
SHIM mapping may be conducted.
To determine whether or not codes are available for the streams you are
surveying, it is best to consult BC Fisheries directly (see SHIM Module 2).
Ideally, BC Fisheries can generate codes for the streams once you have
mapped them, but the coding takes time and may not be complete until
some time after your field work is finished. In the short term, an interim
code must be generated.
This tributary code must be unique to a given stream, and could be
generated by using the name of the stream into which the tributary flows,
followed by a four-digit number (e.g., an uncoded stream flowing into
Carbon Creek could be coded as Carbon0001).
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3.7 .3 Ot her Info rmatio n
For future reference and data quality control, record crewmember names,
general weather conditions, air temperature near the stream (start of the
survey), water temperature, date and time for each field survey. Also
record the stream stage (water level) as dry, low, moderate, high or flood.
Record your organisation name to ensure that you receive recognition for
data collection, interpretation and are able to provide a data source
contact for the future.

3.8 R eco rding Stream Segment Characteristics
As discussed in Section 3.4, the stream segment is the fundamental unit of the
SHIM centreline survey, and the criteria used to define segments should be
determined after careful consideration of the survey objectives and available
resources. In the following section definitions are given for the 22 characteristics
used to define stream segments.
Note: Only a subset of these characteristics may apply to a particular survey.
Table 3.5 Characteristics used to define individual stream segments within a
watercourse.
Stream
Characteristic
(Section)

Categories






Natural
Channelized
Ditch
Flume






Culvert
Modified
Discontinued
Other






Beaver pond
Ephemeral
Intermittent
Perennial





Side channel
Wetland
Other








Beaver pond
Wetland
Slough
Standing
Pool
Riffle







Riffle/pool
Cascade
Cascade/pool
Falls
Run











0
1−20%
21−40%
41−70%
71−90%
> 90%
Anadromous
Resident
Unknown

Access for
Livestock




Many
Few

Segment Gradient



Number of Degrees

Primary Stream
Class

Secondary
Stream
Class

Dominant
Hydraulic Type

Crown Closure

Spawning Habitat

Riparian
Characteristic
(Section)

Categories





Intensive Agriculture
Non-intensive
Agriculture
Broadleaf forest
Bryophytes
Coniferous forest
Christmas tree farms
Disturbed wetland
Dug out pond
Exposed soil
Flood plain
Gravel/soil roads
Hay field
Herbs/grasses
Impervious manmade
Lawns &
Landscaping
Logged areas
Mixed forest
Natural wetland
Rock
Residential
med/high-density
Residential lowdensity
Residential forested
Shrubs
Number of metres



Number of degrees




Riparian Class























Potential
None




None
Unknown
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Riparian Band
Width
Bank Slope

Stream
Characteristic
(Section)

Categories












Low
Medium
High















Bankfull width (m)
Wetted width (m)
Active floodplain width (m)
Bankfull depth (m)
Unstable banks
Total cover, and percentages of:
Boulder (B)
Deep pools (DP)
Instream vegetation (IV)
Large woody debris (LWD)
Overstream vegetation (OV)
Small woody debris (SWD)
Undercut bank (UB)



Substrate
Composition

Substrate
Compaction

Channel
Dimensions

Instream Cover

Diagonal (DI)
Point or
Lateral (PT)
None (NO)

Longitudinal
or Crescentic
(LC)
Transverse
(TR)
Medial (ME)
Organic
Fines
Gravel
Cobble
Boulder
Bedrock


Bars

Riparian
Characteristic
(Section)





Categories

Riparian
Structural Stage








Low shrubs [<2 m]
Tall shrubs [2−10 m]
Sapling [>10 m]
Young forest
Mature forest
Old forest

Presence of
Snags





None
<5
≥5

Presence of
Veteran Trees





None
<5
≥5

Density of Shrubs






0−5 %
6−33%
34−66%
67−100%



High, medium, or
low





Fines
Gravel
Cobble



Riparian band edge
represents the
estimated top of
bank
Riparian band edge
does not represent
top of bank

Record
percentages
of each substrate
material

Bank Stability
Dominant Bank
Material

Top of Bank





Boulder
Bedrock

3.8 .1 Primary Class
The primary class divides the channel character into the following
categories:
Natural
Channelized
Ditch
Flume

Culvert
Modified
Discontinued
Other

Natural Stream
These are watercourses that historically have not been altered or have not
recently been altered. They can be high-gradient (e.g., in ravines) or lowgradient (e.g., on farmland), and are characterised by having one or more
of the following characteristics:




meandering channel or thalweg;
riparian vegetative cover;
instream submergent and emergent aquatic vegetation;
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pool and/or riffle habitat;
variations in channel bed morphology (e.g., organic materials,
sands, gravels, or combinations thereof);
evidence of water flow at any time of the year;
limited evidence of channelling, relocation, or other
manipulation of the watercourse;
likely to support aquatic invertebrates.

Figure 3.6 A natural undisturbed stream channel.
Channelized or Relocated Watercourse
Channelized watercourses are permanent or relocated streams that have
been diverted, dredged, straightened, or dyked. They can be
distinguished from constructed watercourses by having more than one of
the following characteristics:







have headwaters and may transport water from a spring or
natural wet area;
are an integral part of the natural drainage and often have
good fish habitat;
likely to have aquatic vegetation growth and support aquatic
invertebrates;
have straight channels which may show signs of natural
channel processes (e.g., meandering, pool, and riffle
development) if left undisturbed for a number of years; and
typically flow along property or field boundaries.
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Figure 3.7 A channelized disturbed stream channel.
Ditch or Constructed Watercourse
Constructed watercourses (ditches) carry water from local surface areas
or subsurface drains, usually have no headwaters, and may be
permanently or intermittently wetted. Ditches are excavated watercourses
that have been constructed primarily for the purpose of removing excess
water from farmland in order to improve crop production and farm
viability. During the summer months these channels may also be a source
of irrigation water for farmland. Constructed ditches include:
Dry Ditches – These channels are dry during the summer and early fall,
and are constructed mainly for allowing heavy winter rainfalls to drain
quickly from fields. They usually do not support aquatic vegetation
growth. Ditches that are normally dry, but which temporarily impound
water for irrigation, can be considered dry ditches. Irrigation channels
have the following characteristics:



the presence of in-channel weirs, dams, stop-logs or other
structures which stop water flow and store it for irrigation;
the presence of near bankfull water levels during portions of
the summer months.

Wet Ditches − these ditches are wet all year-round and carry water for
drainage and irrigation purposes. If a constructed ditch intercepts an
underground spring, special circumstances may apply. Groundwater-fed
channels have special habitat protection and mitigation considerations
because of the constant cool water temperatures that tend to attract
salmonids.
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Figure 3.8 An agricultural ditch / stream channel (dry above, wetted below).
Flume
A flumed section of stream runs through a concrete or metal channel.
Although there is generally little or no fish cover in a flumed section, it
may still allow fish passage if it has an appropriate gradient, water level,
and water velocity.

Figure 3.9 A flumed section of stream channel.
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Culvert
A culvert is a pipe through which water passes beneath a roadway, trail,
railway track, or similar transportation corridor. Culverts are generally
made of concrete or corrugated metal, and are most often round in crosssection, although square and “horseshoe” types are also used (see Fig.
3.24).

Figure 3.10 A culverted section of stream channel.
Modified Watercourse
Modified watercourses are those which have been altered from their
natural state, but which cannot easily be classified as channelized
watercourses, ditches, flumes, or culverts.
Discontinued Watercourse
Channels deemed to be “discontinued” or lost have been filled in, dewatered, or flow into or out of a pipe connected to an underground storm
drainage system. Usually the loss is due to human activities, but streams
may also be discontinued due to major natural events (e.g., landslides) or
climate changes (e.g., diminished local rainfall for several successive
years).

3.8 .2 S ec o ndary Class
The secondary classes further subdivide the primary classes into
additional categories, which are optional and should only be used under
applicable circumstances:
Beaver pond
Ephemeral
Flumed
Intermittent

Side channel
Wetland
Other

Beaver Ponds
A beaver pond is a specific type of natural channel in which a pond has
formed behind a dam built by beavers (Castor canadensis) (See Fig. 3.30).
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Ephemeral
Ephemeral streams flow briefly after periods of local precipitation, or
during the spring freshet (snow-melt) but remain dry for the rest of the
time because their channels are entirely above the water table.

Figure 3.11 An ephemeral stream channel (dry - late summer).
Intermittent
Intermittent streams flow seasonally when groundwater levels (baseflows)
rise, or when seasonally flowing springs feed the channels. Ephemeral
and intermittent streams contribute to the overall water quantity and
quality of the stream system and should be mapped even when dry.
Perennial
Perennial streams flow year round.
Side Channel
Side channels provide important off-channel rearing or overwintering
habitat for salmonids and other species. They are connected to the main
channel seasonally or year-round at both the upstream and downstream
ends. There are generally four types:


Flood − an intermittently flowing channel that normally dries
up in periods of lower flows. It is associated with gravel bars
adjacent to river mainstems. These channels usually have little
debris or vegetative cover, and are subject to the flushing
effect of peak flows. They generally lack stability, and may
change location from one year to the next.



Active − a side channel that typically flows year-round, which
has a well-established riparian zone and contains large woody
debris (LWD) cover, and is often protected from the full effect
of peak flows by logjams or berms at the inlet end.



Back − a perennial channel that usually contains standing
water on a permanent basis, and is directly open to slowly
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flowing (i.e., zero gradient) mainstem streams. Also known as
“finger” side channels.


Relic − represents historic locations of where the mainstem
once flowed before shifting its course. Also known as
“oxbows." These channels do not generally respond to
mainstem flow fluctuations; water levels are commonly
controlled by the water table or by tributaries flowing in. They
are often developed for improved fish production because
they are not at risk from flooding.

Figure 3.12 Side channel types associated with a main stream channel.
Wetland
A wetland is an area inundated with water for all of part of the year,
characterised by water-saturated soils and water-tolerant vegetation.
Wetlands are vital to healthy stream ecosystems as they provide habitat
essential to fish and wildlife, reduce the impacts of floods and droughts,
and act as filters for sediment and chemicals. Seasonally, fields in lowlying floodplain areas may flood and become wetlands, providing critical
off-channel or refuge habitat for rearing fish as well as open-water habitat
for birds. The perimeter of the area of influence of water should be
mapped. The area of influence is determined by vegetation that is
dependent on wet soils.
Five types of wetlands are distinguished by the National Wetlands
Working Group (although it should be noted that other wetland
definitions exist:




Swamps − forested wetlands (deciduous or coniferous trees,
shrubs, herbs and mosses) with standing or slow-moving
water in pools or channels.
Typical plant species: mountain alder, willows, western
red cedar, spruce, willows, skunk cabbage, lady fern, high
bush cranberry, horsetail.
Bogs − peatlands with water table at or near surface, treed or
untreed, covered with sphagnum moss and heath shrubs.
Bogs are generally drier than fens.
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Typical plant species: Labrador tea, bog- cranberry/
laurel/rosemary, creeping snowberry, sundew, cloudberry,
black spruce, shore pine.
Fens − peatlands with water table at or above the substrate
surface, some shrubs, few trees, covered with brown-moss
peat, sedges, grasses, and reeds.



Typical plant species: water sedge, marsh cinquefoil,
hardhack, willow, sweet gale, golden fuzzy, fen moss.
Ponds − shallow-water wetlands where at least 75% of the total
area is open water during the summer, and depth is less than
2 m. Also called pools, shallow lakes, oxbows.



Typical plant species: milfoils, pond-lilies, pondweeds,
watershield.
Marshes - periodically flooded wetlands with standing or slowmoving water that fluctuates in level seasonally, edged by
grassy meadows and narrow bands of trees and shrubs.
Typical plant species: emergent vegetation such as
cattails, bulrushes, grasses, horsetail.

3.8 .3 Hyd raulic T ype
These categories help to define the dominant hydraulic type of each
stream segment:
beaver pond
wetland
slough
standing
pool
run

riffle
riffle/pool
cascade
cascade/pool
falls
other

Beaver Pond
Beaver ponds are areas of water impounded by a beaver dam (see Section
3.10.3, Beaver Dam). They typically contain standing water.
Wetland
Wetlands may or may not have visible surface water. When present,
surface water may appear to be standing (i.e., swamps, ponds, bogs,
marshes), or may show a slight flow (i.e., fens; see Section 3.10.1,
Wetland).
Slough
Water flows sluggishly or slowly through an area of low swampy ground.
Standing
A zero-gradient area where water is present, but there is no apparent
flow.
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Pool
Portions of a watercourse with reduced current velocity at low flow,
usually with deeper water than the surrounding areas.
Run
An area of swiftly flowing water, without surface waves, where the flow
appears to be uniform.
Riffle
A shallow set of rapids, where the water flows swiftly over completely or
partly submerged materials to produce surface agitation.
Riffle/Pool
A section of a watercourse with an undulating channel bed, characterised
by a repeating sequence of riffles and pools.
Cascade
A high-gradient section of stream, where the substrate is large (e.g., large
cobbles, boulders, bedrock), where water flows over and among substrate
particles.
Cascade/Pool
A stream section characterised by a regular sequence of high-gradient
cascades, separated by pools.
Falls
Free-falling water that drops vertically, or nearly vertically over an
obstruction.

3.8 .4 C ro w n Clo sure
The term crown closure refers to the total percentage of land surface
covered by treed vegetation. One way to visualize crown closure is to
imagine a forest on a very bright, sunny day with the sun directly
overhead. The percentage of shadow cast on the ground is roughly
equivalent to the crown closure. For example, a very dense old-growth
forest might have 80 or 90% crown closure, while an area dominated by
blackberry with only a few scattered red alder and cottonwood might
have crown closure of only 5 or 10%.
Methods: Obtain a visual estimate of crown closure. This is most easily
and accurately accomplished by determining first whether the vegetation
crown (or canopy) covers less than or greater than 50% of the surface
area. Then, split the estimate in half again (e.g., if it is clear that the
canopy covers less than 50%, determine whether it covers less than or
greater than 25%.) Continue this process until you arrive at a reasonable
estimate. Have each field crewmember arrive at their own estimate of
crown closure and compare the results.
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Adjust as necessary to compromise on the estimates, and place the
measurement into one of the following categories:






<1
1–20
21–40
41–70
71–90



>90

Note: Visually estimating canopy closure can be subject to observer bias.
To provide a more quantitative estimate use a densitometer. This
instrument uses a curved mirror inscribed with a grid measure area of
overhead vegetation cover.

3.8 .5 G radient
Gradient is a measure of the average slope of a stream segment, that is,
its rate of change in vertical elevation per unit of horizontal distance.
Gradient must be measured in a section of watercourse at least 60 m
long or along the longest sighting within the segment. However, sighting
distances along many small watercourses with thick riparian vegetation
may be 30 m or less. Therefore, where visibility is restricted, sightings in
both upstream and downstream directions can be taken from a given
point to maximize the length of watercourse used to calculate gradient.
For systematic surveys, at least 3–4 gradient measurements should be
taken and the average calculated for the segment. Gradient should be
expressed as a single measurement for the entire site.
Gradient can be measured using:

surveyor’s level and stadia rod,
 Abney level, or
 clinometer.
Duplicate readings and measurements from both the upstream and
downstream observers will improve the accuracy of clinometer
measurements.
3

4

2

1

Gradient <1.0% Gradient >5.0%

Gradient 2.0%

Gradient 3.0%

Figure 3.13 Channel gradient illustrated across successive stream segments.
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3.8 .6 Spaw ning Habitat
Anadromous
Resident
Unknown

Potential
None

If fish spawning is known or observed to occur in the stream segment,
this should be noted as a characteristic of the segment. Alternatively, the
presence of spawning habitat can be recorded as a point feature (see
Section 3.10.6, Spawning Habitat below). You should note if potential
spawning habitat, in the form of suitable gravel, is observed. An
additional note should be made of whether the habitat is available to
anadromous or resident salmonids (i.e., is there an impassable barrier
downstream). It is assumed that resident populations will exist wherever
anadromous populations are found.

3.8 .7 Livest oc k Acc ess
Record livestock access as an attribute of a stream segment. If the entire
segment is not accessible to livestock it should be recorded as a point
feature only.

Figure 3.14 A stream segment disturbed by livestock.

3.8 .8 Bars
Watercourse bars consist of exposed bed materials deposited by the flow
within the channel. Bars are sparsely to moderately vegetated, as
opposed to islands, which are heavily vegetated and more stable. Bar type
may be used to estimate watercourse stability. The dominant bar type for
each site is determined visually and designated as illustrated in Figure
3.14.
Watercourse bars are classified as:




Longitudinal and crescentric (least stable) (LC)
Transverse (TR)
Medial (ME)
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Diagonal (DI)
Point or lateral (most stable)(PT)

From Church and Jones (1992)
Figure 3.15 Types of gravel – channel bars associated with a stream channel.

3.8 .9 S ubst rat e Compo sit io n
The stream bed materials or substrates may include a range of differentsized materials. Visually estimate the percentage of the substrate that is
made up on each class of materials, according to Table 3.5.
Table 3.6 Bed material (substrate) size classes.
Class
Fines (F)
Clay
Silt & Sand
Gravels (G)
Small gravels
Large gravels
Cobbles (C)
Small cobbles
Large cobbles
Boulders (B)
Rock (R)

Size (mm)
<2
<0.06
0.06−2
2−64
2−16
16−64
64−256
64−128
128−256
256−4,000
>4,000

Description
Smaller than ladybug size.
Not gritty between fingers.
Visible as particles, gritty between fingers.
Ladybug to tennis ball size.

Tennis ball to basketball size.

Larger than a basketball.
Includes boulders and blocks larger than 4 m, and bedrock.

Size descriptions from Kaufmann and Robison (1993)
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3.8 .10 Sub st rat e Co mpact io n
The degree of compaction describes the relative looseness of bed
material in a reach or habitat unit. This assessment provides an indication
of fish habitat quality, especially with regard to spawning habitat. Visually
assess the degree of substrate compaction as:




Low (L),
Moderate (M), or
High (H)

Compaction is routinely measured by kicking or prodding the substrate
with the foot or other implement at a representative site within the
segment.

3.8 .11 Channel Dimensio ns
A standard SHIM survey involves collection of stream channel wetted,
bankfull and floodplain widths and depths as a general sample of stream
conditions along the channel (see Module 4, Section 4.11 for details).
When channel complexity increases, more detailed SHIM cross section
survey procedures and tools are needed to sample and describe these
channel areas. Cross section and channel dimensions are valuable survey
information to describe watercourses.
Channel dimensions and cross sections are measured with tape measure
stretched perpendicular to the direction of stream flow. Required channel
dimensions include:







Bankfull width
Wetted widths
Active floodplain width
Bankfull depth
Unstable banks
Instream cover.

Channel dimensions and cross-sectional measurements of stream channel
widths, depths and elevations as well as upland riparian features are
based on the survey points defined in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16 Channel dimensions and cross-section of a stream showing bankfull
width, wetted width, wetted depth, and bankfull depth (from SHIM Module
4.11.1, Figure 4.5).
Bankfull Width
Bankfull width (W b) is the width that the channel would have if it were
flooded to the top of its banks (Fig. 3.16). Record the W b of the
watercourse to the nearest 0.1m.
A number of criteria can be used to define W b in the field [see: Fish
Watercourse Identification Guidebook (FPC, 1995), Channel Assessment
Procedure Field Guidebook (FPC, 1996), Stream Field Inventory − Site Card
Field Guide (BC Fisheries, 1999), etc.]. Only those criteria that are relevant
to a particular field site need be used.
Boundaries of the W b can be defined in the following ways:







a point of transition between the zone without rooted
vegetation and the zone of rooted vegetation. This might
appear as the transition from bare ground to vegetated
ground, from no moss to moss-covered ground, or from bare
ground to grass-covered ground, particularly in range lands;
a topographic break from steep valley wall to flat floodplain;
a topographic break from steep bank to a more gently sloping
area;
the highest point on the bank at which fine woody debris
(needles, leaves, cones, or seeds) deposition occurs; and
a change in the texture of deposited sediment (e.g., from clay
to sand, or sand to gravels, or gravels to cobbles).
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To measure the W b of a watercourse:








Use a fibre survey chain or nylon tape measure for all length
measurements.
Include all unvegetated gravel bars in the measurement. These
generally show signs of recent scouring or deposition.
Where multiple channels are separated by one or more
vegetated islands, the width is the sum of all the separate
channel widths. The islands are excluded from the width
measurement.
Widths should be measured at right angles to the direction of
flow at a minimum of six sites, taken at equally spaced
intervals. The interval between measurement stations should
be approximately equal to the channel width at the first
measurement.
Generally, watercourse widths should not be taken near
watercourse crossings, unusually wide or narrow areas [e.g.,
impoundments or disturbances; see the Fish-Stream
Identification Guidebook (FPC, 1995)]. However, width
estimates for these areas should be outlined in the comments
section of the Site Card.

Wetted Width
Measure the wetted width of the watercourse to the nearest 0.1m (Fig.
3.16). Wetted width is the width of the wetted portion of the channel,
measured at right angles to the direction of flow. If multiple channels
occur, then the separate widths should be added together, [refer to the
Riparian Management Area Guidebook (FPC, 1995) and the Fish-Stream
Identification Guidebook (FPC, 1995)]. Water beneath undercut banks,
protruding rocks, logs, stumps, and bars surrounded by water are
included in the wetted width measurement.
Active Floodplain Width
The presence of flood signs indicates the extent of historic flooding
events, where the watercourse’s flow has exceeded its bankfull channel
capacity. Typical flood signs are debris on the banks outside the bankfull
width, recent scarring of trees or other vegetation, and newly deposited
fluvial sediments on the forest floor, tree trunks, or vegetation. Using a
metre stick or other measuring rod, measure the height (in metres) of the
flood signs above the bankfull height. Using a fibre tape or tight chain,
measure the horizontal extent that the flood signs extend beyond the Wb
on each side of the channel. Sum these measurements with the W b to
determine the active floodplain width.
Document under “comments” the type of flooding evidence observed.
Bankfull Depth
Record the bankfull depth of the watercourse to the nearest 0.1m (Fig.
3.16). Bankfull depth is the depth that the watercourse would have if its
channel were flooded to the top of the banks.
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To measure the bankfull depth, once you have determined the tops of
both banks (see above), extend a metre tape horizontally across the
channel bed from one bankfull boundary to the other. Use a metre stick
to measure the maximum height between the channel bed and the tape.
Depth should be measured to the nearest 0.1m. The depth of the water at
the time of the inventory, or its absence, does not affect this
measurement. Depending upon the channel morphology, this depth
should be measured at a step-pool break (immediately upstream of a
step) or a riffle-pool crest (immediately upstream of a riffle).
Unstable Banks
Unstable banks exhibit signs of failure (e.g., erosion, slumpage,
trampling). Points of bank erosion along a watercourse normally alternate
from side to side following the meander pattern, or occur at areas of
disturbance, encroachment, or access. Characteristics of unstable,
actively eroding banks include: raw appearance, slumpage of bank
material into the channel, steep, non-vegetated dirt banks, and extensive
areas that are trampled and denuded of vegetation due to disturbance
and access.

Figure 3.17 Unstable and eroding stream banks.
Instream Cover
Visually estimate the types and amounts of in-channel cover (Table 3.7)
that are available for fish. Record the total percentage (to the nearest 5%)
of the wetted area of the watercourse that is occupied by cover. Then
estimate the percentages of this total that are occupied by each particular
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type of cover (e.g., deep pool, LWD, boulder, etc.). These component
percentages should also be recorded to the nearest 5%. The sum of cover
components must equal 100%. Cover therefore includes two
measurements: i) the total amount of cover; and ii) the percentage of the
specific cover types within the total amount of cover.
Table 3.7 Watercourse instream cover descriptions.
Type
Deep Pool (DP)
Large Woody
Debris (LWD)
Small Woody
Debris (SWD)
Boulder (B)
Instream
Vegetation (IV)
Overstream
Vegetation (OV)

Description
A portion of the watercourse with reduced current velocity at low flow,
deeper than the surrounding area, and usable by fish for resting or
cover (therefore containing some surface cover of flow turbulence).
LWD is any large piece of relatively stable woody material having a
minimum diameter of greater than 10 cm, and a minimum length of
over 2 m, that intrudes into or lies within the bankfull channel. Root
wads are included.
Woody debris smaller than LWD which lies within the bankfull
channel.
Watercourse substrate particles >256 mm (10 inches) in diameter that
block watercourse flow to provide surface turbulence, shade and
escape from higher velocity and predation.
Vegetative materials such as attached, filamentous algae or other
aquatic plants that provide protection for fish.
Any vegetation that projects over the watercourse that is less than 1 m
above the water surface.

Riparian Areas
The following methods for describing characteristics of riparian areas are
extracted from the Cross-Section methods in Module 4, with the
exception of dominant bank material and top-of-bank. The categories for
dominant bank material include: fines, gravel, cobble, boulder, and
bedrock.
The top-of-bank characteristic should be measured to determine whether
the edge of the riparian band being described also happens to represent
the estimated top of the bank. However, top-of-bank is a difficult
attribute to measure with any degree of certainty. Nonetheless this
measurement will assist planners in estimating the location of top of
bank for the purposes of adhering to the provincial Fish Protection Act
(REF) and other legislation.
Stage refers to the structural stage of the dominant vegetation, and is
divided into the following categories:







low shrubs (height <2 m)
tall shrubs (height 2−10 m)
sapling (height >10 m)
young forest (<40 years)
mature forest (40−80 years)
old forest (>80 years)
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The shrub layer of vegetation is critical for many species of
wildlife, providing food and valuable cover. The density of
shrubs is estimated visually and assigned to one of the
following categories:
 <5%
 5−33%
 34−66%


67−100%

A mature tree that is significantly older than the dominant forest cover is
referred to as a veteran tree. Providing valuable microhabitat for wildlife,
veteran trees also indicate structural diversity within a vegetated area,
and are an important source of regeneration.
A snag is defined as a dead, standing tree. Snags are used by a variety of
wildlife species, including raptors, woodpeckers, small and mid-sized
mammals, and bats. The presence and approximate quantity of snags
and veteran trees are noted using the following categories:




none
<5
≥5

3.9 Po ints Of Reference
The data dictionary allows for several types of point data to be collected. Only
the start and end points of a survey are mandatory, but others can be added
depending on the specific needs of the user. For example, location points and
reference points must be collected if attribute information is collected using field
cards rather than a data dictionary.












Start Point – the point where the survey begins.
End Point – the point where the survey ends.
Location Point – a point recorded to mark the location of a
particular feature or site (e.g., a site where a data card is
completed).
Reference Point – a fixed point established to provide a point
of reference from which measurements are taken.
Bench Mark – a permanent fixture which provides a reference
point from which measurements are taken.
Monument – a permanent and recoverable marker that is set
to establish boundary and area information for record-deed
descriptions, and for plotting parcels of real property.
Monuments are typically metal pins or plates, but stone
markers or wooden pegs may also be used.
Map Tie Point – a discrete feature that is recognisable both on
a map (or orthophoto), and in the field, which can be used to
“tie” field data to a known point on a map.
Segment Break – the point where one survey segment is
ended, and the next begun.
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Section Break – the point where one survey section is ended,
and the next begun.
Reach Break – the point where one reach ends and the next
begins. A reach has various technical definitions, but is
generally defined as a length of watercourse >100 m long,
that has homogeneous, or regularly repeating (e.g., riffle-pool)
habitat characteristics.
Elevation – a point where the height above mean sea level is
measured.

Start and End Points
The start point of the survey must be captured to mark the beginning of the
survey, and should also be recorded at the beginning of each day that the survey
is conducted. An end point marks the end of each day’s survey. At the start and
end points, a minimum of 45 positions must be collected using the GPS. The
location of the first start point must be marked in the field using a semipermanent benchmark. This benchmark should consist of a wooden or metal
stake driven into the ground at the downstream boundary of the site. The marker
should be offset 2m from the bankfull channel margin of the left bank. The
benchmark must specify the site and project number, the date, crew, and
company name. Aluminum plates or other methods can be used to provide a
permanent information record.

3.10 H abitat Feat ure M apping
Habitat feature mapping can be done most quickly and effectively by using the
SHIM data dictionary and the Trimble Pathfinder GPS unit. Features are point
data, which are nested within line segments. A range of information, including
the type, code and measurements, is required for each feature (Table 3.8).
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
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X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

HM

HOD
HBDD
BR
HOC
HOCV

EHB

HOF
PL
HOO

CV
X
D
BD
F
FE
OFO

WPI
WPD
WPMP
WPE

WPP

Dam **
Dredging
Bridge
Channelization
Culvert **
Retaining Wall/
Bank Stabilization
Fence **
Pipeline Crossing
Other

Culvert **
Logjam
Dam **
Beaver Dam
Falls
Fence **
Other

Tile Drain
Storm Drain
Septic Effluent
Trench
Pulp
Mill/Industrial

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X (pp)

i/a
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
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Discharge

X (pp)
X
X (pp)
X
X
X

Obstruction

X

X

X

X

X
X
i/a

Artificial Modification
X (pp)

X (pp)

X

X

X

i/a

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

HMS

X

Waterbody

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

H2 O
Temp

HMD

X
X
X
X
X

Diam.

X
X
X
X
X

Height

X
X
X
X
X

Depth

HMTL
HMTS
FRT
HMW
SC

Tributary >10 m
Tributary <10 m
Ditch
Wetland
Side Channel
Discontinued
Waterbody
Natural
Springs/Seeps
Other Waterbody

Width

Length

Bank

Code

Feature Type

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Slope
(%)

X

X
X
X
X

X

i/a

X

X

i/a

Screen
Size

Table 3.8 Watercourse measurements required for each stream feature type during field mapping.

H2O velocity (m/s)

H2O velocity (m/s)

H2O velocity (m/s)

Other

Lack of Riparian
Vegetation
Garbage/Pollution
Water Withdrawal
Pump Intake
Streamside
Grazing
Livestock
Crossing
Water Quality
Issues
Deep Pool
Large Woody
Debris
Small Woody
Debris
Boulder

Bank Erosion

LWD Placement
Incubation Box
Hatchery
Side
Channel/Pools
Log/Rock Weirs
Riparian
Plantings
Riparian Zone
Fencing
Spawning Gravel
Placements
Fishway
Rip Rap/Rock
Work
Boulder
Placement
(Instream)
X
X
X
X

EHSP

EOF

EHBR

EHRR

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

WPB
FUW
FUP

WDG

WDC

W

DP

LWD

SWD

B

X

WDL

X

X

X

EHBF

HCEB

X

X

EHBP

X

X

X

EHRI

X

X

X (pp)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EHRS

X

X
X

X

Height

Diam.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

H2 O
Temp
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Other

X

X

X
Existing Enhancement

Depth

X
X
X
X

Width

LWD
ECNX
ECAH

Length
X

WP

Effluent
Other

Bank
X

Code

Feature Type

X
(Bank)
X
(Bank)

X

X

Slope
(%)

X
X

X

Screen
Size

Description/type of issue

Describe vegetation class change

Bank composition / substrate
type

H2O velocity (m/s)

Substrate size/type

Other

Age class; number observed
Age class; number observed
Age class; number observed
Age class; number observed

X
X
X
X

SB

SU
CC

Substrate size/type

Other

SA

Screen
Size

Age class; number observed

X

Slope
(%)

X

X

H2 O
Temp

FSH

Diam.

X
X

Height

CU
HS

X

Depth

X
X

Width

OV
X
X

Length

X

Bank

IV

Code
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**
features marked by asterisks are duplicated in both the Artificial Modification and the Obstruction sections. The appropriate choice of code
is dependent on whether the feature is obstructing (Obstruction section) or non-obstructing (Artificial Modification section).
pp –
plunge pool
i/a –
if applicable

Instream
Vegetation
Overstream
Vegetation
Cutbank
Spawning Habitat
Fish – unknown
species (Visual)
Salmonid
(Visual)
Stickleback
(Visual)
Sucker (Visual)
Sculpin (Visual)

Feature Type

3.1 0.1 Wat erc o urse Feat ures
Descriptions of many of the waterbody categories are available under the
stream segment section of this module (Section 3.8).
Tributary Confluence (Waterbody) − Code: HMT
A tributary is a branch of a stream system with a defined channel
containing alluvial substrates. Ephemeral and intermittent channels are
included and may be dry or flowing at the time of the survey. Ephemeral
streams flow in direct response to precipitation and are located above the
groundwater table (Millar et al., 1997). Intermittent streams are located
near the groundwater table and flow when snowmelt, precipitation, or
groundwater seepage raises the level of the water table above the bed of
the channel (Millar et al., 1997).
tributary

where to determ ine
bearing/UTM coordinates
Direction of Stream Flow

main stream

Figure 3.18 Locations for defining tributaries.
A tributary >10 m in length should be surveyed in its entirety, and logged
as a completely separate stream from the mainstem. If using a GPS data
dictionary, be sure to store the tributary’s features in a separate file from
that of the mainstem. Otherwise, take measurements and continue the
previous survey.
Methods:


For tributaries <10 m in length, record them as features, note
their location using GPS, take the necessary measurements
and describe in comments. If the tributary is greater than 10
m in length, it should be mapped separately.



It is recommended that all tributaries be mapped at the time
they are encountered. Start a new stream mapping field card
(or GPS file) for this tributary. In order to keep your field notes
(or GPS files) organised, fill out the Tributary ID on each new
field card. This ID should be unique. e.g., While surveying
Hatchery Creek mainstem (ID = H), heading upstream from the
mouth, you came across the first tributary that flows into the
mainstem of Hatchery and noted it as a feature. The ID on the
new field card for this tributary is H-1. The second tributary
that feeds into Hatchery mainstem is labelled H-2, the third is
H-3, and so on. If while surveying tributary H-1, you come
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across a tributary feeding into it, the unique ID for that new
tributary would be H-1-1, the second would be H-1-2, and so
on. Note: Features can be organized in the same way. For
example, H-2-P23 is the 23rd feature point on the field card
(or GPS file) for the 2nd tributary off the main stem of
Hatchery Creek.



Conduct a cross-section that effectively represents this
tributary, usually at least 15 m upstream.
Once you have completed surveying this tributary system,
return to its confluence with the original watercourse, and
continue with the original survey.

Example: Hatchery Creek, source: LEPS

Figure 3.19 An example of tributary identification.
Measurements required:











Bank (Left/Right) – facing downstream, note the bank from
which this new tributary enters.
Length – you will need to survey the entire tributary before
you can determine this (in special cases you can derive it from
orthophotos, if clearly visible).
Width – unless you are conducting a channel cross-section,
record a representative bankfull width.
Depth – unless you are conducting a channel cross-section,
record a representative bankfull depth.
Height – record only if there is a vertical drop from the
substrate of the tributary channel to the substrate of the
receiving watercourse.
Temperature – if water is present, measure 2 m upstream in
both the feature tributary and the receiving watercourse to
determine the potential effect it may have on water
temperature in the receiving watercourse. Record temperature
of the receiving watercourse in the comments.
Gradient – should be measured in degrees, between survey
points.
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Ditch (Waterbody ) − Code: FRT
Description: “Ditches” are defined by DFO as “constructed watercourses
that carry storm flows and provide adequate drainage and irrigation" for
agricultural and roadside areas” (see Section 3.8.1, Ditch or Constructed
Watercourse). They are not fed by headwater areas (i.e., flows from other
ditches, artesian springs, or perched wetlands). Ditches may contain
water year-round (perennial), seasonally when groundwater levels are
high (intermittent), or they may dry up shortly after periods of local
precipitation (ephemeral). They provide potentially valuable off-channel
rearing or refuge habitat for salmonid and other fish species.
Channelized streams differ from ditches in that they convey natural flows
from upstream or headwater areas. Whereas ditches are constructed
solely for drainage purposes, channelized streams are straightened or
realigned natural watercourses. Trenches are miniature ditches.
Methods:



Locate this feature at its confluence with the bankfull edge of
the watercourse you are surveying.
Record the ditch as a feature (code = FRT).

Check storm drain maps available at your local municipal engineering
department for connections and sources of ditches and storm drain
outlets. Do not completely rely on these maps as they are sometimes
incorrect. Your findings will help to correct existing maps and
information.
Measurements required:








Bank (L/R) – facing downstream on the watercourse you are
surveying, note the bank from which this ditch enters.
Length – may be determined from orthophoto map, using
laser range finder or by surveying the ditch.
Height – record only if there is a vertical drop from the
substrate of the ditch to the substrate of the receiving
watercourse.
Temperature – if water is present, measure 2m upstream in
both the ditch and the receiving watercourse to determine the
potential affect the ditch may have on water temperature in
the receiving watercourse.
Gradient (Slope) – should be measured in degrees, in
intervals as it changes.

If the ditch is only being noted as a feature (i.e., it does not provide fish
habitat during any time of the year), take the following measurements,
since a full channel cross-section is only required for a new stream
mapping form:


Width – record bankfull width (i.e., the width of the actual
ditch, not of the water in the ditch) and note wetted width in
comments.
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Depth – record bankfull depth and note wetted depth in
comments.

Comments:







along east/west/north/south side of which road or through
which property does the ditch run?
substrate (e.g., organic muck, 100% fines, gravel, hard clay,
etc.)
type of vegetation growing on the banks, instream, and in
canopy cover.
source (a wetland, spring or wooded area, an agricultural field
or strictly road runoff)
water quality issues (note oil slicks, algae, turbid or clear
water, soap suds, odour, etc.)
potential access for fish (at any time of the year). If the ditch is
dry at time of survey, look for high water marks or rooted
vegetation to determine bankfull water levels. Determine
whether gradient and smoothness of the substrate could
prohibit fish usage due to high water velocities. Could fish
enter the ditch from the adjoining watercourse for refuge
during high flows?

Wetland (Waterbody) − Code: HMW
Description: A wetland is an area inundated with water for all or part of
the year, which is characterised by water-saturated soils and watertolerant vegetation (see Section 3.8.2, Wetland). Wetlands are vital to
healthy stream ecosystems, as they provide habitat essential to fish and
wildlife, reduce the impacts of floods and droughts, and act as filters for
sediment and chemicals. Seasonally, fields in low-lying floodplain areas
may flood, providing critical off-channel or refuge habitat for rearing fish
as well as open water habitat for birds.
Methods:


It is crucial to identify the location of the wetland. Record the
measurements as listed below.

Measurements required:








Bank (L/R/Instream/Both) – choose according to whether the
wetland joins the main channel on one of the banks (L/R), runs
along both sides of the main channel (B), or the channel
becomes indistinguishable from the wetland (I).
Length and Width – if the wetland is not clearly
distinguishable from an orthophoto image, walk the perimeter
with a GPS unit in line mode, or measure using laser range
finder, or visually estimate as a last resort.
Depth – if possible, use metre stick.
Temperature – if there is open water, take substrate
temperature.
Disturbance – yes/no
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Optional - wetland type; select according to the descriptions
given in Section 3.8.2, Wetland, based on vegetation
communities you can identify.

Comments:




Note disturbances in the area, such as domestic animals,
trails, invasive species, impacts from adjacent land use, etc.
Note any wildlife seen or signs of wildlife presence.
Optional: note vegetation from most abundant to least
common, to help verify the type of wetland.

Side Channel (Waterbody) − Code: SC
Description: see Section 3.8.2, Side Channel.
Measurements required:









Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length
Width (bankfull) – note wetted width in comments.
Depth (bankfull) – note wetted depth in comments.
Height – record only if there is a vertical drop from the
substrate of the side channel to the substrate of the main
channel.
Temperature
Gradient (= slope).

Discontinued/Lost Stream (Waterbody) − Code: HMD
Description: see Section 3.8.1, Discontinued Watercourse.
Methods:


Most importantly, describe what you see. In the case where
the stream flows out of a storm drain, be sure to include the
storm drain as a feature, with the final feature being
“discontinued." The surrounding area should be thoroughly
inspected in case the watercourse re-emerges further
upstream. Existing maps of storm drain systems and mapped
watercourses can be helpful.

Measurements required:


Complete whichever fields are pertinent.

Natural Spring (Waterbody) − Code: HMS
Description: A spring is any flow of groundwater emerging naturally from
the solid earth, including from the bed of a stream. Springs provide cool
supplies of water that are critical for many species, including salmonids
(spawning, incubation, and summer rearing).
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Methods:


Springs may be difficult to identify during or following periods
of heavy rain, when there is abundant groundwater seepage.
During dry summer months, springs are much more easily
identifiable from their constant flows and consistent
temperatures of 7−10ºC.

Measurements required:



Bank (L/R/I/B)
Temperature

Comments:



Water quality issues.
General description.

Other Waterbody (Waterbody) − Code: HM
Description: If none of the above categories describes the feature
adequately, use this code and be sure to include detailed measurements
and descriptive comments. Take a photo if words cannot describe it well
enough.
Measurements required:


Use whichever fields are pertinent.

3.1 0.2 Art ific ial Feat ures
This category includes any modification made to the stream or
surrounding riparian area, including: anthropogenic structures such as
dams, bridges, pipeline crossings, culverts, retaining walls, or other
bank-stabilisation works that do not “enhance” fish habitat, but do not
obstruct fish passage. Artificial modifications can also include changes to
channel morphology, such as dredging (i.e., digging out a channel to
widen or deepen it for increased flow capacity), or channelization (i.e.,
straightening natural watercourses to conform to property boundaries or
roadsides).
Dam (Artificial Modification) − Code: HOD
Description: Dams are erected across stream channels to retain water,
usually for irrigation purposes. Dams may be permanent or seasonal, and
may or may not create a barrier for fish passage. Note all non-obstructing
dams should be recorded in the “Artificial Modification” category. If a dam
is suspected to pose even a partial or temporary barrier to fish passage, it
should be recorded in “Obstruction” category (code=D).
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Figure 3.20 A constructed dam.

Measurements required:






Length – along the stream channel.
Width – from bank to bank.
Height – from the substrate of the stream on the downstream
side to the top of the dam (i.e., height a fish would have to
jump).
Any other pertinent measurements.

Dredging (Artificial Modification) − Code: HBDD
Description: Dredging (also known as “ditch cleaning”) is conducted in
stream channels and ditches to maintain or increase the channel capacity.
Dredged channels are deepened to provide drainage of agricultural lands
or roadsides, for flood protection of nearby properties, and to convey
water more efficiently. Toxic sediments, or large amounts of sediments
released downstream, can cause irreparable damage and even death to
fish, while disturbance of the gravel or sandy substrates in fish-bearing
channels may affect spawning habitats.
Measurements required:



Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length

Comments:


Any additional descriptions or notes.
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Bridge (Artificial Modification) − Code: BR
Description: Bridges are typically constructed to allow roads, railways, or
footpaths to cross watercourses. Bridges constructed without regard for
fish habitat can result in habitat destruction and erosion. Other bridges
can provide good cover.
Methods:


Record where bridge begins and ends.

Measurements required:


Bank (L/R/I/B)



Length

Comments: Any additional descriptions or notes

Figure 3.21 Example of a road bridge. Note the small waterfall downstream.
Channelization (Artificial Modification) − Code: HOC
Description: Channelized streams have been straightened or re-aligned,
usually along roads, property lines or agricultural fields (see Section
4.8.1b). Channelized watercourses lack meanders, pools, and riffles, and
generally do not have the habitat complexity that slows water flows and
creates ideal conditions for fish.
Methods:


Record where channelization begins and ends.
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Measurements required:



Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length

Comments:


Any additional descriptions or notes.

Culvert − Non-obstructing (Artificial Modification) − Code: HOCV
Description: (See Section 3.10.3, Culvert (Obstruction).) Determine if the
culvert poses a potential barrier to fish passage. If this is the case, it
should be recorded as an “Obstruction” (code=CV). Record the location of
the culvert at its outlet (and the inlet, if length is impossible to measure)
and record the measurements as listed below.

Figure 3.22 Example of a non-obstructing culvert.
Measurements required:







Bank (I)
Length
Diameter
Height
Gradient
Screen Size

Length: The inlet and outlet of the culvert should be noted during the
field survey, and the culvert length recorded using a measuring tape.
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Figure 3.23 Measuring culvert length.
Diameter (or height and width): These should be measured as indicated
in the figures below.
Note that height in this case refers to the vertical dimension of the culvert
tube.

Figure 3.24 Locations for measuring culvert dimensions.
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Height: In this context, the height of a culvert is the distance that water
drops when it exits the pipe. A culvert’s height largely determines
whether or not it will prevent fish passage.

Figure 3.25 Location for measuring culvert height.
Retaining Wall/Bank Stabilization (Artificial Modification) − Code: EHB
Description: Eroding stream banks and ravine walls are frequently
stabilised using gabions (i.e., rocks in wire caging), wood, or metal
sheets.
Note: Retaining walls and associated structures are at best a band-aid
solution to the problem of periodic high stream flows and associated
erosion. They also typically have accelerated stream flows along their
unnaturally smooth banks, which often worsen erosion downstream.
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Figure 3.26 Retaining wall in a watercourse (Left bank, cement).
Measurements required:



Bank (L/R/B)
Length – along the stream channel.



Height – of the structure.

Comments:
Note the materials used, the degree of stability, and any apparent signs
of degradation.
Fence − Non-obstructing (Artificial Modification) − Code: HOF
Methods: If you notice a non-obstructing fence across the stream, or
along either bank of the stream, simply note its presence and measure
the following:
Measurements required:






Bank – fences fallen in the stream channel (I), along the
bank(s) – (L/R/B).
Length – refers to fences that run along the stream bank.
Width – from bank to bank.
Height – from the bottom of the stream bed to the bottom of
the fence.
Screen Size – if the fence is in the stream channel, measure
the maximum size of the openings, to gauge their ability to
permit fish passage or to retain debris.

Comments:


Note condition, material (e.g., barbed wire, chain link, wood
planks), and whether or not debris is likely to build up.
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Pipeline Crossing (Artificial Modification) − Code: PL
Description: Pipelines carrying natural gas, drinking water, and sewage
often cross stream channels. The presence and type of pipeline crossings
should be noted, as they may present an environmental hazard in the
event of a rupture.
Measurements required:







Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length – along the stream channel.
Width – the actual length of the pipeline is measured as the
width from bank to bank.
Depth – if visible and buried in the substrate.
Diameter – of the pipe.
Height – above the substrate of the stream.

Other (Artificial Modification) − Code: HOO
Description: If none of the above categories describe the feature or
modification adequately, use this code and be sure to include detailed
measurements and comments to describe. Take a photo if words cannot
describe it well enough.
Measurements required:


Use whichever fields are pertinent.

3.1 0.3 Obst ruc t io ns
An obstruction in a watercourse prevents the normal passage of fish
during all or part of the year, because of high water velocity, length,
height, and/or the lack of an adequate plunge pool. Low waterfalls and
inclines up to 1m high are usually passable to most fish species, provided
there is a well-situated plunge pool below. The height of the jump should
be less than 1.25 times the depth of the plunge pool. Measurements of
obstruction height and plunge pool depth should take into account
seasonal changes in water flow, to determine whether an obstruction is
year-round or only prevents fish passage at certain flow levels. Typical
obstructions include: culverts, logjams, dams, beaver dams, falls, and
fences.
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Figure 3.27 Characteristics of features which are obstructions to fish passage.
Culvert (Obstruction) − Code: CV
Description: (See Section 3.10.2 Culvert - Non-obstructing and Fig. 3.27.)
A culvert that obstructs fish passage is either too long, too high above
the water for fish to ascend, or has few or no plunge pools.

Figure 3.28 An example of a culvert that obstructs upstream fish passage.
Note: For required measurements, see Section 3.10.2, Culvert - Nonobstructing.
Logjam (Obstruction) − Code: X
Description: Logjams are natural or anthropogenic (i.e., for fisheries
enhancement) accumulations of large and small woody debris, which
often provide valuable rearing habitat for fish. However, at times logjams
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in a stream channel may block upstream fish passage on a temporary,
seasonal, or permanent basis.

Figure 3.29 An example of logjam that obstructs fish passage.
Methods:


Look for piles of woody debris that are permanent enough to
withstand the next high-flow period. Obstructing logjams
include small debris and build-up of sediment that completely
block off the stream for fish passage.

Measurements required:



Length – along the stream channel.
Width – from bank to bank.



Height – from the substrate of the stream on the downstream
side to the top of the logjam.
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Comments:


Note the general size of the woody debris (diameter and
length) and build up of sediments, and describe whether the
water is backed up or flowing underneath or over.

Dam (Obstruction) – Code: D
Description: (See Section 3.10.2, Dam.) Dams that are sufficiently high
can effectively prevent upstream fish passage.
Measurements required:



Length – along the stream channel.
Width – from bank to bank.



Height – from the substrate of the stream on the downstream
side to the top of the dam.



Any other pertinent measurements.

Comments:


Describe any other pertinent information.

Beaver Dam (Obstruction) – Code: BD
Description: Beavers and salmon naturally co-exist in freshwater streams
and wetlands along the Pacific Coast. Beaver dams can provide critical
rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids, but they can also obstruct passage
by ascending adults or out-migrating juveniles. High flows in coastal
watersheds usually blow out beaver dams during the winter or spring,
allowing spawners to move upstream, while repaired dams hold back
precious water during dry summer months, forming large pools for
juvenile rearing.

Figure 3.30 A beaver dam.
Measurements required:



Length – along the stream channel.
Width – from bank to bank.
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Height – from the substrate of the stream on the downstream
side to the top of the dam.

Comments:


Describe any other pertinent information.

Falls (Obstruction) – Code: F
Description: Natural waterfalls increase oxygenation of water and add to
the complexity of stream habitat. However, falls may obstruct fish
passage if the drop is higher than 1-3m and the plunge pool depth is less
than 1.5 times the height of the jump (from the water surface, or residual
pool surface at lower flows, to the top of the falls; see Obstructions
section above).

Figure 3.31 Example of a waterfall that obstructs fish passage.
Measurements required:





Length
Width
Height
Gradient

Comments:


Describe the plunge pool conditions and other reasons why it
may be an obstruction.

Fence (Obstruction) – Code: FE
Description: Fences crossing stream channels may be built too low, or
may deteriorate over time and fall into the stream channel, catching
debris and obstructing fish passage.
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Measurements required:


Bank (I/B)



Height – from the bottom of the fence to the bed of the
stream channel.
Screen (mesh) size



Comments:


Note condition, material (e.g., barbed wire, chain link, wood
planks), and whether or not debris is likely to build up.

Other Fish Obstruction (Obstruction) – Code: OFO
Description: If none of the above categories describe the feature
adequately, use this code and be sure to include detailed measurements
and comments to describe. Take a photo if words cannot describe it well
enough.
Measurements required:


Use whichever fields are pertinent.

3.1 0.4 Disc harges
A discharge includes any substance that enters a watercourse, whether it
is a contribution of clean cold water from a natural spring, or pollution
from a sewage outflow.
Point-source pollution has a specific source, such as an industrial facility
or sewage treatment plant. In contrast, non-point-source pollution is an
accumulation of contaminated runoff that washes off the land and
reaches groundwater or waterways via storm drain systems or slope
runoff. Non-point-source pollution includes sediments and oils from
roadways, chemicals and nutrients from agricultural land, and soap suds,
lawn chemicals, swimming pool discharge and other toxic materials from
residential areas.
Tile Drain (Discharge) – Code: WPI
Description: Tile drains are perforated pipes (usually PVC or clay) that are
buried under the soil surface of agricultural fields for the purpose of
removing excess water. They are also a source of potentially
contaminated runoff (manure, fertilizers, pesticides, etc.).
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Figure 3.32 Example of a tile drain outflow.
Methods:


Note location of each outlet pipe. During spring and summer,
thick vegetation often conceals pipes, resulting in an
incomplete inventory.

Measurements required:





Bank (L/R)
Diameter
Height – from bottom of pipe to bottom of stream bed.
Temperature – of discharge, if possible.

Storm Drain (Discharge) – Code: WPD
Description: Part of a storm sewer system, a storm drain is the discharge
point for water collected and routed from streets and parking lots. Storm
drains often discharge directly into streams without treatment, which
results in water quality problems due to non-point-source pollution and
flash flows in highly impervious watersheds.
Measurements required:






Bank (L/R)
Diameter – of inside edge.
Height – from the bottom of the inside edge of the pipe to the
bottom of the streambed.
Temperature – if the drainpipe is discharging sufficiently to
measure it at the time of the survey.
Screen Size – if there is a grate at the outfall, measure the
distance between bars or size of screen openings.
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Figure 3.33 Example of a storm drain discharge.
Note: Check your local municipal maps for the most current storm
drainage network. Sometimes what appears to be a storm drain in the
field is, in fact, the outfall of a long culvert where a tributary enters the
mainstem.
Septic Effluent (Discharge) – Code: WPMP
Description: Sanitary sewage may sometimes discharge directly into a
stream or ditch that eventually flows into a stream. Causes of untreated
sanitary sewage discharge include: cross-connections (e.g., sanitary
sewage mistakenly hooked into the storm sewage system), poorly
maintained septic systems, and combined sewer systems (e.g., sanitary
sewage is transported with the storm sewage and treated together;
during high rainfall events, the excess water cannot be routed to the
sewage treatment plant and escapes untreated through storm drains into
the nearest receiving water body). Septic effluent entering streams is
nutrient-loaded, creating anoxic (i.e., low dissolved oxygen) conditions,
and resulting in contamination by disease-causing pathogens. Caution:
do not come into close contact with septic discharge. The presence an
untreated sewage discharge in a stream channel represents a potentially
serious health risk, and should be reported to the appropriate agencies.
Methods:


Even if a discharge pipe is not visible, a sewage outlet may be
detected through observation of signs of eutrophication (e.g.,
algal growth on water surface), an oily sheen on the water
surface, a putrid odour, etc.

Measurements required:




Bank (L/R)
Diameter
Height
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Temperature

Comments:


Describe water colour, turbidity, odour, soap suds, etc.}

Trench (Discharge) – Code: WPE
Description: Trenches are small ditches dug to convey water away from a
field or building to the nearest watercourse.

Figure 3.34 Example of a recently dug trench.
Measurements required:









Bank (L/R)
Length
Width
Depth
Height
Temperature
Gradient
Screen size

Pulp Mill/Industrial Effluent (Discharge) – Code: WPP
Description: Most industrial facilities have pollution permits and are
carefully monitored. However, smaller facilities may have unauthorised
discharges of chemical wastes into watercourses. If you encounter what
you suspect is an industrial effluent source that discharges into a stream,
you should report it to DFO, Environment Canada, or a similar authority.
Caution: industrial effluent is potentially highly toxic, and you
should avoid close contact with it.
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Measurements required:







Bank (L/R)
Diameter
Height
Temperature
Gradient(Slope)
Screen Size

Comments:


Note the odour, colour, turbidity, etc.

Other (Discharge) – Code: WP
Description: If none of the above categories describes the feature or
discharge adequately, use this code and be sure to include detailed
measurements and comments to describe. Take a photo if words cannot
describe it well enough.
Measurements required:


Use whichever fields are pertinent.

3.1 0.5 Re st o rat io n/Enhanc ement Feat ures
Bank and habitat restoration and enhancement work aims to improve fish
habitat by reversing or correcting factors that limit production (Adams
and White DFO, Slaney, et al. MELP BC). Detailed descriptions of fish
habitat restoration and enhancement procedures can be found in the BC
Watershed Restoration Program Fish Habitat Rehabilitation Procedures
Guidebook (BCWRP, 1997).
Commonly used habitat restoration and enhancement techniques and
appropriate SHIM codes include:











Methods:


Large woody debris (LWD) placement – Code: EHRL
Incubation boxes – Code: ECNX
Hatcheries – Code: ECAH
Side channel/pool construction – Code: EHRS
Log/rock weirs – Code: EHRI
Riparian plantings – Code: EHBP
Riparian zone fencing – Code: EHBF
Spawning gravel placement – Code: EHSP
Fishways – Code: EOF
Rip rap/rock work – Code: EHBR
Rock/boulder placements (in-stream) – Code: EHRR
Enhancement work, if done well, will over time become less
noticeable. If you observe flagging tape, stakes, chains,
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cables, bolts or other signs of equipment, materials or human
intervention, note the feature as enhancement.
Measurements required:
 Use whichever fields are pertinent.
Comments:




Describe briefly in the “Comments” section.
Note condition and any problems with stability of a structure.
Does it seem to be serving its purpose?

3.1 0.6 Ot her Wat erc o urse Feat ures
Bank Erosion (Other) – Code: HCEB
Description: (See Section 3.8.11e). Stream bank erosion is a natural
process. However, when the natural conditions within watersheds are
altered, stream dynamics change and bank erosion increases. Frequent
occurrences of erosion are indicative of unstable channels and “flashy”
flows associated with increased levels of imperviousness. Erosion can
also occur in the riparian area as an upslope slide that enters the stream.
Methods:


Erosion problems are evident in areas where there is livestock
access, a lack of riparian vegetation, or in watersheds with
imperviousness >10−15%. Look for unstable eroding banks
and associated sedimentation of the streambed.

Be sure to record the length and height of each erosion
location, so that a total length can be summed for the entire
stream.
 If erosion occurs consistently on one or both banks of an
entire stretch of stream, you may note the length of the
affected area rather than each individual occurrence.
Measurements required:


 Bank (L/R/B)
 Length – of bank affected.
 Height – from the streambed to the top of the erosion.
 Gradient – of unstable riparian areas.
Comments:



Note bank disturbance/potential cause of erosion.
Note bank material:
Clay - slippery when wet, feels sticky between wetted
fingers.
Silt - slippery when wet, not sticky, feels “chalky” between
wetted fingers.
Sand - gritty, not sticky or slippery.
Gravel - >2 mm diameter (size of small pea to size of egg).
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Cobble- > 6 cm diameter (size of egg to size of volleyball).
Boulders - > 25 cm diameter (size of basketball or larger).
Bedrock
Or a mix of any of the above
Condition of Riparian Vegetation (Other) – Code: WDL
Description: Streams denuded of riparian vegetation typically have
reduced habitat values, since a healthy riparian zone is essential to the
health of the stream ecosystem. Natural vegetation helps to maintain cool
streamside temperatures, stabilises stream banks, filters runoff, provides
food and nutrients for fish and wildlife, and provides fish with cover from
predators.

Figure 3.35 An example of an ornamental stream and open water wetland (both
lacking riparian vegetation).
Removal of riparian vegetation often allows invasive species to become
established and out-compete native species. For example, Himalayan
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blackberry is an introduced species that has become prevalent along
many watercourses in BC’s Lower Mainland where the original vegetation
had been cleared away. Although it keeps livestock and humans away
from sensitive stream habitats and provides shade and cover, blackberry
has effectively prevented many of the native riparian plant species from
becoming re-established.
Methods:
The state of the riparian vegetation along a stream in a settled
watershed may change from property to property. It is
important to note these changes where they occur. If the
change is gradual, make note of the change where it is best
represented.
Measurements required:


 Bank (L/R/B)
 Length
 Width
 Riparian code
 Shrub layer (yes/no).
Comments:




Record the species present (or number of different
tree/shrub/groundcover species). If the area is non-vegetated,
describe the land use.
Note all disturbances to the habitat.

Garbage/Pollution (Other) – Code: WPD
Description: Garbage located in or close to a watercourse can harm fish
and other wildlife species.

Figure 3.36 An example of garbage in a stream channel.
Methods:


Use common sense to determine severity of the problem (i.e.,
one tire or metal can does not constitute enough garbage to
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qualify as a feature). If a crew of two or more people could be
sent in to clean up the area, then it would constitute a feature.
 The stream survey crew may carry a garbage bag with them to
pick up small pieces of litter during stream surveys.
Measurements required:
 Bank (L/R/I/B)
 Length – of stream bank affected.
Comments:



Describe the type, quantity and location of the garbage.
Look for evidence of the source of the garbage such as names
and addresses on stationary or other items.

Water Withdrawal/Pump Intake (Other) – Codes: FUW/FUP
Description: Water is withdrawn from streams for agricultural, industrial
or domestic purposes. It is important to identify all withdrawal locations
in order to address water licensing and critical low flow issues.
Intake pipes or diversion ditches that draw water from the stream may be
screened or unscreened. Screens with mesh size < 2.5 mm are effective
fish barriers. Unscreened intake pipes or screened pipes with openings >
2.5 mm allow juvenile salmonids to pass through.
Measurements required:








Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length
Width
Depth
Diameter
Height
Screen Size

Streamside Grazing (Other) – Code: WDG
Description and Methods: see Section 3.10.6, Livestock Access below.
Livestock Access (Other) – Code: WDC
Description: Allowing livestock access to watercourses can cause severe
stream bank erosion, damage to in-stream fish habitat, and can
contribute to contamination of the water supply. Types of livestock
access include streamside grazing (where unfenced stream banks are
accessible to grazing livestock; see section 3.8.7) and livestock crossing
(where access is limited to a point on the stream such as a trail crossing
or watering ramp) (Figure 3.13).
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Methods:


If livestock are not visible, look for signs of trampling and
hoof-prints.

Measurements required:
 Bank (L/R/I/B)
 Length – of stream bank affected.
Comments:



Note the type of livestock present and estimate numbers.
Describe resulting impacts to the stream or banks, such as
erosion, water quality degradation, lack of riparian vegetation.

Water Quality (Other) – Code: WQ
Description:
Record the point along your stream survey where
observations were made and/or measurements were taken for water
quality. This point may become a monitoring location for future
measurements. The parameters that you choose to measure will be
determined based on suspected causes of water quality problems in the
watershed or stream. Examples of the most common parameters
measured as basic watershed health indicators are listed below.
Temperature, pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity should be
measured or assessed at each sampling site. The following points provide
an introduction on water quality sampling:
(i) Portable meters are commonly used for water quality measurements
and provide accurate readings if they have been properly calibrated.
Equipment must be checked and re-calibrated throughout the day as
recommended by the manufacturer’s specifications.
(ii) Never sample water you have walked through and disturbed. When
surveying a site, start at the downstream end and work your way
upstream. Sample the water upstream of where you walk.
(iii) Take temperature, dissolved oxygen and pH samples in shallow, fastmoving water midway across the watercourse so you have well-mixed
water samples. During the peak-flow period, when this is not safe, take
samples from a riffle area while standing on a stable watercourse bank.
(iv) Take water from below the surface. Collect water for dissolved oxygen
and pH tests in small bottles included in testing kits. Thoroughly rinse
the sample bottles with water from the watercourse before taking the
samples. Carefully follow the instructions in the kits. Do the test
immediately after you take a sample. Do the calculations when you have
finished all the tests.
(v) Sampling, if possible, should not be carried out immediately after
moderate to heavy rainfall. Many water quality variables will fluctuate
greatly during and immediately after a rainstorm, and therefore a realistic
“snapshot” of water quality will not be achieved.
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Water Temperature
Measure the water temperature using a standard (e.g., alcohol) or digital
thermometer and record the value to the nearest 0.1°C. If a standard
thermometer is used, lower the thermometer bulb 10cm below the water
surface and keep it submerged for at least two minutes. Read the
temperature while the thermometer bulb is still immersed in the water. If
working in smaller watercourses, watercourse temperature should be
measured in a shaded location.
pH
pH is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration of the water, and is
measured on a scale of 0 (acidic) to 14 (basic), where 7 is considered
neutral.
Record the pH of the watercourse using a hand-held pH meter to the
nearest 0.1 pH units.
Conductivity
Measure the conductivity of the water using a portable conductivity
meter, and record it in milliSiemens (mS). Conductivity is a measure of
the total concentration of dissolved salts (e.g., sodium, calcium, sulphate,
etc.) in water: the higher the conductivity, the higher the concentration of
salts. Most conductivity meters automatically temperature-compensate
conductivity measurements to 25°C. If the meter does not automatically
standardize to 25°C, record the water temperature at the same time as
conductivity, convert the conductivity reading to the 25°C standard using
a conductivity nomograph.
Dissolved Oxygen
Measure dissolved oxygen (DO) using a portable meter to the nearest 0.1
mg/l (ppm). DO measurements are important in watercourses which:
a) are influenced by runoff and discharge from human activities such as
agriculture or sewage outflows, or
b) are low-gradient and slow-moving, which have large amounts of
naturally occurring organic debris.
Ensure that the DO meter is properly calibrated prior to any
measurements, and be careful to keep the sample free of any entrained
air bubbles. It is necessary to record the time of day the samples are
taken because watercourse temperature, respiration and photosynthesis
by aquatic biota will affect the dissolved oxygen content at the site.
Turbidity
Turbidity is a measure of the concentration of sediments and particulate
matter suspended in water. Visually estimate and record turbidity as
being:


Turbid (T) − muddy, brown water with visibility restricted to a
few centimetres.
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Moderately turbid (M) − muddy water with increased visibility
in shallow areas. General shapes on the surface of the stream
bed can be discerned, but deeper areas are not visible.



Lightly turbid (L) − features can be distinguished in shallow
areas, and there is limited visibility in slightly deeper pools
(>1.5 m).
Clear (C) - excellent visibility except in very deep areas.



Deep Pool (Other) – Code: DP
Description: a deep pool meets the minimum size criteria outlined in
Table 3.9.
Residual pool depth is the depth that the pool would have if the stream
stopped flowing. It is calculated by subtracting the depth at the
downstream riffle crest (which defines the downstream end of the pool)
from the depth at the deepest point in the pool.
Table 3.9 Minimum size criteria required for including deep pools in features
mapping (taken from Schuett-Hames et al. 1994).
Channel Bankfull
Width (m)
0 – 2.5
2.5 – 5
5 – 10
10 – 15
15 – 20
> 20

Minimum Unit Size
2
(m )
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

Min. Residual Pool Depth (m)
0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

Large Woody Debris (Other) – Code: LWD
Description: Logs within the bankfull channel that are ≥30 cm in
diameter and ≥2 m in length. LWD provides fish with cover from
predators as well as adding complexity to in-stream habitat.
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Figure 3.37 An example of large woody debris in a stream channel (Top
downstream view; Bottom – upstream view).
Methods:


Record each piece of large woody debris and its approximate
location.

Measurements required:





Bank (L/R/I/B)
Length
Diameter (average)
Height – from bottom of LWD to stream bed.

Comments:



Type of wood, if known
Potential to cause backwatering or blockage for spawners or
juveniles.
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Small Woody Debris (Other) – Code: SWD
Description: (See Table 3.6.) Branches and smaller logs within the
bankfull channel that are <30cm in diameter and/or <2m in length. Like
LWD, SWD provides fish with cover from predators as well as adding
complexity to in-stream habitat.
Methods:


Record the presence of significant amounts of SWD, and
record the general location of SWD accumulations.

Boulder (Other) – Code: B
Description: (See Table 3.6.) Boulders within the stream channel are
large rocks with their longest axis measuring >256mm. They provide
important cover for fish, provide areas of reduced flow, create scour
pools, and generally contribute to the structural diversity of instream
habitat.
Methods:


Record the presence of significant boulders in the stream
channel.

Instream Vegetation (Other) – Code: IV
Description: (See Table 3.6.)
channel provides cover for fish.

Vegetation growing within the wetted

Methods:


Record the presence of instream vegetation growing within the
stream channel.

Overstream Vegetation (Other) – Code: OV
Description: (See Table 3.6.) Vegetation that projects over the stream
and is <1m above the water surface. Provides shade and cover.
Methods:


Record the presence of vegetation overhanging the stream
channel.

Cutbank (Other) – Code: CU
Description: (See Table 3.6.) Cover is provided by portions of the stream
banks where the current has cut away the bank material at or near the
waterline, resulting in an overhang.
Methods:


Record the presence of undercut banks.
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Spawning Habitat (Other) – Code: HS
Description: Salmonids spawn in gravel, cobble, or sandy substrates with
cool, clean, moderate water flows during the months required for egg
incubation and alevin refuge. Spawning habitats are generally found in
the middle reaches of stream systems. However, some species prefer the
lower reaches, where cobble and higher flows are prevalent. Still others
prefer the quieter, smaller tributaries in the upper reaches. Salmonids
generally require a water depth of at least 18cm, a consistent water flow
with a moderate velocity (0.3−1.0m/s), and a surface area at least 1.5m2
for anadromous salmon, or at least 0.1m2 for resident trout. Note:
ditches can also be prime spawning areas.
Methods:



As spawning areas may occur over long stretches of streams,
note the start and end points.
Beware of disturbing sensitive spawning redds during
incubation periods between October and June.

Measurements required:





Bank (I)
Length – of potential spawning area.
Depth – average, of water.
Gradient (Slope) – of spawning area.

Comments:


Note numbers of spawners and spawned-out carcasses, the
dominant substrate composition, the presence of redds (e.g.,
mounds of freshly turned gravel, spaced evenly in a criss-cross
pattern), and potential obstructions downstream.

Unidentified Fish Species – Visual Observation (Other) – Code: FSH
Description: Since fish presence or absence is an important determinant
of the extent to which a stream is protected by law, locations of fish
observations should be recorded. Many of the smaller watercourses in
settled areas have been altered to the point where fish presence is no
longer likely. While conducting stream surveys, it is important to collect
information about potential barriers to fish passage, and to conduct fish
sampling on watercourses where no previous sampling data exists, but
which could potentially support fish populations.
Salmonid – Visual Observation (Other) – Code: SA
Description: To the experienced observer such as a fly fisherman, it is
relatively easy to identify a trout or salmon as it swims in a stream. Key
features to look for are general body form and behaviour. For resident
trout, spotting along the back and tail fin are often diagnostic.
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Stickleback – Visual Observation (Other) – Code: SK
Description: Sticklebacks seldom exceed 8cm in length and are usually
much smaller. All species have a series of isolated spines in front of the
dorsal fin. Sticklebacks are typically found in small clear streams, bogs,
beaver ponds and lakes. Threespine sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
are abundant in lakes and low-gradient streams, and are often found in
roadside ditches in coastal areas. Anadromous and resident forms exist.
Sucker – Visual Observation (Other) – Code: SU
Description:
Suckers are common, widespread fish in many BC
drainages. Suckers are often found in fast-flowing water, like salmonids,
and appear similar to salmonids in many respects. However, generally
have larger scales, lack dorsal spotting, and a close look at the head will
reveal a sucker’s characteristic downward-pointing mouth with it large
fleshy lips. Suckers spawn during the spring, at which time most migrate
into small streams.
Sculpin – Visual Observation (Other) – Code: SC
Description: Sculpins, also known as bullheads, are common in rocky
streams. However, they are not often seen by the casual observer, since
they are bottom-dwellers that usually hide during the day beneath rocks
and debris. Sculpins are generally small fish, <17cm in length. They
typically have large, flattened heads, and are scaleless.
Fish Collected – Visual Observation (Other)
Description: Record the locations of any fish collected during your
sampling efforts. Note that fish sampling generally requires a federal
and/or provincial permit, which should be acquired before you go into
the field.

Figure 3.38 Collected fish sample (juvenile cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarki).
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Methods: For details on fish sampling procedures, refer to publication:
Fish Collection Methods and Standards (BC Fisheries, 1999), Section 2:
Fish Inventory Methodologies.






Website:

Review existing fish presence data before initiating sampling
in any system;
Obtain fish sampling permits from MELP and DFO (allow one
month);
Choose the method most suitable for the size of stream,
habitat type, target species and life stage, flow levels, and
available time and budget;
Ensure that the crew is experienced in sampling techniques
and identification of fish species; and
Ensure that fish are handled in such a way as to minimize
stress and mortality.
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/ric/pubs/aquatic/fishcol/fish-3.htm

Measurements required:









Date of capture
Water level (flood, high, moderate, low)
Site locator and description
Number of specimens captured, and fork lengths for
salmonids and red or blue listed species.
Habitat type (e.g., pool, riffle).
Method and total capture effort (e.g., the number of minnow
traps used and the amount of time they were in place).
Key personnel
Photos of representative specimens of each species, especially
for red or blue-listed species.

Wildlife Sighting (Other)
Description: Signs of wildlife include tracks, scats, scratch markings,
nests, burrows, sounds, etc. Include additional notes in the comments
field and, if possible, take photos.
Methods: Indicate the type of evidence witnessed, as described in the
following categories:





call – or vocalization, most common for birds and amphibians.
egg mass – sign of amphibian presence.
nest
sighted – specimen observed visually.



scat/droppings – most common for mammals, but also
visible in the form of “guano” (whitewash) for birds.
tracks – most common for mammals.




other – e.g., indications of deer browse, or rubbing against
trees.
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Describe the general class of wildlife that the evidence indicates, and
assign to one of the following categories:






amphibian – including frogs, newts, salamanders, etc.
large mammal – including fox, coyote, deer, bear, etc.
songbird – including wrens, sparrows, warblers, etc.
raptor – including hawks, eagles, owls, etc.
reptile – including snakes, turtles, etc.





small mammal – including mice, bats, squirrels, weasels,
snowshoe hare, etc.
waterbirds – including gulls, herons, sandpipers, plovers, etc.
waterfowl – including ducks, geese, etc.



other bird – including woodpeckers, grouse, pheasants, etc.

Note whether the evidence was observed on the right bank, left bank,
both banks or in-stream. If a specimen is seen flying overhead, indicate
whether it was observed over the stream (in-stream) or over one or both
of the banks. Then indicate in the comments that it was observed in
flight.
If possible, include the common or scientific name of the species as a
text entry.
Include in the comments any additional information about the evidence.
Examples of appropriate comments would be the size and description of
a scat, nest or egg mass, or the description and behaviour of observed
specimens.
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Figure 3.39 Top: Signs of beavers chewing willows (riparian). Bottom: Black bear
prints on gravel bar.
Wildlife Tree (Other)
Description: A wildlife tree is a standing live or dead tree that provides
habitat for wildlife such as birds, salamanders and small mammals.
Large decaying trees with loose bark, broken tops and large limbs are the
most valuable. Look for signs of nests, holes or cavities, scratch-marks or
fur on the bark and wood chips, or bat guano around the base of the
tree.
Methods:




Note the type of tree as coniferous, deciduous or unknown. If
possible, indicate the tree species in the comments field.
Indicate whether the wildlife tree is located on the right bank,
the left bank or in-stream.
Indicate the nesting status of the tree. If a nest is present,
classify the nest as “large” (i.e., larger than a volleyball) or
“small” (i.e., smaller than a volleyball). If no nest is present,
but the tree appears suitable for nesting, classify the nest
status as “potential." If no nest is present, leave the category
blank.
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Note the state of the tree as living or dead. The most basic
manner of assessing the state is by determining whether or
not the tree is supporting foliage. If unsure, use the
“unknown” category.
Woodpecker use is apparent from the holes that are made as
the woodpecker is foraging for insects under the outer surface
of the wood. Hole size varies depending on the species of
woodpecker, from smaller holes created by downy
woodpeckers (Picoides pubescens) and northern flickers
(Colaptes auratus), to large rectangular holes created by
pileated woodpeckers (Dryocopus pileatus). The existence of
small chips or shards of wood that have fallen to the ground
during the foraging process indicates recent use. If there is no
evidence of woodpecker use, ignore this category.
The bases of trees are common locations for wildlife dens and
burrows that are used by mammal species for avoiding
predators, breeding and hibernating. The entrances of dens
and burrows can be quite small, and there may not be any
indication of recent use. However, if a hole near the base of a
tree appears to be a potential den or burrow, indicate “yes."
Otherwise, ignore this category.
A mast tree is a fruit or nut-bearing shrub or tree that provides
a valuable food source for birds and mammals. For the
purposes of SHIM, it is only necessary to indicate those shrubs
and trees that show evidence of being actively used by wildlife
for food. For example, a dogwood tree may exhibit claw marks
from being scaled by a racoon or bear in order to access the
fruit. If there is no indication of recent use, leave this category
blank. However, if there are an abundance of mast-producing
trees and shrubs in a particular stream segment, indicate this
in the comments field for right and left bank riparian.
Perches are sturdy branches on living or dead trees that are
used by raptors as viewpoints from which they can hunt for
prey. Although perches are most common in open areas with
little vegetation, they may also be observed in dense forests,
provided the view from the perch to the ground or shrub cover
is not obscured by foliage. Often, especially during the dry
season, the use of perches can be evaluated by the presence
of guano (whitewash) underneath the perch area. Again, this
category should be ignored unless perches are evident.
Cavities are nesting or denning holes located in a tree, usually
in the main trunk. They are used by various species of wildlife
for predator avoidance, resting, breeding and hibernating.
Common cavity-users include owls, swallows, bats, flying
squirrels. Indicate the number of cavities in the one of the
following categories: 1, 2, 3 or 4+. If possible, note the size of
the cavities in the comments field, along with any other
relevant information about description or evidence of use.
Where possible, take photographs of wildlife trees.
In the comments field, include information on the diameter
and height of the wildlife tree, as well as information on
species, stage of decomposition, etc.
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Photo Location (Other)
Description: Record the location where a photograph is taken.
Methods:



For regular cameras, include the roll and frame number of the
photograph as a comment.
For digital cameras, record the image number.
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Riparian Area Classification and
Detailed Cross Sections

4.1 P urpose
The purpose of this SHIM module is to photointerpret, classify and validate
riparian land cover along the watercourse or stream corridor. This module
presents the SHIM procedures, skills, equipment and background data sources
required to classify riparian areas. Land cover is classified using ortho-rectified
photograph interpretation and verified during field review for land cover
classification and class boundaries. These procedures outline project planning;
compilation of existing data, creation of a photo pre-typing and field
reconnaissance, secondary photo-typing, field review, final photo-typing, and final
map creation (Fig. 4.1). The SHIM riparian classification and method use is based
on the land cover standards adopted by British Columbia Terrain Ecosystem
Mapping. The following information outlines the major steps required to develop
a land cover map, from the project planning to the creation of the final maps.
Project planning
Data compilation
Photo pre-typing and field reconnaissance
Secondary photo pre-typing
Field sampling / Cross-Sections
Field data integration and final
photo-typing
Final Riparian Map
Figure 4.1 SHIM protocol to create a riparian land cover and map from
photointerpretation and field verification.
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4.2 Intro ductio n
The riparian area encompasses the natural vegetated corridor along a stream bank
and the land uses within a restricted elevation or distance from the floodplain. The
riparian buffer zone is not of uniform width and varies with functional properties,
local conditions and elevation. Typical features include the entire floodplain,
wetlands, and adjacent areas with steep slopes. The boundaries of the riparian
area can often extend a considerable distance from the watercourse. In B.C., a
50m riparian management zone has been adopted to protect habitat features,
functions, and processes on fish bearing streams (Miller et al., 1997). SHIM
mapped riparian areas include the 50m corridor starting from the floodplain of
both sides of a stream. This corridor includes both sides of the stream channel
from bankfull channel width, and increases in size when contemporary
floodplains, ravines, escarpments, or steeply sloped areas are present along the
cross-section of a stream or watercourse. The extent, composition, and location
of riparian areas are required for designating Fisheries Reserve Zones (FRZ) and
delineating riparian segment classes.
The riparian zone is an important transition zone between aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems, and serves as a link or buffer between upland and lowland
ecosystems (Franklin 1992, Gregory et al. 1991, Swanson et. al 1992).
Vegetation, in particular forests, play an important functional role in maintaining
healthy riparian ecosystems. Intact vegetated riparian areas in BC provide a
number of valuable ecological functions and processes including:






recruitment of large organic debris (LOD), such as fallen logs and
snags, and log jams in stream channels;
nutrient and organic matter input into channels, including leaf litter,
nutrient runoff and insects;
stabilisation of stream banks and substrate;
modification of microclimates including light, temperature, and
humidity; and
control and buffering of water flow, sediments, and nutrients.

The ability of a riparian corridor to function in a healthy state is dependent on the
match between function, process and condition. For example, mitigation of
temperature extremes during summer low flow conditions does not require a wide
vegetated corridor, but rather a dense canopy for cover. The ability of the riparian
corridor to filter or buffer sediments or water runoff conversely requires a large
riparian width and a lower slope.
The extent of a riparian corridor is indicated by the presence of hydric soils and
hydrophilic (water loving) plant communities (Franklin 1992). In coastal BC,
mature riparian areas are characterised by heterogeneous deciduous and
coniferous forests dominated by western red cedar (Tsuga heterophylla), Douglasfir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), red alder (Alnus rubra), big-leaf maple (Acer
macrophyllum), and black cottonwood (Populus balsamifera spp. Trichocarpa).
Common understory shrub species include salmonberry (Rubra spectabilis), vine
maple (Acer circinatum), Indian plum (Oemleria cerasiformis), Pacific ninebark
(Physocarpus capitatus), devil’s club (Oplopanax horridus), and several fern
species (Miller et al).
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A number of indicators can define the buffering ability, capacity and integrity of
riparian corridors. Three important categories of indicators of riparian integrity
include:
Land cover and vegetation (in order of increasing complexity)


Amount and general type of land cover. How much of the riparian
area is covered with paved areas, compacted soils, grass, shrubs, and
forests;



Amount and type of vegetation. Within the land cover that is
vegetated, what is the specific vegetation type and its level of
maturity;
Vertical and horizontal diversity within forests;
Continuity of the vegetated areas; and
Connectivity to wetlands, upland areas, and terrestrial corridors.





Physical Conditions





Elevation of watershed / corridor slope;
Type of surficial materials and geology;
Soil composition and organic matter; and
Position of water table across the riparian corridor.

Local disturbance factors




Presence /density of road crossings, utility (power / pipeline)
corridors, and other infrastructure;
Presence /density of moderate-impact activities, such as trails,
recreational facilities; and
Drainage, stormwater runoff patterns.

There is no simple method to combine these indicators into a single measure of
riparian zone integrity. The amount and type of vegetation in the riparian corridor
is a primary indicator of the general health and state. However, whether or not
the riparian buffer will provide the many functions needed to maintain ecological
integrity will depend strongly on the physical conditions and disturbance factors
listed above.
When developing the information that will be used to make land use planning
decisions, the inventory and mapping of spatially accurate land cover in riparian
corridors is as critical as stream location and extent.
Photointerpretation
combined with the spatial modeling and database properties of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) are the principal tools used to map the characteristics
of land cover and other features of a watershed (Greene and Cruise 1995, Brown
et al. 1996). The rapid technological advances of GIS and GPS (Global Positioning
System) software and equipment require only a basic understanding of mapping
principles to collect and assemble spatially accurate land cover data.
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4.3 R eq uired Skills
Required training and skills for riparian corridor inventory and mapping include:






Photointerpretation - experience interpreting vegetation and/or land
cover from air photographs or ortho-rectified photographs;
Geographic information systems (GIS) experience;
Global positioning systems (GPS) and chain / compass survey
techniques;
Experience in native and exotic vegetation, forest structural stage
identification; and
Knowledge of the ecological processes that maintain riparian
ecosystems.

4.4 E quipment
The equipment required for riparian corridor inventory and mapping include:







Pairs of hard copy recent (< 5 years) colour air photographs, or digital
ortho-rectified photos, of the study area;
Stereoscopic viewers;
Compatible GIS software;
GPS unit, tight chain, compass, tape and/or range finder;
Record keeping; and
Native vegetation field guides.

4.5 P ro ject P lanni ng
Quality, accuracy and reliability of the final maps and associated databases on
riparian corridors are extremely important. The following section describes
procedures that should be followed to produce high quality and reliable mapping
products.
Project planning is the most important step in a mapping and inventory project. It
sets the standard for the whole mapping project, including determining what map
and interpretative products are needed, deciding how those will best be produced,
and ensuring the participation and compliance of all project participants.
The following guidelines will help the mapping team develop a work plan for the
mapping project and are similar to those specified in SHIM modules 1 and 2:







Plot the watershed boundaries on an overview map.
Determine the scale and survey intensity level to use.
Determine project personnel, budgets, and scheduling of fieldwork
and project completion.
Ensure that all project participants have an understanding of their role
in the project and that everyone involved is working towards the same
goal.
Determine GIS digital requirements.
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Follow the SHIM standards of data collection, classification, and
mapping.

4.6 Co mpiling Existing Data

4.6 .1 Sc ale
The ratio of the image on a map to the real world is called scale; it relates
a unit on the map to a similar unit on the ground. Maps of 1:5,000-1:20,
000 are typically referred to as large-scale maps because one unit on the
map is relatively large compared to other maps. In this way maps with
scales of 1:20,000-1:125,000 are termed medium scaled maps, and maps
with scales exceeding 1:125,000 are called small scale maps. The
smaller the scale the more abstract the map must be in relation to what is
being mapped. When maps are created a scale must be selected for the
map that will portray a level of detail specific to the application. SHIM
recommend mapping riparian land cover at large-scales (<1:20,000,
1:5,000 preferred) to provide more detailed mapped information. The
interpretation of riparian land cover should be delineated at least a scale
of 1:5,000. The largest scale reference data, described below, should
also be used, as this will provide the most detailed information about the
watershed. Small-scale maps do not provide necessary details and should
not be used for defining the riparian corridors.

4.6 .2 Vec t o r Dat a
Before starting to delineate land cover polygons, some digital mapping
information should be collected as a reference for photointerpretation.
Compiling this data is often the most time-consuming step in the
photointerpretation process. Government agencies should be contacted
to help locate the appropriate maps in hardcopy or in digital form.
Appropriate time should be allocated to the collection of existing data, to
ensure efficiency in the delivery of the project.
The vector (line) data required for riparian land cover mapping includes:
watercourses, roads, property boundaries and contour lines within the
watershed. Local municipalities / regional districts should be contacted
first to partner and borrow these data. The planning department of local
municipalities / regional districts may have other mapping information
that would assist in land cover delineation including maps of wetlands,
ecologically sensitive areas, stormwater runoff, and/or information on
riparian fish habitat. The Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection
(MWLAP) can be contacted to assist in data collection. Terrain Resources
Information Management (TRIM) topographic maps should also be
obtained. TRIM maps are mid-scale maps (1:20,000) and were compiled
between 1980-1988, and may not represent recent stream channels or
roads. Agricultural land use information should also be compiled.
Other data sources that should be included if they are available are Forest
Cover Maps (1:20,000) and Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC)
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maps (1:20,000). These are available from the Ministry of Forests.
Surficial geology maps, and community watershed maps may also be
available from local municipalities and are helpful references in
photointerpreting land cover. See SHIM Modules 1 and 2 for further
details about data sources.
The assembly of good background and reference information about the
watershed
and
riparian
corridor
will
greatly
assist
with
photointerpretation tasks. The more information that can be obtained
about the watershed and riparian corridor being inventoried and mapped,
the easier it will be for the photointerpreter to delineate land cover
polygons. Digital data sources should be obtained and compiled into GIS.
If digital data sources are not available, hard copy maps or air photos can
be scanned, and the required vector data can be digitised.

4.6 .3 Pho to graphs and Photo int erpret at io n Too ls
Colour aerial photographs are a preferable data source for land cover
mapping (Miller et al., 2000). However, the interpretation of aerial
photos requires the use of stereoscopic viewers, which often need
training and experience to use efficiently. If the required skill level can
be met, aerial photographs should be used as the data source for the
photointerpretation. Air photos can be obtained from a number of retail
outlets throughout the province including Geographic Data BC (see SHIM
Module 2 for additional details).
Another tool used for interpreting aerial photographs is the dia-positive
viewer. It involves using specific software and depth-enhancing glasses
to interpret scanned aerial photographs. The dia-positive viewer is only
compatible with Microstation© (GIS). Though it is a fairly new mapping
tool, the dia-positive viewer is relatively inexpensive. It also requires less
skill and experience to successfully operate than stereoscopic viewers.
In most cases, digital colour ortho-rectified photographs are the most
appropriate data source for riparian land cover delineation to minimize
costs and provide high resolution. An overall planimetric accuracy of
±1m can be achieved in ortho-rectified photographs, appropriate for large
scale photointerpretation (Miller et al., 2000).
It is recommended that only the highest quality and the largest scale
photographs be used in SHIM riparian land cover mapping. The quality of
the mapping is highly dependent on the quality of the photographs.
Good contrast in colours, optimal date for photography, and the time
lapse between interpretation and photography dates are factors that
influence the quality of the photointerpretation (Cousins and Ihse, 1998,
Kadman and Harari-Kremer 1999). Photographs should be equal to, or
larger than, the scale at which the final map will be presented. The
optimal scale of the photographs, determined by the flying height of the
plane, should be between 1:10,000 and 1:15,000, however many aerial
photographs are derived at scales of 1:25,000 or 1:30,000.
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4.7 P hoto P re-typing And P reliminary Field
Reco nnaissance

4.7 .1 Pho to Pre-t yping
Land cover polygons are delineated based on the SHIM Land Cover
Classification System (Table 4.1). Photo pre-typing involves all members
of the photointerpretation team taking part in the delineation of the first
few land use and land cover polygons (Fig 4.2). All land cover polygons
should be drawn at a scale of 1:5000.
The SHIM Land Cover Signature Key should be used as a reference for
photo pre-typing (Riparian Land Cover Key - Appendix B). The key
provides examples from the orthophotographs and the ground view for
each land cover class. Use of the SHIM Land Cover Signature key ensures
consistent interpretation of land cover classes, both within and between
projects (Lund 1997). Land cover pre-typing should be completed before
field reconnaissance.

4.7 .2 Field Rec o nnaissanc e
Field reconnaissance involves verifying pre-typed land cover polygons.
Field reconnaissance allows the photointerpreter to verify accuracy of
polygons and true land cover classes. This step is essential to calibrate
photointerpretation and true land cover. Field reconnaissance should
also provide insight for access and logistics for field sampling.

Figure 4.2 Photo pre-typing of the Little Campbell River riparian corridor,
Langley, B.C.. The watercourse is shown in blue, the project area and 100m
riparian corridor in presented in red.
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4.8 Seco ndary P ho to Pre-typing

4.8 .1 Delineat ing t he Wat erco urs e and Pro jec t Area
This portion of the SHIM method protocol should be used to compile all
existing information into a compatible GIS project. At this point the
known watercourse should be delineated on a map (Fig 4.3); the
resolution of the watercourse on photos and maps will be dependent on
the scale and resolution of the compiled data and on the density of
riparian cover over the stream.
The project or study area can then be defined by creating 50m delineated
buffers on each side of the mapped watercourse. The “Create Buffer”
feature in GIS (ESRI ArcView) can be used. If the stream is composed of
both line and polygon themes, 50m buffers should be applied to both of
these themes (Fig 4.3). The “Merge Features” function can then be used
to merge the two buffer themes together and create a single buffer
theme for the project area. The 50m buffer theme should be modified so
that only the outline is viewed along with the stream watercourse line.

4.8.2 Delineat ing Land Co ver Po lygo ns
A specific land cover theme should be created for delineated polygons.
Land cover should be delineated within the 100m watercourse buffer,
although it can extend beyond this buffer to include the furthest
boundary of polygons found in the 100m area (Fig 4.3). The minimum
mapped unit should be approximately 20m × 20m (400m2), however a
minimum polygon size of 5m × 20m (100m2) can be used to identify
small linear strips of riparian vegetation and hedgerows. The land cover
signature key (Appendix B) can be used to help guide the process of
delineating land cover polygons. A land cover polygon should be
classified, based on the SHIM classes (Table 4.1), and the class code and
class name should be entered into the land cover theme attribute table in
GIS. This coding or name can be used to view the different classes of the
riparian land cover.
Two additional fields (or columns) should be added to the land cover
theme attribute table and titled “Degree of Confidence” and “Area”. The
“Degree of Confidence” is a ranked code applied by the photointerpreter
to each delineated polygon. This code is intended to describe the level of
confidence, or reliability assigned to classified land cover polygon. We
propose that the ranking system be based on a numeric scale of 1-5; with
5 being the highest estimate of confidence, and 1 being the lowest
estimate of confidence. The coding is intended as an estimate of the
difficulty of making the interpretation due to polygon complexity and in
turn which polygons should have field reconnaissance. The area of each
polygon should be calculated using the “Calculate” GIS feature contained
within the ArcView draw tool.
It is recommended that when
approximately one half of the project riparian area has been classified,
field sampling should begin to validate classified polygons.
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Figure 4.3 Land cover polygons should be delineated to their furthest extent for
each land cover class; even beyond the 100m riparian corridor. The stream
location is shown in blue, the 100m corridor around the stream is presented in
red.

4.9 Field Sampling
Sampling and reconnaissance is required to: (a) confirm polygon class
designations and boundaries, (b) collect more detailed data than can be
delineated from the photointerpretation, and (c) develop or refine the
classification of units. Below are outlined SHIM required steps needed to design a
field sampling plan, and to choose one of three riparian sampling methods.

4.9 .1 Designing a Sampling Plan
A sampling plan is essential for focussing fieldwork to confirm and refine
pre-typed riparian polygons. When preparing a sampling plan the project
team should consider the following:



Budget;
Access and topography;



Goals of the study. Additional data collection for sampling,
including polygon attributes, and wildlife presence, wildlife
habitat, or coarse woody debris;
Size (area) of the riparian area;
Field knowledge and skill level (Land cover classification,
sampling techniques, vegetation identification) of the field
crews.
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A sampling plan including the location and number of riparian transects
applied should be assigned to based on the above project / area
considerations. An overview field map of the watershed area should be
created to reflect the location and number of riparian transects.
Note: Land owner permission (public or private) should be granted prior
to sampling riparian areas in the field.

4.9 .2 Sampling Met hods
The intensity of field sampling is a main consideration effecting the
reliability of the photointerpretation. Often increased reliability of land
cover polygon delineation and classification is best achieved through
greater experience and validation through field sampling. Three field
sampling methods for riparian corridors have been identified. Choose
one method which best reflects your project goals and budget.
Method 1: Record riparian land cover classes while traversing upland
cross-sections during SHIM stream survey (also see Cross-section 4.11).
The transect starting point should be located at the end of the floodplain
and continue for at least 50m. Determine the location and extent of each
transect and land cover class using your GPS, compass (set on a specific
bearing) and tight chain. A change in riparian land cover should be
recorded by distance and bearing or GPS co-ordinate. The minimum land
cover class collected should be 5m. The initiation of a new land cover
class, the class type, code, qualifier and structural stage should be
recorded. Field notes and records should enable the project team to
determine the approximate UTM co-ordinate for each change and extent
of land cover class. This is the least intense and least costly sampling
method.
Method 2: Use your assigned land cover class confidence ranking values
to determine the areas needing field sampling. Transect locations should
be selected prior to initiating field sampling. Transect selection should
be based on: (a) 10-20% polygons with high to moderate degree of
confidence, (b) at least 80% polyogns with low degree of confidence. At
least 5% of the entire study should be field sampled. Field photos should
be assigned transects without polygon / land cover class assignments. A
greater number of transects should be planned to allow field crews to
drop inaccessible transects.
Transect location should be determined using UTM co-ordinates from
your map and GPS unit. Use northings and eastings (x and y) corodinates to locate the stream centre line.
Local land marks or
knowledge can be used to locate stream centres. From this point,
determine the downstream compass bearing. Perpendicular transects (+
90o) can be located for left and right banks. This sampling method
provides a moderate field sampling intensity including time and cost.
Method 3: Apply random sampling across all land cover classes to
determine the approximate accuracy of interpreting each class. Point
samples for each polygon should be used to collect this information.
Prior to field sampling, the co-ordinate location of point samples can be
generated from GIS base maps. This information should be transferred
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from the GIS to the field photographs to be used for reference for your
GPS unit in the field. Greater than 5% of the study area is sampled with
this method. This method is the most intensive and requires the greatest
amount of time and budget.
All three field sampling methods should include: (a) observed class for
each area and transect based Table 4.1 (SHIM Land Cover Classes), (b)
Land cover class qualifiers and (c) descriptions of cover structural stage.
The visible dominant and sub-dominant plant species should also be
recorded. Observations made in the field should focus on homogenous
land cover within polygons and avoid transition zones between land cover
classes.
Depending on the specific goals of each inventory, additional information
should be collected in the field to describe land cover. This information
can include:






detailed inventory of all vegetation;
counts of coarse woody debris;
wildlife species found within the plot;
diameter at breast height (dbh), height of significant trees;
description of the site’s soil (e.g. soil pit sampling).

4.10 Field Data Integratio n And Fi nal P ho to-typing

4.1 0.1 Adding Field Data to t he GIS
Following field sampling, collected data should be added to the compiled
GIS project information. If a GPS unit was used to collect field data
points, the x and y co-ordinates and associated notes for each point
should be downloaded and added to the GIS project (each day). Hardcopy
field notes and data should be entered electronically (MS Excel to dbf
format for ESRI ArcView) to incorporate into the GIS project. Field notes
(bearings, distances) should be used to estimate x and y co-ordinates
from the original x/y starting point. Additional field notes should be
added as comments to attribute tables. Tables can be imported into
ArcView GIS using the “Add Event Theme” function. This theme should
now illustrate all the sample data points collected in the field.

4.1 0.2 Final Phot o -t yping
Field sample data should be compared with pre-typed photo polygons for
riparian land cover. This review should compare and contrast the field
and map based data by:



identifying whether land cover or land use classes are under/over
represented in pre-typing polygons;
building experience in classifying polygons from photos based on
calibration from field observations;
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understanding the degree of variation in observed characteristics
between and within land cover classes.
During the final photo typing, corrections should be made to the pretyped data based (attributes and boundaries for each polygon) on field
sampling experience. When the polygon delineation and attribute coding
is completed, a thorough edit of the database and map against the
original air or ortho-rectified photos is required. Final riparian land cover
should be carefully reviewed to ensure the classes are correct, GIS
polygons are closed areas, structural stages and class qualifiers are
applied (Fig 4.4).


Figure 4.4 Final riparian land cover map and attribute table for the Little
Campbell River. Note land cover polygons extend beyond 100m riparian
corridor.

4.1 0.3 Int erpret ive Mapping
The polygon attribute files for land use and land cover should contain a
complete set of core attributes for each polygon (class names, class
codes, and area), as well as any information collected during field
sampling. GIS projects and software are capable of producing colour
themed maps and summary statistics. Maps can be displayed in many
forms and can include other important SHIM or watershed based themes
including: fish habitat, sensitive areas, impervious surfaces, wildlife
habitat, stormwater runoff, cadastral, and topography.
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4.11 Detailed Stream C hannel C ross-sectio ns
A standard SHIM survey involves collection of stream channel wetted, bankfull and
floodplain widths and depths as a general sample of stream conditions along the
channel. When channel complexity increases, more detailed SHIM cross section
survey procedures and tools are needed to sample and describe these channel
areas.
More precise measurement of channel shape in conjunction with
descriptions of upland slope and condition can aid in development of hydraulic
models used for regional flood planning. This information is becoming of evergreater importance as urban development of headwater areas in British Columbia
continues to increase. Outlined below are the specific field procedures and
measurement points for undertaking detailed channel cross-sections, as well as
description of the accompanying ArcView Cross-Sectional tool designed to
graphically display the collected data.

4.11.1 Cro ss-s ec tio nal Measurement Po int s
Channel measurements are taken using a folding ruler and a flexible tape
measure stretched perpendicular to the direction of stream flow. A
handheld clinometer and a flexible tape measure are used for
determinations of upland slope. Required cross-sectional measurements
of stream channel widths, depths and elevations as well as upland
riparian features are based on the following survey points defined in
Figure 1 below:
left top of bank - JL
start of additional riparian bands - IL
start of first riparian band - GL
Elevation (m)

floodplain edge- FL
bankfull edge - EL
wetted edge - DL

IR

channel measurement - CL
* HL

center line - A
DR

FR
CR ER

JR

GR
* HR

0elev

B
Bankfull
Width (m)

Figure 4.5 Cross section measurement points.
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Floodplain

Depth (m)

Wetted

A – channel center line (midpoint of bankfull width)
B – thalweg (deepest channel measurement, may be left or right of
center line)
CL – left channel measurements (CL1 to CL3) – may be taken below or
above water line
CR – right channel measurements (CR1 to CR3) – may be taken below or
above water line
DL – left wetted channel edge
DR – right wetted channel edge
EL – left bankfull edge
ER – right bankfull edge
FL – left floodplain edge
FR – right floodplain edge
GL – beginning of first left bank riparian band
GR – beginning of first right bank riparian band
* HL and/or HR: measured when a strip of vegetation is too narrow to
include as a distinct riparian band, yet is considered to represent a
significant change in bank slope.
IL - beginning of additional riparian band(s) for left bank
IR – beginning of additional riparian band(s) for right bank
JL – top of bank location for left bank
JR – top of bank location for right bank
Note: Left and right banks are determined facing downstream.
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4.1 1.2 General Field Pro t oco l fo r Det ailed Cro sssec tio nal Measurement s
1. Stretch out tape measure between two partners and measure/record
bankfull width
2. Go to defined stream center line (midpoint of bankfull width)
3. Measure/record stream center line depth/elevation
4. One partner (who will be the operator of the GPS unit) stays at stream
center line for the duration of the channel measurements and holds
the spool of the tape measure. The second partner (who will actively
take channel measurements) then moves towards the right bank
stretching out the end of the tape measure and using the folding
vertical ruler to take multiple measurements of right channel widths
and depths/elevations and wetted right channel width. After each
channel measurement this partner calls out the associated values to
the GPS operator, who will repeat the numbers (to ensure that the
measurement has been heard correctly in potentially noisy conditions)
and record them in the GPS unit. Upon reaching right bankfull edge,
measure/record right bankfull elevation.
5. Measure/record right floodplain width and elevation.
6. Return to stream center line point and move towards left bank
repeating procedural steps 4 to 6 for all left channel points.
7. Upon completion of channel measurements the GPS operator joins
their partner at the edge of the left floodplain. Begin measurements
of any extra bands (if needed) or left riparian bands from this point.
8. The GPS operator again holds the spool of the tape measure while
their partner stretches out the tape to the end of the extra band or to
the beginning of the next riparian band. This partner calls out the
associated width to the GPS operator who records the measurement.
9. The GPS operator then uses a clinometer to measure the slope of the
left band (in conjunction with their partner providing an adjustment
for ground-to-eye height as described in the following methods
section) and also takes a compass bearing of the transect direction.
Both these measurements are recorded in the GPS data logger.
10. Both partners advance up the left slope taking measurements of
widths and slopes (and associated vegetation information) for each of
the left riparian bands defined. Continue up left bank until all
measured riparian band widths total 50 meters, or (in steeply sloped
areas) extend the riparian measurements to 10m beyond the “top of
bank”, if not included in the 50m measurement.
11. Upon encountering “top of bank”, end the current riparian band at
this point and record a “Yes” in the appropriate data field in the GPS
unit.
12. Both partners then walk across the stream channel to the right
floodplain edge and repeat procedural steps 7 to 12 for the right
bank upland measurements from this point.
Note: as an alternative or supplement to tape measurements, “top of bank” and
riparian band breaks may be collected directly as GPS point features.
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Note: a) in the standard SHIM procedures wetted, bankfull and floodplain heights
were measured as depths (+) relative to the stream bottom at channel center line,
whereas; b) in the detailed SHIM cross-sectional procedures channel, wetted,
bankfull and floodplain heights are measured as depths (-) or elevations (+)
relative to the stream water surface level or deepest point in stream channel (if
dry).

4.1 1.3 Meas urement Met ho ds
All measurements of cross-sectional channel widths are determined
relative to the stream center line, while measurements of depth (-) and
elevation (+) are determined relative to zero elevation at the level of the
water surface or, if the stream channel is completely dry, at the level of
the deepest point in the stream channel.
Depths: measured by an individual holding a folding ruler vertically
upright from the wetted stream bottom. Markings from the ruler are read
off at the water surface for associated depth measurements taken at
multiple points within the wetted stream channel (CLs and/or CRs).
(Figure 2). All depth measurements (below the water surface) are
recorded as negative values (-).
Elevations: measured by an individual holding a folding ruler vertically
upright from the edge of the water surface (D) while simultaneously
holding one end of a tape measure. For stream channels that are dry the
ruler is held vertically upright from the bottom substrate. A partner
stretches the other end of the tape measure to the appropriate channel
measurement point (i.e., CL, CR, E or F). The first individual then holds
their end of the tape measure horizontal to the folding ruler and reads off
from the ruler the associated elevation measurement for the surveyed
point (Figure 2). Elevation measurements are recorded as positive values
(+). For sections of the stream channel that are dry, channel
measurements (including CLs, CRs or center line) are measured as
elevations (+) relative to the surface level of the existing water flow. If the
entire stream channel is dry (no flowing water), then measurements for
all channel features are recorded as elevations (+) relative to the deepest
point of the channel (B).
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(1 ) D ep th s

(2 ) E lev a tio ns

W ater surface

F lo o dp la in
B a nk fu ll

W ater S urface

0

E m ban km en t

0

S tream bed

S tream bed

Figure 4.6 Depth and elevation measurements used in the detailed channel
methods.
Widths: determined by anchoring one end of a flexible tape measure
(either by one partner holding a tape end or else securing it with a rock
or stick) while stretching the other end across to a desired survey point.
The measured distance is then read off from the markings indicated on
the tape.
Slope: determined in degrees with a clinometer, a sighting device used to
measure the angle of a line of sight above or below horizontal. To use a
clinometer, you look through the eyepiece with one eye to see the angle
measuring scale and a horizontal line. With the other eye, you sight on
the point of land you want to measure. When the horizontal line is
aligned with your survey point, you simply read the scale to find the
gradient (Figure 3).

Figure 4.7 Slope measurements with a handheld clinometer.
Gradient is a measure of how quickly the land falls (or rises) over a
measured horizontal distance. The higher the gradient, the steeper the
slope. Steep, high gradient slopes lose height quickly over short
distances, whereas gentle, low gradient slopes lose very little height over
comparable distances. To use the clinometer in the field, first determine
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the height from the ground to the eyes of the person holding the
instrument. This height can be flagged on a pole or stick as an
adjustable siting marker, which will be held vertical from the base of the
survey point by a second team member. All clinometer readings should
then be taken in line with this marker to adjust for individual variations in
observer height (Figure 4). Before commencing measurements of the
slope, determine the aspect (direction that the slope is facing) with a
magnetic compass (correctly adjusted for declination).

Figure 4.8 Adjusting for ground to eye height when taking clinometer
measurements.

4.1 1.4 Channel Measurement s
Center line: no width is taken here (only depth or elevation), as the
channel center line (A) provides the zero reference point for all crosssectional width measurements. Accurate spatial co-ordinates for this
point are captured with a Trimble Pathfinder GPS unit.
Left channel widths (CL1, CL2 and CL3): measured for each by
stretching a tape measure from the stream center line (A) and
determining incremental widths across the channel (Figure 5). One to
three channel widths may be taken in conjunction with depths or
elevations to provide a good representation of the channel bottom. A
separate left channel width (DL) is taken at the wetted edge of the stream.
Right channel widths (CR1, CR2 and CR3): measured by stretching a
tape measure from the channel center line (A) and determining
incremental widths across the channel (Figure 5). One to three channel
widths may be taken in conjunction with depths or elevations to provide a
good representation of the channel bottom. A separate right channel
width (DR) is taken at the wetted edge of the stream.
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Wetted Width

Center line (A)
DL

DR

CL3

CL2

CL1

CR1

CR2

CR3

Figure 4.9 Incremental channel width measurements taken from the channel
center line.
Thalweg (B): the deepest point captured in the stream cross-sectional
depth/elevation measurements. Thalweg may be left or right of the
channel center line.
Wetted channel width: the total distance from DL to DR. Left and right
wetted channel widths are measured separately from the channel center
line. No depth is taken at the wetted edges, as the water surface
represents the zero reference point for measured depths and elevations.
Bankfull width: measured by stretching a tape measure from left
bankfull edge (EL) to right bankfull edge (ER). Alternatively, this can be
measured as the combined separate distances of center line to left
bankfull edge (EL) and center line to right bankfull edge (ER).
Left floodplain width: measured by stretching a tape measure from left
bankfull edge (EL) to left floodplain edge (FL).
Right floodplain width: measured by stretching a tape measure from
right bankfull edge (ER) to right floodplain edge (FR).
Right and left extra bands (HL and HR): measured by stretching a tape
measure from edge of floodplain (FL or FR) to end of first extra band. Only
the slope and width of these bands are recorded. As many as two strips
may be measured for each bank.

4.11.5 Riparian Measurement s
Left riparian bands: measured by stretching a tape measure from start
of first riparian band (GL) to beginning of next riparian band (IL). Repeated
in a continuing sequence for each distinct riparian band identified (e.g., IL
to JL, etc. for a possible total of 1 to 4 left riparian bands). Gradient of
each riparian band is also determined from GL to IL, IL to JL, etc. using a
handheld clinometer. Widths are determined along the slope of the
embankment, providing a measure of slope-distance for each of the left
bank riparian bands. A compass bearing for the left slope is taken at the
commencement of the first riparian band.
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Right riparian bands: measured by stretching a tape measure from start
of first riparian band (GR) to beginning of next riparian band (IR). Repeated
in a continuing sequence for each distinct riparian band identified (e.g., IR
to JR, etc. for a possible total of 1 to 4 right riparian bands). Gradient of
each riparian band is also determined from GR to IR, IR to JR, etc. using a
handheld clinometer. Widths are determined along the slope of the
embankment, providing a measure of slope-distance for each of the right
bank riparian bands. A compass bearing for the right slope is taken at the
commencement of the first riparian band.
Left top of bank (JL): no additional measurement for this point is
required in the field. Simply enter a coding of (Yes) in the SHIM field data
logger if the end of an identified riparian band represents the left top of
bank. An algorithm calculating the distance from the stream center line
to the designated left top of bank point will be activated automatically in
the SHIM cross sectional tool extension.
Right top of bank (JR): no additional measurement for this point is
required in the field. Simply enter a coding of (Yes) in the SHIM field data
logger if the end of an identified riparian band represents the right top of
bank. An algorithm calculating the distance from the stream center line
to the designated right top of bank point will be activated automatically
in the SHIM cross sectional tool extension.

4.1 1.6 Definit io n o f T erms
Active floodplain: a level area adjacent to a stream channel, having its
lower elevational extent defined by the bankfull discharge level, that is
occupied by standing or flowing water on average once in five years1.
The active floodplain can be identified by:




flood channels free of terrestrial vegetation
rafted debris or fluvial sediments newly deposited on the surface of
the forest floor or suspended on trees or vegetation
recent scarring of trees by material moved by flood waters.

Bankfull width: the width of the wetted stream channel at the normal
high water level attained during mean annual flow events. A number of
criteria can be used to determine bankfull edge in the field. The
following should be considered:





a change in vegetation (>2 years old) from bare ground, with no trees,
to vegetated ground with trees, from no moss to moss covered
ground, or from bare ground to grass-covered ground, particularly in
range lands (i.e., where rooted, terrestrial vegetation begins);
the highest elevation below which no fine woody debris (needles,
leaves, cones or seeds) occurs; and
a change in texture of deposited sediment (e.g., from clay to sand, or
sand to pebbles, or boulders to pebbles).
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Riparian bands: distinct associations of hydrophilic vegetation (plants
adapted to continuous high moisture content) occurring next to the
banks of surveyed streams, lakes, and wetlands, as well as adjoining
upland vegetation influenced by the adjacent stream or ponded water.
Each riparian band represents uniform slope and vegetation, and a
change in either of these requires delineation of a new band.
Slope-distance: measurement of distance (width) along a gradient (as
opposed to horizontal distance)
Thalweg: the lowest point along the length of a measured stream or river
bed.
Top of Bank: the point closest to the boundary of the active floodplain of
a stream where a break in the slope of the land occurs such that the
grade beyond the break is flatter than 3:1 at any point for a minimum
distance of 15 metres measured perpendicularly from the break; and, for
a floodplain area not contained within a ravine, the edge of the active
floodplain of a stream where the slope of the land beyond the edge is
flatter than 3:1 at any point for a minimum distance of 15 metres
measured perpendicularly from the edge1. Top of bank is a necessary
prerequisite for establishing the boundaries of Fisheries Sensitive Zones
(FSZ). FSZs are an important planning component in determining
minimum setbacks required for development adjacent to a stream.
1

Millar, J.N., N. Page, M. Farrell, B. Chilibeck, and M. Child. 1997. Establishing
Fisheries Management and Reserve Zones in Settlement Areas of Coastal
British Columbia. Canadian Manuscript Report of Fisheries and Aquatic
Sciences N0. 2351.

2

Taken from the Streamside Protection Regulations pursuant to Section 12 of the
BC Fish Protection Act (2001).

4.12 Arcview C ross-sectio nal Diagram Too l Extensio n
The Cross-Sectional Diagram Tool extension was developed to generate diagrams
of spatially accurate stream cross-sectional profiles based on GPS collected point
data for stream widths and depths. This information can be used in hydraulic
analyses that help determine stream water-surface elevations at periods of high
flood and can assist planners in defining floodway limits. This guide will provide
step-by-step instructions in the application of the Cross-Sectional Diagram Tool
and is designed for the basic ArcView user. Although the extension has been
developed to allow display of channel cross-sections using ArcView, the generated
datasets are easily transferable for cross-sectional analyses in other software
packages such as Microstation and ArcInfo. The Cross-Sectional tool will create
profiles of stream cross-sections using information collected with either the
standard SHIM cross-sectional procedures (i.e., simple measurements of wetted,
bankfull and floodplain widths/depths) or the more detailed SHIM cross-sectional
procedures (i.e., measurements of channel, wetted, bankfull and floodplain widths
and depths/elevations).
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4.12.1 Lo ading t he Ext ensio n in Arc View:
Copy the shimxsv1_5.avx file provided into the Ext32 subfolder on your computer
hard drive (C:\Esri\Av_gis30\Arcview\Ext32)
Open ArcView with a new project and in the project file menu go to File >
Extensions, select the SHIM XS Diagram Tool extension and click OK.

Loading the extension will add the XS Diagram Tool icon
window.

to the view

4.1 2.2 Displaying St ream Cro ss-sec tio ns




In the Edit View window’s button menu click on the Add Theme tool
and add a SHIM Cross-Section points theme to the view.
Next click on the XS Diagram Tool icon
and then click on any
selected cross-sectional point within the Cross-Section theme.
A diagram of the stream channel’s cross-sectional profile at this
location will be generated automatically based on the entered stream
data points and internal algorithms for trigonometry coded within the
extension. Three different levels of cross-sectional complexity are
possible given the extent of point data collected in regard to channel
widths/depths and whether information on riparian bands and top of
bank has been recorded:
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I) A cross-sectional diagram of a simplified stream channel profile will be
created when collected information is limited to point data on wetted,
bankfull and floodplain widths and depths (i.e., standard SHIM stream
survey protocol)

II) A more complete representation of the stream channel profile will be
generated automatically if collected data includes detailed information on
wetted channel bottom heterogeneity
(i.e., multiple channel
depth/elevation and width measurements), in addition to measurements
of bankfull and floodplain widths/depths.
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III) The most complex cross-sectional profile illustrating details of both channel
structure and the adjacent upland slope will be generated automatically if data
collected includes information outlined for (ii) and additional accompanying
information on riparian bands (i.e., widths and slopes) and top of bank location
(i.e., detailed SHIM cross-sectional protocol).

Selecting multiple cross-section points simultaneously will allow you to visually
examine the change in hydraulic profile along the length of the stream.
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4.12.3 Displaying Cro ss-sec tio nal Att ribut e T ables
The Cross-Sectional Tool Extension can be used to examine the stream channel
attributes within a database (dbf) format. The dbf tables created can be exported
to other software packages (e.g., Arc Info, Microstation, etc.) for GIS users who
prefer to work outside the ArcView environment.
1) In the Edit View window select the “Add Event Theme” option which
and bring up the associated menu box.

2) Scroll through the Table options within the menu to select a desired
cross-section point. In the X and Y fields select Easting and Northing
respectively; these last 2 fields will orient your cross-sectional features
within a UTM coordinate system.
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3) Clicking on “OK” will then bring up a shape file of the detailed crosssection attributes within the Edit View window.

4) In the Edit View window’s button menu click on the Open Theme Table
tool
to bring up the detailed attribute table for the selected cross
section.

The station field within this table represents channel feature widths (m)
relative to the stream center line [negative values (-) representing widths
on the left streambank, whereas positive values (+) represent widths on
the right bank]. The elevation field (m) represents depths (-) or elevations
(+) relative to the wetted surface level or, in the case of totally dry
channels, the deepest point of the streambed. Easting and Northing fields
define accurate geographic locations for surveyed channel points, based
on the trigonometry of field measured slope-distances relative to the
original GPS captured stream center line.
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4.12.4 Spatial Display of Cro ss-sec tio nal Feat ures
Cross-sectional attributes collected using the SHIM methods are spatially
linked to a GPS referenced stream center line (accurate to + 5m).
Consequently, all channel cross-section points have associated UTM
coordinate locations that can be used to display the points on any
underlying map or orthophoto backdrop. This mapping feature greatly
enhances the ability to examine the layout of the stream corridor within
the spatial context of the surrounding landscape.


In the Edit View window double click on the selected Table_Cross
sections.shp file that you added earlier as an event theme. This will
bring up the Legend Editor for the event theme.



Within the Legend Editor menu select “Unique Value’ for the Legend
Type and “Label” for the Values field.
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Click on Apply and unique colour identifiers will be created for each
channel feature in the view.



In the Edit View window click on the Add Theme tool
, select
Image Data Source and scroll through your directories to select an
appropriate orthophoto coverage to provide a visual backdrop to your
surveyed stream channel.

Acquiring current orthophoto coverage of the survey area is the
responsibility of the proponent. As described in SHIM Module 2,
orthophotos can be loaned through various regulatory agencies (e.g.
FOC, GDBC, municipal governments) or purchased.


Displaying underlying orthophotos will improve the ability to resolve
stream channel features in relation to the surrounding landscape.
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Table 4.1 SHIM land cover classification system
Land Cover Classes Used for Photointerpretation and Field Sampling

Class

Code

Descriptio n

Coniferous forest VNF

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20% or
more of the total polygon area, and at least 80% of the
trees are conifers

Broadleaf forest

VBF

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20% or
more of the total polygon area, and at least 65% of the
trees are broadleaf.

Mixed forest

VMF

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20% or
more of the total polygon area, but of the total trees
no more then 80% can be conifer and no more then
65% can be broadleaf.

Shrubs

VSH

The area has less than 10% tree crown cover and
natural shrubs constitute 20% or more of the ground
cover. Shrubs are defined as multi-stemmed woody
perennial plants, both evergreen and deciduous.
Qualifier:

Herbs/grasses

VHB

d

The area has less than 20% tree cover, less than 20 %
shrub cover, and 20% or more natural herbaceous
cover. Herbs for this classification are defined as
grass-like vascular plants, including ferns and forbs,
without a woody stem. Some dwarf woody plants may
be included in this category. A class qualifier must be
assigned to this category.
Qualifiers:

ag, n, ur, r, d, and u

Bryophytes

VCR

The area has more then 5% vegetation cover and
greater then 50% of the vegetation cover are mosses
and lichens, such as in rock outcrops.

Rock

NNB

The area has less than 5% vegetation cover and the
substrate is exposed rock, such as in natural rock
faces, boulders, bedrock, or fragmented rock.

Exposed soil

NEL

Areas where recent disturbance, either human or
natural, has exposed the soil substrate, such as in
The main
development sites or soil slides.
characteristic is exposed soil under active erosion
processes.
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Human-made
NHR
surfaces
(high
imperviousness)

Areas covered by highly impervious man-made
surfaces such as pavement, concrete, and buildings
with total impervious area >40%. This class can
include industrial, commercial, and residential areas
as well as roads and greenhouses.
Qualifiers:

NMR
Human-made
surfaces (medium
imperviousness)

Areas covered by moderately impervious man-made
surfaces with total impervious area between 10-40%.
This class is similar to the human made surface (high
imperviousness) class but more vegetation is present.
Qualifiers:

Human-made
NLR
surfaces
(low
imperviousness)

ag, ur, r, and d

Areas of low impervious human made surfaces with
total impervious area < 10%. Such areas may include
low density suburban houses, barns, horse tracks,
paddocks, or gravel or packed soil parking lots.
Qualifiers:

Row Crops

ag, ur, r, and d

ag, n, ur, r, and d

NAG

Areas of agricultural crops and farmland. Agricultural
areas where rows cannot be identified should be
classified as Herbs/grasses with an agriculture
qualifier.

Planted tree farm NTF

Areas used as tree farms, including Christmas tree
farms, ornamental tree nurseries, and fruit orchards.

Dug-out pond or DOP
reservoir

Dug-out ponds, either of natural or man made origin,
which have been excavated and are maintained. They
are mostly cleared of vegetation and may be under
sudden human induced water fluctuations.

Natural wetland

This class includes natural wetlands which are largely
undisturbed by human modification and retain most
of their natural characteristics.

WN

Class Qualifiers Used for Photointerpretation and Field Sampling

Qualifier

Code

Descriptio n

Agriculture

ag

This area may be used for agricultural purposes
including hay fields and grazing pastures.

Natural

n

This area is dominated by native herb/grass species and
its appearance is not modified by human use.

Urban/residenti ur
al

This area is composed of residential lawns, and may
contain clumps of shrubs and trees. Vegetation is
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controlled and maintained by fertilizing, weeding,
mowing, and pruning.
Recreation

r

This area is used for recreational fields, with heavily
controlled and highly maintained vegetation. Examples
of this area include golf courses, school fields, or parks.

Disturbed

d

This area has been recently disturbed and is undergoing
early successional stages. Vegetation may consist of
native and non-native grasses and/or small shrubs, and
small patches of exposed soil may be visible.

Unknown

u

The use of this area cannot be identified.

Land Cover Classes Used Only in Field Sampling

These classes cannot be identified from orthophotographs but should be
applied, along with the above listed classes, during field sampling.

Class

Code

Descriptio n

Flood plain

VFP

Area of the flood plain subject to annual prolonged
flooding. Scouring by high water flows may result in
exposed soil or a cover of very flood tolerant species or
annuals that germinate after flooding recedes.

Disturbed
wetland

DWN

Ponds or wetlands which have been disturbed by
digging or drenching but retain some natural
characteristics such as well developed wetland
vegetation and a fairly natural water fluctuation regime.
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Class Qualifiers Used Only in Field Sampling

Qualifier

Code

Descriptio n

Veteran trees

v

The area includes young or mature forest with scattered
large old trees within.

Wildlife trees

w

This qualifier will be used in combination with forest
classes when snags are present and have significant
potential wildlife value.

Vegetation Structural Stages Used Only in Field Sampling

Class

Stage

Code

Descriptio n

Shrubs

Low shrubs 3a

Communities dominated by shrub vegetation less
than 2m tall; tree seedlings may be abundant; time
since last disturbance is >20 years for normal
forest succession.

Shrubs

Tall shrubs 3b

Communities dominated by shrub vegetation more
than 2m tall; tree seedlings may be abundant; time
since last disturbance is >40 years for normal
forest succession.

Forest
cover

sapling

4

Typically there is a high density of trees: the main
characteristics of this stage are: trees that have
overtopped shrub and herb layers where self
thinning is not evident. Trees are usually younger
than 40 years for normal forest succession.

Forest
cover

young

5

The main characteristics of this stage is that selfthinning has become evident and the forest canopy
shows three distinct layers (overstory, intermediate,
and suppressed). Dominant trees are generally
between 40 and 80 years of age.

Forest
cover

mature

6

The main characteristic of this stage is the canopy
has begun to open and the understory has become
well developed. Dominant trees are generally older
then 80 years.
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Table 4.2 SHIM Riparian Land Cover Signature Key

Coniferous forest VNF

Broadleaf forest

Mixed forest

VBF

VMF

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20 % or more of
the total polygon area, and at least 80 % of the trees are
conifers.

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20 % or more of
the total polygon area, and at least 65 % of the trees are
broadleaf.

This area has a natural tree crown cover of 20 % or more of the
total polygon area, but of the total trees no more then 80 % can
be conifer and no more then 65 % can be broadleaf.
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Shrubs

VSH

Herbs/grasses

The area has less than 10 % tree crown cover and natural shrubs
constitute 20 % or more of the ground cover. Shrubs are defined
as multi-stemmed woody perennial plants, both evergreen and
Qualifier: d
deciduous.
VHB

The area has less than 20 % tree cover, less than 20 %
shrub cover, and 20 % or more natural herbaceous
cover. Herbs for this classification are defined as
grass-like vascular plants, including ferns and forbs,
without a woody stem. Some dwarf woody plants may
be included in this category.
A class qualifier must be assigned to this category.

Qualifiers:

Herbs/grasses
Agriculture

ag, n, ur, r, d, and u

VHBag This area may be used for agricultural purposes
including hay fields and -grazing pastures.
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Natural

VHBn

This area is dominated by native herb/grass species and its
appearance is not modified by human use.

Recreation

VHBr

This area is used for recreational fields, with heavily
controlled and highly maintained vegetation. Examples of
this area include golf courses, school fields, or parks.

Disturbed

VHBd

This area has been recently disturbed and is undergoing
early successional stages. Vegetation may consist of
native and non-native grasses and/or small shrubs, and
small patches of exposed soil may be visible.
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Urban/

VHBur

residential

Human-made
surfaces
(high
imperviousness)

This area is composed of residential lawns, and may contain
Vegetation is controlled and
clumps of shrubs and trees.
maintained by fertilizing, weeding, mowing, and pruning.

NHR

Areas covered by highly impervious man-made surfaces such
as pavement, concrete, and buildings with total impervious
areas > 40%. This class can include industrial, commercial
and residential areas.
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Human-made
surfaces
(medium
imperviousness)

Human-made
surfaces
(low
imperviousness)

NMR

Areas covered by moderately impervious man-made
surfaces with total impervious area between 10-40 %.
This class is similar to the human made surface (high
imperviousness) class but more vegetation is present.

Qualifiers:

NLR

ag, ur, r, and d

Areas of low impervious human made surfaces with total
impervious area < 10 %. Such areas may include low
density suburban houses, barns, horse tracks, paddocks,
gravel
or
packed
soil
parking
lots.
or

Qualifiers:

ag, n, ur, r, and d
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Row Crops

NAG

Areas of agricultural crops and farmland. Agricultural
areas where rows cannot be identified should be classified
as Herbs/grasses with an agriculture qualifier.

Dug-out pond or DOP Dug-out ponds, either of natural or man made origin,
reservoir
which have been excavated and are maintained. They are
mostly cleared of vegetation and may be under sudden
human induced water fluctuations.
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Natural wetland

WN

This class includes natural wetlands which are largely
undisturbed by human modification and retain most of
their natural characteristics.
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GPS Surveying Procedures

5.1 P urpo se
The purpose of this SHIM Module is to provide guidelines for field and office
procedures, and data standards for watercourse mapping using Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology. These guidelines apply to SHIM inventory
but can be generally applied across many stream mapping projects.
GPS surveying is used extensively in the resource industry in British Columbia,
especially in the forest industry where GPS technology has effectively replaced
older methods such as tight-chain traverses for most tasks. There is much
literature already available from agencies such as the Resources Inventory
Committee (RIC), Geographic Data BC (GDBC), Ministry of Water, Land and Air
Protection (MWLAP), and the Ministry of Forests (MoF) provide standards and
approaches for GPS use for resource mapping. For example:
British Columbia Standards, Specifications and Guidelines for Resource
Surveys using GPS Technology. Available at:
http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca/gsr/gsr_standards.htm
Course Materials: RIC GPS Standards - Using GPS Technology Comprehensive GPS Training for Resource Mapping
Ministry of Forests Quality Assurance Procedures and Guidelines for GPS
Surveys
The above source documents are referenced throughout this module.

5.2 Intro ductio n
Stream mapping projects are typically carried out as a partnership of many
agencies and organisations within a community.
Personnel within these
organisations will have varied skills, knowledge, and experience.
It is
recommended that all personnel, except perhaps field operators, read and
understand this SHIM Module in its entirety. However, certain sections within
SHIM Module 5 are intended for different team members acting in different
capacities for the project.


Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are intended for project teams to make
decisions on how to allocate resources, personnel, etc. on a streammapping project.
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Section 5.5 provides an introduction to the information requirements
for stream mapping, the advantages and limitations of using GPS for
stream mapping, and provides practical scenarios for a streammapping project. Section 5.5 describes the project requirements in
terms of personnel, training, and equipment.
Section 5.6 is intended for field personnel and others who must
understand the different methods of capturing positional data in the
field using GPS receivers. It describes different possible methods for
capturing data for stream mapping. By knowing many different data
capture methods, field operators can ensure they are using their time
most efficiently. This section is intended only to supplement training
and field experience, not to replace them.
Section 5.7 is intended for people who will be performing the GPS
data processing. Contrary to popular belief, this is a fairly simple
procedure and does not require in-depth knowledge of GPS. There is,
however, a discussion on reference stations (including real-time
correction) which should be understood by decision-makers.
Section 5.8 deals with issues of GPS data quality and integrating GPS
data with data from other sources. It is intended for GIS technicians
and people who will be making decisions about the quality of the GPS
data. This section is intended only as a supplement to other training
or experience in GIS or mapping software and especially in GPS data
quality issues.
Section 5.9 discusses GPS data processing, including managing data
using Pathfinder Office and ArcView software and editing GPS data
using the GPS data dictionary tool extension for ArcView. This section
is intended for people performing the GPS data processing.
Appendix A, C and D contain the data dictionary, data standards and
technical GPS requirements for stream mapping using GPS. Although
most of the standards are contained in the main text, they are
summarised in Appendix C due to their importance. Appendix C can
be separated and attached to a contract or other instructions as well.

5.3 U rban Stream M apping P ro gram

5.3 .1 St ream Info rmat io n Requirement s
Accurate and reliable information is required to make practical,
reasonable, and defensible land-use and environmental protection
decisions about streams. Both positional and attribute information is
required (Fig. 5.1).
Positional information provides the location and other geographical
characteristics of a stream. The location of the stream’s centreline in
space allows users to:



Plot the stream on maps, orthophotos, and other base maps.
Compute physical parameters of a stream such as the length
of a reach.
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Calculate distances to lot boundaries and other features
affecting land-use decisions.
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Figure 5.1 Positional information plotted on a base map for an example stream
Attribute information provides the physical and biological characteristics
of a stream (Fig. 5.2). For example, the bankfull width of a segment of
the stream is a physical characteristic, and the nature of the riparian
vegetation may be considered a biological (or habitat) characteristic.
Combining attribute information with positional information allows users
to:
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Calculate values and proportions such as the area of a riparian
zone or the length of riffle habitat within a reach.
Perform queries such as to display sections with gravel
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Confluence: Dry Channel

substrate downstream of a potential erosion site.
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Figure 5.2: Attribute information for an example stream
Attribute information must be attached to a positional feature (e.g. a
point or a line) to be effective. Attribute information is collected along
with or separate from position information, depending on local
requirements.
For example, if a municipality is interested only in the location of the
stream centreline for zoning purposes, that basic information is sufficient
for their needs. However, there is other information which should be
collected as well such as the bankfull width (which defines the top of
bank and is often more important for calculation of setbacks), and fish
habitat information. This attribute information will be required for
planning or habitat management. Although it is possible to collect only
positional information, strong consideration must be given to collecting
stream attributes.

5.3 .2 Ac c urac y Requirement s
The positional accuracy requirement for urban stream mapping is 5
metres, at 95% confidence. This means that features derived from a GPS
survey (or any other means such as compass and chain surveys) must be
within five metres of the true location of the feature, 95 percent of the
time. This applies to such features as the centreline of a stream, and to
reference points along that stream.
This level of accuracy is intended to be compatible with municipal
mapping requirements to serve as a stream base map. Note: There are
practical constraints on data collection in terms of the levels of accuracy
and the costs of the survey (accuracy greater than 5 metres only comes at
a much higher cost).
Most municipal mapping is compiled at a scale of 1:5,000 (one millimetre
on the map equals five metres on the ground), or better. This implies
that features on those maps will be accurate to at least 2.5 metres
(measurable 0.5mm on a map scale). Many features in municipal
mapping databases are much more accurate.
Stream locations, however, are often not nearly as accurate as the rest of
the features in municipal and resource mapping (Fig. 2.1). Even though
the planning (mapping) department may consider their data to be
accurate to, say one-half metre, the consensus from people using stream
data for planning and management is that five metre accuracy would be
sufficient, and that seldom can they trust existing mapping to that level.
Although most GPS manufacturers claim sub-metre or 2-5 metre accuracy
for their equipment and software, these are marketing claims and should
not be taken seriously. In real-world conditions with local obstruction,
tree cover, and other factors, five-metre accuracy is achievable only with
the best GPS equipment and careful methods. Figure 5.3 is taken from
recent scientific testing of different GPS receivers under forest canopy
reported to be typical of conditions for most urban stream mapping in
BC. The testing was conducted at the UBC Research Forest in Maple
Ridge, BC.
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Figure 5.3 Global Positioning System (GPS) positional data collected under dense
forest canopy
This receiver performed the best among other GPS receivers and currently is one
of two commercially available GPS receivers capable of 5-metre accuracy under
dense forest canopy (SHIM Module 5, Section 5.5.3 provides equipment
requirements and recommendations). These results indicate that five-metre
accuracy is possible, with appropriate equipment and careful field and office
methods. Note: Under difficult conditions, further interpreting or smoothing of
the location provided by the GPS manufacturer’s software is almost always
required. This interpretation process (deriving a best-fit line) is perhaps the
most important factor affecting the quality of the final locations.

Figure 5.4 Similar GPS receiver under identical conditions
Figure 5.4 shows results from a different GPS receiver, similar in price,
specifications, and target market to the receiver in Figure 5.3 (both are
marketed as providing sub-metre accuracy). The test results were
conducted under exactly similar forest conditions, satellite configuration,
and weather. The second GPS receiver should be considered accurate to
10 metres, not to 5 metres. This results show a common problem with
some GPS receivers, where the data is considered good (if the true
location is not known), but is confounded with “systematic error”. These
comparison demonstrate that GPS equipment must be chosen with care.
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In order to ensure that the target accuracy is met, there are standard
Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) procedures to be
followed. Quality issues are discussed in Section 5.8.2, and in the
Ministry of Forests’ QA Procedures.

5.4 U sing GPS fo r U rban Stream M apping

5.4 .1 Advant ages o f GPS
Although differences do exist, GPS technology is considered to be the
most accurate, reliable and productive means of capturing stream
position information at present. GPS data can be stored on a field
computer to capture standardised and complete attribute note (comment)
information in the field.
Most urban streams have forest cover and it is very difficult to capture
their location or characteristics from aerial photography. Most agencies
use existing maps for stream assessment and have found that streams
can be >10 metres in error. In some cases, vital tributaries, reaches, or
entire streams are not mapped.
Producing accurate, reliable, and complete maps of urban streams is
often possible only using GPS or other ground survey methods. With
careful equipment choices, field procedures, and data analysis, accuracy
of five metres or better is readily achieved, even under dense forest cover
typical of coastal areas of British Columbia.
Corrected GPS positions are inherently geo-referenced, that is, they have
global co-ordinates such as UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator). GPS
data is easily and automatically integrated with other data such as
municipal cadastral mapping, provincial resource mapping, and digital
orthophotos using all common GIS and mapping programs. There is no
requirement for time-consuming connections to local monuments or
photo-identifiable points in the field.
Errors in conventional surveying methods (such as compass and tightchain traverse) accumulate throughout the traverse as the survey
progresses. Errors in GPS positions are independent and whether the
survey is 10 metres or 10 kilometres, the error remains constrained to
each data co-ordinate captured given the local conditions of GPS
reception.
As well, conventional survey methods require crews of at least two
people, with much starting, stopping, and note keeping and data entry.
GPS methods require only one person - if a second person is needed for
safety, that person can perform other tasks such as measuring cross
sections or setting reference points. Extensive experience in the forest
industry suggest that one person using GPS methods can survey twice as
much in the same time as with two people using conventional methods
and it is almost always more accurate.
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5.4 .2 Limit atio ns of GPS
The main limitation of GPS technology for stream mapping is that survey
productivity and accuracy can be limited by local terrain / canopy
conditions. Steep terrain and heavy forest cover can make GPS data
capture slow due to reception of acceptable satellite coverage (see
Appendix C for a discussion of the concept of coverage). Field methods
such as offsets and fill-in traverses using conventional (compass and
chain) methods can help productivity in difficult terrain conditions,
although this adds a level of complexity to the field and office
procedures, and potential error.
Position accuracy is often degraded in difficult terrain conditions, and in
some cases may not meet accuracy standards and require re-surveying.
Proper GPS equipment choices (see section 5.5 .3.) can help ensure
sufficient accuracy, but this requires much more careful analysis and
assessment of the corrected data.
Another major limitation of GPS technology is the fact that, although GPS
data is inherently three-dimensional, the elevation is usually much less
accurate (by a factor of 2 or 3) than the horizontal position. Elevations
are often required for hydraulic and other engineering purposes. Usually
the elevation accuracy requirement is actually greater than the horizontal
requirement for these surveys.

5.4.3 Prac t ical and Lo gist ical Co nsiderat io ns
The primary practical consideration in using GPS for stream mapping is
the cost of the equipment and the training required. Section 5.5.2
provides training recommendations and section 5.5.3 provides
equipment recommendations and cost estimates.
Section 5.1.4.4
suggests some strategies for reducing equipment and training costs.
Using GPS equipment also adds new logistical considerations, especially
for remote projects. Some source of power is required to charge
batteries and to download receivers nightly. Data should be corrected
and analysed in the GIS program within a few days of collection, so some
processing facilities should be available at remote project sites.
In difficult conditions with steep terrain and/or heavy forest cover, there
are often times during the day where GPS reception is poor and these
survey methods cannot work. Usually this means waiting for ten or
twenty minutes (sometimes hours in extreme cases), but this may also
slow down other work such as biological inventory. Careful pre-planning
(see section 5.7.1. and 5.6.4.) can reduce the waiting time, and
conventional methods can be used to supplement GPS methods during
these reception “down” periods.
Stream mapping can be hazardous for personnel as well as expensive
GPS equipment. The most robust receiver may not survive a drop into a
pool or onto boulders. The antenna and cables can be quite difficult to
manoeuvre through brush and debris in and around streams. Some
equipment (see section 5.5.3) is not quite waterproof in rainforest
conditions on the B.C. coast.
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5.4 .4 St ream Mapping Sc enario s
As mentioned above (section 5.3.1.), both positional (the location and
other geographical characteristics) and attribute (physical and biological
characteristics) information are vital to stream mapping. The essential
position information is the centreline of the stream, and the locations
where attributes change along that stream. Although the centreline
information can effectively stand alone, information about the physical
and biological characteristics of that centreline must eventually be
attached.
Capturing all this information in the field requires different equipment
and expertise. Trained field personnel can easily learn how to operate
GPS field equipment.
The most efficient strategy to capture the required stream information
will vary depending on the local project and stream conditions. Factors
such as budget, immediate and long-term information requirements, time
constraints, availability of personnel, equipment resources, typical
observing conditions, etc., should all be considered.
There are two basic scenarios to consider for stream mapping:



Position and attribute information captured (1) coincidentally
(at the same time).
Position and attribute information captured (2) separately (in
any order).

The first scenario is usually considered the conventional GPS survey
method. However, it may not always be the most efficient use of
equipment and personnel. As well, unless reference points are frequent,
any subsequent update (for example after a catastrophic event) or
extension (for example assessment of a new parameter such as pH
observations not considered in the original survey) would require an
entirely new survey (including GPS) of the section in question.
The second scenario is usually more flexible and may allow the most
efficient use of resources. However, it does require better planning and
efficient project management to ensure that effort is not duplicated.
During the first survey phase (which could be the GPS positional
mapping, the attribute collection, a combination, or a reconnaissance
phase), reference points along the stream are established. These can be
existing, permanent points such as culverts, stream confluences, or any
other uniquely identifiable location. Often, these would be markers (tags,
blazes, etc.) established on streamside trees or other semi-permanent
reference points. During the GPS survey phase, positions are obtained
for these reference points and the centreline of the stream is surveyed at
the same time.
When attributes are captured for the stream, all information is then
referenced to these “reference” points. Since the stream centreline is
known, only the distance (along the stream) from the reference points is
required. The attribute is placed at a distance along the stream
(downstream positive) from the reference point.
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Figure 5.5 Positioning attribute points by reference point and distance
The following table summarises some of the advantages and
disadvantages of capturing positions and attributes coincidentally or
separately.
Scenario
(1)
Coincident

Advantages
conventional method, easy to
explain to people
can use GPS data collector for
attribute data
project complete after one pass

(2)
Separate

can allocate resources most
efficiently
can contract-out phases of project
for maximum value
reference markers established for
future update or extension

Disadvantages
requires GPS equipment for all
phases of project
not always most efficient use of
personnel
field updates require entire re-survey
of affected sections
project management is more
complex
possibility that reference markers are
lost between phases
requires at least two different passes
during project

5.5 General Pro ject Requirements
This section describes some of the GPS-specific requirements for a streammapping project. Individual stream mapping projects can vary in duration from
a few weeks to many months or even years. They may involve just one person
performing all aspects of a smaller project, or many different people, each with a
specific task. A project may be carried out by a single organisation (such as a
municipal department) or a broad-based community group composed of
volunteers, professional consultants, and government support staff. Likewise,
funding may be from many diverse sources, or a single continuing budget item.
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Because of the widely varying possibilities, it is very difficult to make specific
rules on personnel qualifications, training requirements, and equipment and
software. For smaller projects, it may not be reasonable to purchase equipment
and software and train personnel specifically for GPS, all for two week’s work.
This section is intended to give general guidelines on GPS project requirements
including personnel, equipment and software, and GPS-specific training.

5.5 .1 Pe rso nnel Requi rement s
For most watercourse mapping projects, the GPS survey component will
be performed by existing personnel (e.g. fisheries technicians, GIS
analysts, project managers). These people will usually have existing
skills in watercourse assessment, although GPS surveying may be new to
most people.
The following skills are required of personnel undertaking a SHIM stream
mapping project:
Field Operator
A GPS field operator will perform the data capture in the field. This may
involve just GPS work, or GPS work as well as stream assessment. If
position and attribute information (see 5.3.1.) are to be captured
coincidentally (see 5.4.4.), then field operators must be well versed in
both GPS and stream assessment. Field operators must also, of course,
be capable of working safely in a difficult environment.
Data Processor
The data processor will operate the GPS software.
This includes
downloading the receiver, downloading the reference station files (if
required), differentially correcting the data, and exporting the data to the
GIS/Mapping program being used.
Processing GPS data is perhaps the least technical task of all and requires
very little training. It is usually a matter of executing a few commands
and choosing a few files (some software is automated to the extent that
only a single command is necessary). Many organisations have field
operators or a clerk processing GPS data part-time and passing the data
on to the Mapping Technician, where the important quality decisions are
made.
Mapping Technician
The mapping technician will take the GPS data created by the data
processor using the GPS software and create a final product. This is
perhaps the most important step in the entire process as it is where
decisions are made as to the quality of the GPS data.
A mapping technician must be well versed in the operation of the GIS or
mapping software.
Most importantly, they must have a thorough
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understanding of the nature of errors in GPS data and how to best deal
with these errors.
Project Manager
The project manager is the person (or group of people) making decisions
about personnel, equipment, methods, etc. He or she is ultimately
responsible for the quality of the data (positions and attributes). The
project manager will supervise all other personnel on the project and
choose the scenarios, equipment, and methods to be used.
Naturally, in many organisations one person may perform a number of
these tasks. In some instances, tasks will be shared between people
GPS Contractors
Another option for watercourse mapping is to engage a GPS contractor to
perform the GPS-specific aspects of the project. This would usually entail
mapping the stream location and assessing the physical and biological
characteristics of the stream separately (see section 5.4.4.), and having
the contractor deliver a finished product (e.g. ArcView shapefiles) which
will be immediately compatible with the overall project specifications.
Using a contractor for the GPS component of a project may often be the
most productive and cost-effective way of mapping. Contractors will have
GPS equipment and existing expertise in GPS surveying. By using a
contractor, organisations and community groups do not have to acquire
training and equipment, nor gain experience with the equipment and,
especially, with the data interpretation. By contracting a segment of a
project out, some costs are fixed and overall budgeting is more
predictable. As well, complex GIS functions can be contracted out either
to the same firm or a GIS specialist if required.
There are, of course, some disadvantages to contracting-out. Assessing
the expertise of particular contractors can be difficult for project
managers inexperienced in GPS surveying (contact the SHIM mapping
committee for advice and recommendations if choosing contractors).
Defining a standard format for data delivery and applying QA (Quality
Assurance) procedures may be beyond the means of local groups.
By engaging a contractor, an organisation misses the opportunity to
develop some in-house expertise in GPS surveys. Even though the first
few projects may not be as productive as using a contractor, there are
often distinct benefits in suffering through the learning curve and
becoming capable of performing GPS surveys on other projects.

5.5.2 T raining and Experienc e Requirement s
Training is one of the most important aspects of ensuring quality in the
final mapping product for a SHIM project. This training includes all
aspects of the project including GIS and GPS training.
Properly assessing the characteristics of a stream, and then managing the
large amounts of spatial and attribute data require much training and
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experience. The GPS aspect of a stream-mapping project is probably the
least complex. GPS technology can be considered just a tool to be used
by personnel expert in other tasks, such as fisheries technologists or GIS
analysts.
However, as for any other tool, some training is required to use GPS
receivers in the field, to correct and properly manage the data, and to
plan and manage projects involving GPS technology. The following are
general recommendations for training for different personnel involved in
a GPS project. They are not mandatory, and other training models may
well be preferable in some instances.
In all cases, the SHIM mapping committee should be contacted for current
recommendations on training, and for information on where to get the
training.
Training Recommendations – Supervisors and/or Mapping
Technicians
Supervisors should have an understanding of all aspects of GPS surveying
from planning, through fieldwork, data processing, error handling, and
data integration. They should also have some experience in those areas –
experience is actually much more important than training.
Appropriate training is available from many sources, including a specific
4.5-day course developed for the Resources Inventory Committee. This
course was developed specifically for under-canopy GPS work to the 10metre accuracy standard. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of the course
delivery varies with the experience and background of the instructor.
Users should ensure that they get extensive practical guidance in
understanding and dealing with GPS errors under forest canopy.
Of course, other training models such as courses in university or college,
or on-the-job training are acceptable, especially when accompanied by
experience. This training must be evaluated on the merits of each
instance.
It is most important to realize that any training cannot be considered a
substitute for actual experience, whereas practical experience can
certainly be considered a substitute for formal training. It is difficult to
specify certain levels of experience as projects and the person’s role in a
project will differ greatly. In stream mapping projects, experience and
knowledge of the physical and biological aspects of streams is much
more important than experience and knowledge of GPS.
An overall project supervisor should be first and foremost familiar with
stream assessment. However, somebody must be responsible for making
decisions about GPS data quality.
In many projects, the project
supervisor will rely on a mapping technician to provide the expertise in
GPS data quality, and field operators to advise on the most efficient data
collection methods.
A good general rule would be that the person responsible for assessing
data quality (and dealing with the data) must have significant supervisory
experience (including some field experience) on at least one similar
project involving GPS.
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Training Recommendations – Field Operators
Field operators will need some training using the specific GPS equipment
for the project. They also need to understand some of the basics of GPS,
and how to effectively and accurately capture data under forest cover.
Depending on the project, field operators may have to do their own
mission planning and downloading as well. For projects where the
stream assessment is carried out the same time as the mapping, field
operators will usually be fisheries technicians who have learned to use
GPS as a tool.
There are formal courses available for field operators, but these do not
always meet the practical needs of a stream-mapping project. It is often
preferable for field operators unfamiliar with GPS methods to learn onthe-job from experienced personnel – either other field operators, or a
project supervisor or mapping technician with experience. As long as
field operators have a basic conceptual understanding of how GPS works,
experience in the field is the most important.
Specific Training for Stream Mapping
Some agencies are offering training specific to stream mapping with a
GPS and a stream assessment component. Courses can also be set up as
custom courses by experienced trainers, tailored for local needs. If
available, such a course is preferable to a formal, GPS-only course for
field operators.
The stream assessment portion of the course can be a short session
intended to familiarize experienced fisheries technicians with the specific
procedures and interpretations of stream characteristics for the project.
It might also be a much longer session intended to train non-technicians
(e.g. local fishers) in stream assessment procedures.

5.5 .3 GPS Equipment and So ftw are
There are many different GPS receivers available on the market.
Depending on observing conditions and methods and the type of
receiver, accuracy from approximately 25 metres to a few millimetres can
be achieved.
Generally, there are three types of GPS receiver: Navigation-only
(consumer-grade), differential GPS (resource mapping grade), and carrierphase GPS (survey or geodetic-grade). Costs vary from less than $200 to
about $50,000 per receiver, and for higher accuracy, multiple receivers
are required. The appropriate receivers for stream mapping work
(accuracy requirement 5m at 95% confidence) are in the resource
mapping grade. These receivers can cost from $4000 up to $18,000 (Fall
2000).
Although there is quite a range of receivers in this class, not all receivers
will meet the accuracy requirements in all conditions. Most (not all) of
the resource-grade receivers will achieve 5m accuracy in ideal conditions.
However, under difficult conditions (e.g. coastal forest cover), only a very
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few will meet the specification – unfortunately but understandably, these
receivers are at the upper end of the cost spectrum.
Minimum Equipment Requirements
A GPS receiver-software combination to be used for stream mapping must
meet the following minimum requirements:



Must store data, which can be differentially corrected (including realtime correction). Un-corrected positions are not acceptable.
Must have configuration options so that all data meets the minimum
conditions for each individual GPS fix:
 HDOP <5 or PDOP <8
 At least 4 satellites
 No satellites below 15 degrees elevation angle
 Must be capable of storing attribute information along with
position information.

Equipment Recommendations
Although most resource mapping grade receivers meet the minimum
equipment requirements above, very few can achieve 5 metre accuracy
under forest cover. The only way to assess this is to rigorously test
equipment under controlled conditions typical of the project area. This is
a very complicated and expensive proposition, far beyond the means of
most local organisations.
Although most GPS manufacturers or
distributors will provide proof of their equipment’s capabilities under
difficult conditions, these claims have no credibility unless they have
been performed absolutely independently, and follow rigorous scientific
procedures.
An independent GPS consultant, along with a national forestry research
agency, have established a rigorous GPS testing protocol and an
extensive field test range at the UBC Research Forest in Maple Ridge, BC.
To date (Fall 2000), 12 different receivers from 8 different manufacturers
have been tested – only two receivers have met the 5 metre (95%)
accuracy specification.
As of 2001, the report from this testing was undergoing review and is not
yet available to the public. However, the salient results have been made
available to members of the SHIM mapping committee, and the Ministry
of Forests’ GPS Working Group. Results of future testing (as new
equipment becomes available) will also be available to the committee.
Before using any GPS receiver on a stream-mapping project, SHIM
committee members should be consulted. Sales staff, manufacturers, or
even other users may not always be able to provide the best information
to make an informed GPS purchase.
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5.6 Field M etho ds For Stream M apping
This section is intended for field personnel and others who must understand the
different methods of capturing positional data in the field using GPS receivers. It
is meant to stand alone as a reference for field operators as well as being an
integral part of the entire GPS module of the Sensitive Habitat Inventory Manual.
It contains an explanation of the different methods of data capture, and provides
some practical advice on increasing accuracy and productivity, especially under
forest canopy. It does not provide specific field procedures for stream mapping,
but rather describes all of the methods available. It is up to field operators and
their supervisors to decide which methods will work best in each circumstance.
Stream mapping is usually more complex than idealised GPS mapping projects as
described in manufacturer’s tutorials and most literature and training available.
The different mapping scenarios (described in section 5.4.4.), difficult observing
conditions (e.g. forest cover and steep terrain), and variable physical conditions
(e.g. high runoff, debris piles, and steep banks) mean that field operators must
creatively use all methods and skills at their disposal.
It is assumed that field operators have had some basic training in using the
specific GPS receiver system and that they understand some basic GPS concepts
such as Dilution of Precision. This basic training is available from many sources
(discussed in section 5.5.2.).
In this section, the different methods for capturing stream location information
using GPS technology are discussed. The section is intended to supplement the
training and experience that field operators may have by describing methods
and strategies to deal with some of the unique requirements of stream mapping
projects.
For urban stream mapping projects, a geographical feature such as a stream or a
barrier usually has both positional and attribute information.
Positional
information describes where the feature is and its size and shape. Attribute
information includes non-geographical information, which further describes the
feature. Section 5.3.1. further explains this concept.
Geographical Features
There are three fundamental types of geographical feature: points, lines, and
polygons (Fig. 5.6). Maps and GIS databases, which represent the ground, are
composed of these three features. Using symbology (e.g. pattern, symbol,
colour, line thickness), different attributes (e.g. stream classification, point type,
ownership status) can be represented.
The methods used during a stream survey will vary depending on many different
factors. The next two sections describe the various methods which can be used
to survey point and line (and therefore area) features.
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Figure 5.6 Geographical features surveyed and mapped on an example stream.

5.6 .1 M et ho ds fo r Po int Feat ures
Static Point Features
The static point is the most common method of capturing a point, and
the only acceptable method under these Stream Mapping Specifications.
To collect a static point feature using GPS equipment, the operator
positions the antenna over the feature and logs a number of position
fixes. These position fixes are later averaged to give a single position for
the point (Fig. 5.7).

Figure 5.7: An example of a static (averaged) point feature
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Field Specifications for Static Point Features
For standard static point features, occupation time must be at least 60
seconds AND there must be at least 15 individual position fixes for
each feature.
The reason that there is both a minimum occupation time and a minimum
number of fixes is the need to meet the accuracy requirements, yet still
remain productive. Occupation time is the main factor affecting point
accuracy (after about 10 minutes, there is no appreciable difference), as
errors tend to average out over time. Sixty seconds is enough that there
is some averaging effect, and that error trends can be recognised and
dealt with in the mapping stage.
However, in poor terrain conditions (such as under forest canopy) it is
often difficult to get 60 position fixes over a 60 second occupation.
There are often not sufficient satellites available, and users must move
the antenna around to get fixes. A minimum of 15 fixes is required so
that there is enough information to give some reliable clues to the
quality, even though occupation time is usually the main factor in
accuracy.
Field operators should attempt to spread the 15 fixes over the 60
seconds as much as possible. A good procedure would be to begin
counting the 60 seconds after the first position fix is recorded. If the
receiver stops logging fixes, the operator moves the antenna around
(within reason) or waits until it begins logging again. After both
conditions (60 seconds AND 15 fixes) are met, operators can end the
static point feature and move on.
Point Offsets
There are many instances where a point feature cannot be occupied
directly. Either there is not enough GPS coverage around the point or the
point is not accessible (for example, on the other side of a fast-flowing
stream). In these cases, a point offset can be used. The point offset
method is also used in the variable offset traverse method described in
section 5.6.2.
For a point offset, a GPS point feature is collected wherever there is a
convenient location (i.e. accessible and has a GPS signal) and a direction
and distance (and perhaps slope) recorded to the actual point feature
(Fig. 5.8). Some receivers allow operators to enter the offset information
directly - however the information should also be written down in a field
book, at least until the procedure is flawless. The biggest cause of errors
in offsets and other non-standard data collection procedures is a
misunderstanding between the field and the office, and clear field notes
can be very valuable.
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Figure 5.8 An example of a point offset
Field Specifications for Point Offsets
The maximum distance for point offsets is 25 metres. Directions must
be accurate to 2 degrees and distances accurate to 1 metre. If the slope
is over 10 percent and over 10 metres long, slope measurements
(accurate to 5 percent or 3 degrees) must be made.
A compass is used for the direction - azimuth (full circle or 360°), but
bearings (90° and a quadrant NE, SE, SW, or NW) are acceptable. The
compass should read to at least 2° and all readings should be corrected
for magnetic declination - the correction may be done in the field (e.g.
setting declination on the compass bezel) or later in the office. Some
receivers will accept magnetic bearings and convert them using an
internal model.
Some GPS receivers actually have internal compasses, however these are
seldom reliable even if they are the fluxgate type (a digital compass
module). Internal compass displays should be carefully checked before
use.
Distance measurement should be to the nearest metre. For very short
distances, a careful estimate or pacing may be sufficient. For longer
distances, crews should carry a thread chain or a fibreglass tape to
measure distances. Care should be taken to ensure that the tape is free
of all obstructions (e.g. branches) - known as clearing the chain or tight
chaining.
Usually, distance measurements are taken along the slope of the ground.
If that slope is significant (greater than 10%), the slope distance will be
greater than the actual map distance. If the distance is very short (less
than 10 metres), the difference will be negligible in all but the most
extreme slopes. If the line is long or the slope is significant, slope
measurements must be taken. These should be accurate to at least 5% or
3°, meaning that a separate clinometer is usually required (clinometers
built into compasses are seldom accurate enough).
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There are many small, light laser measuring devices available which can
measure accurate distances to objects many metres away. Some of these
units have a built-in compass and clinometer as well. Costs range from
about $350 to over $10,000. The advantage of the laser is that longer
distances can be measured without a second crew member to run out a
tape. Points that are inaccessible (for example in a stream with heavy
runoff) can also be measured easily. However, the digital compasses in
laser instruments, although they usually measure bearings to fractions of
a degree, are no more accurate than hand-held compasses since the
magnetic declination often has local variations of two degrees or more.

5.6 .2 M et ho ds fo r Line Feat ures
Dynamic Line Feature
The dynamic line is the most common method of surveying line features,
although there are other acceptable methods. For a dynamic line survey,
the operator moves the antenna along the line to be surveyed (usually a
stream centreline). At programmable intervals (e.g. every second), the
receiver logs a position fix, and those individual fixes are joined to create
a continuous line.

Figure 5.9: An example of a dynamic line feature

Field Specifications for Dynamic Line Features
For all line (and polygon) features, all significant deflections and
meanders of the feature must be mapped.
For line (and polygon) features surveyed in dynamic mode, the majority of
the individual position fixes must be no more than 2.5 metres apart. The
maximum distance (gap) between successive position fixes is 15 metres.
The accuracy of a dynamic line is naturally a function of the accuracy of
the individual position fixes. Under difficult conditions, it is possible for
the individual fixes to be quite a few metres in error at times. If the line
is defined by very few fixes (e.g. one every 10 metres), a 10-20 metre
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error could easily go unnoticed. It is essential that enough fixes are
collected so that these errors can be detected, even if those fixes are not
strictly necessary to define the line. Field operators should strive to
collect as much data as possible - although the specifications say 2.5
metres, even closer should not be considered excessive. The extra data
can never hurt and it will help ensure that the most accurate line is
generated during the mapping stages.
In some terrain conditions, like dense canopy or steep banks, there will
be unavoidable gaps in the position fixes. Field operators should
monitor when the receiver is logging and not logging data and ensure
that the gaps are never exceed 15 metres. It is also very important that
all significant deflections of the stream are captured (Fig. 5.10). If the
stream bends, the operator must ensure that there are sufficient position
fixes to define the deflection, even if the distance is less than 15 metres.

Figure 5.10 An example of surveying for dynamic line features for deflections
and gaps in stream centres.
In many streams, logs, deep pools, and other features, can impose
obstacles on surveying. Usually that means leaving the stream centreline
to avoid any obstacle and a pause feature when data logging should be
used to detour any obstacle and resume centreline surveying. It is very
important that field operators suspend logging whenever varying from
the line being surveyed, for whatever reason.
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Figure 5.11 An example using the pause feature to detour around an obstacle
It is also a good idea to suspend logging if the field operator will be in
one place for more than 30 seconds. This will help later in data
interpretation, and will help minimize significant errors in the GPS
positions due to longer term multipath on a single fixed point or
position.
Constant Line Offsets
Many GPS receivers allow operators to collect line features as constant
offsets. In this case, the antenna is moved along a line, which is a certain
constant distance from the true location of the line. This can be very
useful in instances where it is not possible to walk down the actual line
(for safety or other reasons). Unlike for point offsets, it is not possible to
measure the offset all the way along the line, so the field operator must
be diligent to keep the offset constant.
Because the operator is
continually estimating the offset distance (after an initial measurement),
the offset distances should be kept small.

Figure 5.12 An example of a constant line offset.
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Field Specifications for Constant Line Offsets
The maximum distance for constant line offsets is 5 metres.
Constant line offsets may work in certain circumstances such as roads
and other man-made features with a constant width. However, for typical
stream surveys, a constant offset is seldom practical except for very short
sections. Natural streams seldom are a constant width, and variations in
terrain, vegetation, and lighting make it very difficult for operators to
constantly estimate the offset. Often, walking along the banks is more
difficult than actually walking in the stream due to scrambling over and
around deadfall, riparian vegetation, pools and side channels, and so on.
One stream-mapping scenario where a constant offset line may be useful
is for constricted channels such as drainage ditches. In these cases,
there is usually a clearly defined channel width and it is usually not
difficult to walk on or near to the bank of the channel. Often such
channels are deeper than natural streams and an offset line may be the
only way to safely survey them. However, constricted channels are often
quite straight by design and a better way to survey them may be using
point offsets at the deflections. They may also be completely visible on
aerial photographs and thus accurately mapped already - it may be more
efficient to use the existing maps for location and conventional means
(chaining) to get locations of features along the channel.
Traverse station method for line features
Another way of capturing line information is the traverse station method
(sometimes known as a point-to-point line feature). This method is
analogous to a conventional, compass and chain style traverse. Traverse
stations are set along the stream centreline as static point features. The
line is created at the mapping stage by connecting the stations. Stations
must be set at all significant deflections or bends in the stream. It is also
important that there be a maximum distance between points, even
though the stream may seem straight.

Figure 5.13 An example of a traverse station method for line features
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Field Specifications for the Traverse Station Method
For line (and area) features surveyed in traverse station mode, the
maximum distance between stations is 15 metres.
The dynamic traverse method is usually used instead of the traverse
station method of surveying line features. The main reason is that the
dynamic line method is usually more accurate and reliable than the
traverse station method. Under forest canopy, point features tend to be
less accurate than line features, contrary to popular belief (this
phenomenon is explained further in Appendix C). If any point, especially
a deflection station is in error, the line adjacent to the station is also in
error - with line features, there are usually many more position fixes
adjacent to the errors and the fixes which are in error can be easily
identified and rejected.
Another disadvantage of the traverse station method is that the resulting
line has no attributes. In addition to stations at deflections and every 15
metres, points must be taken whenever attributes change along the
stream (called a segment break). Later the attributes for these points
must be transferred to the line feature generated at the mapping stage - a
procedure that must be carefully and methodically done to minimize
errors. For line features, line segments are much easier to manage both
in the field and later during the mapping stage.
The traverse station method has some advantages, however. There are
many situations where it is very difficult or impossible to actually walk
down the stream centreline - examples include freshet conditions, deep
water, and extensive debris in the stream. Using the traverse station
method, the field operator can walk along the bank (or along whatever
path is best) and venture into the stream only at stations and segment
breaks. If the field operator holds the antenna on a pole (versus mounted
on a backpack), he or she can just put the antenna over the stream
centreline and not have to walk entirely into the stream at stations.
Variable station offsets (as described below) make this method even more
flexible in difficult walking conditions.
There are also certain man-made features such as drainage ditches which
are intentionally straight and usually homogeneous (i.e. the attributes do
not change over long distances). In these situations, it is probably best
to define the feature by static points at the beginning and end of the
feature, even if it is more than 15 metres long. In these cases, though, it
is very important to make some form of sketch or field notes indicating
how the feature is to be created in the office.
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Variable Offset Traverse
A variable offset traverse simply combines the traverse station method
with point offsets. It is presented here as a method because it may be
the most efficient method for very difficult stream conditions, more than
the traverse station method. If it is difficult or impossible to walk the
centreline of the stream (the preferred method), it may also be just as
difficult to walk into the centre of the stream to establish traverse
stations or segment breaks. Using this method, you can remain on the
bank and get offsets to the stream centreline from the traverse stations

Figure 5.14 An example of a variable offset traverse.
A variable offset traverse would follow the same field specifications as the
traverse station method, and for point offsets.
Supplementary (Fill-in) Surveys
There are times and locations where it may be very difficult or impossible
to productively survey a stream using GPS methods. This is due to a
combination of tree cover, local terrain (e.g. steep stream banks), and
time of day (poor satellite geometry). Sometimes with careful planning,
these difficult sections can be avoided, but often it is more productive to
do a fill-in survey using conventional methods (e.g. compass and chain).
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Figure 5.15 An example of a supplementary survey

Field Specifications for Supplementary Surveys
Supplementary traverses (using compass and chain) must begin (Point of
Commencement) and end (Point of Termination) on static GPS point
features or on survey control monuments of 1 metre or better accuracy.
Directions for supplementary traverses must be accurate to 2 degrees
and distances accurate to 1 metre. If the slope is greater than 10
percent, slope measurements accurate to 5 percent or 2.5 degrees must
be made. The maximum length of an individual traverse leg is 50
metres. There is no limit on the total length of a supplementary traverse.
All supplementary traverses must begin and end at known locations.
Usually, these locations would be static points obtained with the GPS
receiver. For example, if satellite coverage is poor in an area, an operator
may find an open area or else go back up the stream a short distance to
the last area of good coverage to establish a point. At times of poor
satellite coverage (usually short periods), it may be necessary to mark the
start point for a GPS position later when coverage is better.
From the GPS start point or Point of Commencement (PoC), traverse
stations and section breaks are established using conventional means,
until the GPS coverage is adequate once more. The same guidelines as
for the traverse station method should be followed. Since GPS is usually
more productive than conventional traverses and much more accurate
over distances, it is preferable to use GPS as much as possible, and only
use supplementary conventional traverses where necessary.
Conventional traverses are closed during the mapping stage. To close a
traverse means that the calculated end point or Point of Termination
(PoT) must be close to the surveyed end point from GPS or previous
surveys. Small errors in the field, especially errors in bearings, will
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accumulate throughout the traverse but they can be adjusted or spread
out between the two known GPS positions.
The conventional survey notes must clearly identify the PoC and PoT, and
the static points in the GPS file they correspond to. It is a good practice
to mark these points in the field so that the traverse can be re-done if it
does not close. If the points are not marked, a GPS receiver will be
required to re-do the section, a needless expense.
Bearings must be referred to true North and accurate to 2 degrees. Most
sighting compasses (i.e. those with a folding mirror or other sighting
device) will achieve this precision. Most laser traverse instruments will
also provide the required precision.
All magnetic compasses (including digital compasses) refer to magnetic
North rather than true North. The difference between the two is known
as magnetic declination, and it must be accounted for (in British
Columbia, this difference varies from about 17° to about 27°). On most
compasses, declination can be set so that field measurements refer to
true North. On others, the correction must be made in the office later.
Magnetic declination is usually printed in the margin of maps and charts
(including TRIM maps). Since the location of the North magnetic pole
varies over time, the time differences from the published date must also
be accounted for. Users can also obtain magnetic declination for a
location and year on-line from Natural Resources Canada’s web site:
http://www.geolab.nrcan.gc.ca/geomag/e_cgrf.html
Magnetic declination is only known to one or two degrees over land –
although some manufacturers of digital compasses claim accuracy of
better than a degree, this is relative to the magnetic pole, not the
geographic North Pole.
Another factor to be considered is local attraction, where large bodies of
metal next to the observer can cause large errors (often more than 5°).
This is especially a problem in urban and suburban streams where hydro
lines, water pipes, and other man-made objects can cause problems. To
minimize the chance of local attraction causing errors in co-ordinates,
bearings can be read both ways, that is, reading compass bearing at both
ends of a measured line. If the bearings do not agree (they should be
180° different), there is local attraction at one or the other end of the
line. Which end the error is at becomes obvious when looking at bearings
on the previous and next lines.
Distances must be accurate to one metre. Tools capable of this accuracy
include fibreglass and steel tapes (chain), laser and sonic measuring
devices, and even thread chain over short distances (less than 20m). All
taped distances must be tight-chained, that is, the chain must be clear of
all obstacles between the two traverse stations. The best way to tightchain is for both users to pull on the chain so that it is suspended
between the stations and off the ground.
If there is a significant slope (over 10% or 6°) to the line being measured,
a slope measurement must also be recorded. Otherwise, the measured
slope distance will be longer than the horizontal (map) distance. This
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factor can be quite significant with steep lines and can easily cause more
than a metre error in the distance.

Figure 5.16 An example of distance taping and slope measurements
Summary of Line Feature Methods
Since streams are inherently line features, probably the most important
location data in a stream survey are line features. To complicate matters,
there are many ways to capture linear data using GPS equipment, and
because of the physical difficulty of mapping streams, any or all of these
methods may be used in a single project.
The above sections describe the various methods in detail.
summarised below:







They are

The dynamic line feature, walking down (or up) stream
centreline, is the preferred method which is usually the most
accurate and productive. By suspending data logging,
operators can get around minor obstacles such as logs or
deeper sections.
The traverse station method is not as accurate and is usually
slower than the dynamic line method, but is quite useful in
difficult walking conditions, or at times of poor satellite
coverage.
A variable offset traverse can be used when the stream is deep
or in freshet and the centreline is impossible to walk.
Where poor satellite coverage dictates, supplementary surveys
can be used to fill-in gaps in the coverage (e.g. in steep
draws).

5.6 .3 Prac t ical Rec eiver Operat io ns
Most GPS receivers, certainly all receivers acceptable for stream mapping
under these stream-mapping procedures, allow some user configuration.
Some of the configuration options affect the way data is collected, and
other options affect the quality of the collected data. Below are the
receiver configuration options affecting data quality which are outlined in
the Stream Mapping Specifications.
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Field Specifications for Receiver Configuration
All position fixes must use at least 4 satellites. No height constraints can
be applied.
The minimum elevation angle to satellites is 15 degrees above the
horizon.
The maximum Dilution of Precision (DoP) is:
HDOP

<5 (preferred in most cases)

PDOP

<8

GDOP

<10

VDOP

<5 (only if elevations are required)

Minimum Number of Satellites
Most receivers will allow some setting for the minimum number of
satellites. Simultaneous observations from a minimum of four satellites
are required for a GPS receiver to compute its position in three
dimensions (plus the error in the receiver clock, which is also required).
Some receivers have a mode (sometimes known as a “2-D” mode) where
they assume an elevation and only compute the horizontal position. Any
such elevation fixing or constraint can cause large errors in the
horizontal position and are not acceptable for stream mapping.
Minimum Elevation Angle
The elevation angle (angle above the horizon) to the satellites used
affects the accuracy of the measurement.
Signals from low-angle
satellites will usually be less accurate than those from higher angles.
This is because the signal will travel through much more of the
atmosphere and be affected by various factors such as electrical
interference or signal delay. Low angle signals are also weaker because
of reflection losses as the signal hits different layers of the atmosphere.
The 15 degree figure is chosen as a compromise between signal quality
and Dilution of Precision effects (see below), also accounting for
separation between the reference station and the field receiver.
Dilution of Precision (DOP) Threshold
The Dilution of Precision (DOP) is a measure of how the constellation
geometry affects the accuracy of the computed position. A single GPS
position computation requires combined measurements to four or more
satellites simultaneously. Where the satellites are in relation to each
other and to the user’s antenna, is called the constellation geometry. The
DoP is a single number which acts as a multiplier – the higher the DoP,
the lower the precision of the computed position.
Factors which
influence the DoP include forest canopy, terrain obstructions, buildings,
and daily variations in the satellite orbits.
GPS is inherently a four-dimensional system (three dimensions plus time),
and the Dilution of Precision can be calculated in any combination of
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these dimensions. The most commonly used DoP is the PDOP, or
Position DoP (three dimensions). However, most stream surveys are
concerned with the horizontal dimensions only, so the HDOP is a more
relevant figure. Usually when the three-dimensional precision is poor (i.e.
the PDOP is high), it is because the vertical precision is poor. That is, the
HDOP may well be within limits, but the VDOP is too high, and therefore
the PDOP is too high.
Most receivers can be configured so that they issue a warning and/or
stop collecting data if the DoP gets above certain values. However, most
of these filters apply the three-dimensional DoP (PDOP), or even the fourdimensional GDOP. Of course, high VDOP often is the reason for a high
PDOP or high GDOP. There will often be times when the PDOP is over 8,
yet the HDOP is under 5.
Although positions with a PDOP above 8 are acceptable, positions with an
HDOP above 5 are not. That is because it is the two dimensional
(horizontal) position which is important for stream surveys. Although
such information as stream gradient or bank slope is often important in a
stream survey, GPS receivers are seldom accurate enough in the vertical
dimension to sense this information, so clinometers are still required.

5.6 .4

Field Wo rk U nder Fo rest Co ver

The combined effects of forest cover and terrain will degrade the
performance of all GPS receivers. The GPS signals are affected by the
surrounding trees and earth and that affects both accuracy (how close the
lines and points are to their true location) and productivity (how much of
the time the receiver is tracking enough satellites).
In certain locations, at certain times of the day, it may become very
difficult or even impossible to do GPS work. Fortunately, with practical
planning, proper equipment, and careful field methods, GPS methods can
be used in almost all conditions, even the most difficult conditions of
Coastal BC.
In order to productively use GPS under forest canopy, field operators
must use careful planning and field methods described below. It is
recommended that field operators periodically review the corrected data
with mapping/GIS technicians. This will help both field and office people
to understand the difficulties and types of errors associated with working
under forest canopy.
Effects of Forest Canopy and Terrain
The main effect of forest canopy is signal obstruction. Signals are either
completely blocked (for example by tree trunks or steep stream banks),
or they are so weakened by passing through foliage that the receiver
cannot use them anyway. This means that fewer satellites are available to
the receiver. The Dilution of Precision increases, with a corresponding
loss of accuracy.
In marginal conditions, the DoPs are beyond the specified limits, or four
satellites are not available for position computation. This means that the
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field operator must wait for more satellite signals (or a better satellite
geometry) and therefore production is down. In situations of extreme
signal obstruction, GPS surveying becomes impossible at certain times of
the day.
Signal attenuation (that is, the signals are weakened as the travel through
the foliage) can cause a degradation of accuracy as well. Last, signal
reflection (known as multipath) can cause large errors, especially for
static point features.
Recent testing has shown that high volume, mature stands (rather than
more dense, immature stands) cause more problems, especially with
regard to productivity. Wet foliage (during or shortly after a rainstorm)
causes much more signal attenuation, so much that the signals do not
penetrate to the ground where they would if the foliage were dry.
Mission Planning for Marginal Conditions
Most GPS receivers provide mission-planning software, which can predict
how many satellites will be available for a particular location, and what
the DOPs will be. When field conditions are open, mission planning is
seldom required, as there are almost always enough satellites with
adequate geometry (low DOPs) to meet the stream mapping
specifications. However, in the marginal conditions of heavy forest cover
and steep terrain this is not the case.
There are certain times of the day where the GPS coverage is marginal
(few satellites), and other times where it is excellent (many satellites).
Forest cover or terrain blockage can turn the times of marginal coverage
into times of no coverage, and times of excellent coverage into times of
marginal coverage.
It is of course impossible to reliably duplicate real-world field conditions
with planning software, regardless of impressive options such as
integrated terrain models (these are usually more useful for sales and
demonstrations than in real life). However, a reasonable approximation
of the conditions can be done easily by assuming the lower angle
satellites will not be available. Most packages have a provision for
applying a minimum elevation angle. Others allow the user to choose
specific satellites for exclusion in the DOP calculations.
Experience has shown that assuming a minimum elevation or 25 for
coastal conditions (heavy forest cover), or 20 for interior forest conditions
provides a realistic, if somewhat pessimistic, approximation of the
conditions in the field. This of course will vary with many factors, and
the numbers can be fine-tuned for local conditions by noting the difficult
times in the field, and then attempting to re-create them with the mission
planning software after the fact to arrive at a reasonable value.
Field operators should be aware of the times of the day when coverage is
best. The most difficult sections should be surveyed during the times of
best satellite coverage. If there are definite times of poor coverage, this
is the time non-GPS tasks could be planned, or more open areas could be
surveyed. Naturally, there will always be times when it is not feasible (for
logistical or other reasons) to perform other tasks, and field operators
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will have to accept that it may take much more time to survey some
sections.
Receiver Configuration
Although the configuration options described in section 5.6.3. should not
be changed (as they are part of the specifications), there are often certain
receiver settings which may provide better performance will little or no
degradation in accuracy.
A few receivers have configuration settings, which will ensure maximum
productivity, although accuracy may be degraded somewhat. Depending
on the receiver, it may be known as maximum tracking, SNR mask, or
other names. The idea is that the receiver may accept weaker signals
(such as signals passing through foliage), which may be less accurate
than strong signals (not passing through foliage). Receivers without this
option will usually accept any signal at all – that is, there is no signal
strength filter applied.
The best differential GPS receivers are capable of accuracy better than a
metre – in ideal conditions, using the manufacturer’s default
configuration. With these receivers, however, the default configuration
(e.g. maximum accuracy or SNR mask 6) usually means that the
equipment works poorly in forest cover – if at all. These manufacturers
usually suggest that relaxing the default settings will allow data collection
under forest canopy, although accuracy of better than a metre is not
guaranteed by the manufacturer.
The stream mapping specifications specify five-metre accuracy, at the
95% confidence level. Although most mapping grade GPS receivers can
meet this requirement in ideal conditions, there are very few receivers
which can meet the requirement under forest canopy. The list of
currently acceptable receivers is available from the Sensitive Habitat
Inventory and Mapping Specifications committee.
Receivers, which have been accepted, have been tested rigorously and
extensively under coastal forest canopy, and will meet these standards as
long as the settings in 3.4 are adhered to. Even with such settings as
“maximum coverage” or “SNR mask 0”, they can meet the accuracy
requirements. Although they will not be accurate to one metre under
forest canopy, they are accurate to five metres or better, 95% of the time.
Accepting weaker signals means that more satellites are available to the
receiver, and that the Dilution of Precision is lower (than for the
manufacturer’s default). Because the DOP is directly related to the
position accuracy, more satellites and a lower DOP will usually mean
better accuracy under forest canopy.
When working under forest canopy, it is usually preferable to configure
the receiver to accept weaker satellite signals. Accepting weaker signals
(for example setting the SNR mask lower than the manufacturer’s default)
does not degrade the accuracy under forest canopy beyond 5 metres,
95% of the time.
However, accepting weaker signals will ensure
considerably better production under forest canopy and will make GPS
surveying possible in most situations.
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General Field Methods
When working in difficult conditions, field operators must pay careful
attention to the receiver tracking. Most receivers will provide some
audible feedback to the operator, with different sounds signifying
different events. Most receivers will play a sound (a beep) when there is a
successful position fix – when the receiver is silent, no data is being
collected. Others are silent when data is being successfully captured, and
sound a warning when no data is captured. Field operators may prefer
one or the other, but it is essential that the field operator know when
data is being successfully collected.

Static Point Features
Under heavy forest canopy, static point features can experience quite a
bit of error. This is because the signals from the satellites are affected by
the tree trunks, branches, and foliage. Static points are particularly
susceptible to large errors because the relationship (geometry) between
the satellites being used, the GPS antenna, and the trees and other
objects affecting the signal does not change very fast. On line features,
that relationship is constantly changing as the antenna moves and the
errors are much easier to deal with
For point features, the best way to increase accuracy is to stay longer.
Over time, the errors will average out and the resulting point will be more
accurate. However, recent testing indicates that point occupation times
must be 5 minutes or more for the errors to effectively average out.
Another way to increase point accuracy may be to change certain receiver
settings. If the receiver allows users to select a Dilution of Precision
(DOP) cut-off value, this might be lowered. Some receivers have other
settings such as maximum accuracy or Signal-Noise Ratio (SNR)
threshold.
Naturally, however, there is a trade-off between accuracy and
productivity. Any of the above measures will certainly decrease the
productivity, to the point where it is not possible to work around the
trees. Obviously, taking longer at points is going to mean that the survey
takes longer. Changing receiver settings often means that the receiver
does not get signals at all under forest canopy.
One method, which may work, for increasing point accuracy is to move
the antenna around during the occupation. This seems counter-intuitive
since the idea of a static occupation is that the antenna is not moving.
Some movement may help to change that geometry between the
satellites, antenna, and trees and foliage. Very limited testing has been
inconclusive and more testing is planned. Until then, it cannot hurt to
move the antenna around a bit within reason and considering the
accuracy specification - 1 metre or so should not cause problems, and it
may help. Regardless, in difficult conditions, it is often necessary to
move the antenna somewhat as signals are lost and re-acquired.
There are some points for which accuracy is very important. Usually
these will be points which have no associated line (i.e. are not points
along a dynamic line survey), and that have some special significance.
For example, legal survey monuments (property corners) or Points of
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Commencement for a supplementary traverse. In these cases, the
occupation time should be increased, or perhaps a more open area found
and a point offset performed.

Dynamic Line Features
Line features tend to show random errors in the individual position fixes
making up the line. Because of this, it is essential to collect much more
data than would be strictly necessary to define the line’s location and
shape. When working in marginal conditions, it is very important to
collect as many positions as possible. In difficult conditions, field
operators should log data as fast as possible (usually one second), even if
that means that fixes are less than a metre apart.
After differential correction, a mapping/GIS operator will generate a
smooth line (interpreted line) using the position fixes as a guide. This
line is usually drawn over top of the GPS data, rather than selectively
deleting position fixes deemed to be in error (a very time-consuming
process). The fundamental rule for creating this interpreted line is that
more data is better, as it provides the operator with more information to
base decisions on. More data will ensure a more reliable and accurate
final line, and it does not require any more time at the mapping stage.
The biggest problem with surveying dynamic lines in difficult conditions
is that gaps in satellite coverage mean gaps in the line. Field operators
must pay very special attention to these gaps and ensure that they do not
become too large. Sometimes it is necessary to walk back and forth over
a certain section to ensure there are enough position fixes that the line
can be defined at the mapping stage. Moving the antenna across the line
(left and right of the stream centreline) often helps. Since the receiver
has 1 metre accuracy at the best of times, a metre left or right of the
centreline will not degrade the accuracy of the final product at all.
For dynamic line features, it is a good idea for the field operator to
visualize the map being made. Each successful position fix can be
thought of as a dot, and field operators can keep a virtual map in their
minds as they are surveying in difficult locations. Field operators should
think about the gaps in the line, and should ensure that there are enough
fixes to define bends and meanders in the stream.

5.7 P lanning and GPS P rocessing
GPS receivers almost always come with software, which performs several GPSspecific tasks. Usually, these tasks include: pre-mission planning, data and
project management, receiver download, reference station search and download,
differential correction, and exporting to GIS or mapping software (such as ESRI’s
ArcView).
In some situations, it is possible to obtain real-time corrections, that is,
observations are corrected in the field and the positions stored in the GPS
receiver are corrected before downloading to the computer.
Real-time
corrections have certain advantages and limitations and there are many factors
to be considered before relying on real-time surveys.
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This section considers some of the functions typical of planning and processing
of GPS products. Where appropriate, practical advice is included.

5.7 .1 Pre-Missio n Planning
Mission planning shows the optimum times to do field work and shows
when it will not be productive to use GPS (especially under forest canopy).
This is fairly simple to compute from geometry (knowing the user’s
position, the satellite locations, and the proposed time).
However, users must remember that mission planning is only a
theoretical tool and does not predict real-world survey conditions. Forest
cover, local terrain, or satellite outages all mean that coverage predicted
by mission planning software is optimistic at best.
Mission planning software requires three inputs: the user’s location, the
intended date and time of the survey, and a current almanac.
Interpreting the results requires common sense and experience.
The user’s location can easily be obtained from topographic maps, or
even road maps. The user location only needs to be accurate to a few
hundred kilometres (about 2 degrees of latitude or longitude in BC). For
surveys on the ground, the user’s elevation is not important.
It is important that the local time offset from UTC (the time zone) is
accounted for in the mission planning. Most mission planning programs
assume that planning is being done on UTC (six to eight hours ahead of
local BC time). There will be a provision in the software to allow users to
specify a local time zone.
GPS satellites work on a sidereal day, rather than a solar day.
Consequently, mission planning times are based on a sidereal day.
Although the time will be correct within a few minutes for the specific
day, the times of concern (high DoP, few satellites) will advance by four
minutes per day, or approximately 30 minutes per week. If a mission
plan is done for a Wednesday, times will be 8 minutes earlier on the
Monday and 8 minutes later on the Friday. After one week (a 28 minute
difference), it is probably wise to generate a new mission plan.
The operators of the GPS satellites often take satellites off-line for
maintenance or to change their orbits. Periodically, satellites will be
decommissioned and new ones will be launched and made available.
Maintenance usually affects one or two satellites per week, so it is
important that users consider scheduled maintenance in the mission
planning process.
Users should ensure that they have a current almanac, which describes
the orbits and status of the satellites. For future planning (for example if
a satellite is scheduled for maintenance), users should also know about
forecast outages. For current almanacs and for information about the
status of GPS satellites, the official website for GPS information should be
consulted: http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/gps/default.htm.
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Often manufacturers and/or vendors will make this information available
on their own web sites (including perhaps almanac files in proprietary
format).
When working under heavy forest cover or in steep terrain, mission
planning becomes more important than ever. Section 3.6.4. provides
some practical advice for mission planning for work under difficult
conditions.

5.7 .2 GPS Referenc e St atio ns
GPS surveys done for mapping purposes use a technique called
differential GPS. Observations made at a known reference station are
used to correct some errors, which will be noticed at both stations.
Without differential correction, the expected accuracy of GPS positions is
about 20 metres.
Normally, GPS mapping surveys are done as post-processed surveys.
During the survey, GPS data is stored on the field receiver, and on a
reference receiver. After the survey is done, data from both receivers is
downloaded to a computer and the positions are differentially corrected
after the survey.
Another method of differential correction is real-time (RT) differential
GPS. Instead of storing the corrections at the reference station, they are
broadcast as soon as possible to users in a local area. If the users have
the appropriate equipment, their GPS receivers can correct positions in
real-time and display and store corrected positions in the field, rather
than waiting until later to get corrected positions.
Post-Processing Reference Data
There are a number of reference stations in or near to British Columbia
which provide reference station data for correcting GPS surveys. Typically
these stations are available through Internet access (ftp or web-based).
Most manufacturers provide some form of automatic Internet search and
download in their processing software and in many cases, users are given
a choice of reference stations appropriate for stream mapping.
In British Columbia, there are two main providers of post-processing
reference data: Terrapro GPS Surveys Ltd., and Geographic Data BC (an
agency of the provincial government). Other private companies have
reference stations, but do not provide public access to the data.
Both GDBC and Terrapro provide reference data on a subscription (userpay) basis, usually based on an hourly, monthly, or yearly agreement. For
stream mapping purposes, there is no practical difference in the quality
of the data so users should make decisions based mostly on convenience
or local concerns.
There are also a number of reference stations in British Columbia,
operated by the Geological Survey of Canada for which access is free
although not always convenient. In the US, government agencies such as
the National Geodetic Survey, Coast Guard and the Department of
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Transportation have established a network of reference stations known as
CORS (Continuously Operating Reference Stations). Access to this data is
free and there are several stations appropriate for stream surveying in
British Columbia.

User-Pay Reference Stations
Geographic Data BC
Terrapro GPS Surveys
Other Private Stations (no public access)
Free-Access Reference Stations
Coast Guard Beacons
Other Public Reference Stations

Figure 5.17 GPS reference stations in and around British Columbia, Canada.


Geographic Data BC (subscription based):
http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca/



Terrapro GPS Surveys Ltd (subscription based):
http://www.terrapro.bc.ca
Geological Survey of Canada: http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/gsc
US CORS system: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS




Real-Time GPS Surveying
In the field, there are often advantages to having real-time corrections
available. If operators must find features which are very difficult to
identify visually (e.g. buried treasure), then real-time GPS may be the only
way to find them. Depending on the receiver, users may be able to
review their data in the field as a limited quality control (QC) tool. Some
systems allow users to upload spatial data (e.g. orthophotos or existing
stream data) and display it as a background to the field data capture –
these systems usually require a real-time GPS system.
In the office, the benefits are marginal at best. Having the data corrected
in real-time may save some time in the processing stage, but with most
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modern software, this is only a matter of a few minutes of processing for
a full day’s work. Downloading the data from the field receiver and
dealing with the errors in the corrected data are the most timeconsuming part. One consideration is that in most instances, reference
station data is sold for a fee – if real-time data is available, and 100%
reliable, using real-time corrections might save money.
Real-time corrections are seldom as accurate as post-corrected GPS, given
the same conditions at the reference station. That is because real-time
corrections always have some latency built-in – there is a time lag
between the reference station observing the corrections and the
corrections being applied at the rover. However, this additional error is
usually less than one metre, and not really significant for most mapping
surveys.
The primary disadvantage of real-time DGPS is the added complexity of
the system. Most real-time systems require an extra antenna and radio
(these are sometimes integrated into the GPS unit), and the attendant
problem of cables, connectors, and batteries.
Productivity will drop markedly if the real-time system is not 100%
reliable (that is, whenever users can receive GPS signals, they can also get
the correction signal). Real-time corrections are seldom 100% reliable,
except over very small areas. If at all possible, users should configure
the receiver to store uncorrected GPS data (for later post-processing)
whenever real-time data is not available. If a survey is corrected using
different reference stations, users should ensure that there are no
“jumps” or other systematic errors at the changeovers.
For stream mapping, there is usually no distinct advantage to having realtime GPS corrections. There is seldom a need for navigation accuracy
better than 15-20 metres available with autonomous GPS. In fact, the
disadvantages of real-time GPS often out-weigh the advantages, especially
given that free or inexpensive reference station data is available
throughout BC.

Coast Guard DGPS (Coastal Areas)
The Canadian Coast Guard (CCG), along with the US Coast Guard and
many other nations, has developed a system of beacons broadcasting
real-time GPS corrections free to all users. The system uses a lowfrequency signal, which provides coverage up to 50-100 km inland from
the beacon. Forest canopy and terrain blockage affect the signal only
marginally, making it ideal for stream surveys in coastal conditions.
The primary disadvantage to the Coast Guard Beacons is the limited
range inland. The signal is designed to use seawater as a conductor (like
an antenna) and the signal strength drops off quickly inland. Actual
coverage will depend on many factors such as weather, terrain, and local
radio frequency interference.
The US Department of Defence has established several stations inland
(including Spokane, WA) which broadcast using much more power (often
10 times more) than the coastal stations. These stations are part of the
Nation-wide DGPS (NDGPS) system and their range is usually close to 200
km.
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The location of the Coast Guard (and NDGPS) beacons is shown in figure
3.1. More information is available at:



Canadian Coast Guard:
US DGPS: http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/DGPS

Satellite-based DGPS (Inland)
Away from the coastal areas or the US border areas, satellite-based
services are usually the only option for real-time correction signals.
These use geo-stationary communications satellites and broadcast on a
frequency very similar to the GPS satellites.
Satellite-based signals are subject to the same blockage and attenuation
that affect GPS signals in the forest. Trees, foliage, and local terrain will
block the signal. Unlike GPS where there are many satellites available (so
that blocking one or two signals will not affect productivity), these
services are usually broadcast from a single satellite for an area, and the
signal will be blocked much more often.
For flat areas, even heavily forested areas, periodic signal blockage is not
always a concern. Since selective availability was removed (May 2000),
users can safely configure their equipment to accept a correction age of
120 seconds. As long as the signal is re-acquired during that period, no
outages are apparent to the user.
Local terrain conditions, however, can adversely affect satellite-based
DGPS. The satellites are typically located to the Southeast of the user, at
an angle of 20-30 degrees (depending on the latitude). Especially for
stream surveying, local terrain (e.g. a steep stream bank to the South) can
mean significant outages.
There are many providers of satellite-based DGPS services, usually on a
subscription basis.
One recent development is the Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS), which broadcasts free correction signals
using the same frequency and coding as the GPS satellites themselves.
WAAS-capable receivers are becoming common in 2001.

5.7 .3 GPS Dat a Proc essing
After the field survey is complete, the data must be further processed to
make it ready for GIS and/or mapping use. Data management and
archiving becomes extremely important given the amount of data
collected during a GPS survey.
Data Management
Good data management will ensure an efficient project. Data loss is a
threat on complex projects through duplicate file names, lost files,
harddrive failure or backup. File, job, and project naming conventions
must be created for projects and followed rigorously. Such conventions
must be systematic and unique so others can readily find files and
documents related to a project.
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In the field, data is usually managed through file names or job names.
Often, a receiver will suggest names based on such things as receiver
serial number, date and time, or sequence. While these default-naming
schemes are usually systematic and unique, project managers may prefer
a different naming convention.
Naming conventions might follow some pattern using one or more of the
following: project designation; stream name; reach identifier; tributary
identifier; date; time; field operator’s name or initials; sequential
numbers, etc. If the field receiver does not allow long file or job names
(or comments attached to them), names can be changed after
downloading, before importing into a project.
During the data processing stage, files downloaded by the receiver are
supplemented many times over by intermediate files, reference station
data, corrected files, export mapping data and final mapping files. It is
absolutely essential that operators know where all of these files reside,
and when certain files are no longer necessary.
Most GPS programs help users manage GPS data using projects which
store various computer files in predictable locations. Like field file
naming, project folders suggested by the GPS manufacturer may not be
the preferred convention. The locations (folders) for data can usually be
changed to suit local project conventions.
For example, many
organisations may wish to store all reference station data in a certain
directory, or all GIS export files for a specific day or stream reach in one
folder.
It is essential to develop a simple, practical, and complete convention for
naming of files and projects, and for locations of data files. Whatever
naming convention is adopted for a project, it must be used consistently.
Differential Correction
In order to meet the accuracy requirement of the SHIM Stream Mapping
Specifications (5m at 95% confidence for line features), differential
correction is always required.
This applies even though Selective
Availability (SA – the deliberate degradation of GPS accuracy) has been
discontinued.
Some people claim that autonomous GPS can be accurate to 5 metres, but
such claims are invariably based on very limited experience under very
ideal conditions. Extensive testing since SA was discontinued has shown
autonomous GPS (i.e. not differentially corrected) to be accurate to about
10 metres, 95% of the time. Effects of forest canopy add another 2-10
metres (depending on the receiver) to this figure.
A problem which has become apparent since the removal of SA is that
often, uncorrected GPS data looks good. That is, the data looks fairly
smooth and it may seem that differential correction is not required.
However, uncorrected GPS data is usually subject to a systematic error.
The error does not change much over short time periods (a few hours)
but it may be ten metres out or more. Even though the data may look
good, and even be repeatable over a short time, it is likely to be quite a
bit in error. Without differential correction, there will always be an
uncertainty in the position.
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Fortunately, differential correction is usually a very simple procedure for
users, and takes very little time. Downloading receivers usually takes
much more time than differential correction. Usually the manufacturer’s
default settings for correction are appropriate and further operator
intervention is not required. If anything, the settings must be changed
once and then left for most circumstances. If all positions are corrected
in real-time (see 5.7.2.), further differential correction is not required
Project Deliverables and Archives
Depending on the structure of a stream-mapping project, some files
should be included as deliverables (for example to a stakeholder agency),
and some could be locally archived for future reference and
troubleshooting.
The standard deliverables for most GPS projects,
outlined in the Appendix C include:





Uncorrected GPS data (originally downloaded from receiver).
Reference station files (in RINEX or proprietary format).
Original corrected data (in proprietary format or GIS format).
Final edited GIS (map) data with features and attribute.
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Figure 5.18 Typical GPS project schematic (field collection, processing and
mapping) with project deliverables
The SHIM standard deliverables; formats, uses, and additional issues
include:

Raw (Uncorrected) GPS Data
This is the data file originally downloaded from the receiver or
datalogger. There must be no editing done to this file, as it is considered
the equivalent of field notes for a conventional survey. If there is ever a
dispute over some aspect of the survey, these are considered an
unaltered record of the fieldwork.
For at least one receiver (Trimble), it is possible to edit uncorrected GPS
files to some extent (e.g. removing a segment of a traverse) using the
provided software. If the case of Trimble receivers, there is actually a
downloaded file which is unalterable (not the SSF file) and this file should
be used as the original file if available. For other receivers it is virtually
impossible for even experienced users to actually edit the raw GPS data

Reference Station Files
Unless the survey was done entirely in real-time (therefore the above
uncorrected data is actually corrected), data from a reference station is
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required to differentially correct the survey (see 5.7.3.) Reference station
data is usually downloaded in one-hour segments, so there may be many
different files associated with a GPS survey (which often is done over the
course of many different days). Typical file sizes are 0.2Mb per hour
compressed. After interpolation to one second and merging, a day’s
reference file can easily reach 20Mb.
Although ideally, it is preferable that reference station files are submitted
along with the standard project deliverables, this is not always practical.
The sheer size of reference files makes them very difficult to handle for
both the organisation performing the survey and contractor and to any
agency the data is delivered to. It may be preferable to archive the files
locally (for example on a CD backup), and the reference files would only
be accessed if there were problems with some of the data.
Reference station files (either as a deliverable or if they are archived) are
acceptable in either a manufacturer’s proprietary format or in the textbased, independent RINEX format.
Whatever format was originally
downloaded is preferable.

Original Corrected Data
The original corrected data are the unedited positions after differential
correction. Normally in British Columbia, GPS mapping surveys are postprocessed - that is the files are corrected using reference station data
after the survey. However, if the survey was corrected in real-time (for
example using the Coast Guard Beacon signals available near the coast),
the file downloaded from the receiver may still have some uncorrected
positions in it. All uncorrected positions should be filtered from the file
or else subsequently corrected using post-processing.
The positions in this file will have some residual errors in them. With
state-of-the-art equipment, in very good conditions (flat and open) these
may be quite small and the corrected file becomes the final map file.
However, in most stream-mapping surveys in the real world, these
residual errors can range from a few metres (with the best equipment) to
tens of metres. These errors must be properly handled to make the final
map product. Quality assurance (QA) procedures will require these files
as well as the final GIS/map files to assess the extent of the errors, and
how well they were handled. The original corrected GPS file is the most
important piece of information for any QA purposes. The original
corrected data will show the general level of accuracy of the data.
This data is could be in the manufacturer's proprietary format or in a GIS
format such as ArcView shapefiles. Regardless of the format, it is
absolutely essential that this is the original corrected data, and that no
editing has been done after differential correction

Final GIS (Map) Data
This data (for ArcView a series of shapefiles and associated files) has the
geographic features (points, lines, areas) derived from the corrected GPS
data. It will also contain the attributes captured during the survey,
transferred if necessary to edited or derived features. Any important
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topological relationships (e.g. network files) should be included with this
data.
Then final GIS data should follow certain cartographic, topological, and
naming conventions. Although such conventions are beyond the scope of
GPS stream mapping specifications, they are very important to a project.
Project managers should ensure that all stakeholders have input into the
local conventions if there is not a standard convention available. A
summary of these conventions should be delivered and archived along
with the GIS data.

5.8 M apping And Data Quality
The most important phase of a GPS surveying project is the post filed mapping
and data interpretation stage. This is where the residual errors (i.e. the errors
left after differential correction) in the positions are assessed and further
corrected. Although the best GPS receivers can give consistent metre-level
accuracy or better in ideal conditions, accuracy from even the best receiver is
significantly degraded in more difficult conditions, such as around trees and
buildings.
Because less than ideal conditions are the normal during most stream surveys, it
is important to understand the nature of the errors and how best to correct
them.
Some of the following discussion is excerpted from a document prepared for the
British Columbia Ministry of Forests, describing GPS data quality issues and the
MoF GPS Quality Assurance Procedures. The full document is available from the
Ministry of Forests GPS Steering Committee at http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/isb/gps.

5.8 .1 U sing GPS Data in Mapping and GIS Softw are
Most of the data interpretation stage is done using GIS or mapping
software such as ArcView or MicroStation. Although most GPS software
does have some editing and map-making capabilities, these tools are
usually extremely limited. Recognising this fact, all GPS manufacturers
provide links to most popular GIS and mapping programs. In fact, some
manufacturers actually store their data in popular GIS formats.
Transferring GPS Data to GIS Formats
It is important that as much information as possible is transferred to the
GIS or mapping program being used. Ideally, the following positional and
attribute information should be transferred from the GPS software to the
GIS software being used for editing and creating the final databases and
maps:



Features generated by the GPS receiver or GPS software, and
associated attributes.
Individual position fixes for all features.
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Supplementary quality information.

The minimum information, which must be transferred, is the location of
the features and the attributes. All GPS software intended for GIS data
capture will export this data. Occasionally however, the method of
handling the attribute information (either by the GPS software or by the
GIS/mapping program) is not ideal. Sometimes GIS/mapping software,
particularly the lower-end CAD (drawing) programs cannot accept the
attributes of the features.
It is quite valuable to have the individual GPS position fixes as well as the
features derived from those fixes. Figure 5.19 shows features (a point
and a line) along with individual fixes. By including the fixes, trends,
deficiencies, and the general level of data quality is much more apparent.
There may be some supplementary quality information available from the
GPS software (this may require specific settings or even a third-party
program). Examples might be the standard deviation for averaged point
features or DoP figures for individual fixes. Some manufacturers include
an “omnibus” quality estimator, usually based on a proprietary
combination of other quality information.
Unfortunately, statistical
quality information is often of limited use, especially for surveys under
forest canopy. It is up to users to decide whether any supplementary
quality information is reliable and practical.
Interpreted Features
GPS position fixes, even after differential correction, will have some
residual error. This error may be on the order of a metre with the best
equipment in open flat conditions, to ten metres or more under heavy
canopy in steep terrain typical of stream surveys. If these errors are
small, the points, lines, and areas created by the GPS software after
correction may adequately represent the true feature. However, most GPS
surveys done under forest canopy require some further editing or
interpreting of the features created by the GPS software.

static point fixes
with typical errors

dynamic line fixes
with typical errors

Averaged
Point Feature

Dynamic
Line Feature

Figure 5.19 Examples of errors in collected GPS features.
Figure 5.19 presents some of the typical errors in point and line features.
There are several methods for dealing with these errors:
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Selectively deleting individual fixes deemed to be in error and
re-creating the features.
Using statistical methods in software to reject “outliers” in
points and to automatically smooth lines.
Visually creating or moving features using the corrected GPS
positions as a guide.

Of the three, the third is by far the most common method, and this
interpretation is usually done using GIS or mapping software. For points,
if the point is obviously in error, it is moved to its most likely position
(e.g. on the traverse line). A new smoothed line is drawn using the old
GPS-derived line as a guide, and any attributes are transferred to the new
line (Fig. 5.20). This method relies on the mapping operator having an
understanding of the nature of the errors in GPS positions, and making
decisions based on experience and common sense. Although it seems
like an approximate method, if carefully done, this method is the most
efficient and - especially for line features - gives results closest to the true
locations.

“Smoothed” Line Feature
generated from GPS
line feature

Point Feature
moved to most
likely position

Figure 5.20 An example of interpreted final line and point features
Data Management for Interpreted Features
The original corrected GPS data should never be edited. It is best to
export this from the GPS software immediately after correction – if any
edits are made using the GPS software, they must be made to a separate
file. Once the original corrected GPS is in the GIS format, any edits or
changes should be done to a copy of the original data. This is especially
true if the original corrected data cannot be easily re-generated. For
example, if the GPS software is only rented and must be returned.
For point features, points are typically moved in a copy of the original
corrected data. For line features, a new interpreted line is usually
generated using the original corrected data as a guide (Fig. 5.20). If new
features are generated for any feature (rather than just moved), the
attributes for the original feature must be copied or transferred to the
new feature. If the original feature had segments (e.g. a stream reach
where attributes will change for many segments of the reach), then the
interpreted line must have segments and the attributes must be correctly
transferred between segments.
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5.8.2 Q ualit y Co nt ro l in GPS Po sit io n Data
The following sections are intended to help stream mappers understand
the nature of errors in GPS positions and how to assess GPS data quality.
Concepts in GPS Data Quality
Quality Control (QC) of conventional survey data has typically been based
on the concept of relative closure. Comparing the computed location of
the end of the traverse (Point of Termination) with the expected values
(either the same as the Point of Commencement, or some known
coordinates) provides a closure error. The relative error is the ratio of the
closure error and the total distance traversed (e.g. 1m/100m). Since
errors in a conventional traverse usually accumulate throughout the
traverse, a simple mathematical relationship exists between the likely
error at any point of the traverse and the measured error at the end of
the traverse.
Errors in GPS positions, however, do not accumulate throughout a GPS
traverse. They are quite independent of each other - in time and in
space. The error noticed at one place in a GPS survey (for example by a
tie to a known location or re-surveying part of a traverse) is a very poor
indication of the error, which would be noticed at any other location. Nor
would the error noticed at one place at one time be the same as the error
noticed at a different time at the same location. This makes QC of GPS
data seem like a daunting affair, short of re-surveying everything
However, there is one property of GPS surveys, which can be exploited for
QC and Quality Assurance (QA): GPS surveys typically contain far more
than the minimum amount of information to define the feature being
surveyed - this is known as redundancy. Usually more than the minimum
of four satellites are used in computing individual position fixes. Point
features are usually averaged from many individual position fixes, and
line and area features usually have far more points than are actually
required to define the line or the area boundary.
This redundant information can be used for statistical analysis (for
example, standard deviation, observation residuals, proprietary quality
indicators) to give an indication of quality. However, statistics can be
very misleading and, with the level of GPS used in these stream-mapping
specifications, are often not reliable indicators of actual accuracy.
Further, statistical analysis can be very complex and difficult for
personnel not experienced in using GPS and geodesy to properly
interpret.
A practical method of QC is visual - if the data looks good, it probably is.
Personnel with a fundamental understanding of GPS survey methods and
the nature of errors in under-canopy GPS surveys can easily perform QC
or QA on most data.
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10 m diameter circles
for scale reference
“interpreted” line
individual position fixes

Figure 5.21 Visual quality analysis for line features (original data)
Figure 5.21 illustrates an acceptable analysis of information. In many
cases visual quality analysis will help easily distinguish acceptable,
marginal or unacceptable interpreted features according to SHIM
mapping specifications. This common-sense analysis can be a basis for
assessing the quality of GPS data for stream mapping.
Components of Overall GPS Quality
When assessing the quality of geographic data derived from GPS, there
are three components which must be considered: Accuracy, Reliability,
and Completeness.
Accuracy describes how close the geographic entities (points, lines,
areas) derived from the GPS survey are to their true values. Of course,
the true position of a feature is probably never known (otherwise, a
survey would not be required in the first place).
True accuracy is very difficult to test and is seldom done since it requires
a re-survey to a much higher level of accuracy (e.g. using total stations).
However, a reasonable test for accuracy is to visually examine the data
and assess the overall error.
Reliability describes how reliable the derived features are. That is, can
their depiction on the map be trusted throughout? There may be
deficiencies in the field data collection such as too few position fixes at a
point feature or too far between position fixes along part of a line
feature. Careful field procedures (supplemented by Quality Control at the
processing and mapping stages) are necessary to ensure reliability.
Reliability can be easily tested through simple QA procedures by checking
for compliance with certain specifications for stream mapping such as
minimum time for static point features and maximum gap along dynamic
line features.
Completeness is a management issue, rather than a technical issue.
Many stream mapping projects are very complicated and important
details may be omitted or incorrectly represented. Although the GPS data
may be accurate and reliable, the final map may not properly represent
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the location on the ground - this is perhaps the most common cause for
large area errors since entire sections may be missing or wrong.
For example, a stream system may be several kilometres long, with many
reaches, confluences and tributaries. Ephemeral channels and tributaries
often must be mapped, and headwaters as well. Often during the course
of a stream survey, there will be re-surveys and amendments as crews
become more experienced and new attributes become important. The
final dataset may come from GPS data captured by several different
crews, using different equipment and methods, over quite a few months.
Given these complications, it is not uncommon for a segment or tributary
to be missed. It is also not uncommon for features to be included
mistakenly (for example approximate locations and features for planning
from existing, inaccurate information).
It is vital that systematic records of data capture are kept, and that
somebody very familiar with the stream network assume overall
responsibility that all features are properly mapped in the field and at the
mapping stage.

5.8 .3 T he Nat ure o f Erro rs in GPS Po sit io ns
GPS positions, just like all measurable quantities, cannot be determined
exactly - there will always be some error, even if it is very small. The
methods used for forestry GPS surveying can yield, using the best
equipment and under the most ideal conditions, accuracy of 1 metre or
better. However, in typical field conditions (forest cover and steep
terrain), errors of 5 metres or more are common even using the best
equipment. Using lower-quality equipment, errors of more than 10
metres are not uncommon.
There are three general classes of errors in GPS positions: gross errors,
systematic errors, and random errors. There are different ways of dealing
with these different types of errors. It is essential that the errors be
recognised for what they are and properly handled.
Gross Errors
Gross errors are usually the result of some avoidable mistake and hence
are often known as “blunders”. One common blunder is transposing
numbers, for example writing 27 when 72 was actually the number
observed. With GPS positions, gross errors are usually the result of signal
tracking problems with the GPS receiver - these sometimes happen,
especially in difficult observing conditions.
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Figure 5.22 An example of gross, systematic, and random errors on line
features.
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Figure 5.23 An example of gross, systematic, and random errors on point
features.
Gross errors in GPS positions are usually very easy to identify, as they are
usually quite large and of very short duration (a second or two) (Fig. 5.22,
5.23). They usually show up as “zingers” where one position fix is
obviously in error compared to the rest of the fixes. Gross errors are
usually tens or even of hundreds of metres different from the adjacent
fixes (Fig 5.24).

10 m diameter circles
for scale reference
200 m

obvious “zingers”
150 m

smaller gross errors

Figure 5.24 An example of gross errors in line features (actual data)
To help identify gross errors, it is important that redundant
measurements are available. With enough information, gross errors
become obvious visually and those fixes can be easily ignored or deleted
during the interpretation stage. Some software packages will attempt to
automatically identify and eliminate gross errors. Gross errors in line can
often be identified automatically since they imply a ridiculous condition,
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such as a field operator suddenly moving 50 metres in one second, then
moving 50 metres back the next.
Point features do not seem to be as susceptible to gross errors as are
dynamic lines. Actually, the effect is more a combination of gross and
systematic errors - instead of one or two individual fixes which are out, it
is a series of fixes.
Systematic Errors
Systematic errors follow some pattern which affect the measurements or
calculations. There is a bias which is usually about the same magnitude
(size) and direction or else, follows an obvious trend. Systematic errors
in measurements are usually the result of some sort of natural
phenomenon, equipment calibration, or observer bias. Systematic errors
can also be introduced during the calculation process by ignoring - or
incorrectly assuming - certain factors.
A common systematic error is the magnetic declination - the compass
needle points towards local Magnetic North, whereas grid or UTM North
is the reference for most resource-grade maps (which includes another
error, the grid convergence). If these factors are not accounted for,
compass observations are many degrees in error. With GPS positions, the
main systematic error is due to a phenomenon known as multipath (see
section 5.8.4.), which is often exacerbated by receiver or processing
software.
If the cause of the systematic error is well-known, the errors can often be
modeled, where a mathematical formula is applied to correct the errors for example, compass declination is based on a model. Observing
techniques can also correct for known systematic errors - for example,
simple differential correction accounts for most of the common-mode
errors in GPS observations (see section 5.7.2.).
The problem with systematic errors is that they can be very difficult to
detect if the cause is not known and well understood. With GPS data in
difficult conditions (e.g. under forest canopy or around buildings), the
position fixes may look right, but be many metres in error. Undetected
systematic errors are one of the main causes of poor quality in GPS
surveys.
80 metres
averaged point

true location
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large errors with a
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Figure 5.25 An example of systematic errors in point features (actual data)
Figure 5.25 shows systematic errors for point features, although it is an
extreme example. The obvious trend in the error is very typical of
systematic error for point features. In this instance, there are a few (8
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Figure 5.26 An example of systematic error in line features (actual data)
Figure 5.26 shows an example of systematic errors for a line feature.
This is also an extreme example, but it illustrates the difficulty of
detecting systematic errors. The GPS position fixes give a smooth
appearance, and actually look like very good data. Only when the true
location of the feature is known do these systematic errors become
obvious. There is no visual or statistical clue that the data has such large
errors.
In this case, the only reliable clue to the existence of large systematic
errors is the brand of receiver since it is the receiver and software
combination which has caused the error (other receivers tested
simultaneously did not have the same errors). It should be noted that the
receivers most commonly used in stream mapping in BC seldom exhibit
such systematic errors in dynamic lines - and then, of very small
magnitude (usually much less than 5 metres).
Random Errors
If there are no gross or systematic errors in a data set, random errors are
what remain. Random errors are residual noise in the data caused by
unavoidable effects including environmental effects and the
measurement resolution of the equipment. Truly random errors are
easily identified visually as there is no definite pattern to them - that is,
the size and direction of random errors cannot be predicted by what has
come before or what comes after.
Usually, random errors are small and are just as likely to be positive as
negative (or for line features, just as likely to be off to the right as to the
left of the line). Because of this, truly random errors will average out if
there is enough redundant data.
Figure 5.27 shows random errors in a point feature, although it is an
extreme example. There is no particular pattern to the errors, although a
slight NNW trend can be seen. Usually the most prevalent error in point
features under forest canopy is systematic, but with enough data,
averaging can produce a good estimate for the true location.
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Figure 5.27 An example of random errors in point features (actual data)
The best estimate for the true position of a static point with random
errors is simply the mean, or average of the point. This is based on a
statistical method, which minimises the sum of the squares of the
residuals, known as least squares. All GPS software that will handle point
features will compute averaged points thus, dealing with random errors
in point features is very straightforward.
Some software however, may apply some other processing to the point
features. One method is known as outlier testing where any individual
position fix which is more than a certain distance from the computed
average is rejected, and a new average is computed. Usually that
distance is set at two times the standard deviation of the averaged point.
Such processing schemes can cause problems since they assume that the
errors are truly random when in fact usually the most prevalent error is
systematic in point features under forest canopy.
Figure 5.28 shows random errors in a dynamic line feature, also an
extreme example. Although the data is very “noisy” there is no particular
trend to the errors. Ignoring the obvious gross errors, a line which best
fits the position fixes is actually quite close to the true location – within 5
metres even though the errors in the data are an order of magnitude
larger.
If the errors are truly random, then the best estimate of the true location
of the line feature is a line of best-fit. There are well-known methods for
computing a line of best-fit using statistical means such as least-squares
analysis or adaptive filters. However, most of these automated methods
do not work well with GPS data under forest canopy, and usually will
create a best-fit line which has significant systematic errors.
Operationally, a subjective best-fit line is usually drawn by an operator
using the GPS-derived line feature as a guide. With a bit of knowledge,
experience, and especially common sense, a human operator can produce
a subjective best-fit line which is a much better estimate of the true
location than automated statistical methods available to date.
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Figure 5.28 An example of random errors in line features (actual data)
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The effects of forest canopy can significantly degrade the accuracy of GPS
positions (Fig. 5.29). The signals are affected by the canopy and this of
course affects the quality of the computed position. Forest canopy
effects on the GPS signal include obstruction, attenuation, and reflection.
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Figure 5.29 An example of the impact of forest canopy on GPS signal reception.
The GPS signal is a line-of-sight signal and is obstructed by most solid
objects. The signal is blocked by the trunks of trees, larger branches,
and terrain features such mountains or local gullies. The main effect of
signal obstruction is to increase the Dilution of Position. This is
especially true of the vertical DoP (VDOP) - and hence the three
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dimensional PDOP. Often in forested conditions the HDOP is acceptable
when the PDOP is not.
The signals are weakened or attenuated by leaves and small branches.
This attenuation can make it very difficult for a GPS receiver to track the
signals. At some point, the receiver will not be able to track the signal at
all and the effect will be the same as if the signal were obstructed. Even
if the signal can be tracked, some receivers will have difficulty accurately
measuring the pseudoranges.
Like light waves, signals will be reflected by solid objects they cannot
pass through. The phenomenon of a satellite signal reaching an antenna
by more than one path (direct and some reflected paths) is called
multipath. This multipath can cause large variations in position and is
perhaps the largest cause of large errors in position fixes under forest
canopy.
Stand Conditions and GPS Data Quality
Naturally, forest stand conditions have a very important effect on the
errors in GPS positions. The testing done to date has been limited to
coastal conditions, but canopy conditions vary widely throughout the test
range. Some stands are very high volume coastal stands, and others are
more typical of interior conditions (some testing in the interior is
planned). High-density immature stands, forest fringe conditions, coastal
riparian zones, and entirely open conditions are also present throughout
the test range.
For all receivers tested, volume seems to be much more of a factor than
density or canopy closure. The large trunks obstruct the signal, meaning
that often there are not enough satellites for a position fix or the dilution
of precision is too high. This means far less position fixes for point and
line features. Even though there are maximum allowable gaps, there will
be much less redundancy. It will be more difficult to create interpreted
lines because there are less fixes to act as a guide - it is also more
difficult to assess the overall quality of the data.
Signal reflection from the large trunks and branches in high volume
stands is also a problem. The data is far more suspect to multipath
effects which can often cause positions to be tens of metres or more out this is especially a problem with point features, as explained in section
5.8.4.
In dense, immature stands even though crown closure can be
significantly higher, most receivers seem to track signals well enough. In
these cases, data noise (random error) is the main problem.
The GPS signal is absorbed by water molecules which means that if there
is moisture in the leaves (especially standing water on the leaves during
or after heavy rain), there is much more attenuation of the signals. Wet
canopy conditions mean that it is very difficult for the receiver to track
sufficient signals, and like in high volume conditions, there will be fewer
fixes and hence less redundancy. Again, field operators will ensure that
there is sufficient data, but it is much more difficult to interpret the lines
in the mapping process.
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Handling Errors in Static (Point) Features
Conventional wisdom has it that averaged point features are inherently
more accurate than dynamic line features. This is certainly true in ideal,
low-multipath conditions. If a line is sufficiently straight that it can be
defined as a line connecting two points (for example a curb line), it may
be more accurate to collect it as a series of points.
However, under moderate to heavy forest cover, all receivers tested to
date have been less accurate in static mode than in dynamic mode. This
is because the systematic effect of multipath is much more pronounced
when the antenna is static. The geometric relationship between the
satellites, the GPS antenna, and the interfering trees and leaves does not
change appreciably over short time periods. Simple multipath effects in
GPS follow a well-known cycle of around 8 minutes and long occupations
are required to ensure that the errors average out during a static point
feature.
Although not all point features under canopy are subject to systematic
errors, all features should be examined carefully and the errors resolved
satisfactorily. Plotting the individual position fixes for point features
usually helps greatly in identifying systematic errors, although most GPS
software does not provide this information (the MoF has developed some
tools to access this information from common software). If there is
dynamic data available (for example bridges along a trail or falling
corners on a cutting boundary), systematic errors will also be evident
when the averaged point is not on the line as expected.

True Location
Averaged Point

Pt 1

Pt 2

(8m error)

(4m error)

Averaged Point

True Location

Pt 3

(5m error)

Figure 5.30 Systematic Errors in Static Point Features (actual data)
Figure 5.30 shows typical multipath characteristics for three different
points. One thing that is noticeable with most receivers is the trend to
the systematic errors. There is a noticeable wander to the points - it is
often as if the operator slowly walked a line during the static occupation.
Although this phenomenon is not universal, it is probably the best
indicator of problems with point features.
If trends are noticeable, the true location of the point feature usually lies
somewhere along the trend line.
When there is supplementary
information (e.g. a dynamic line survey which the point is expected to be
on), the most likely location is where the trend in the point fixes meet the
dynamic line feature. For surveys where there are point features only, it
is often better to stay longer at points, or do two occupations separated
by a few minutes.
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A field procedure, which may help to minimize systematic errors, is to
move the GPS antenna around slightly during static occupations. Under
forest canopy, where tree trunks and branches are the main cause of
multipath, this technique can cause the multipath effect to become more
random than systematic.
Recently (March 2000), a very limited
preliminary test gave encouraging results for this method, but more
extensive testing is required before any conclusions can be made.
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Figure 5.31 Resolving Systematic Errors in Point Features (actual data)
Handling Errors in Dynamic (Line) Features
Dynamic line features under forest canopy can have significant random,
systematic, and gross errors. Normally, the errors in line features are
predominately random, with perhaps a few easily identifiable gross
errors. This is because, contrary to static surveys, the antenna is
constantly moving and the multipath conditions are constantly changing.
The systematic effect is usually of quite short duration and only affects a
few metres of the line feature. Large homogeneous features such as rock
faces or building walls can cause systematic error in dynamic features
over longer sections.

Errors mostly random, and small
Very short periods of minor systematic error
Some gaps in data (field procedures)
gap

minor systematic error,
very short period

10 m diameter circles
for scale reference

Figure 5.32 Minor Random Errors in Dynamic Line Feature
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Figure 5.32 shows typical performance of a well-known receiver under
moderate canopy conditions. The errors are usually random and quite
small (usually less than 5 metres). What systematic errors there are quite
minor, being less than 5 metres in magnitude and having a short period,
rarely lasting for much longer than 10 metres. With this receiver (the
most commonly used for forest surveying) it is quite easy to reliably
assess the data quality visually.
Figure 5.33 shows the performance of a different receiver under exactly
the same conditions (this receiver is not common in forestry surveying).
The errors, while large, are mostly random also. There are quite a few
gross errors (zingers) which should be easy to reject. There are some
systematic errors, especially in the lower section and where the lines
meet in the bottom right. These errors are fairly small (less than 10
metres), and occur for short periods. Overall, the data is quite noisy and
in some places requires a leap of faith to create an interpreted line. It is
acceptable however, and visual quality assessment methods will identify
any problems.

Errors mostly random, moderate (<10m)
Some short period systematic errors
Quite a few gross errors
10 m diameter circles
for scale reference
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short period
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Figure 5.33 Significant Random Errors in Dynamic Line Feature
Some GPS processing software programs attempt to perform some
automatic line smoothing. The basic assumption is that line features
should not be extremely jagged or noisy - natural and man-made linear
features such as creeks, trails, or cutting boundaries do not usually
resemble a row of saw teeth. Smoothing filters are usually proprietary
and cannot be disabled in the software.
Line smoothing will almost always cause some systematic error in the line
feature at the processing stage. This is because any smoothing or curvefitting algorithm must make certain assumptions about the nature of the
errors in the data, and the general shape of the resulting smoothed line these assumptions are not likely to hold for GPS data under forest
canopy.
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Errors mostly systematic (<10 m)
Period of systematic errors fairly short
Some gaps in data (field procedures)
gap

moderate (<10 m) systematic error
period fairly short (<25 metres)

10 m diameter circles
for scale reference

Figure 5.34 Moderate Systematic Errors in Dynamic Line Feature
In most cases, the systematic errors will be small in magnitude (5-10
metres), and short in duration (less than about 20 metres) - such errors
may be marginal but acceptable under the stream mapping specifications
(5m dynamic accuracy, 95% of the time). The data looks good initially,
and visual quality assessment will usually not suggest any problems - that
may require a re-survey. In the case of this receiver the main clue to the
systematic nature of the errors (other than the receiver brand) is the short
period of the errors, and the “wows” they make in lines which should be
straight or less convoluted.

Errors mostly systematic, often >10m
Systematic error has long period (>50m)
Some gaps in data (field procedures)
10 m diameter circles
for scale reference
CLUE:
inexplicable shifts
CLUE:
inexplicable shifts

CLUE:
lines do not “match“

Figure 5.35 Significant Systematic Errors in Dynamic Line Feature
The above example shows significant systematic error. This receiver
consistently shows these errors, and it is being used by a small number
of organisations for surveying under forest canopy in BC. The data is
often significantly (more than 10 metres) in error for sections of 50
metres or more, even though at first glance, the data looks fine with little
noise and lots of redundancy. Clues to these errors include inexplicable
shifts in the data, where a smooth line suddenly moves a few metres to
another smooth line, as if the field operator was walking along an offset
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line. Sharp bends in the line, and mismatches where lines should join are
other indicators of significant systematic errors in line features.
Common Errors Due to Operator Interpretation
The editing and interpretation stage is perhaps the most important step
in a GPS mapping survey. It is at this stage that data quality is assessed,
and that errors are identified and corrected. If the data is not good
enough to meet project specifications, it should not make it past this
stage.
The interpretation stage is where final decisions about the quality of the
data are made. After this step, the product becomes a map which is
generated using GPS data, but does not usually contain any actual GPS
data - the edited and interpreted lines and points have no quality
information associated with them. The Standard GPS Quality Assurance
procedures described in section 8 compares the generated lines and
points on the map with the original GPS data, but these procedures would
only be applied on a portion of the entire project.
The interpretation is usually done by mapping operators with a good
knowledge base of the nature of errors in GPS positions. However, not all
operators have the required training and experience, and some may make
errors which, although they do not affect the quality of the GPS data, they
certainly affect the quality of the final map.
Because of the possibility of interpretation errors (actual problems with
the linework or not properly correcting errors in the GPS data), the QA
procedures consider both the GPS data quality and the quality of the
interpretation.
Common interpretation errors include:






Consistent mis-interpretation of data noise. This is not
common, but can cause significant systematic errors,
especially in area calculations. This error becomes
immediately obvious during QA as the interpreted line does
not make much sense given the underlying GPS data.
Mis-identifying errors in field procedure as boundary features.
For example, field operators may inadvertently collect GPS
data when they are wandering about looking for the beginning
of a ribboned line to be surveyed or a cruise strip to be tied
(or perhaps even looking for a good log for a bathroom
break!). To experienced operators, these field errors often
look like anomalies in the feature, but some mapping
operators will assume they are part of the feature.
Following noisy GPS data too closely. This is a common
mistake of inexperienced operators who are trying to be
conscientious, and who sometimes do not realise that natural
features are not so convoluted. This can be avoided by using
some sort of scale reference to constantly remind the operator
the distances involved - for example the 10 metre diameter
circles included in many of the examples in this section.
Although this is not strictly an error, it does make the
interpreted line look strange to most observers, and can cause
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errors in such derived quantities line length (which would
report as being longer than it really is).
Ignoring large gaps in the data. Especially in difficult
conditions, some gaps in the data will be unavoidable. If the
gaps are greater than 25 metres, mapping operators should
ensure that line features are straight before drawing straight
lines across the gaps. The temptation may be to just sweep
the gaps under the rug, however, most interpretation errors
can be minimised by having others, especially field personnel
and more experienced mapping operators, review the data
before submitting it.

5.8 .5 Int egrating Co nvent io nal Survey Dat a
There may be many instances where conventional survey data must be
integrated with GPS data. It may be that a fill-in survey (see 5.6.2.) is
required where terrain and forest cover conditions mean that GPS is very
difficult. In some cases, GPS positions might be used only to control
surveys done with compass and tight-chain. This is especially true for
stream mapping scenarios, especially where expensive GPS equipment is
not always available, and where deep-forested gullies are often
encountered.

5.9 GPS Data P rocessing

5.9.1 Handling GPS Dat a U sing Pat hfinder Offic e And
Arc View
This document is intended as a set of suggestions on how to most
effectively collect stream mapping data with Trimble receivers into
ArcView.
It presumes that users are familiar with both software
packages, especially ArcView (since GIS software typically require much
more training than simple GPS softwares such as Pathfinder Office).
Both the features (points and lines) and the individual position fixes
should be exported. Just exporting the features, which is the default
mode of Pathfinder Office (and most other GPS packages) is not sufficient
as operators cannot identify gaps in the data, systematic errors in point
features, etc.
To export both features and fixes in Pathfinder Office, two separate
export operations, with two different export configurations, must be run.
1) Setting up the Export Options
To create the export setups, first use the New Setup button to create a
new export setup with a descriptive name such as “ArcView Features”.
The following options will probably be the system default – if not, change
them so that Export All Features is selected.
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Note: Under the Attributes tab, the user can add such useful information as
average PDOP for features, number of fixes in the feature, or standard deviation
for point features. These will become attributes in the ArcView table, and can be
queried or displayed in ArcView.
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The Position Filter tab allows the user to filter out positions which do not
meet certain standards – for example if some “2-D” (less than four
satellite) data was collected in the field which needs to be filtered out
before export. Of special note here is that, with Selective Availability
(S/A) off since May 2000, it is often difficult to tell corrected from
uncorrected data. Even though uncorrected data might look good or
smooth, even to an experienced user, the positions can be out by over 10
metres for long periods.
Users should always ensure that the
Uncorrected option is not chosen.
Note: the Filter By Precision option is not really an indicator of data
quality, especially under forest canopy. It seems to correspond almost
exactly to the HDOP at the reference station (using 95% confidence),
nothing more.
Finally, the Coordinate System tab should be used to ensure that the data
exported can be brought into ArcView in the proper location. If the GPS
data does not fit with base information such as existing maps or
orthophotos (or even other GPS data), this is almost always the reason.
In most cases, the UTM map projection (in the appropriate zone) is used.
In some instances – especially when using GIS data from the BC Ministry
of Environment, the BC Albers Projection must be used. This is not
included in Pathfinder Office’s list of coordinate systems. If the BC Albers
projection is necessary, use the Coordinate System Manager (Utilities –
Other – Coordinate System Manager). Create a new group if necessary
with a name such as “Custom” (Edit – Add Coordinate System Group…)
and then add the BC Albers projection to the new group (Edit – Add
Coordinate System… – Albers Equal Area Conic…). The Projection screen
should look like this:
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Note: that other options such as Datum and Geoid Model are set up here
also. The datum transformations and geoid models provided with
Pathfinder Office are approximate only, and not accurate enough to meet
the 5 metre accuracy requirement. Unless they have been thoroughly
tested in the local area, these conversions should never be used. NAD 83
(or WGS 84) and No Geoid Model are the only acceptable choices here. If
other datums or orthometric heights are required, more accurate
transformations (such as available from Geomatics Canada) should be
used.

Next, create a second setup to export the GPS position fixes only. Create
a new setup with a name such as “ArcView Fixes”. If the “ArcView
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Features” setup above is currently chosen, the system will create a copy
of that – the only change will be to rename the setup and to change the
“Type of Data To Export” from Features to Positions Only , as shown
below .
2) Exporting Data
To export data to ArcView, the export routine must be run twice using
the two setups created above. The setup is chosen through the list box.

The export routine will create a series of files for each feature type, and
for the fixes. There will be a shapefile *.shp, an index file *.shx, and a
database table *.dbf. These files will have a prefix relating to the name
of the feature, for example “Point_Generic” or “Stream Centreline”. The
file for the point fixes will always have the prefix “Posnpnt”.
Pathfinder Office will export these files to the folder indicated under
Output Folder. If there are files with the same name there, they will be
overwritten. This may be a problem if, for example, GPS files are
exported daily throughout a project – the last day’s data will be
continuously overwritten. Users should develop some system to manage
these files, either by renaming files, creating separate directories for each
export operation, or merging files.
Note: that, when the export routine is run the second time to obtain the
fixes, a warning message about overwriting files will usually be
generated. If the above problem is properly handled, this applies only to
an information file and the warning can be safely ignored.
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3) Importing into ArcView
Since the data is exported in many different shapefiles (one for each
feature type and one for the position fixes), they must all be loaded into
ArcView. The important thing is to ensure that the position fixes are
shown, and in a way that data quality can easily be assessed.
To import data into ArcView, use View – Add Theme. Multiple themes
can be chosen by using the SHIFT key and the mouse.

The features will be shown by default symbols. These should be changed
to make the display easier to understand – especially the fixes and line
features. Double-clicking on the theme in the legend will bring up a
symbol editing menu. Although users may find other symbols preferable,
the following have been found useful:
Feature
Posnpnts
Lines (various)

Symbol
cross or "X"
dashed

Size
4 point
0.1

Colour
bright
various

Note: themes can be displayed based on their attributes as well. This can
be very useful in displaying position fixes based on, for example, PDOP
(as a quality measure). It can also be used to show individual line
features during the data interpretation phase (discussed below). The
following screen capture shows a typical survey area using the above
display parameters.
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4) Setting up for Data Interpretation
The data interpretation stage is the most important stage of all. This is
where the errors in the GPS data (usually due to the effects of forest
canopy) are assessed. If the data is not good enough, sections can be resurveyed.
If the data meets specifications, the errors must be smoothed to resolve
the remaining random and systematic errors. If this interpretation of the
remaining errors is not done, further display and analysis is not possible.
In the example above, canopy effects cause much back and forth in the
line features – any query such as “how many metres of riffle habitat are
there on the stream” would obviously be very far out. Also, the point
feature (circle symbol) towards the bottom of the screen has obvious
systematic errors and must be brought back to the line.
During this stage, it is essential that the operator is always aware of
distances on the screen. One way to do this is to place circles of a certain
diameter (e.g. the accuracy specification) along the line. Using circles,
the orientation of the fixes is not important, as the scale is obvious in any
direction.
This technique helps ensure that operators are not
generalising too much, nor are they zooming in too much and spending
time on errors, which are much less than the accuracy specification.
Circles are placed as graphic objects, using the circle tool. This, however,
is quite cumbersome, as the circle must be placed interactively. The
following Avenue script can be used to create a tool which will place a 5
metre diameter circle (2.5 metre radius) at a location the user clicks. Feel
free to enhance the script.
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ArcView Avenue Script

--------------------------------------------

‘place_circle.ave
‘
‘simple script to place a 5m diameter circle at selected
point
‘used for GPS data interpretation scale circles
‘to use, create a tool for this in the view
‘
‘steve robertson, 2000 (stever@mindlink.bc.ca)
‘get cursor position in active view
curView = av.GetActiveDoc
curDisplay = curView.GetDisplay
userPoint = curDisplay.ReturnUserPoint
‘build the circle
activeCircle = Circle.Make(userPoint,2.5)
‘change for different diameter
graphicCircle = GraphicShape.Make(activeCircle)
aSymbol = BasicPen.Make
aSymbol.SetColor(Color.GetRed)
‘change for different colour
graphicCircle.SetSymbol(aSymbol)
‘place the circle at cursor
curGraphics = curView.GetGraphics
curGraphics.Add(graphicCircle)

-------------------------------------------5.9.2 Edit ing GPS Data U sing t he Data Dict io nary
To ol Ext ensio n fo r Arc View
The Data Dictionary Tool Extension was developed for the postprocessing of GPS data and the creation of new data from different
mapping sources. The extension is intended for use for the creation of a
new stream line theme from GPS data and point themes from
documentation or other point themes.
This document provides
instructions in the use of the extension tool. Users should have basic
ESRI ArcView or ArcINFO experience.
Current SHIM methodologies involve the use of differential GPS to collect
and store spatially accurate information on line, point and polygon
features of watercourses. Correct interpretation of the raw GPS inventory
data involves a series of post-processing steps that may be undertaken
within a variety of computer software packages. To simplify this process
and to allow SHIM mappers to more easily interpret their collected
stream information, the Data Dictionary Tool was developed as a
customized ArcView extension for post-processing raw GPS inventory
data. The Data Dictionary Tool also contains a series of features for
easily creating, editing and merging ArcView shape files that will assist in
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minimizing project size and will facilitate map data management. In
addition, there exists a wealth of historic SHIM data collected prior to the
widespread use of the Trimble GPS units. The Data Dictionary Tool was
developed to provide a means for linking this archived SHIM point data to
newly derived stream linework collected in accordance with current GPS
standards for spatial accuracy. In summary, the Data Dictionary Tool
Extension provides a means to: 1) manually correct stream linework
derived from GPS datapoints, 2) link previously derived GPS point data to
new stream linework using unique ids, 3) create and merge common
shapefile themes, 4) incorporate archived hard copy or electronic
spreadsheet data into current SHIM data formats, and 5) create digitized
polygons of riparian habitat. This guide will provide step-by-step
instructions in the application of the Data Dictionary Tool and is designed
for the basic ArcView user.

Loading the extension in ArcView






Copy the ddtool.avx file provided into
the Ext32 subfolder on your computer
hard drive
(C:\Esri\Av_gis30\ArcView\Ext32)
Open ArcView with a new project and
in the project file menu go to File >
Extensions, select the Data Dictionary
Tool 1.0 extension and click OK.
Loading the extension will add new
script, view and dialog documents to the project. In the
project window select the views document and open the Edit
View by double-clicking on it.

Edit View contains all the tools for manipulating GPS derived data and creating
new point and line themes. There are also tools for linking and merging themes
with the same feature type.

Creating a new interpolated stream line
1. In the Edit View window’s button menu click on the Add Theme tool

and

add a GPS derived line theme (e.g., streamdy.shp) to the view.
2. Click on the Interpolate GPS Line tool

and a dialog will appear. Provide a

name for the new stream line theme and click OK.
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3. Another dialog box will appear prompting for the GPS derived line theme in
the Edit View to copy attributes from. Select the appropriate theme (e.g.,
streamdy.shp) and click OK.

1. The Line Edit Tool will appear and the GPS derived line theme will now be
colour coded based upon existing segment breaks.

5. Click on the Draw Circle Buffer tool

and click on locations in the view

window to draw a series of 5m diameter red circles along the stream length.
Use the Zoom In/Out tools

within the Edit View window to zoom

down to a view of the stream at which you can clearly delineate the
boundaries of the buffer circles. These buffers will assist in the determination
of the line of best fit during the line drawing process. A recommended
suggestion would be that 300-500 meters of stream be visible within a single
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screen view (approximate scale of 1:2500) to ensure accurate interpolation of
the stream line.

6. Click on the Draw Line tool

and digitize a new best fit line theme

based on the GPS derived line and circle buffers.
7. Click on the Split Line tool

to insert the segment break points or

vertices in the new line theme.
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8. After all segment breaks are accounted for, click on the Copy Attributes tool
to copy the original attribute data from a GPS derived line segment. Then
click on the Paste Attributes tool

to paste the copied attribute data to a

new line theme segment.
9. Continue copying and pasting line segment by line segment.

When all

attributes have been copied fully to the new line theme, click on the Save
button

to save all edits.

Linking point data to a stream line theme
1. Ensure that a stream line theme and at least one point theme exists in the
Edit View window.
2. In the Edit View window’s button menu click on the Link Themes tool
to create a unique ID based on the stream name and TRIM mapsheet number.
3. In the Add Index Theme dialog that appears, browse to where the provided
index theme (trimgridp.shp) is located and click OK. This dialog appears only
when the Link Themes tool is used for the first time.
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4. In the Select Line Theme dialog that appears, select the appropriate line
theme for linking and click OK. A new field named “Key_ID” will be created in
the line theme.

5. In the Select Point Theme(s) dialog that appears, select the appropriate point
theme(s) for linking and click OK. A new field named “Key_ID” will be created
in the point theme(s).

6. In the Stream Name dialog that appears, use the default name or enter a new
name for the stream to be used in the unique ID and click OK. The stream
name “test” is used as the default.
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Another dialog will appear displaying the unique ID and prompting the user
for validity. Click YES to continue. If the unique ID exists already (e.g., line
theme already contains a different unique ID) a dialog will appear prompting
for either the use of the existing ID or replacing it with the new one. The
default is NO.

Merging themes together
1. In order to use the Merge Themes tool

more than one theme of the

same feature type must exist in the Edit View window.
2. Click on the Merge Themes tool in the Edit View’s button menu. In the Input
Theme dialog that appears, select one theme to be used as the template for
the creation of fields. That means a field not contained in the template will
not be merged into the resulting theme.

3. The Themes to Merge with… dialog box will appear showing themes in the
view window that are of the same feature type. Select the appropriate themes
and click OK. Another dialog box will appear prompting for the name and
location of the newly merged theme. Enter the appropriate information and
click OK. The merged theme will be automatically added to the Edit View
window.
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Creating or updating SHIM data points
The SHIM data entry options included with the Data Dictionary Tool extension
can be used for recording and mapping of new point data. In general, however,
this information is now more reliably collected and recorded directly in the field
using high-end GPS receiver units and associated data loggers. The primary role
of the SHIM tool is instead to allow incorporation of data from other sources
(e.g., archived hard copy documents) into formats compatible with existing SHIM
data structure and spatial mapping. A different tool dialog box can be brought
up for each of the different point data types (e.g., culverts, cross-sections,
obstructions, etc.) for which SHIM information is currently collected. Data entry
options within each data type are identical to those currently existing within the
SHIM Data Dictionary (Version 23) that has been developed for use with the
Trimble Pathfinder GPS. The only exception to this relates to the normal SHIM
entries for riparian bands; due to size limitations a tool for riparian bands has
been excluded from this extension.
1. In the Edit View window’s file menu go to SHIM Data and select the desired
SHIM data tool to create your new points.

2. A Point Tool dialog box will appear indicating the required cells for data
entry. Enter the appropriate information in each cell. Then click on the Add
Point Tool

and place the accompanying cross-hairs on an

selected area of your view (e.g., correct location on a mapped stream) to
create a new point feature with its associated attribute data.
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3. After entering the required information and creating a new point, click on the
Save As button

to save the point as a new shape file. This will

automatically add the file to the Edit View window.
4. After creating single shape files for each point of the same data type (e.g.,
individual erosion points), all the saved points should be merged together
into a single theme (e.g., pooled erosion points theme). To do this use the
Merge Theme tool

and associated methods outlined in section D.

5. To link the newly created SHIM data points to a mapped stream line use the
Link Theme tool

and associated methods outlined in section C.

Creating riparian polygons
The SHIM Data extension can also be used to delineate riparian habitat polygons
adjacent to mapped streams. Data cells within the Riparian Polygon Tool can be
populated by habitat information collected directly in the field or else interpreted
from photogrammetric analysis of underlying orthophotos. The Confidence data
cell allows for a qualitative assessment (low, medium or high) by the user of the
relative accuracy of the riparian classifications for the polygon.
1. In the Edit View window’s file menu go to SHIM Data and select the Riparian
Polygon tool to create your new habitat polygons.
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2. The Riparian Polygon Tool dialog box will appear indicating the required cells
for data entry. Enter the appropriate information in each cell.

3. Then click on the Add Polygon Tool

and use the accompanying

cross-hairs to create the lines and vertices of the habitat zones you wish to
define within the selected area of your view. The process will create a new
polygon feature with all its associated attribute data. If available, it is
recommended that an underlying orthophoto image of the area be imported
into your ArcView project. This will greatly enhance the ability to accurately
delineate the boundaries of riparian habitats. Acquisition of current
orthophoto coverages is the responsibility of the user, and can be obtained
through

various

regulatory

agencies

governments)
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(e.g.,

FOC,

GDBC,

municipal

4. After entering the required information and creating a new polygon, click on
the Save As

button to save the polygon as a new shape file.

This will automatically add the file to the Edit View window.

5. After creating single shape files for each riparian area the polygons can be
merged together into a single theme (e.g., riparian habitats). To do this, use
the Merge Theme tool

and associated methods outlined in section D.
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5.10 R eferences C ited
British Columbia Standards, Specifications and Guidelines for Resource Surveys
using GPS Technology:
http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca/gsr/gsr_standards.htm
Geographic Data BC Website: http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca/
Geological Survey of Canada Website: http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/gsc
Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks and Geographic Data BC. 1998/99.
RIC Standards Training Using GPS Technology - Field Operator GPS
Training for Resource Mapping.
Ministry of Forests GPS Steering Committee: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/isb/gps
Natural Resources Canada Website:
http://www.geolab.nrcan.gc.ca/geomag/e_cgrf.html
Terrapro GPS Surveys Ltd Website: http://www.terrapro.bc.ca
US CORS system Website: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS
US Navigation Centre Differential GPS Page: http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/DGPS
US Navigation Centre GPS Page: http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/gps/default.htm.
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Fish Inventory

6.1 P urpose
This SHIM module describes how to inventory fish presence and distribution in
streams, lakes and wetlands in the project watershed. Fish presence, species
diversity and distribution in urban and rural streams are key indicators of stream
health and condition and the sensitivity of habitats to disturbance. Fish presence
and distribution will influence the level of protection and management of water,
fish and habitat resources on a given watercourse.
The objectives of this module are to describe how to:



determine fish species presence and population characteristics (e.g.,
length, weight, age etc.);
determine fish distribution and extent in a watercourse, including the
upper limit of distribution for each fish species and potential obstructions
to movement.

The SHIM fish inventory is intended to address only summer watercourse
sampling for juvenile salmonids and other fish species. Lake sampling methods
are described elsewhere in the Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish Habitat
Inventory (RIC, 1997). Further, this manual does not address fall or winter
salmon spawner surveys. If spawner surveys are necessary, MLWAP or DFO
biologists should be consulted for use of Streamkeeper methods or another
more suitable interim methodology. The SHIM fish inventory in the field should
occur concurrently with field activities in SHIM Modules 4 and 5.
Note: It is not the intention of this SHIM module to detail stock assessment
methods for fish, nor provide quantitative estimates of fish production for a
project watershed. Other more thorough methods exist for completing these
fisheries stock assessments. The MLWAP Regional Fisheries Inventory Specialist
and local Fisheries and Oceans biologists should be consulted before
undertaking stock assessment projects.

6.2 Final P ro ducts
A completed fish inventory should generate the following products:


A map indicating fish species presence, diversity and distribution in the
project watershed;
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An electronic database of fish presence, diversity and distribution,
including completion of Fish Collection Forms and 1:5,000 mapping.

6.3 Intro ductio n
An understanding of fish presence, distribution and relative abundance is central
to any fish and fish habitat inventory method. This SHIM module describes the
tasks that must be undertaken when completing a fish inventory.
The
methodology is based on the fish inventory procedure described in the
Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory (RIC, 1997), but also
recognises the unique characteristics of urban watercourses, and the fish
populations that inhabit them.
All fish sampling must be conducted with limited impact on local fish
populations. This module describes a systematic inventory method intended to
sample the range of habitats present in each stream reach. Various fish capture
survey techniques are suggested to sample different habitats, fish species and
life history stages in the project watercourse. Sampling effort must be at a level
to ensure representation of the variety of fish species present. Biosample data
from individual fish, including fork length, wet weight, scales or otoliths should
be collected. Not all fish captured should be sampled or sacrificed for these
biosamples.
Like other SHIM Module field sampling, fish inventory should follow an efficient
plan. This can include efficiencies between field sampling from other SHIM
Modules. It is recommended that the fish inventory be completed prior to instream habitat surveys.

6.4 Inventory Fo rmat
The steps and discussion below outline the recommended procedure for review
of existing fisheries information, development of a sampling plan and field base
survey of fish populations.
Office
Office

Office
Office
Field
Office

Review Existing Information
↓
Select Sample Sites
(Primary and secondary)
↓
Identify Sampling Techniques and Gear
↓
Obtain Fish Collection Permits
↓
Complete Field Sampling Activities
↓
Reporting and Photodocumentation

Figure 6.1 Flow chart of the potential process for fish inventory in a project
watershed.
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6.5 P re-Field Invento ry P rocedure
The background portion of the SHIM fish inventory should include:





review of existing fisheries information for the project watershed;
selection of primary and secondary fish inventory sites based on the
habitat specific sampling methods and access;
selection of fish inventory gear;
obtain required fish sampling permits, private / public land owner access
permission.

St ep 1 Review Existing Fisheries Info rmat io n
Existing fisheries information is available for many watersheds from
agency biologists, local experts and regional districts and municipalities.
If sufficient credible fisheries information exists (See SHIM Module 1 & 2)
for a project watershed, then this information should be assembled and
summarized and a field inventory of fish populations for SHIM is not
required.
If the review indicates little or no existing fisheries information, then the
SHIM fish inventory should be completed. To prepare for field sampling,
an overview watershed map with overlain fisheries information should be
completed (see SHIM Module 2).

St ep 2 Select Sample Sit es
Fish inventory data from primary and secondary sites should be collected.
Primary fish inventory sites are identical to in-stream habitat sampling
sites (location and length) and should be sampled (SHIM Module 5). The
use of the primary sampling site is intended to collect fish inventory
information at sites where habitat characteristics have also been sampled.
Primary sites also provide representation of the range of channel and
habitat conditions in each stream channel reach.
Secondary sites are required to determine fish use above and below
potential fish barriers or obstructions. Both primary and secondary sites
require a minimum 25m stream segment for sampling. For example, in a
long reach with a culvert that has the potential to obstruct fish passage, a
primary fish inventory site would be located at the in-stream sampling
site (i.e. below the culvert) and a secondary sampling site would be
located above the culvert. In this way individual sites are selected to
ensure all habitat types and channel features are sampled in each reach.
Fish inventory should be conducted in all reaches of a watercourse to
determine the: (a) upper limit of fish distribution and (b) biological
characteristics of each fish population. However, if experience indicates
that sampling a particular reach will confirm that the fish population is
similar to adjacent reaches, then the reach may not be sampled in order
to reduce disturbance of local fish populations.
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Sampling effort and data collection requirements are the same at primary
and secondary fish inventory sites. It is important to collect information
on features with the potential to limit fish distribution.

St ep 3 Det ermine Sampling T ec hniques and Select
Sampling Gear
Acceptable fish collection techniques in order of preference, include: (a)
electrofishing, (b) gee-minnow trapping, (c) seining, (d) snorkelling and
(e) angling. Sampling gear and techniques are outlined in the Fish
Collection Methods and Standards (RIC 1996).
Fish capture gear should be selected to sample for fish species and
match habitat conditions. Sound judgement is required to ensure that all
habitat types encountered in the field are adequately sampled. The
following consideration can be used to select fish sampling gear:



Electrofishing is effective in most habitat conditions;
Minnow-gee trapping is effective in lower flow (pools, glides),
deeper (>0.5m) habitats;



Seining is also effective in lower flow (pools, glides), deeper
(>0.5m) habitats. The channel should be clear of in –stream
debris (boulders, log jams) for this technique to be most
effective;
Snorkelling is effective in larger watercourse (>5,0 channel
widths) with clear visibility and little channel debris;
Angling is effective in most habitats.




The harmful effects of fish sampling should be carefully considered and
monitored. For example, electrofishing in the fall or winter may damage
large sized adult salmon, and incubating eggs, but have little impact on
small sized juvenile fish.
The rare-and-endangered species list must be consulted for each
watercourse examined. These data are available through the British
Columbia
Conservation
Data
Centre
website
at
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/rib/wis/cdc/.
Proper sample techniques should be used at all time to minimize stress
or mortality of fish captured. All gear must be retrieved from field sites
at the end of each sampling session/inventory.

St ep 4 Obt ain Fish Co llectio n Permit s
Fish collection permits must be obtained prior to sampling from the
Fisheries branch of Ministry of Land, Water and Air Protection (MLWAP)
and Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO). MLWAP (Fisheries branch) issue
permits for the collection of fresh-water fish captured in British Columbia,
while DFO issue permits for the collection of saltwater fishes and
anadromous salmon species in freshwater. Applications usually consist
of a letter stating collectors' names, sampling period, locations to be
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sampled, gear types to be used (all standard gear types can be listed on
the application prior to finalisation in the field), and general purpose of
the inventory. A fee is often charged for processing the permit.
Applications must be made at least one month in advance of the
sampling dates to allow adequate time for processing.
Fish sampling must be undertaken within the designated working
windows for each MLWAP region.

6.6 Field Inventory Pro cedure
Field activities must be undertaken with great care to ensure the safety of the
crew and to minimize impacts on fish populations. Two person crews should be
assigned to field activities, and personal flotation devices (PFD) be worn by all
field staff when working on larger watercourses (>1.0m deep, >3.0m wide).

6.6 .1 Ac c ess t o Privat e Land
In many urban and coastal rural areas, riparian and upland areas are
privately owned. In situations where you must cross private property to
access a watercourse, contact the landowner directly and obtain their
permission to cross their property. This can be done in person on the
day of the site visit by speaking to the landowner directly, or if the
landowner is not home, by leaving a previously prepared letter.
Regardless of the method used, the following items should be addressed:







name of field person,
affiliation of the field person,
name of the party (i.e., client) for whom the field person is
conducting the site visit, if other than the field person's
employer,
purpose of the study,
duration of the field visit.

The landowner must be informed of the possible installation of
benchmarks, and other sampling procedures on the landowner’s
property.

St ep 5 Fish Sampling
Sampling in rivers and streams can be challenging and local knowledge to
guide sampling of potential target fish species, life history stages and
seasonality are often quite useful. . The purpose of the fish inventory will
dictate the appropriate time to sample the species and life history stage
of interest. However, many habitat and fish inventories are conducted
during the period of lowest stream flow during the summer. This period,
referred to as the critical stream flow period (CSFP), occurs throughout
most of BC between August and October. This period represents the
stream conditions most likely to limit fish production. If possible, urban
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stream inventories should be timed to coincide with the CSFP. Other
methods detailed by the Resource Inventory Committee discuss habitat
capability, suitability, and stock status and indicate the data requirements
for these analyses.
Selection of sampling sites was described in Step 2. Stop nets should be
placed at the downstream end of the site to aid in fish capture while
electrofishing, especially where visual observation and capture of fish is
impaired by turbidity, excessive water velocity, or turbulence. Stop nets
are very effective in intercepting fish escaping from a sample site that
may otherwise not be seen, or escape.
To ensure that fish sampling covers the range of habitats, fish species
and life history stages present in each stream reach, the use of two or
more types of sampling gear is recommended. Electrofishing normally
comprises one of the techniques1. In some cases the use of two methods
is not appropriate and secondary methods need not be applied.
Examples of situations where this may be the case include:


very small streams where it can be demonstrated that the
range of habitats can be effectively sampled using a single
method (e.g., electrofishing). Single pass electrofishing may
be adequate for many small streams.



field situations where logistically the use of two methods
causes significant time/cost implications; At sample sites
where two methods are appropriate, but for logistic reasons a
second methods adds significantly to the cost, the second
method at that site may be dropped.

If confirmation of fish absence is a goal of the survey, refer to the Fish
Stream Identification Guidebook (FPC, 1995).
Sampling effort must be based on judgement and experience and
consideration of the characteristics of the project watercourse. At a
minimum, the following sampling effort levels must be met:


Electrofishing - Sampling effort required is based on the
length of stream fished and the time considered appropriate
for the conditions of the stream. Minimum sample-site length
is 25m, as described for the in-stream inventory (see Module
5). All habitat types should be sampled within the site. In
certain cases, it may be necessary to increase the length of
stream sampled, e.g., where repeating pool-riffle sequences
contain extremely long pool or riffle units, and the sampled
portion of the stream only incorporates one unit. Where the
number of fish captured in a sample site exceed the
requirements of the survey (e.g., dozens of juvenile coho are
captured when the inventory requirement is to determine
presence), professional judgement should be exercised to

Electrofishing is generally considered to be the most reliable fish capture technique. It also has
significant potential to harm individual fish. Therefore, good electrofishing techniques, professional
judgment and common sense should be used when electrofishing. Where possible, use techniques
other than electrofishing when conditions permit (e.g., seine nets in low gradient, uniform, fine
substrate channel), and when two techniques must be used, use electrofishing second. All
electrofishing crew members must have their electrofishing certification.

1
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limit the sampling effort to reduce the impact on the fish
population. This reduction must not occur at the expense of
detecting less abundant species (e.g. stop sampling the pool
habitats where the coho are being captured, and focus
sampling effort on other habitats present within the sample
site).

Figure 6.2. Electrofishing crew.


Minnow-gee trapping - Sampling effort required is based on
the length of stream to be sampled. Traps must be baited
with salmon roe or canned salmon meat and left to soak at
least 6-12 hours and not more than 18 hours (monitoring soak
times for traps may assist in capture efficiency). Traps must
be placed in sets of three. Professional judgement must be
used when deciding on the location for placing the traps,
although at least one pool and one glide at each site must be
sampled.
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Figure 6.3. Minnow trap.


Seining - Sampling effort required is based on the length of
stream to be sampled. Nets must be full spanning and be
pulled the entire length of the sample site.

Figure 6.4. Seine net across stream.
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Snorkeling - Snorkelling effort required is based on the length
of stream to be sampled. The entire length of the sample site
must be snorkelled.
 Angling - Sampling effort required is based on the length of
stream to be sampled.
Agency staff acknowledge that it is very difficult to set definitive
guidelines for sampling effort and therefore the acceptability of a
particular sampling program. Agency staff will consider sampling in the
context of the program objectives, and the characteristics of the subject
watershed when judging whether the proponent has applied sufficient
fish sampling effort. Both the contract biologist/fisheries technician and
the agency representatives must apply professional judgement, and
issues related to sampling effort should be resolved before or during the
sampling program.


Fish sampling information is recorded either as a Fish Summary or as
Individual Fish Data. Fish Summary information provides records on the
sampling ‘event’. Individual Fish Data provides information for a sample
of all species captured during sampling in the Individual Fish Data section
of the Fish Collection Form. The sample for each species captured must
cover the range of individual fish captured, and must be sufficient to
provide results appropriate to the survey objectives. For example, an
electrofishing site could capture 87 juvenile rainbow trout, 125 longnose
dace and 47 juvenile coho. The total number of each species captured in
each sampling ‘event’ is recorded in the Fish Summary section of the Fish
Collection Form. Individual fish measurements are made only on a
sample for each species/age group and are recorded on the Fish
Collection Form.
Individual fish data must be collected on either a required or a
discretionary basis, as outlined below.
Required data must be
determined for a representative sample of all fish collected, while
discretionary data may be needed depending on the objectives of the
inventory program and the instructions of agency staff.

6.6 .2 Requi red Individual Fish Data
The following information must be collected for a representative number
of each species captured.
Species: The importance of accurately identifying each fish species
captured cannot be overemphasised. Accurately identify all fish sampled
using the Field Key to the Freshwater Fishes of British Columbia (RIC,
1996), and record the fish species code. Field Identification of Coastal
Juvenile Salmonids (Pollard et al. 1997) is a useful field guide for
identifying juvenile salmonids. If a fish species cannot be identified, no
species code is recorded. Instead, a comment stating ‘unidentified’ is
recorded in the associated comment field and a voucher specimen of the
unidentified species must be collected and submitted. A full list of all
fish species and fish species codes known to occur in BC is listed in the
Field Key to the Freshwater Fishes of British Columbia (RIC, 1996).
Length: Record the fork length (FL) or the total length (TL) (in millimetres)
of each fish sampled. Fork length is the length of a fish (in mm) from
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nose tip to fork of tail (median caudal fin rays) and is measured only for
fish with forked tails, e.g., salmonids. Total length is the distance from the
most anterior part of the head to the tip of the longest caudal fin ray and is
measured only for fish that do not posses a forked tail, e.g., sculpins.
Sex: If possible, determine and record the gender of each fish sampled. If
the fish is ripe and ready to spawn, sex may be easily determined by
secondary (phenotypic) sexual characteristics. If the sex cannot easily be
determined by external examination, internal examination will be
required only of those specimens already sacrificed for other reasons (i.e.
genetic or voucher specimens).
Maturity: Maturity represents the determined life stage of the fish and is
visually estimated as ‘immature’, ‘maturing’, ‘mature’, ‘spawning’ or
‘spent.’
Other mandatory information (location, etc.) is outlined in the Reporting
section of this module.

Figure 6.5. Measuring length of a fish.

6.6 .3 Disc ret io nary Individual Fish Dat a
The following information may need to be determined for individual fish
captured during the fish inventory field program:
Weight: Weight measurements are made in grams (0.0g) on whole fish that
have been recently captured (whole wet weight). Excess water should be
removed from live fish carefully. As with the length measurements, it is
important to remain consistent in the techniques used and to carefully
record units and methods in the field notes. Fish weights need not be
recorded for all fish in the length sample.
Ageing Structure: Ageing structures from several representatives of each
size group of each species may be required. Scales or fin ray clippings
are the required ageing structures. Otoliths, cleithrum and operculum
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can be collected from an individual fish only if the fish dies during the
capture, measurement, or release procedures. Samples must be taken
over the range of fish sizes and to separate age groups. The intent of
ageing is to understand fish size at age and growth patterns for a given
population. To avoid damaging fish populations or potentially oversampling, 30 fish should be captured over the range in size and age for
each third order watershed. The body structure used for determining fish
age is numbered (Age Sample Number), preserved and submitted to
MLWAP.
Voucher specimen: Voucher specimens may be required from the fish
sample. Reference voucher collections require a representative selection
of each species group encountered in the sample. The need for reference
voucher collections will be known and incorporated at the project
planning stage. Additional collection of representative specimens of any
fish that the crew is unable to identify in the field, as well as of any
diseased fish, fish showing signs of parasites or the impact from
environmental hazards, may also be required. Voucher specimen
requirements and restrictions for fixation, preservation and submission
of specimen are described in the Fish Collection Methods and Standards,
RIC (1996). This method also provides information on additional
sampling and collection of tissue for age determination and genetic
analysis that may be required for some projects.
Genetic Structure: Certain body structures may be required for the
purposes of genetic classification of species and will be specified by the
agency partners. The crew must assign a unique identifying number to
each genetic sample, if collected, for submission to MLWAP. Record this
number on the form.
Sampling method, gear specifications, field data, and relevant comments
must be recorded on the Fish Collection Form. A sample copy of the
preliminary site and data field card is included in The Fish Collection
Methods and Standards (RIC, 1996). Consult these standards prior to
field work for instructions and standards on all fish handling procedures
including the use of anaesthetics, recovery and release of fish, standard
codes, and protocols.

St ep 6. Pho to doc umentat io n
Representative photographs of fish captured in the project watershed
must be taken as described in SHIM Module 8 (Photodocumentation).

6.7 R epo rting
Agency partners should be consulted at the initiation of the project to determine
if and who reporting requirements have changed.
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6.7 .1 Requi red Invent o ry Dat a
The mandatory inventory data product for this module consists of
completed fish collection forms or information for each fish sampling site
containing the following:
(i)

General Information (see SHIM Module 1 & 2 for details)







(ii)

Gazetted name
Alias name
Watershed code
Waterbody identifier
ILP map number
ILP number







project identifier
reach number
fish permit number
date
crew members

Site and Sampling Method Information




(iii)

site number
NID map number
NID number





Method
site UTM
comments









Discretionary information
weight
ageing structure
genetic structure
voucher specimen
comments

Fish Data









(iv)

Mandatory information
site number
method
pass
species
length
sex
maturity
Gear Specifications















electrofishing
specifications
site number
pass number
date
electrofishing time
length of site
width of site
enclosure
voltage
frequency
pulse width
make
model










net & trap
specifications
site number
method
haul number
date in
time in
date out
time out
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other gear
specifications
site number
method
date
time

(v)

Comments

Any comments relevant to the project may be discussed.
Comments should describe:


any problems that were encountered and how they were
resolved.



special concerns and comments relating to fish populations or
their habitats.
obvious opportunities relating to restoration or enhancement.
recommendations for further field work, and what the
objective of further field work should be.
other concerns.





6.7 .2 Requi red Map Pro duc t s
The mandatory map products for the this module are:



1:5,000 scale map (or map layer) showing confirmed fish
distribution in the watershed;
fish distribution should be mapped on overview watershed
maps completed in SHIM Module 2.

Figure 6.6. Example SHIM map product.
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Figure 6.2. Example SHIM map product.

6.8 R eferences C ited
Forest Practices Code. 1995. Fish Stream Identification Guidebook.
Resources Inventory Committee. 1996. Fish Collection Methods and Standards.
Resources Inventory Committee. 1996. Field Key to the Freshwater Fishes of
British Columbia.
Resources Inventory Committee. 1997. Reconnaissance (1:20,000) Fish and Fish
Habitat Inventory: Standards and Procedures.
Pollard, W.R., Hartman, G.F., Groot, C. and P. Edgell. 1997. Field Identification of
Coastal Juvenile Salmonids. Harbour Publishing.
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Imperviousness

7.1 P urpose
Imperviousness has emerged as a key indicator for urban watershed
management. It is an integrative indicator, and can be used to estimate or
predict cumulative water resource impacts. Having reliable estimates of
imperviousness for watersheds in the Georgia Basin will be very useful in
developing watershed protection strategies. Previous work has described and
compared methods for determining imperviousness (Zandbergen et al., 1999);
this has suggested the need for a sufficiently accurate and consistently applied
methodology that can be used by local governments, resource managers and
community partners.
The objectives of this module are to:





Map local watersheds for imperviousness;
Contribute to the use of imperviousness as a key indicator in
watershed protection;
Promote the use of a consistent methodology for measuring
imperviousness;
Make imperviousness mapping more accessible to local governments
and community groups.

The audience intended for this module include:





Staff in municipalities (planners, engineers).
Community groups involved in watershed mapping.
Colleges, universities and other educational institutions.
Staff of resource / environmental agencies.

7.2 Final P ro ducts
A completed watershed imperviousness overview should generate the following
products:


A table with land use and cover categories considered and
imperviousness factors used.
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A 1:5,000 map including overview watershed features (watershed
boundaries, sub-watersheds, watercourses, roads, cadastral,
topography) and mapped imperviousness land attributes including
land use and cover and estimated. total impervious area (TIA) and
effective impervious area (EIA).

U se o f impervio usness info rmat io n
Wa ters hed clas s ifications
Imperviousness information can be used for comparing watersheds within
a region, or to compare one watershed with a general classification. This
assists in setting conservation priorities, developing regional
management strategies, and setting watershed objectives etc.
Com paris on w ith othe r w aters hed health i ndicat ors
In-stream measures of watershed health (e.g. water quality, biota, and
habitat) can be related to levels of imperviousness, and compared with
relationships from other studies. This provides insight into the overall
impact urbanisation is having on the aquatic ecosystem.
Ev aluatin g urba n des ign
Different designs for newly developing areas or re-developing areas can
be compared in terms of their potential environmental impacts using
imperviousness estimates for these areas. The increases can be placed in
the context of the overall degree of the existing development of the
watershed.
B uild- out ana lys is
Looking into the future of a community can be accomplished by
determining the imperviousness that could result from development
according to the existing zoning plan. Relating this to the (potential)
impacts of that level of imperviousness can provide some insight into
what the watershed will look like if the existing zoning plan is
implemented.

7.3 Intro ductio n

7.3 .1 M et ho do lo gy
While a brief summary and comparison of methodologies will be
presented, the emphasis will be on developing land use and land cover
maps at a scale of approximately 1:5,000 using orthophotos (or aerial
photos). This approach is considered the most useful level of analysis for
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the information to be useful for sub-watershed planning, stormwater
management, and municipal land use planning.

7.3.2 What is impervio usness and w hy is it
impo rtant ?
Imperviousness has been identified as a key indicator of general
watershed conditions. Numerous studies have documented declines in
the health of streams and rivers with increasing levels of imperviousness.
The impervious area in a drainage basin provides a quantitative measure
of the potential impacts on hydrology and other stream health conditions.
It is a measure of the total area where water does not infiltrate into the
soil. Impervious areas in urban regions include: roads, rooftops,
sidewalks, patios, roads, parking areas and highly compacted soil.
Impervious areas are major contributors to the environmental impacts of
urbanisation. As the natural landscape is paved over, a chain of events is
initiated that typically results in degraded water resources.
Imperviousness is an integrative indicator, and can be used to estimate or
predict cumulative water resource impacts. While a good understanding
of the watershed health requires information on many in-stream
conditions (including hydrology, water quality, physical habitat and
biota), imperviousness is probably the most meaningful indicator for the
general condition of stream ecosystems.
Recent research in various regions has consistently shown a strong
correlation between the imperviousness of a drainage basin and the
health of the receiving stream. While the impact of imperviousness on the
health of streams has been recognised for many decades, the last few
years have seen a much stronger recognition of the importance of
imperviousness as an integrative indicator. Several authors have
proposed to use imperviousness as a unifying theme for urban watershed
management (Schueler, 1994; Arnold et al., 1996).
Research on small lowland streams has shown that hydrologic change
creates immediate and severe negative effects in the early stages of
urbanisation. Even at very low levels of imperviousness, these changes
can cause profound alterations to in-stream flow conditions, stream
channel conditions, riparian and in-stream habitat conditions, which leads
to a reduced ability of streams to support healthy fish populations. A
threshold of 10% total imperviousness has been suggested by several
studies. Water and sediment quality become an additional concern at
higher levels of imperviousness, although localised water quality
problems can already occur at low levels of overall watershed
development, for example pesticides from residential areas, sediment
from development sites or agricultural runoff.
Imperviousness is a very important watershed indicator from a scientific
perspective:
Imperviousness correlates highly with changes in hydrological indicators
base-flow, peak-flow peak-flow/base-flow ratio, and flooding frequency.
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As such, it can be used as a surrogate for hydrological monitoring and
modelling where no such information is available.
Imperviousness correlates highly with pollutant loading from non-point
sources in urban areas. As such, it can be used as a surrogate for
stormwater loading monitoring and modelling where no such information
is available.
Imperviousness can be measured fairly easily and reliably, making it
possible to carry out comparisons over time for one watershed, or
between watersheds within a region.
In general, imperviousness is a good predictor of in-stream conditions,
including physical habitat, water quality and biota (fish and benthic
invertebrate communities).
Imperviousness is a very
management perspective:







important watershed indicator

from a

The science behind imperviousness is sufficiently well
established to use imperviousness as a general measure of
watershed health for planning purposes.
Contrary to most other watershed health indicators
(hydrology, water quality, biota) imperviousness is directly
related to land use planning – every individual decision for a
small area can be related directly to a change in
imperviousness.
Imperviousness can be used to predict the general watershed
conditions in the future using population growth scenarios.
The recent amendments to the Municipal Act allow
municipalities to use imperviousness as a land use-planning
tool.

7.3.3 T o tal versus Effect ive Impervio us Area
The most commonly used measure of imperviousness is Total Impervious
Area (TIA), which is a measure of all the areas where water no longer
infiltrates into the soil. This includes all roads, sidewalks, parking areas,
roofs, driveways and any other paved areas. Figure 8.1 shows an example
of a residential area where these impervious areas have been delineated
on an orthophoto. In this example, only the light green areas (consisting
of lawn, shrubs, or forest cover) are considered pervious.
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Figure 7.1 Impervious areas within one residential block delineated on an
orthophoto
This definition of Total Impervious Area is incomplete from a hydrological
perspective for two reasons. First, it ignores areas which are still covered
by vegetation, but which have become so highly compacted or otherwise
so low in permeability by urbanisation that the rate of runoff is
indistinguishable from pavement. Second, it includes some paved areas
that may not contribute to the stormwater runoff response of the stream
channel. For example, rooftop runoff, which is not connected to a
stormdrain system but is diverted into an area of green space (like a lawn
or filter strip) may not contribute directly to increased surface runoff
from that residential area.
The first limitation of the TIA definition is typically ignored in
characterising the impacts of urban development on a watershed, and
requires detailed site-level analysis. The second limitation is addressed
through the concept of Effective Impervious Area (EIA), which is defined
as only that fraction of the Total Imperviousness Area with a direct
hydraulic connection to the downstream drainage, such as through the
storm sewer drainage system. Effective Imperviousness Area is also
known as Directly Connected Area (DCA). By definition, EIA is equal to or
lower than TIA for the same area. EIA is considered a better predictor of
the changes in stream hydrology than TIA, because it takes into account
these areas which are not directly contributing. Direct measurement of
EIA is complicated, and a general relationship between TIA and EIA is
discussed further on in this report.
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7.4 Summary Of Metho do lo gies
A number of methodologies exist to determine imperviousness. Each of the
methods will be described briefly. Figure 8.2 shows how the various
methodologies relate to each other
ground
survey
stereo
photogrammetry
imperviousness factors
(% for different land
use/cover categories)

literature
information

Total
Impervious
Area (%)

air-photo
interpretation
zoning/land use
information
satellite photo
interpretation

Figure 7.2 Methods to determine imperviousness.

7.4 .1 Direc t Measures
Direct measures include ground surveys and stereo photogrammetry.
These methods are referred to as direct measures since they involve
determining the outline for every impervious area, such as roads, roofs,
parking areas, sidewalks etc.
Gr ound S urv eys
Traditional ground surveys provide the most accurate method for
capturing imperviousness, as they result in very accurate outlines of
geographic features. Surveys are expensive and are usually only practical
for the location of lot lines or for designing engineering projects; they
would rarely be feasible for mapping large areas. If survey data is already
available from site plans or engineering projects, it should be used. For
mapping larger areas you need aerial photographs or remote sensing
information.
Stere o- photogram m etry
The most accurate method for acquiring land cover information from
aerial photography is with a stereoplotter. With this equipment, distortion
from the camera lens, radial optics and ground terrain are removed
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during transfer and rectification from the original photographs.
Depending on the flight altitude and the scale of the maps, individual
buildings, streets, and even sidewalks can be separated. An accuracy of
less than 1 meter is typically achievable. Although it is a practical method
for creating maps, the process is time consuming, requires a professional
photogrammetrist and uses expensive equipment. Figure 8.3 shows an
example of the results of stereo-photogrammetry.

Figure 7.3 Stereo-photogrammetry examples.
While existing data of this type is not so common, some municipalities
have already invested in this type of information when creating maps for
city planning. Depending on the quality of the data, imperviousness
information can be derived from this information. A common limitation is
that outlines are often saved as line data and not as polygons.
Depending on the quality of the ground surveys or the stereophotogrammetry, some assumptions may be required to yield precise
answers. In some analyses, areas such as sidewalks and driveways are not
included since they are too small or too difficult to distinguish. Sidewalks,
for example, may only appear as lines in the GIS system so these need to
be multiplied with an average width to obtain an area. Similarly,
driveways could be added by assuming a certain standard driveway area
to each house. In addition, some assumptions will have to made on the
imperviousness of non-paved areas. While this will often be assumed to
be 0% in these direct measurement techniques, some level of
imperviousness could be attributed to various pervious surfaces (e.g. 1%
to forest, 3% to grass land etc.), similar to the use of imperviousness
factors in the indirect measurement techniques.

7.4 .2 Indirec t Measures
Indirect measures include aerial photo interpretation, zoning information
analysis and satellite image interpretation. Because of the smaller scale
typically used in these methods, it is difficult to outline specific
impervious surfaces. As a result, these methods calculate the
imperviousness of an area by determining the land cover and/or land use
category for each area which is then multiplied with the typical
imperviousness of that category. Figure 8.4 shows an example of such a
calculation, which involves three steps:
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agriculture

creating a land use/cover map (using one of the three
methods described below);
calculating the amount of each land use/cover within the
study area; and
multiplying each land use/cover category with an
imperviousness factor, typical for each category (discussed in
more detail below).

commercial

residential

open
space
forest
residential

Land use /
cover category

% of
total
area

imperviousness
factor (%)

forest
open space
agricultural
residential
commercial

28
14
28
27
3

0
5
5
30
80

Total Impervious Area = 12.9%
Figure 7.4 Typical imperviousness calculation using land use/cover maps
Ai r P ho to Inte rpreta ti on
In this approach data from existing aerial photographs are transferred to
a rectified base-map. Manually transferring data from photographs to
maps is labour intensive and is less precise than stereo-photogrammetry,
but is a very practical alternative. Air photos also have the advantage that
they can be used for many other purposes than determining
imperviousness. With this methods it is relatively easy to create maps for
small areas. Land use and land cover can be interpreted from the air
photos and additional information from zoning information and/or
ground surveys. The availability of orthophotos (which are already
rectified) in digital format has made the use of aerial photography even
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more attractive, as the process of digitizing land use and cover
information can be carried out much more cost-effectively.
Zonin g Inf orm ation Anal ys is
Using zoning information can be a very fast and inexpensive way to
determine a rough estimate of imperviousness. Zoning information is
typically already available in digital form. Zoning maps will have to be
checked with aerial photographs and/or field surveys to confirm their
accuracy. The use of a combination of zoning information and air photos
is the most common method for measuring imperviousness in urban
areas at the watershed level.
Satelli te Im age Inte rpreta ti on
Analysis of satellite images can provides land cover and/or land use
maps. Two general approaches are commonly used. The first approach is
visual interpretation of the image to determine land use and/or cover, in
much the same way as aerial photographs are used. The second approach
is automatic classification using the spectral information in the image to
determine land cover only. Control over the classification can be achieved
by using test or “training” areas where the ground cover is was verified in
the field. The spatial resolution of satellite imagery is typically much
lower than aerial photography; 1 pixel is roughly equivalent to an area of
10x10 meters for SPOT images and 30x30 meters for LANDSAT images,
while for recent orthophotos 1 pixel corresponds to area of 1x1 meter.
The spectral resolution of satellite imagery, however, is typically much
higher than aerial photography, as the colour or black and white image
captured through photography is only a small portion of the spectrum
captured through satellite imagery. This makes satellite imagery
particularly well suited for identifying different vegetation types, which
can be hard to interpret on air photos.

7.4 .3 S urro gat e Measure s
Many other variables correlate quite strongly with imperviousness,
including road density and population density. Often this type of data is
already available in some (digital) form and can provide a quick and
rough estimate of imperviousness. Relationships can be found in various
guidebooks, but ideally a relationship is developed for the study region,
as there is likely to be significant variation among regions.
Road Dens it y
Road density has shown a very strong relation with imperviousness. When
using road density as a surrogate measure, the following should be kept
in mind:


at very low levels of imperviousness, road density does not
tend to go towards zero: even at very low levels of
urbanisation there is often a fairly extensive road network,
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connecting farms or small urban areas on the urban/rural
fringe.
road density is a poor predictor of increases in imperviousness
because densification of moderately urbanised areas results in
very minor additions to the road network.

Based on these observations, road density should be considered an
interim measurement, before a more thorough analysis can be
completed. There are other benefits of including the road network in a
watershed analysis, such as the evaluation of road crossings and
fragmentation of terrestrial habitat.
Populati on Dens ity
Population has also shown a very strong relation with imperviousness.
Population as a surrogate measure can be useful for regional or national
comparisons. When using population density as a surrogate measure, the
following should be kept in mind:






population density is typically based on census information;
census area boundaries do not coincide with watershed
boundaries, and the accuracy of population density estimates
will depend on the size and distribution of the census areas
and the sub-watershed being considered.
population is only a good measure in areas with a relatively
homogeneous pattern of urbanisation (e.g. heavy
concentrations of industrial development have high
imperviousness but low population density); as a result,
population is most useful at a somewhat larger, regional scale
for rough comparisons.
population can be a good predictor or relative changes in
imperviousness: high growth areas are likely to increase in
imperviousness; while population density can be used to
estimate imperviousness for a watershed, based on
relationships developed elsewhere, population techniques are
most useful to project future imperviousness from current
conditions.

7.5 R eco mmended M etho do lo gy
Based on a comparative analysis of the various methodologies and the needs and
capabilities of the intended audience, this manual recommends the use of a
methodology with the following elements:






A scale of approximately 1:5,000.
Use of orthophotos as imagery (4-meter pixel or better, colour or
black and white).
Combined land use and land cover mapping.
Use of standard imperviousness factors (local test areas where
feasible).
Use of photogrammetry where already available.
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A Few Notes on Scale
The first consideration in defining a scale for imperviousness mapping is
identifying the maximum and minimum size of areas to be considered.
Imperviousness is most meaningful as an indicator of watershed health for
relatively small watersheds, up to 4th order streams or approximately 25 km2.
This implies that imperviousness should be based on land use and land cover
maps no smaller than 1:20,000. Imperviousness remains meaningful as a
measure of the impact of urban development on the landscape at the site-level
(e.g. a residential subdivision), and could therefore be based on land use and
land cover maps of 1:2,000.
A second consideration in defining scale is a consideration of the possible uses
of the imperviousness information. Imperviousness can be a very powerful
indicator because it can be used to link individual site-level land use decisions to
the health of the watershed in a relatively simple manner. To facilitate the use of
the information, imperviousness mapping should be compatible with municipal
land use planning processes and stormwater management. Ideally, therefore,
land use and land cover information should be obtained at a scale of around
1:5,000.

7.6 R eq uirements

7.6 .1 Imagery and Exist ing Wat ershed Info rmat io n
Orth oph ot o Im agery
Colour is preferred but black and white imagery can also be used;
resolution should be 4-meter pixels or better. In the absence of orthophotos, common airphotos can be used, at a scale of 1:20,000 or better.
This manual does not provide any details on the use of common
airphotos, although the general approach is essentially the same.
Wa ters hed B oundar y
A watershed boundary is of course required to determine imperviousness
for a watershed. This watershed boundary should be of sufficient
accuracy to be useful at the scale on which land use and cover are being
mapped (approximately 1:5,000). Many existing watershed boundaries
(for example the BC Watershed Atlas) are not sufficiently accurate for this
purpose and will normally not even have the individual (sub)watershed
delineated. If no appropriate watershed boundary is already available, it
has to be determined using topography information and the storm sewer
drainage system.

7.6 .2 Addit io nal Info rmat io n
The following information is not required to determine imperviousness,
but can be very useful and should be considered.
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B as e-m ap
When using a good orthophoto, this becomes the de-facto base-map, and
no other base-map is required. It is useful, however, to start from an
existing base-map (e.g. municipal or TRIM), as this will have many
features of use in the process of creating a land use and cover map.
Unless the imperviousness analysis is done in total isolation of any other
project, it is likely that at some point the imperviousness information
(including land use and cover) will be overlaid with other information, so
selecting a common base is highly recommended. An ideal starting point
would be the municipal (legal) base, which would include parcels, roads,
zoning, topography etc.
Stere o- photogram m etry
Where stereo-photogrammetry information is available (e.g. outlines of
buildings and roads), it should be used. If sufficient and recent coverage
is available, this can be the only source of information for imperviousness
calculations, with possibly some of the correction discussed previously
for missing elements. Even if the coverage is incomplete and/or out of
date for the watershed, the information should be used to determine
appropriate imperviousness factors for selected land use categories
(discussed in the next section).
Stream L ocations
While a stream network is not required to calculate imperviousness, it
serves many other purposes and can help “visualise” the watershed
during the analysis. This stream network does not need to be very
accurate (although a highly accurate stream network is useful for many
other purposes).
Zonin g Inf orm ation
Zoning information is not required to calculate imperviousness, but can
be helpful in determining the appropriate land use classification for an
area (some field verification is required). If available in digital form and
up-to-date, zoning information can be a very useful starting point for
digitizing land use. In highly urbanised areas in particular, exiting land
use often corresponds pretty close to the zoning, so there is an
opportunity for saving time in the digitizing step.
GI S E quipm ent and Technical Ski lls
While in theory imperviousness can be determined without GIS (by using
tracing paper), this manual assumes the use of GIS. A basic desktop GIS
(e.g. ArcView or MapInfo) is sufficient if it is capable of:






background raster image display.
on-screen digitizing.
basic polygon creation/editing/cleanup.
adding/creating attribute data.
simple queries.
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The skills required by the person(s) carrying out the imperviousness
analysis consist of:





General imagery interpretation.
Use of a land use and cover classification.
Basic digitizing skills.
Basic GIS database cleanup, management and query skills.

This manual provides some details on orthophoto interpretation, the use
of a land use and cover classification, and the type of GIS digitizing and
database management activities to be carried out, but assumes the user
is comfortable with the basics of GIS and the use of the software. If
regular airphotos are used instead of orthophotos, additional equipment
and skills are required.

7.7 Step-By-Step Descriptio n Of Metho d

St ep 1 Organize Yo ur Pro jec t


Determine the scale of the mapping you are about to
undertake (1:5,000 recommended).



Obtain the required imagery and existing watershed
information (ortho-photo, watershed boundary, municipal
base-map, stereo-photogrammetry, stream network, zoning),
as much as possible in GIS.
Determine the time and resources required for the effort.
Establish a quality control procedure, in particular if there are
several individuals working on the project.




St ep 2 Delineat e t he Wat ershed Bo undary
A watershed boundary is a basic requirement for imperviousness
calculations. This boundary needs to be sufficiently accurate for the
1:5,000 scale being pursued in this manual. Knowing the general outline
of the watershed may be sufficient for identifying the area for which land
use has to be digitized, but is not sufficient for the final calculations.
If a sufficiently accurate boundary is not available, this has to be
determined using the stream network, topography and the storm sewer
drainage network. Topography information with 2-meter contour intervals
is preferred, but 10-meter is acceptable for moderate to steep terrain. For
lowland areas, 10-meter contour intervals would have to be
supplemented by additional information, for example from master
drainage plans or field observation.
Topography is interpreted to obtain the preliminary watershed boundary.
The storm sewer drainage network is then used to modify this boundary
to reflect the actual surface and sub-surface drainage. In general, these
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modifications result in a much less natural boundary, and the watershed
boundary in an urban area will often have straight lines and corners.
Given the relative small size of watersheds being considered and the
degree of modifications to natural drainage patterns, differences in
watershed boundaries can influence the imperviousness estimates. These
differences can result from working at a different scale or using a
different contour interval and interpretation of the storm sewer drainage
network. Storm sewer maps are notoriously difficult to interpret by the
untrained eye. Unless they have been transferred to GIS and mapped as a
network (including connections and direction), they can easily be
misinterpreted. Moreover, they are often out-of-date.
As an example, Figure 8.5 shows the watershed boundaries obtained by
two different studies using the same scale (1:20,000) and the same
information (TRIM contour lines and municipal drainage maps). Such
differences in interpretation are not uncommon – it is therefore highly
recommended to use an existing watershed boundary if it is deemed
sufficiently accurate and to report the watershed boundary as part of the
results of the imperviousness analysis.

GVRD boundary

0

0.5

UBC boundary

1

Kilometers

Figure 7.5 Watershed boundaries for Eagle Creek

St ep 3 Map Land U se and Co ver
Land Us e/Cov er Class ifications
Land cover and land use are two related but not identical concepts: land
use indicates the active land use taking place in a certain area (e.g.
settlement, industrial, agricultural, recreation), while land cover indicates
the vegetative, natural or artificial construction covering the land surface
(e.g. forest, grass, bare surfaces, constructed areas, open water). Land
use and land cover are often mapped separately, and Table 8.1 lists the
general categories used for each. Depending on the level of detail of a
particular mapping project, many more detailed categories are used.
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Table 7.1 General land use and land cover categories
General land use categories
agriculture/aquaculture
residential
commercial
industrial
transportation & utilities
recreation
wildlife and related activities
forestry
hazardous waste sites
water management activities
resource protection & research activities
energy and heat generation
mineral and petroleum extraction
no apparent use (open space)

General land cover categories
built-up areas
forest (various types)
wetland
upland herbs
upland shrubs
alpine
water
mineral
snow and ice

Imperviousness can be calculated using either land use or land cover
maps, but the combination of land use and land cover provides the most
meaningful information for a particular area. While land cover provides in
theory the most accurate information for calculating imperviousness,
quite frequently land cover maps do not distinguish between various
types of built-up areas, which are required for imperviousness
calculations. For example, a land cover map will identify all built-up areas
as one category, but these will include a wide range of activities,
including residential, industrial etc. Also, land cover maps do not show
inclusions or individual built-up areas very well (e.g. houses, roads, and
driveways within large green areas such as parks).
Therefore, land use based on zoning information and aerial photographs
is most commonly used for imperviousness calculations. The main
advantage of using land use information is that it describes the various
types of built-up areas in great detail, which make up most of the
impervious areas in a watershed. The main disadvantage of using land
use information is that it identifies a number of activities which do not
necessarily provide a good indication of what the actual land surface
looks like (and therefore the level of imperviousness that should be
attributed to them). For example, land use categories such as open
space, recreation and resource protection can contain a variety of land
cover types, including forest, grass, shrubs, and bare land (a substantial
amount of buildings can also be found in recreation areas).
It should be noted that for most areas, land use maps are not created on
a regular basis; instead they are created by a wide range of organisations
with many different purposes. As a result, there is little consistency in the
general approach and scale of existing land use information.
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Recom m ended L and Us e/Cov er Class ification
This manual recommends two possible classifications for determining
imperviousness:



Using only land use.
Using a combination of land use and land cover.

The use of only land cover is discouraged, since it provides limited detail
within the urban built-up areas. Using only land use is feasible, but
somewhat incomplete. Using a combination of land use and cover will
provide the most appropriate and complete information for
imperviousness calculations. Table 8.2 lists the recommended land use
and cover classifications for imperviousness analysis.
Table 7.2 Recommended land use and land cover categories
General land use categories
agriculture
single family residential – low density
single family residential – medium density
single family residential – high density
townhouse residential
multifamily residential
commercial
industrial
institutional
transportation (highways)
utilities & special infrastructure
recreation & parks
forestry
open space (no apparent use)

General land cover categories
built-up areas
forest
shrubs
grass / lawns
bare / exposed soil
water

In the case of ground surveys and stereo-photogrammetry,
imperviousness is measured directly by summing up the roofs, roads and
other paved areas. Some assumptions still need to be made regarding the
level of imperviousness for other cover categories, such as grass, shrubs,
forest and bare areas.
Im agery Inte rpretat i on and Databas e Dev elopm ent
Figure 8.6 shows the various steps involved in interpreting the
orthophoto image and developing the GIS database required for
imperviousness calculations.




Open up the orthophoto in your GIS software - familiarize
yourself with the types of features visible on the image.
Create polygons that are uniform in use and cover.
Give each polygon an ID number and attach the appropriate
use and cover codes.
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Minimum Polygon Size
There is no point in mapping really small polygons – too much effort for
too little gain. Minimum polygon size and scale are closely related – at
smaller scales (e.g. 1:20,000 or 1:50,000) the minimum polygon size
would be much larger than at larger scales (e.g. 1:1,000 or 1:5,000). As a
general guide, a scale of 1:5,000 corresponds to a minimum polygon size
of approximately 0.05 ha, meaning that any area smaller than 0.05 ha
will not be mapped as a unique polygon. For example, a very small area
of open space (an undeveloped lot) in the middle of a residential area,
will be mapped as part of that residential polygon. When mapping at a
scale of 1:20,000, a minimum polygon size of 0.5 ha is more appropriate.
It is very important to realize that a good orthophoto will allow for the
identification of an area much smaller than 0.05 ha, but that the
consistent use of the same minimum polygon size to be mapped is
critical for consistency among different areas.
Uniformity of Polygons
Polygons have to be created with respect to uniformity in land use and
cover. For example, from a land cover perspective, residential and
commercial areas are equal (built-up), but they are different in land use,
so they should be mapped as separate polygons. Similarly, a forested
park and a golf course are the same from a use perspective (recreation),
but are different in cover (forest vs. grass), so they should be mapped as
separate polygons. Figure 8.7 provides a few examples of these
classifications.
Field Verification
In the early stages or leaning how to interpret orthophoto imagery, it is
useful to make a printout of some sections, and see what they look like in
the field. After some initial field verifications, very little fieldwork is
typically required, since a good orthophoto provides a lot of detail. Some
field verification may be required for unusual features.
Us e of Zoni n g Inform ation
To assist in determining land use, a zoning map can be very useful.
Zoning information is often used to determine the density of residential
areas and distinguish between very similar land uses, such as
commercial, industrial and institutional. If zoning information is available
in digital format and is up-to-date, it could be used as the basis for the
land use/cover map (i.e. the actual polygons of the zoning map could be
used). However, each boundary has to be verified visually, and each
polygon has to be checked for land use and land cover. Many zoning
polygons will have to be broken up to accurately reflect the actual use
and cover. The use of the digital zoning map is most useful in highly
developed areas, where actual land use and zoning are pretty close – in
other areas, it may be more effective to start creating polygons from
scratch.
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Orthophoto image

Polygons

Land use classification

Land cover classification

Polygons with ID numbers

Database

Figure 7.6 Example of imagery interpretation
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Orthophoto image

Land use

Land cover

Figure 7.7 Example of land use versus cover.

St ep 4 Det ermine Impervio usness Fac to rs
Sou rces of Inf orm ation f or Im perv ious ness Factors
Determining imperviousness on the basis of land use and/or cover maps
requires the use of imperviousness factors to calculate the
imperviousness for a watershed. Imperviousness factors can be derived
through various means:


open literature: % values are provided in several guidebooks.



stereo-photogrammetry: even if this type data is not available
for the entire study area, it can provide accurate estimates for
imperviousness factors for a specific region.
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ground survey: as with stereo-photogrammetry, it is rare to
have this information available for large areas, but smaller
areas can provide accurate estimates for imperviousness
factors.
air photo interpretation of test areas, using a higher level
of detail than used in the land cover/use mapping: this
essentially involves a manual approach to determining the
outlines of buildings, roads and other paved areas, similar to
what stereo-photogrammetry does automatically for large
areas; if the scale of the air-photos is sufficiently large, this
method can give quite accurate results.

Recommended imperviousness factors
Existing studies vary greatly in the imperviousness factors used, which
limit the ability to compare results from different areas. Selecting
imperviousness factors is not an easy task and should be given proper
attention. A set of “typical” imperviousness factors is presented in Table
8.3.
Table 7.3 Recommended imperviousness factors.
code
A000
S110
S120
S130
S135
S200
S300
S400
S500
R100
U100
F100
W000

Land use
Agriculture
Single family
Suburban
Townhouse
Multifamily
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Transport
Recreation
Open space
Forestry
Water

imperviousness
3%
1
n/a
12%
65%
65%
80%
80%
80%
90%
3%
3%
1%
0%

Land cover
Forest
clear-cut
grass
shrub
bare

1%
3%
3%
3%
3%

1 No typical imperviousness factor is assigned to single family residential as this value varies greatly with housing density – details
discussed further below.

One of the most difficult land use categories for which to establish
imperviousness factors is single-family residential areas, for which
imperviousness can vary from 20 to 65% depending on the type of
housing, the overall housing density, and the design of the road network.
For this reason, no “typical” value is given in Table 8.3. Instead, overall
housing density should be used as a guide to selecting the
imperviousness for this category. This can be done using zoning and
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cadastral information and/or aerial photographs. Given the often large
contribution residential areas make to the total urbanised area of a
watershed, establishing an appropriate imperviousness factor for
residential areas is critical to the accuracy for the imperviousness
calculations.
Dev elopin g Tes t Areas
An alternative to using only density as a guide, the use of test areas is a
common way in to determine appropriate imperviousness factors. In this
approach, small residential areas (a few blocks or between 3 and 10
hectares in size) are mapped in great detail, including rooftops,
driveways, sidewalks, parking areas, roads and other paved areas. This
can be achieved using ground surveys, stereo-photogrammetry or air
photos. This level of detail is often not feasible for large areas, but can be
carried out for test areas to determine appropriate imperviousness
factors for a specific area. While it is feasible to do this for all types of
land uses, the variability among different areas for most land uses is
often not substantial enough to warrant the effort. Given the variability
for single family residential areas, the accuracy of the imperviousness
estimate for a watershed is likely to improve substantially when using test
areas.
Ex am ple of Tes t Areas
As an example, Figure 8.8 shows the imperviousness factors developed
by UBC (1999) for three watersheds in the Lower Mainland based on test
areas using 1995 1-meter pixel orthophotos. These values for residential
areas in the Salmon River, Brunette River and Hoy Creek watershed
correspond fairly closely to the values reported in the frequently used
USDA urban hydrology manual (USDA, 1975), lending support to the use
of density as an alternative to test areas (which can be labour intensive).
However, depending on the design of the area (road network, road width,
parking spaces, layout of lots, house sizes), certain regions may deviate
from this general pattern.
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Total Impervious Area (%)
70
60
50
40
30
20

Brunette River
Hoy Creek

10

Salmon River
USDA manual

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

residential density (units/acre)

Figure 7.8 Single family residential factors (linear regression corresponds to
USDA datapoints)

St ep 5 Carry O ut Calc ulat io ns
B as ics of Im perv ious ness Calculation
Simply put, imperviousness factors for different land use and/or land
cover categories are multiplied with the areas for each of these categories
within a watershed and summed up to obtain the overall imperviousness
(as illustrated in Figure 8.9). This procedure is the same for any general
land use or land cover map, irrespective of the source of the information.
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8

Figure 7.9 Land use map of Hoy Creek.
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Table 7.4 Land use and cover for Hoy Creek (km2).
code

description

TIA (%)

use

cover

use/cover

S110
S120
S130
S135
S200
S300
S400
R100
U100
D000
W000

single family
suburban
townhouse
multifamily
commercial
industrial
institutional
recreation
open
under development
open water

47%
12%
65%
65%
80%
80%
80%
3%
3%
3%
0%

1.712
0.028
0.161
0.259
0.082
0.016
0.409
1.407
1.758
1.079
0.035

-

1.712
0.028
0.161
0.259
0.082
0.016
0.409
-

U
B
F
G
W

urban
bare
forest
grass/shrubs
water

n/a
3%
1%
3%
0%

-

2.667
1.079
2.147
1.017
0.035

1.079
2.147
1.017
0.035

6.945
23.3%

6.945

6.945
22.61%

total area
TIA
Effectiv e Im perv ious Area

As mentioned in the introduction, a distinction is made between Total
Impervious Area (TIA) and Effective Impervious Area (EIA). The approach
described so far only addresses TIA. One approach to measuring EIA is
the use of general conversion formulas. Field research has been done on
the relationship between TIA and EIA. Alley and Veenhuis (1983)
developed a relationship based on a number of drainages in the Denver
area: EIA = 0.15 * TIA 1.41. The formula suggests that at low levels of TIA,
the EIA value is substantially lower (less than half). This makes sense
intuitively, since in low density areas there are many possibilities for roof
and road runoff to infiltrate into pervious areas. At high levels of TIA, the
formula suggests there is almost no difference between TIA and EIA.
Again, this makes sense, because for high developed areas, there will be
very limited infiltration, whether or not the imperviousness surfaces are
directly connected or not. Examples of estimates for EIA based on this
formula are shown in Table 8.5 – these estimates may not be very
appropriate for all areas.
Table 7.5 Example of EIA estimates.
land use
low density single family residential
medium density single family residential
high density single family residential
multifamily
commercial/industrial
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TIA (%)
10
20
35
60
90

EIA (%)
4
10
23
48
86

7.8 Final O bservatio ns
Limitations of Imperviousness
While imperviousness is probably the single most important indicator to describe
the general conditions of an urban watershed, there are a number of limitations.
Some of the key limitations to consider are that:






Imperviousness does not consider the influence of riparian buffer
zones.
Imperviousness does not reflect the potential benefits from various
stormwater BMPs.
Imperviousness does not incorporate some of the unique
characteristics of each watershed, including topography, soil types
and surficial materials; and
Imperviousness does not reflect the spatial distribution of the
impervious areas.

Limitations of this Methodology
The methodology described in this manual is considered appropriate for
determining the imperviousness of urban watersheds, but the following
limitations should be kept in mind:











There is no well-established measure for Effective Impervious Area,
which is the most accurate description of the hydrological impact of
creating imperviousness surfaces.
In the absence of orthophotos, some additional equipment and
techniques are required to interpret regular air photos, not covered in
this manual.
The detailed steps covered in the manual require GIS – the same level
of detailed analysis cannot be achieved without GIS.
While the procedures described will give quite accurate results, more
accurate results could be obtained through complete stereophotogrammetry for a watershed.
The procedures assume some training in image characterisation for
those carrying out the digitizing, and quality control and quality
control by a supervisor.
The land cover mapping described in the manual is not a substitute
for detailed vegetation mapping, although existing vegetation cover
information could be used in the land cover analysis.

7.9 Reporting
Suggested Reporting Format
When reporting results of imperviousness calculations, the report should
contain:


A brief description of the methodology.
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The scale of mapping and imagery used.
A table with land use and cover categories considered and
imperviousness factors used.
The justification of how the imperviousness factors were
selected.
The accuracy of land use/cover mapping and minimum
polygon size used.
A diagram with the watershed boundaries and source of
boundaries.
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Photodocumentation

8.1 P urpose
This SHIM Module describes how to develop a photo-document which
characterizes SHIM activities and sites in the project watershed. This record
is intended to augment data collected during the inventory program, and is
useful in verifying field and site conditions.

8.2 Final P ro ducts
Completed photo-documentation of SHIM in-stream habitat, fish and riparian
inventories should generate the following products:
Digital photograph files of all watercourse reaches, fish habitat features,
riparian land cover and representative captured fish in the project
watercourse.
Photographs should be labelled with date, time, site location, watershed, and
characteristics of the equipment (lens, f stop)
Completed photograph fields in the Site Card and Fish Collection Form.

8.3 Intro ductio n
Photodocumentation standards for B.C. are detailed in A Guide to
Photodocumentation for Aquatic Inventories (RIC, 1996). The equipment
required for this module includes:
Camera (35mm single lens reflex (SLR) or digital) with a wide angle (28mm to
35mm lens);
Slide or print film (200, 400, 800 ASA). Type of film should be judged given
the site conditions;
Scanner for digitizing photographs (or digital photos) is required. High digital
resolution (>300dpi) is needed for photograph import into various maps and
documents.
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8.4 Inventory Pro cedure

8.4 .1 Sit e Pho to graphy
Photograph information should be documented on the Site Card or Fish
Collection Form (see SHIM Module 6). The following photographs of a
study area are required:








Riparian Inventory: One landscape (long horizontal axis)
photograph of the left bank transect from the right bank bankfull
margin, one landscape photograph of the right bank transect from
the left bank bankfull margin, and a minimum of two discretionary
landscape photographs of representative stand conditions or
features (i.e., bank slumping, invasive species, etc.) must be
taken.
In-stream habitat inventory: One upstream-oriented and one
downstream-oriented landscape (long horizontal axis) photograph
must be taken at a representative location of each reach to show
general stream characteristics including channel morphology,
riparian vegetation, and fish habitat features. More than two
photographs may be taken of a single reach at the discretion of
the field staff. Photographs of reaches are recorded on the Site
Card.
Fish habitat features: One landscape (long horizontal axis)
photograph must be taken of each fish habitat feature assigned a
NID during the in-stream habitat inventory. The photograph
should be taken from an angle that provides the best visual
representation of the feature. More than one photograph may be
taken of a single habitat feature at the discretion of the field staff.
Photographs of fish habitat features are recorded on the Site Card.
Fish: One landscape (long horizontal axis) representative
photograph of each fish species collected must be taken and
documented. Representative photographs of any fish that the
crew is unable to identify, or of any diseased or parasitized fish
must also be photographed. The quality of these photographs
should enable verification of fish species identifications. Each
photograph must include an object of scale, such as a ruler, to
indicate the relative size of the fish. More than one photograph
may be taken of each fish species at the discretion of the field
staff. Photographs of fish are recorded on the Fish Collection
Form.

The following information must be recorded for each photograph:





roll number (roll #) - the film roll number corresponding to each
photograph.
frame number (frame #) - the negative frame number
corresponding to each photograph.
focal length (foc. lg.) - The focal length of the lens used to take
each photograph, recorded in millimetres.
date (date) - the date (day/month/year).
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direction (dir.) - the general direction of each photograph with
respect to the site from which the photograph was taken, i.e., Up
(upstream), Dn (downstream), XS (across the stream) or Bd
(towards the stream bed).
location - the location of the photograph must be determined
using available mapping or a GPS unit, expressed as a UTM.
comments - any relevant comments about the photograph should
be recorded. These should be descriptive enough and concise
enough to provide a caption for the photograph.

8.5 R epo rting
Agency partners should be consulted at the initiation of the project to
determine if reporting requirements have changed for photodocumentation.

8.5 .1 Requi red Invent o ry Dat a
The mandatory inventory data products for the Photodocumentation
Review are:
1.

Photograph Information including:








2.

roll number
frame number
focal length
date
direction
location
comments
Digital Photograph Files

A digital copy of all photographs is required. The CD must be referenced
using the Project Code and labelled using the standards given in A Guide
The
to Photodocumentation for Aquatic Inventories (RIC, 1996).
following requirements apply to data storage and presentation:






Scanning hardware requirements - at least 24bit, capable of 16
million true colours. A flatbed scanner with minimum 2400dpi
and 600spi is suggested;
File type – tagged information format file (TIFF) is required (ver. 6
preferred, ver. 5 acceptable; PC format). TIFF (ver. 5) will be much
more portable to slightly older programs, however some
improvements have been made for version 6, and can be read by
most current software. See http://home.earthlink.net/~ritter/tiff/
for more information regarding TIFF file formats. (High resolution
gif, jpeg files may also be suitable. Please contact agency partners
for support);
Colour files are required;
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Resolution - Resolution requirements for slides is 1200 dpi, and
for photographs (4”x6”) is greater than 300 dpi.
 Scaling - Photographs must be scaled at 100%.
 Labelling - Digital images must be labelled using whiteboards (this
will not work with post processing of images) or a
software/graphics package to label the image before it is stored
on CD (see example below)
Further information is available at http://www.infomedia.net/scan/TheScan-FAQ.html


Yaakhsis Creek, Roll 2, Frame 11, 35mm, f3.5, 29/08/00, Up,
Reach 1, Site 3, 250750E, 5485640N

Figure 8.1: Example SHIM documented photograph. Yaakhsis Creek, Hesquiaht
Harbour, Aug. 29, 2000.

8.5 .2 Requi red Map Pro duc t s
There are no mandatory map products for Photodocumentation Module.

8.6 R eferences C ited
Tips and Techniques of Image Scanning: http://www.infomedia.net/scan/TheScan-FAQ.html
Resources Inventory Committee. 1996. A Guide to Photodocumentation for
Aquatic Inventories.
The Unofficial TIFF Homepage: http://home.earthlink.net/~ritter/tiff/
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SHIM Data Deliverables and Data
Management

9.1 Data Collectio n and P rocessing
All SHIM projects must conform to current mapping standards outlined in the
SHIM Mapping Procedures Guide (2001) and Resource Inventory Committee
standards for GPS (2002). Stream mapping must be undertaken using
resource grade GPS receiver systems that have been approved by the SHIM
mapping committee. At present only a limited number of receivers have
proven capable of meeting the +5m horizontal accuracy levels desired for
SHIM mapping projects. Acceptable GPS models may change as new
technology comes onto the market and a current listing of acceptable
systems should be obtained from the SHIM mapping committee before
initiating the project. Currently the only GPS receiver that has been fully
approved for stream mapping work with an accompanying customized SHIM
Data Dictionary is the Trimble Pathfinder Pro XR. While the Leica GS50 GPS
receiver is also considered of suitable accuracy, at present the SHIM Data
Dictionary is not compatible with this receiver and would require major restructuring. Most data collected with lower end GPS systems will lack the
spatial accuracy necessary for inclusion in SHIM projects; however, this
information may be useful for other planning purposes and we do not
discourage its collection. Acquiring some environmental data (even if crude)
is still much better than having no information at all.
The SHIM Data Dictionary (Version 24) represents the currently accepted
standard for collecting map data and this file can be obtained and
downloaded free (ddf format) from the SHIM mapping committee for use with
the Trimble GPS units. Previous SHIM protocols outlined in earlier draft SHIM
manuals involved manual data entry into Excel spreadsheets for
incorporation into Access databases. These protocols are no longer current,
and have been superseded by more efficient applications using the GPS data
dictionaries. Collected mapping data should be initially stored within GPS unit
data recorders. Raw GPS data should then be downloaded on a daily basis if
possible into Pathfinder Office software, differentially corrected and
converted into ArcView shapefiles. Raw GPS data should be interpreted and
corrected within ArcView, using the customized SHIM Data Dictionary Tool
(ddtool-b4f.avx) that can be downloaded free from the SHIM website
(http://www.shim.bc.ca/). Common point and polygon features must be
linked to their associated stream line through a unique identifier field.
Instructions and ArcView procedures for ensuring that feature points are
correctly linked to unique stream identifiers are also included within the SHIM
Data Dictionary Tool.
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9.2 Qualificatio ns
At least one person on each SHIM mapping team must act as a Data Manager
and have completed a RIC certified GPS course in resource mapping.
Acceptable training programs are offered by several agencies, contacts for
which can be obtained from the SHIM mapping committee. The Data Manager
is responsible for training field operators in SHIM procedures and must
provide documentation of protocols implemented to quality assure (QA) data
collection/interpretation and maintain overall quality control (QC) of the
project.

9.3 Deliverables
SHIM data should be delivered on a CD-ROM in the following directory
structure:
Stream Name Folder
 Photo Subfolder
 Raw GPS Data Subfolder
 Corrected GPS DataSubfolder (if data was post-processed)
 Processed GPS Data Subfolder
 Metadata Subfolder
 SHIM map Subfolder
A single winzip file containing folder and subfolder data should be created
for each stream surveyed. Be sure to select the 'Save Extra Folder Info' option
for the winzip file. For older versions of Winzip (i.e., prior to version 7.0) the
“Recurse Folder” option should also be selected. The required subfolders
should contain the following information:

9.3 .1 Pho t o Subfolder


Digitized images of all photos taken (jpg format). File naming
based on photo point number (e.g., 4135.jpg). Preferred file size
for jpg images is approximately 100kb with an accepted
maximum size of 200kb.



A single summary table (Word format) listing all photos taken of
the stream with identifying photo numbers, date of photo capture,
description of features photographed and photo orientation
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Phot o Summary Table
Stream Name

Photo point
number

Date
(d/m/y)

Feature

Direction
(up/down or X stream)

*All jpg photo images must be hotlinked to the photo_point shapefile present
in the processed GPS data subfolder. To do this involves a series of
programming steps within ArcView that are outlined in the appendum at the
end of this module.

9.3 .2 Raw GPS Dat a Subfo lder


Raw GPS data files (in Trimble’s .ssf file format) for all SHIM
mapped stream features (points, lines and polygons).

9.3 .3 Co rrec t ed GPS Data Subfo lder
Raw GPS data files (in Trimble’s .cor file format) for all SHIM
mapped stream features. Submit only if GPS data were
differentially corrected through post-processing and not through
real time corrections. Reference stations used for post-processing
data must be validated by the Geo-Spatial Reference Unit of the BC
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management. A listing of
currently validated stations and services can be obtained from the
Base Mapping and Geomatics Services Branch at:
http://home.gdbc.gov.bc.ca/gsr/specifications/resource_gps/
validations/base_val.htm


9.3 .4 P ro c essed GPS Dat a Subfolder
Corrected ArcView shapefiles of all mapped stream features. This
includes the associated dbf, sbn, shx, sbx and shp files for each feature
with file names consistent with the feature types used in the SHIM data
dictionary. The line, point and polygon files that should be included as
part of a SHIM mapping project include:


stream_line.shp – line feature delineating the stream centreline.
Required for all SHIM mapping projects.



end_point.shp – point feature depicting termination of stream
segment mapping. Must contain completed comment field
providing explanation for why mapping stopped at this point.
Required for all SHIM mapping projects.



wetland.shp – line feature delineating the extent of wetlands
adjacent to the stream. Recommended but not required.
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cross-section.shp
culvert.shp
discharge.shp
enhancement.shp
erosion.shp
point features depicting
fish_habitat.shp
various
constructions,
habitats,
conditions
or
fish_sample.shp
activities
at
distinct
modification.shp
locations
along
the
obstruction.shp
stream
length.
photo_point.shp
Recommended but not
required.
tree_Wildlife.shp
wildlife.shp
waterbody.shp
water_sample.shp
riparian_hab.shp – polygon feature delineating the riparian
habitats adjacent to the stream corridor. Recommended but not
required.

Complete stream files are created in ArcView by merging the corrected
points, lines or polygons from individual mapped stream segments into a
single composite file for each feature type. Each shapefile must be
associated with the parent stream using a unique identifier (denoted by
the shared key_id field in the SHIM Data Dictionary).
GPS data files (in Trimble .ssf or .cor formats) are originally converted
into ArcView shapefiles using the "Export Utility" in Pathfinder Office.
When exporting these files into ArcView make sure that the "Export Setup
Properties" in the Trimble Office software are set to "Features - Export all
Features" and not to "Positions Only."
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The "Coordinate System and Zone" for export should be set to "UTM, NAD
1983," with the appropriate UTM zone selected for your mapped area.

All ArcView shape files must contain descriptive metadata fields that can
be simultaneously exported from Pathfinder Office with the Data
Dictionary information. To ensure that relevant metadata is linked to the
SHIM shapefiles the following configuration settings must be toggled on
within the Export Utilities function in Pathfinder office:

At t ribut es T ab






All Feature Types: PDOP, Correction Status, Receiver Type, Date
Recorded, Time Recorded, Data File Name, Total Positions,
Filtered Positions, Data Dictionary Name (earlier versions of
Pathfinder Office may not allow this last option)
Point Features: Horizontal Precision, Standard Deviation, Postition
Line Features: Ave. Horizontal Precision, Worst Horizontal
Precision
Area Features: Ave. Horizontal Precision, Worst Horizontal
Precision
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Po sitio n Filt er T ab



Minimum Satellites: 3D (4 or more)
Maximum PDOP: 8
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A text file is created during the export process that lists the configuration
settings used for export. This file should be included in the project
deliverables as a method of QA/QC.

9.3 .5 Met adat a Subfo lder



All text files created during export processing from Pathfinder
Office to ArcView that show configuration settings
A single summary table (Word format) for the mapped stream
describing: mapping organization, crew and qualifications, GPS
and GIS systems used and target accuracies, specific location of
mapping, the extent of stream mapping (i.e., mainstem and tribs),
date of mapping, SHIM procedures used (i.e., field methods and
data dictionary versions), protocols used for quality
control/assurance
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St ream Summary Table
Creek Name:
General Location:
Agency:
Data Manager:
Manager Qualifications:
Mapping Crew:
Crew Qualifications:
GPS receiver used:
GPS refererence stations:
Target accuracy:
GPS software used (Name, Version):
GIS software used (Name, Version):
Mapping start point (UTM Zone/Easting/Northing):
Mapping end points (UTM Zone/Easting/Northing):
Mainstem fully mapped (Y/N):
If No, why not:
All tributaries entry points mapped (Y/N):
If No, why not:
All tributaries fully mapped (Y/N):
If No, why not:
Explain any gaps in continuity of stream line work
(e.g., stream subterranean, landowner difficulties, etc.):
Date mapping completed:
SHIM Field Manual Version:
SHIM Data Dictionary Version:
Standard SHIM QA/QC protocols followed (Y/N):
If No, describe deviations in protocol:
Comments:

9.3 .6 SHIM Map Subfo lder


A finalized map (in either eps or doc format) showing all stream
features labelled using standardized SHIM symbology and colour
schemes.
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Map symbol templates (in ArcView avl format) for each SHIM feature can
be downloaded from the SHIM website for use in creating these maps.
Stream maps should be presented at a 1:20,000 scale for general
overview purposes.

9.4 Flowchart of the SH IM Data Management P rocess

Collect SHIM data in field
with Trimble GPS unit
Take photographs in the field
and scan into jpg images
Download raw GPS data
into Pathfinder Office software
Differentially correct
(if post processing)
Export raw GPS data to ArcView
for processing
Save text files of export
configuration settings
Interpret/correct ArcView shapefiles
using the SHIM Data Dictionary Tool
Merge stream segment features
using the SHIM Data Dictionary Tool
Link features to a unique stream identifier
using the SHIM Data Dictionary Tool
Use features to create stream overview maps
using standardized SHIM symbology
Burn raw and processed GPS data, photo images
metadata information and overview maps onto CD-Rom
Deliver to SHIM mapping committee
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Appendum: Hotlinking JPG Images to ArcV iew Shapefiles
1. Open the photo_point theme in the View window and add a new field within
its attribute table
(name the new field photo_id1, photo_id2, and
photo_id3).
These fields will store the image pathway that will be accessed by the hotlink
tool.
Up to 3 photo images can be linked by this method to any single photo
location point.
2. Enter for each record in this field the full pathway to locate the jpg image on
the appropriate disk or drive (e.g., d:/elk_creek/photos/1230.jpg). The drive
designation may have to be adjusted by varied users of this data as CD-ROM
drive letters are inconsistent, and users may also choose to store the images
on their hard drives.

3. Define the user script to allow hotlinking of the jpg images
 Create a new script in the Project window:



Select the “Load Text File” in the Script Properties dialog
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Navigate to the file
c:\esri\av_gis30\arcview\samples\scripts\lnkmgvw.ave within the
standard ArcView program



Download the script (shown partially below)



Select the “Script Properties” dialog and rename the script to
View.HotlinkImage



Select the “Script Compile” option in the Script window and
compile the script
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4. Define the theme’s Hot Link properties
 Open the “Theme Properties” dialog for the photo_point shapefile
in the View window and scroll to the Hot Link panel



Within the Hot Link properties options select:

Field = photo_id
Predefined Action = Link to User Script
Script = View.HotLinkImage
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5. Use the Hot Link tool to view and edit jpg images
 Select the Extensions option under the File properties menu.
 Toggle on the JPEG (JFIF) Image Support option under Available
Extensions.
 jpg images associated with the photo_point shapefile can now be
viewed simply by clicking on a photo point with the Hotlink tool
found in the View window. This will bring up a full sized image in
its own ArcView window, with full ArcView editing and printing
functionality.
 Switch between different field names (i.e., photo_id1, photo_id2,
and photo_id3) in the Theme Properties Hotlink Field if there is
more than one photo linked to the point.
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Using the SHIM Data Dictionary v23.0

Specificatio ns Fo r GPS Accuracy
Specifications for watercourse mapping will follow the Specifications and
Guidelines for Resource Surveys using GPS Technology (REF, 1998), namely:
 The required survey accuracy (i.e. target accuracy) for the project must be:
 Network Horizontal Accuracy = 5m
 Interpretive Horizontal Accuracy = 5m
 All significant deflections, required to delineate the feature being mapped at
the required accuracy, must be mapped.
Please refer to Module 5 (GPS Surveying Procedures) for GPS mapping
specifications.

Configure GP S
Be sure to configure the GPS unit according to RIC specifications included in
SHIM Module 5.

Create Ro ver File
Start new rover file: select appropriate file name structure (Stream name/ date).
Never open a rover file from the previous day to add more information.

Lo ad SHIM data dictio nary
 Select Stream to Start GPS data collection for the watercourse centre line.
 Select Pause to pause data recording for the centre line while entering other
information or to walk around large obstacles or impenetrable vegetation. Also,
select pause when standing still for any reason.
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Start M apping Stream C entreline
 Select Dynamic Stream Line to Start GPS data collection
 Select Pause to add reference information.
 Select Resume to continue recording the positions of the Dynamic Stream
Line (walk the centre of the bankfull width if possible; otherwise walk along one
bank and record offsets (which must be taken into account when digitizing the
final stream location back in the office), or nest location points with offsets
every 15 to 25m for a point-to-point traverse.

Reco rd Start Po int
 Select Nest / Point / Start Point to capture the position of the start point
(minimum 60 positions). According to the RIC standard a “point of
commencement” (POC) is required to mark the beginning of a dynamic line. We
will call this first point a start point.
 Select Resume to record 60 positions and Enter to save the start point
 Select Resume to continue mapping the centre line of the watercourse

E nter Stream R eference Info rmatio n
 Entries for crew, date, and stream name are mandatory
 Select Resume to continue recording the positions of watercourse centre line
(walk the centre of the bankfull width if possible; otherwise walk along one
bank and record offsets for each segment. Offsets must be taken into account
when digitizing the final stream location back in the office, or nest location
points with offsets every 15 to 25m for a point-to-point traverse.

Create a Stream Segment
 To create a segment select F3 or Seg. A new segment for the watercourse
centre line is made by selecting F3 or Seg. A stream segment should be made
to mark the beginning of a homogenous set of stream characteristics such as
riparian classification, channel characteristics, channel confinement and
topography. Make sure that you do not end the line feature when saving a
segment or you will have to enter all of the data again.
 Enter segment attributes. Enter all attributes that have changed for the new
segment otherwise the attributes from the previous segment will be the default.
A new stream segment is to be created where there is a significant change in:
 segment class,
 riparian class,
 crown cover,
 hydraulic type,
 instream Fish Habitat cover,
 channel characteristics,
 gradient,
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 substrate.
 It is mandatory to enter the right and left bank riparian classification in order
to save the segment.
 Select Enter to save the watercourse line feature at the end of the day and at
the end of the watercourse.
 Use Comments to note why you ended mapping the watercourse.
 Stream segments are similar to reaches, except that they can be defined
according to the objectives of the survey, riparian classification, the complexity
of channel characteristics, channel confinement and topography, top of bank
validation and available time and resources.

Reco rd a C ross-Sectio n Po int
 Nest a Cross-Section Point at a representative site in each stream segment or
every 250-500 meters depending on the variability of the stream and the
objectives of the survey. Cross-sections can also be taken to validate riparian
classification and top of bank.

Habitat Feat ures
 Select Habitat Features on an opportunistic basis to capture the positions and
attributes of Culvert, Wildlife, Obstruction, Modification, Dishcharge, Erosion,
etc.

Traverse
 Select Point and then Location Point to add distance bearing and gradient for
each successive point. If the GPS signal becomes inoperable due to high PDOP
values in areas of channel confinement or dense canopy a traverse maybe
necessary.

E nd Po int
 Select Nest / Point / End Point to capture the position of the End point of the
survey for that day. Select Resume to record 60 positions and select Enter to
Save the End point.

Monume nt
 Select Nest / Point / Monument to capture the position of a Monument where
appropriate, usually at the request of the local government.
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Map Tie Po int
 Select Nest / Point / Map Tie Point to record the GPS co-ordinates of a feature
that is clearly visible on an orthophoto. This establishes a clear “tie” or point of
reference between the GPS data and the existing mapping. Examples of map tie
points include roads, buildings, and power lines that intersect the stream.

Benchmark
 Select Nest / Point / Bench Mark to record the position of a benchmark. A
benchmark is a permanent feature (e.g., the corner of a building, a permanently
installed metal stake) that is used to geo-reference a GPS survey or sampling
location.

Using Stream C ards
 If feature attributes are not captured using the GPS, then a Reference Point
and Reference Point Number must be nested every 100m along the stream. A
plastic or metal tag with the reference point number should be attached to a
permanent object at the reference point. Feature attributes and the
corresponding reference point number must be recorded on a SHIM Stream
Card. The card information must be later integrated with GPS coordinates

Data M anagement
 Upload data on a daily basis from the data logger to the PC.
 Export line segments and point features into Arcview and display in a view
using predefined theme properties.
 Digitize a new best-fit line based on the point and line data.
 Break the new best-fit line into line segments.
 Copy attributes from each GPS line segment to each corresponding new line
segment.
Each feature point must be assigned Reference Information for the stream in the
GIS.
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segment)
Primary, MENU (State of stream section)
Secondary, MENU (State of stream section)
Hydraulic, MENU (Dominant hydraulic type)
Comt_Class (Comments for Segment)
Caption

accessible to livestock)
Bars, MENU
Comt_SChar (Comments for Segment)
Caption

CHANNEL
∗ Width_W (wetted width)
∗ Width_BF (Bank full width)
∗ Width_LFP (left flood plain width)
∗ Width_RFP (right flood plain width)
∗ Depth_W (Wetted depth)
∗ Depth_BF (Bankfull depth)
∗ Comt_Chan (Comment for Channel)
∗ Caption

SUBSTRATE
∗ Sub_Organic
∗ Sub_Fines
∗ Sub_Gravel
∗ Sub_Cobble
∗ Sub_Blder
∗ Sub_BedRk
∗ Compaction, MENU (Level of substrate compaction)
∗ Comt_Sub (Comment for Substrates)
∗ Caption

∗
∗
∗

SEGMENT CHARACTER
∗ Gradient (Gradient to last point for chain survey)
∗ Crown_Closure, MENU
∗ Spawning_Habitat, MENU (Good spawning habitat)
∗ Livestock_access, MENU (Stream segment

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

SEGMENT CLASS
∗ Seg_Number (Unique Identification number for

STREAM REFERENCE
∗ StreamName
∗ LocalName
∗ Organization
∗ WtrshedCde (Watershed Code)
∗ TributaryCde (Tributary Code)
∗ ILP (Interim Locator Point (Tributary Code))
∗ Date
∗ Time
∗ Crew
∗ Weather, MENU
∗ Air Temp (degrees centigrade)
∗ Water Temp (degrees celsius)
∗ Stage, MENU
∗ Comments
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
∗ Caption

STREAM, line
Stream centre line dynamic line
segments

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Type_Point, MENU (Point Type Code)
Point_number (unique point identification number)
Distance (Distance to last point for chain survey)
Bearing (Compass bearing to last point)
Gradient (Gradient to last point for chain survey)
Elevation (Altimeter elevation in meters)
Comments
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photographs)

POINT, point (Nested Point type)

FLORA & FAUNA
∗ Cmmnt Flora (Flora Comment)
∗ Cmmnt Fauna (Fauna Comment)

RIGHT BANK RIPARIAN
∗ R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ R_BandWidth
∗ R_BankSlope
∗ R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ R_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

LEFT BANK RIPARIAN
∗ L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ L_BandWidth
∗ L_BankSlope
∗ L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ L_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ L_Comment (Comment Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

INSTREAM COVER
∗ Total_Cover (Percentage of Segment With Cover)
∗ B (percent boulder)
∗ DP (percent deep pools)
∗ IV (percent instream vegetation)
∗ LWD (percent)
∗ OV (percent overstream vegetation)
∗ SWD (small woody debris)
∗ UC (percent undercut bank)
∗ LWD_Count (Number of LWD in Segment)
∗ Spanlog_Count (Number of LWD in Segment)
∗ DP_Count (Number of Deep Pools in Segment)
∗ Comt_Cov (Comment for Channel)
∗ Caption

compaction)
CommntSub
Caption

EXTRA LEFT BAND
∗ LX_BandWidth (left extra band width)
∗ LX_Slope (degrees)
∗ LX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ LX1_BandWidth (left extra band width)
∗ LX1_Slope (degrees)
∗ LX1_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ LX_Comment (Comment left extra band)
∗ Caption

DETAILED CHANNEL (Detailed channel
cross-section)
∗ SLC_Depth
∗ CL1_Width (Width at CL1)
∗ CL1_Depth (Depth at CL1)
∗ CL2_Width (Width at CL2)
∗ CL2_Depth (Depth at CL2)
∗ CL3_Width (Width at CL3)
∗ CL3_Depth (Depth at CL3)
∗ WETL_Width
∗ CR1_Width (Width at CR1)
∗ CR1_Depth (Depth at CR1)
∗ CR2_Width (Width at CR2)
∗ CR2_Depth (Depth at CR2)
∗ CR3_Width (Width at CR3)
∗ CR3_Depth (Depth at CR3)
∗ WETR_Width
∗ BF_Width (Bank full width)
∗ BF_Elevation (Bank full Elevation)
∗ LFP_Width (left flood plain width)
∗ RFP_Width (right flood plain width)
∗ FP_Elevation (Flood plain elevation)
∗ Comt_EChan (Extra Channel comments)
∗ Caption

CHANNEL
∗ Width_W (wetted width)
∗ Width_BF (Bank full width)
∗ Width_LFP (left flood plain width)
∗ Width RFP (right flood plain width)
∗ Depth_W (Wetted depth)
∗ Depth_BF (Bankfull depth)
∗ Depth_FP (Flood plain depth)
∗ Comt_Chan (Comment for Channel)
∗ Caption

∗
∗

SUBSTRATE
∗ Sub_Organic
∗ Sub_Fines
∗ Sub_Gravel
∗ Sub_Cobble
∗ Sub_Blder
∗ Sub_BedRk
∗ Compaction, MENU (Level of substrate

CROSS-SECTION POINT
∗ Point_number (unique point identification)
∗ Velocity (average velocity feet per second)
∗ Flow (cubic feet per second)
∗ Flow_method, MENU
∗ Comments (general comments)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number)
∗ Caption

CROSS-SECTION, point

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND4
∗ L4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ L4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ L4_BandWidth
∗ L4_BankSlope
∗ L4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ L4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ L4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ L4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ L4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ L4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ L4_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND3
∗ L3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ L3_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ L3_BandWidth
∗ L3_BankSlope
∗ L3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ L3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ L3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ L3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ L3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ L3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ L3_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND2
∗ L2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ L2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ L2_BandWidth
∗ L2_BankSlope
∗ L2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ L2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ L2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ L2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ L2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ L2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ L2_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND1
∗ L_Bearing (Compass bearing from last point)
∗ L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ L_BandWidth
∗ L_BankSlope
∗ L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ L_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ L_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

cont’d.

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND3
∗ R3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ R3_Qualifier (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ R3_BandWidth
∗ R3_BankSlope
∗ R3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ R3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ R3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ R3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ R3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ R3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R3_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND2
∗ R2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ R2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ R2_BandWidth
∗ R2_BankSlope
∗ R2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ R2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ R2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ R2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ R2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ R2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R2_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND1
∗ R_Bearing (Compass bearing from last point)
∗ R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ R_BandWidth
∗ R_BankSlope
∗ R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ R_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

EXTRA RIGHT BAND
∗ RX_BandWidth (right extra band width)
∗ RX_Slope
∗ RX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ RX1_BandWidth (right extra band width)
∗ RX1_Slope (degrees)
∗ RX1_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ RX_Comment (Comment right extra band)
∗ Caption
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Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Culvert (Type of culvert)
Owner, MENU
Condition, MENU (condition of culvert)
Barrier, MENU (Obstructs fish passage)
Material, MENU (Culvert material)
Substrate, MENU (substrate within culvert)
Form, MENU (Shape of culvert)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of culvert above streambed)
Depth (Depth of plunge pool)
Diameter (Diameter of culvert)
ScreenSize
StormOutlets
Headwall (Does a headwall exist)
Apron (Does an apron exist)
Baffles (Do baffles exist)
Comments
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Obstruction, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Barrier, MENU (Obstructs fish passage)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Depth (Depth of feature)
Diameter (Diameter of feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Slope
ScreenSize
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments

OBSTRUCTION, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

CULVERT, point

FLORA & FAUNA
∗ CmmntFlora (Flora Comment)
∗ CmmntFauna (Fauna Comment)

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND4
∗ R4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ R4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ R4_BandWidth
∗ R4_BankSlope
∗ R4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of bank)
∗ R4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ R4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
∗ R4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ R4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
∗ R4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R4_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

CROSS-SECTION, point cont’d.

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Modification, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Type Material, MENU
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of feature)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Discharge, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Material, MENU (Culvert material)
Headwall, MENU (Does a headwall exist)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Diameter (Diameter of feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Temperature (Water temperature)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments

Point_number (unique point identification)
Source_Erosion, MENU (code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Severity, MENU
Exposure, MENU
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Slope
PhotoNum (roll and print no. of photos)
Comments

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Habitat, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Depth (Depth of feature)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments

FISH HABITAT, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

EROSION, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

DISCHARGE, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

MODIFICATION, point
Point_number (unique poin identification)
TrapNo (Minnow Trap number)
DateIn (Date Trap was set)
DateOut (Date Trap removed)
Method (Method of detection)
Species, MENU (Code for fish species)
Count_total (Number of fish sampled)
Redd, MENU (Presence of redd)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments
Caption

SPECIES 6
∗ Sp_6, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_6 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_6, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_6
∗ Caption

SPECIES 5
∗ Sp_5, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_5 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_5, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_5
∗ Caption

SPECIES 4
∗ Sp_4, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_4 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_4, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_4
∗ Caption

SPECIES 3
∗ Sp_3, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_3 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_3, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_3
∗ Caption

SPECIES 2
∗ Sp_2, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_2 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_2, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_2
∗ Caption

SPECIES 1
∗ Sp_1, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_1 (Number of fish sampled)
∗ Age_1, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_1
∗ Caption

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

FISH SAMPLE, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗
∗
∗

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Evidence, MENU
Class_Wildlife, MENU
Bank, MENU
Species_Wildlife
CmmntFauna (Fauna Comment)
PhotoNum (roll and print no. of photos)

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Tree, MENU
Veteran_tree, MENU (Point Locatino of a Veteran Tree)
DBH (Diameter Breast Height)
Mast_tree, MENU
Bank, MENU
Nesting, MENU
State, MENU (State of Wildlife Tree)
Woodpkr_use, MENU
Denning, MENU
Perches, MENU
Cavities, MENU
CmmntFlora (Flora Comment)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number)

TREE_WILDLIFE, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Enhancement, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Status, MENU (Potential or Existing
Enhancement)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Diameter (Diameter of feature)
Comments
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)

WILDLIFE, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗
∗
∗
∗

ENHANCEMENT, point

∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
TDS (Total Dissolved Solids)
pH
Temp (Degrees Centigrade)
DO (Dissolved Oxygen)
Turbidity, MENU
Comments

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
Photo_Roll_&_Frame
Photo_Direction, MENU
Photo_Bearing
Photo_Comments

PHOTO_LOCATION, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Distance (Distance to last point for chain survey)
Bearing (Compass bearing to last point)
Comments

WATER_SAMPLE, point

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
Type_Waterbody, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Length (Waterbody length)
Width (Bankfull Width)
Depth (Bankfull Depth)
Temperature (Water temperature)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
Comments

WETLAND, line

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

WATERBODY, point
Location of an adjacent waterbody
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Weather, MENU
Air Temp (degrees centigrade)
Water Temp (degrees celsius)
Stage, MENU
Comments
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
Caption

for segment)
Primary, MENU (State of stream section)
Secondary, MENU (State of stream section)
Hydraulic, MENU (Dominant hydraulic
type)
Comt_Class (Comments for Segment)
Caption

Compaction, MENU (Level of substrate
compaction)
Comt_Sub (Comment for Substrates)
Caption

CHANNEL
∗ Width_W (wetted width)
∗ Width_BF (Bank full width)
∗ Width_LFP (left flood plain width)
∗ Width_RFP (right flood plain width)
∗ Depth_W (Wetted depth)
∗ Depth_BF (Bankfull depth)
∗ Comt_Chan (Comment for Channel)
∗ Caption

∗
∗

10

SUBSTRATE
∗ Sub_Organic
∗ Sub_Fines
∗ Sub_Gravel
∗ Sub_Cobble
∗ Sub_Blder
∗ Sub_BedRk

∗
∗

9

8

6
7

survey)
Crown_Closure, MENU
Spawning_Habitat, MENU (Good spawning
habitat)
Livestock_access, MENU (Stream segment
accessible to livestock)
Bars, MENU
Comt_SChar (Comments for Segment)
Caption

SEGMENT CHARACTER
∗ Gradient (Gradient to last point for chain

∗
∗

3
4
5

SEGMENT CLASS
∗ Seg_Number (Unique Identification number

∗

∗
∗

2

∗
∗

1

STREAM REFERENCE
∗ StreamName
∗ LocalName
∗ Organization
∗ WtrshedCde (Watershed Code)
∗ TributaryCde (Tributary Code)
∗ ILP (Interim Locator Point (Tributary Code))
∗ Date
∗ Time
∗ Crew

STREAM, line
Stream centre line dynamic
line segments

Cover)
B (percent boulder)
DP (percent deep pools)
IV (percent instream vegetation)
LWD (percent)
OV (percent overstream vegetation)
SWD (small woody debris)
UC (percent undercut bank)
LWD_Count (Number of LWD in Segment)
Spanlog_Count (Number of LWD in
Segment)
DP_Count (Number of Deep Pools in
Segment)
Comt_Cov (Comment for Channel)
Caption

FLORA & FAUNA
∗ Cmmnt Flora (Flora Comment)
∗ Cmmnt Fauna (Fauna Comment)

20 R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
21 R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ R_BandWidth
∗ R_BankSlope
22 R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
23 R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
24 R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
25 R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
26 R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
27 R_Bank_Material, MENU
28 R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
∗ R_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
∗ Caption

RIGHT BANK RIPARIAN

11 L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
12 L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ L_BandWidth
∗ L_BankSlope
13 L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
14 L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
15 L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
16 L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
17 L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
18 L_Bank_Material, MENU
19 L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
∗ L_Comment (Comment Left bank riparian)
∗ Caption

LEFT BANK RIPARIAN

∗
∗

∗

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

INSTREAM COVER
∗ Total_Cover (Percentage of Segment With

1. Weather, MENU
∗ Light Rain
∗ Heavy Rain
∗ Snow/Sleet
∗ Overcast
∗ Clear
∗ Partly Cloudy
∗ Other
2. Stage, MENU
∗ Dry
∗ Low
∗ Moderate
∗ High
∗ Flood
∗ Other
3. Primary, MENU (State of Stream Section)
∗ Channelized
∗ Culvert
∗ Ditch
∗ Modified
∗ Natural
∗ Other
4. Secondary, MENU (State of Stream Section)
∗ Beaver Pond
∗ Ephemeral
∗ Flumed
∗ Intermittent
∗ Side channel
∗ Wetland
∗ Braided
∗ Non-channelized
∗ Other
5. Hydraulic, MENU (Dominant Hydraulic
Type)
∗ Beaver Pond
∗ Cascade
∗ Cascade/Pool
∗ Falls
∗ Pool
∗ Run
∗ Riffle
∗ Riffle/Pool
∗ Slough
∗ Standing
∗ Wetland
∗ Other
6. Crown_Closure, MENU
∗ 0
∗ 1-20%
∗ 21-40%
∗ 41-70%
∗ 71-90%
∗ >90%
7. Spawning Habitat, MENU (Good Spawning
Habitat)
∗ Anadromous
∗ Resident
∗ Unknown
∗ Potential
8. Lifestock_access, MENU (Stream Segment
Accessible to Livestock)
∗ Yes

9. Bars, MENU
∗ None
∗ Side
∗ Diagonal
∗ Mid-channel
∗ Spanning
∗ Braided
10. Compaction, MENU (Level of Substrate
Compaction)
∗ Low
∗ Medium
∗ High
11. L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed wetland
∗ Dug out pond
∗ Exposed soil
∗ Flood plain
∗ Herbs/grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed forest
∗ Natural wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
12. L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
13. L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
14. L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
15. L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
16. L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
17. L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low

18. L_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ Concrete
∗ Gabions
∗ Pilings
∗ Stonework
∗ RipRap
∗ Retain Wall/Bank Stb
∗ Sandbags
∗ Wood
∗ Bark_Mulch
∗ Asphalt
∗ Dyke
∗ Fines
∗ Gravel
∗ Cobble
∗ Boulder
∗ Bed_Rock
∗ Other
19. L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
20. R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed wetland
∗ Dug out pond
∗ Exposed soil
∗ Flood plain
∗ Herbs/grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
21. R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
22. R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
23. R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
24. R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified
25. R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
26. R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
27. R_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ Concrete
∗ Gabions
∗ Pilings
∗ Stonework
∗ RipRap
∗ Retain Wall/Bank Stb
∗ Sandbags
∗ Wood
∗ Bark_Mulch
∗ Asphalt
∗ Dyke
∗ Fines
∗ Gravel
∗ Cobble
∗ Boulder
∗ Bed_Rock
∗ Other
28. R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
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∗
∗

31

Compaction, MENU (Level of substrate
compaction)
CommntSub
Caption

SUBSTRATE
∗ Sub_Organic
∗ Sub_Fines
∗ Sub_Gravel
∗ Sub_Cobble
∗ Sub_Blder
∗ Sub_BedRk

30 Flow_method, MENU
∗ Comments (general comments)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number)
∗ Caption

CROSS-SECTION POINT
∗ Point_number (unique point identification)
∗ Velocity (average velocity feet per second)
∗ Flow (cubic feet per second)

CROSS-SECTION, point

29. Type_Point, MENU (Point Type Code)
∗ Location Point
∗ Start Point
∗ End Point
∗ Reference Point
∗ Bench Mark
∗ Monument
∗ Map Tie Point
∗ Reach Break
∗ Riparian Band
∗ Segment Break
∗ Elevation
∗ Left Top of Bank
∗ Right Top of Bank

29 Type_Point, MENU (Point Type Code)
∗ Point_number (unique point identification
number)
∗ Distance (Distance to last point for chain
survey)
∗ Bearing (Compass bearing to last point)
∗ Gradient (Gradient to last point for chain
survey)
∗ Elevation (Altimeter elevation in meters)
∗ Comments
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photographs)

POINT, point (Nested Point
type)

LX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
LX1_BandWidth (left extra band width)
LX1_Slope (degrees)
LX1_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
LX_Comment (Comment left extra band)
Caption

∗
∗

37
38
39
40
41
42

36

∗
∗

34
35

L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
L_BandWidth
L_BankSlope
L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
L_Bank_Material, MENU
L_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
Caption

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND1
∗ L_Bearing (Compass bearing from last point)

∗
∗

33

∗
∗

32

EXTRA LEFT BAND
∗ LX_BandWidth (left extra band width)
∗ LX_Slope (degrees)

DETAILED CHANNEL (Detailed
channel cross-sections)
∗ SCL_Depth
∗ CL1_Width (Width at CL1)
∗ CL1_Depth (Depth at CL1)
∗ CL2_Width (Width at CL2)
∗ CL2_Depth (Depth at CL2)
∗ CL3_Width (Width at CL3)
∗ CL3_Depth (Depth at CL3)
∗ WETL_Width
∗ CR1_Width (Width at CR1)
∗ CR1_Depth (Depth at CR1)
∗ CR2_Width (Width at CR2)
∗ CR2_Depth (Depth at CR2)
∗ CR3_Width (Width at CR3)
∗ CR3_Depth (Depth at CR3)
∗ WETR_Width
∗ BF_Width (Bank full width)
∗ BF_Elevation (Bank full Elevation)
∗ LFP_Width (left flood plain width)
∗ RFP_Width (right flood plain width)
∗ FP_Elevation (Flood plain elevation)
∗ Comt_EChan (Extra Channel comments)
∗ Caption

CHANNEL
∗ Width_W (wetted width)
∗ Width_BF (Bank full width)
∗ Width_LFP (left flood plain width)
∗ Width RFP (right flood plain width)
∗ Depth_W (Wetted depth)
∗ Depth_BF (Bankfull depth)
∗ Depth_FP (Flood plain depth)
∗ Comt_Chan (Comment for Channel)
∗ Caption
L2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
L2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
L2_BandWidth
L2_BankSlope
L2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
L2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
L2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
L2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
L2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
L2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
L2_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
Caption

L3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
L3_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
L3_BandWidth
L3_BankSlope
L3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
L3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
L3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
L3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
L3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
L3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
L3_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
Caption

30. Flow_method, MENU
∗ Float
∗ Hydraulic Head
∗ Flow meter
∗ Other
31. Compaction, MENU (Level of Substrate
Compaction)
∗ Low
∗ Medium
∗ High
32. LX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
33. LX1_Top_Bank, MENU
∗ Yes
∗ No

∗
∗

54
55
56
57
58

53

∗
∗

51
52

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND3

∗
∗

46
47
48
49
50

45

∗
∗

43
44

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND2

34. L_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
35. L_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
36. L_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
37. L_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
38. L_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
39. L_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
40. L_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
41. L_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
42. L_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ Concrete
∗ Gabions
∗ Pilings
∗ Stonework
∗ RipRap
∗ Retain Wall/Bank Stb
∗ Sandbags
∗ Wood
∗ Bark_Mulch
∗ Asphalt
∗ Dyke
∗ Fines
∗ Gravel
∗ Cobble
∗ Boulder
∗ Bed_Rock
Other
43. L2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
44. L2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
45. L2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
46. L2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
47. L2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
48. L2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified
49. L2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
50. L2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
51. L3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
52. L3_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
53. L3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
54. L3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
55. L3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
56. L3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
57. L3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
58. L3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
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L4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
L4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
L4_BandWidth
L4_BankSlope
L4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
L4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
L4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
L4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
L4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
L4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
L4_Comment (Comments Left bank riparian)
Caption

RX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
RX1_BandWidth (right extra band width)
RX1_Slope
RX1_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
RX_Comment (Comment right extra band)
Caption

R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
R_BandWidth
R_BankSlope
R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
R_Bank_Material, MENU
R_Comment (Comment Right bank riparian)
Caption

∗

∗

81
82
83
84
85

80

∗
∗

78
79

R2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
R2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
R2_BandWidth
R2_BankSlope
R2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
R2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
R2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
R2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
R2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
R2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
R2_Comment (Comment Right bank
riparian)
Caption

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND2

∗
∗

72
73
74
75
76
77

71

∗
∗

69
70

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND1
∗ R_Bearing (Compass bearing from last point)

∗
∗

68

∗
∗

67

EXTRA RIGHT BAND
∗ RX_BandWidth (right extra band width)
∗ RX_Slope

∗
∗

62
63
64
65
66

61

∗
∗

59
60

LEFT RIPARIAN BAND4

R3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
R3_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
R3_BandWidth
R3_BankSlope
R3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
R3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
R3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
R3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
R3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
R3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
R3_Comment (Comments Right bank
riparian)
Caption

59. L4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
60. L4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown

FLORA & FAUNA
∗ CmmntFlora (Flora Comment)
∗ CmmntFauna (Fauna Comment)

94 R4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
95 R4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ R4_BandWidth
∗ R4_BankSlope
96 R4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
97 R4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
98 R4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of shrubs)
99 R4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
100 R4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran trees)
101 R4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ R4_Comment (Comment Right bank
riparian)
∗ Caption

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND4

∗

∗

89
90
91
92
93

88

∗
∗

86
87

RIGHT RIPARIAN BAND3
61. L4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
62. L4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
63. L4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
64. L4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
65. L4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
66. L4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
67. RX_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
68. RX1_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated top of
bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
69. R_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
70. R_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
71. R_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No

72. R_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
73. R_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
74. R_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
75. R_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
76. R_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
77. R_Bank_Material, MENU
∗ Concrete
∗ Gabions
∗ Pilings
∗ Stonework
∗ RipRap
∗ Retain Wall/Bank Stb
∗ Sandbags
∗ Wood
∗ Bark_Mulch
∗ Asphalt
∗ Dyke
∗ Fines
∗ Gravel
∗ Cobble
∗ Boulder
∗ Bed_Rock
∗ Other
78. R2_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
79. R2_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown

80. R2_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
81. R2_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
82. R2_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
83. R2_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
84. R2_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
85. R2_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
86. R3_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
87. R3_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
88. R3_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
89. R3_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
90. R3_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified
91. R3_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
92. R3_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
93. R3_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
94. R4_RipClass, MENU (Riparian Class)
∗ Row Crops
∗ Broadleaf Forest
∗ Bryophytes
∗ Coniferous Forest
∗ Planted Tree Farm
∗ Disturbed Wetland
∗ Dug Out Pond
∗ Exposed Soil
∗ Flood Plain
∗ Herbs/Grasses
∗ High Impervious
∗ Medium Impervious
∗ Low Impervious
∗ Mixed Forest
∗ Natural Wetland
∗ Rock
∗ Shrubs
95. R4_Qualifier, MENU (Riparian Class
Qualifier)
∗ Agriculture
∗ Natural
∗ Urban_Residential
∗ Recreation
∗ Disturbed
∗ Unknown
96. R4_Top_Bank, MENU (Estimated Top of
Bank)
∗ Yes
∗ No
97. R4_Stage, MENU (Structural Stage)
∗ Low Shrubs <2m
∗ Tall Shrubs 2-10m
∗ Sapling >10m
∗ Young Forest
∗ Mature Forest
∗ Old Forest
98. R4_Shrubs, MENU (Density of Shrubs)
∗ <5%
∗ 5-33%
∗ 34-66%
∗ 67-100%
99. R4_Snag, MENU (Presence of Snags)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
100. R4_Veteran, MENU (Veteran Trees)
∗ No
∗ <5
∗ >=5
101. R4_BkStbility, MENU (Bank Stability)
∗ High
∗ Medium
∗ Low
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Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Culvert, MENU (Type of culvert)
Owner, MENU
Condition, MENU (condition of culvert)
Barrier, MENU (Obstructs fish passage)
Material, MENU (Culvert material)
Substrate, MENU (substrate within culvert)
Form, MENU (Shape of culvert)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of culvert above streambed)
Depth (Depth of plunge pool)
Diameter (Diameter of culvert)
ScreenSize
StormOutlets
Headwall, MENU (Does a headwall exist)
Apron, MENU (Does an apron exist)
Baffles, MENU (Do baffles exist)
Comments
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)

102. Type_Culvert, MENU (Type of Culvert)
∗ Box Culvert
∗ Gated Inlet
∗ Gated Outlet
∗ Gated Multiple Inlet
∗ Gated Multiple Out
∗ Inlet
∗ Inlet Stacked
∗ Multiple Inlet
∗ Outlet
∗ Outlet Stacked
103. Owner, MENU
∗ Municipal
∗ Private
104. Condition, MENU (Condition of Culvert)
∗ Good
∗ Partially Collapsed
∗ Collapsed/Plugged
105. Barrier, MENU (Obstructs Fish Passage)
∗ Yes
∗ No
∗ Potential
∗ Unknown
106. Material, MENU (Culvert Material)
∗ Concrete
∗ Steel
∗ Wood
∗ Iron
∗ Metal_Concrete
∗ PVC
∗ Asphalt Coded
∗ Corrugated Steel
∗ Other
107. Substrate, MENU (Substrate within Culvert)
∗ Boulders
∗ Cobbles
∗ Fines
∗ Gravels
∗ Mixed
∗ Same as Culvert

∗
∗

109
110
111

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

102
103
104
105
106
107
108

∗

CULVERT, point

112. Type_Obstruction, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Beaver Dam
∗ Canyon
∗ Cascade
∗ Dam
∗ Falls
∗ Fences
∗ Hydro Dam
∗ Log Jam
∗ Persistent Debris
∗ Pump
∗ Rock
∗ Velocity Barrier
113. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
114. Barrier, MENU (Obstructs Fish Passage)
∗ Yes
∗ Potential
∗ Unknown

Point_number (unique point identification)
112 Type_Obstruction, MENU (Code for feature)
113 Bank, MENU
114 Barrier, MENU (Obstructs fish passage)
∗ Length (Feature length)
∗ Width (Width of Feature)
∗ Depth (Depth of feature)
∗ Diameter (Diameter of feature)
∗ Height (Height of feature)
∗ Slope
∗ ScreenSize
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
∗ Comments

∗

OBSTRUCTION, point

108. Form, MENU (Shape of Culvert)
∗ Circular
∗ Rectangular
∗ Arch
∗ Vertical Ellipse
∗ Horizontal Ellipse
∗ Other
109. Headwall, MENU (Does a Headwall Exist)
∗ Concrete
∗ Concrete Block
∗ Gabion
∗ Sand Bag
∗ Wood
110. Apron, MENU (Does an Apron Exist)
∗ Yes
∗ No
111. Baffles, MENU (Do Baffles Exist)
∗ Yes
∗ No
115. Type_Modification, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Bridge
∗ Catchbasin
∗ Channelization
∗ Dam
∗ Detention Pond
∗ Dock
∗ Dredging
∗ Fences
∗ FloodGate
∗ Garbage/Pollution
∗ Gravel Pit
∗ Livestock Crossing
∗ Logging
∗ PipeCrossing
∗ Pump Station
∗ Retain Wall/Bank Stb
∗ Rip_Rap
∗ Road
∗ Trail
∗ Water Withdrawl
∗ Other
116. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
117. Type_Material, MENU
∗ Concrete
∗ Gabions
∗ Pilings
∗ Stonework
∗ Sandbags
∗ Wood
∗ Gravel
∗ Bark_Mulch
∗ Asphalt
∗ Dyke
∗ Other

Point_number (unique point identification)
115 Type_Modification, MENU (Code for
feature)
116 Bank, MENU
117 Type Material, MENU
∗ Length (Feature length)
∗ Width (Width of Feature)
∗ Height (Height of feature)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
∗ Comments

∗

MODIFICATION, point
Point_number (unique point identification)
Type_Discharge, MENU (Code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Material, MENU (Culvert material)
Headwall, MENU (Does a headwall exist)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Diameter (Diameter of feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Temperature (Water temperature)
PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
Comments

118. Type_Discharge, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Agricultural Runoff
∗ HouseEffluent
∗ Landfill Leachates
∗ Pollutant
∗ Pulp Mill/Effluent
∗ Storm Drain
∗ Septic Effluent
∗ Tile Drain
∗ Trench
∗ Other
119. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
120. Material, MENU (Culvert Material)
∗ Concrete
∗ Steel
∗ Wood
∗ Iron
∗ PVC
∗ Asphalt Coded
∗ Corrugated Steel
∗ Other
121. Headwall, MENU (Does a Headwall Exist)
∗ Concrete
∗ Concrete Block
∗ Gabion
∗ Sand Bag
∗ Wood

∗

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

118
119
120
121

∗

DISCHARGE, point
Point_number (unique point identification)
Source_Erosion, MENU (code for feature)
Bank, MENU
Severity, MENU
Exposure, MENU
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Height (Height of feature)
Slope
PhotoNum (roll and print no. of photos)
Comments

122. Source_Erosion, MENU (Code for
Feature)
∗ Bank Erosion
∗ Culvert
∗ Headwall
∗ Lack of Riparian Veg
∗ Livestock Access
∗ Streamside Grazing
∗ Landslide
∗ Debris Flow/Torrent
∗ Sloughing
∗ Other
123. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
124. Severity, MENU
∗ <5m sq
∗ 5-10m sq
∗ >10m sq
125. Exposure, MENU
∗ Clay
∗ Till
∗ Bedrock
∗ Roots
∗ Soil
∗ Other

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

122
123
124
125

∗

EROSION, point

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified

126. Type_Habitat, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Boulder
∗ Deep Pool
∗ Instream Vegetation
∗ Large Woody Debris
∗ Over Stream Vegetn.
∗ Small Woody Debris
∗ Spawning Habitat
∗ Undercut Bank
∗ Other
127. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right

Point_number (unique point identification)
126 Type_Habitat, MENU (Code for feature)
127 Bank, MENU
∗ Length (Feature length)
∗ Width (Width of Feature)
∗ Depth (Depth of feature)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of photograph)
∗ Comments

∗

FISH HABITAT, point
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141 Sp_6, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_6 (Number of fish sampled)
142 Age_6, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_6
∗ Caption

SPECIES 6

139 Sp_5, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_5 (Number of fish sampled)
140 Age_5, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_5
∗ Caption

SPECIES 5

137 Sp_4, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_4 (Number of fish sampled)
138 Age_4, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_4
∗ Caption

SPECIES 4

135 Sp_3, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_3 (Number of fish sampled)
136 Age_3, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_3
∗ Caption

SPECIES 3

133 Sp_2, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_2 (Number of fish sampled)
134 Age_2, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_2
∗ Caption

SPECIES 2

131 Sp_1, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_1 (Number of fish sampled)
132 Age_1, MENU (Life history stage of fish)
∗ ForkLth_1
∗ Caption

SPECIES 1

Point_number (unique poin identification)
TrapNo (Minnow Trap number)
DateIn (Date Trap was set)
DateOut (Date Trap removed)
128 Method, MENU (Method of detection)
129 Species, MENU (Code for fish species)
∗ Count_total (Number of fish sampled)
130 Redd, MENU (Presence of redd)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
∗ Comments
∗ Caption

∗
∗
∗
∗

FISH SAMPLE, point

128. Method, MENU (Method of Detection)
∗ Visual
∗ Trap
∗ Other
129. Species, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
130. Redd, MENU (Presence of Redd)
∗ Yes
∗ No
131. Sp_1, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
132. Age_1, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort

133. Sp_2, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
134. Age_2, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort
135. Sp_3, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
136. Age_3, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort

137. Sp_4, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
138. Age_4, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort
139. Sp_5, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
140. Age_5, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort

141. Sp_6, MENU (Code for Fish Species)
∗ General Fish Observn
∗ Bull Trout
∗ Coho
∗ Chinook
∗ Chum
∗ Cutthroat Trout
∗ Westslope Cutthroat
∗ Dolly Varden
∗ Anadromous Dolly Var
∗ Pink
∗ Rainbow
∗ Stickleback
∗ Salmonid
∗ Sculpin
∗ Sockeye
∗ Steelhead
∗ Sucker
∗ Trout
∗ Whitefish
∗ Other
142. Age_6, MENU (Life History Stage of Fish)
∗ Juvenile
∗ Immature
∗ Mature
∗ Spawning
∗ Spent
∗ Varied
∗ Mort

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified

143. Type_Enhance, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Fishways
∗ Hatchery
∗ Incubation Box
∗ LWD Placement
∗ Log/Rock Wiers
∗ Riparian Plantings
∗ Riparian Zone Fence
∗ Rock/Boulder Placement
∗ Side Channel/Pools
∗ Spawning Gravel
∗ Veg Bank Stabilize
∗ Other
144. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
145. Status, MENU (Potential or Existing Enhancements)
∗ Existing
∗ Potential

Point_number (unique point identification)
143 Type_Enhancement, MENU (Code for
feature)
144 Bank, MENU
145 Status, MENU (Potential or Existing
Enhancement)
∗ Length (Feature length)
∗ Width (Width of Feature)
∗ Height (Height of feature)
∗ Diameter (Diameter of feature)
∗ Comments
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)

∗

ENHANCEMENT, point
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146. Type_Evidence, MENU
∗ Calls
∗ Egg masses
∗ Nest
∗ Sighted
∗ Scat/Droppings
∗ Tracks
∗ Other
147. Class_Wildlife, MENU
∗ Amphibian
∗ Large Mammal
∗ Songbird
∗ Raptor
∗ Reptile
∗ Small Mammal
∗ Waterbirds
∗ Waterfowl
148. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right

149. Type_Tree, MENU
∗ Coniferous
∗ Deciduous
∗ Unknown
150. Veteran_tree, MENU (Point Location of a
Veteran Tree)
∗ Yes
151. Mast_tree, MENU
∗ Yes
152. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right
153. Nesting, MENU
∗ Potential
∗ Large
∗ Small
154. State, MENU (State of Wildlife Tree)
∗ Living
∗ Dead
∗ Unknown
155. Woodpkr_use, MENU
∗ Yes
156. Denning, MENU
∗ Yes
157. Perches, MENU
∗ Yes
158. Cavities, MENU
∗ 1
∗ 2
∗ 3
∗ 4+

Point_number (unique point identification)
149 Type_Tree, MENU
150 Veteran_tree, MENU (Point Locatino of a
Veteran Tree)
∗ DBH (Diameter Breast Height)
151 Mast_tree, MENU
152 Bank, MENU
153 Nesting, MENU
154 State, MENU (State of Wildlife Tree)
155 Woodpkr_use, MENU
156 Denning, MENU
157 Perches, MENU
158 Cavities, MENU
∗ CmmntFlora (Flora Comment)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number)

∗

TREE_WILDLIFE, point

Point_number (unique point identification)
146 Type_Evidence, MENU
147 Class_Wildlife, MENU
148 Bank, MENU
∗ Species_Wildlife
∗ CmmntFauna (Fauna Comment)
∗ PhotoNum (roll and print no. of photos)

∗

WILDLIFE, point

159. Type_Waterbody, MENU (Code for Feature)
∗ Discontinued
∗ Ditch
∗ Natural Springs
∗ Side Channel
∗ Tributary
∗ Wetland
∗ Beaver Pond
∗ Other
160. Bank, MENU
∗ Both
∗ Instream
∗ Left
∗ Right

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
159 Type_Waterbody, MENU (Code for feature)
160 Bank, MENU
∗ Length (Waterbody length)
∗ Width (Bankfull Width)
∗ Depth (Bankfull Depth)
∗ Temperature (Water temperature)
∗ PhotoNum (Roll and print number of
photograph)
∗ Comments

∗

WATERBODY, point

∗
∗

∗
∗
∗

∗
Point_number (unique point identification
number)
Length (Feature length)
Width (Width of Feature)
Distance (Distance to last point for chain
survey)
Bearing (Compass bearing to last point)
Comments

WETLAND, line

161. Turbidity, MENU
∗ Clear
∗ Lightly Turbid
∗ Moderately Turbid
∗ Turbid
∗ Other

Point_number (unique point identification
number)
∗ TDS (Total Dissolved Solids)
∗ pH
∗ Temp (Degrees Centigrade)
∗ DO (Dissolved Oxygen)
161 Turbidity, MENU
∗ Comments

∗

WATER_SAMPLE, point

SENSITIVE HABITAT INVENTORY MAPPING - Data Dictionary v23-modified
Point_number (unique point identification
number)
Photo_Roll_&_Frame
Photo_Direction, MENU
Photo_Bearing
Photo_Comments

157. Photo_Direction, MENU
∗ Upstream
∗ Downstream
∗ Across_stream
∗ Up
∗ Down

∗
∗
∗
∗

∗

PHOTO_LOCATION, point
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Global Positioning System Specifications

1. General Applicatio n
1.01.

The target horizontal accuracy is 5 metres, at the 95% confidence
level. This applies to final map data after averaging (for point
features), approximating (for line features), and any editing.

1.02.

All GPS receiver systems must be approved for use in stream
mapping by the SHIM mapping committee. Only receiver models
which have been tested and proven to be capable of meeting the
above accuracy specification in field conditions (e.g. GPS test range)
are approved.

1.03.

At least one person, who is responsible for the quality of the data,
must act as a supervisor and have completed GPS-specific training
acceptable to the SHIM mapping committee.

1.04.

Field operators must be trained to the satisfaction of the supervisor,
including GPS training and other training as required.

2. Field P arameters and P rocedures
2.01.

All positions fixes must use at least four satellites.
constraints can be applied.

2.02.

The minimum elevation angle to satellites is 15 degrees above the
horizon.

2.03.

The maximum Dilution of Precision (DoP) is:

2.04.

HDOP

5

PDOP

8

GDOP

10

VDOP

5

No height

(preferred in most cases)

(only if elevations are required)

For standard static point features, occupation time must be at least
60 seconds AND there must be at least 30 individual position fixes
for each feature.
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2.05.

The maximum distance for point offsets is 25 metres. Directions
must be accurate to 2 degrees and distances accurate to 1 metre. If
the slope is over 10 percent and over 10 metres long, slope
measurements (accurate to 5 percent or 3 degrees) must be made.

2.06.

For all line (and polygon) features, all significant deflections and
meanders of the feature must be mapped.

2.07.

For line (and polygon) features surveyed in dynamic mode, the
majority of the individual position fixes must be no more than 2.5
metres apart. The maximum distance between successive position
fixes is 15 metres.

2.08.

The maximum distance for constant line offsets is 5 metres.

2.09.

For line (and area) features surveyed in station-to-station mode, the
maximum distance between stations is 15 metres.

2.10.

Supplementary traverses (using compass and chain) must begin
(Point of Commencement) and end (Point of Termination) on static
GPS point features or on survey control monuments of 1 metre or
better accuracy.

2.11.

Directions for supplementary traverses must be accurate to 2
degrees and distances accurate to 1 metre. If the slope is greater
than 10 percent, slope measurements accurate to 5 percent or 2.5
degrees must be made. The maximum length of an individual
traverse leg is 50 metres. There is no limit on the total length of a
supplementary traverse.

3. Feature Identificatio n and M apping
3.01.

4. Data P rocessing and M apping
4.01.

All position fixes must be differentially corrected in real-time or
post-processed. If position corrections are used, the same set of
satellites must be used at the reference station as at the field
receiver.

4.02.

Reference stations (real-time or post-processed) must be approved
by the SHIM mapping committee.

4.03.

The maximum age of real-time corrections is 20 seconds from the
time the observations are made at the reference station to the time
the computed corrections are applied at the field receiver.
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4.04.

All directions from compass observations must be corrected for
declination before offset or traverse computations. If applicable,
correction for grid convergence must be made.

4.05.

Supplemental traverses must close to better than 1 percent (1/100)
of the total traverse distance plus 2.5 metres. Traverse misclosures
over 2.5 metres total must be adjusted (“balanced”) using the
standard compass rule method.

4.06.

If true NAD 27 coordinates are required, NAD 83 coordinates must
be converted using the Canadian National Transformation, version 2
(NT v2).

4.07.

If elevations are required, they must be converted from ellipsoidal to
orthometric using the Canadian Geoid model HT-97.

4.08.

If data in any other coordinate system (e.g. ground coordinates) are
required, procedures acceptable to the SHIM mapping committee and
the owner of the mapping must be used.

4.09.

Any discrepancies between the GPS survey and existing mapping
used as base maps must be resolved to the satisfaction of the SHIM
mapping committee and the local agency(s) considered responsible
for the mapping.

5. Deliverables and Archiving
5.01.

The following digital files must be archived and delivered to the SHIM
mapping committee and other appropriate agency(s) in the following
formats:

Deliverable

Digital Format

Uncorrected GPS data

GPS manufacturer’s proprietary

Reference station data

downloaded format

Originally corrected GPS

GPS manufacturer’s proprietary

Final map

ArcView or other format as required
hardcopy as required
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TSCI - Asset Surveyor Operation

TSC1 - Asset Surveyor Operation
Menu Icons
(current choice is
highlighted)

Main menu

Battery Status

Data
collection

Navigation

File manager

GPS Position

Configuration

Receiver
status

Utilities

Satellite
information

PC Card (if used)

Current PDOP

4 PDOP 4.7
Pause

Real-Time Status

Nest

Seg

Number of Fixes
in Current Feature

42

Quick

Softkey Menu

Number of Satellites

Corresponding Softkeys
F1

use NEXT to:
cycle through all open screens
(“multitasking”)

If unit locks up, try
(in order of desparation):
1) Turn off,
then on.
2) Hold key for five
seconds, then turn on.
3) Warm boot (don’t loose data):
a) turn unit off
b) hold backspace key
c) press key while holding
d) unit should re-boot after
a few seconds.
4) Cold boot (loose all data):
a) ask for directions!!

F3

F4

Next

use MENU to:
open main menu from any screen

Use ARROW KEYS to:
move around on screens
key will cycle through
choices on text menus
key will bring up text
menus when shows

F2

F5

Menu

use ENTER to:
select highlighted options
save changes to screens
save and end current feature

Enter

7

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

On-Off Switch (toggle)

0

Bksp

-

use ESC to:
back out of menus and screens
exit data capture (saves file)

Esc

Fn

B+

C*

D

-

/

Sp

A

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

B k s p
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Fn

Secondary key functions

Fn

E

to increase contrast

Fn

F

to decrease contrast

Useful help screen

TSC1 Menu Structure
(most common functions are in bold)

Data Collection

Create rover file
Reopen rover file
Create base file

File Manager

Delete file(s)
Rename file
Copy file(s)
Move file(s)
File transfer
File statistics
Review file
Data dictionaries
Coordinate system files

Configuration

Utilities

GPS rover options
GPS base station options
Communication options
Coordinate system
Units and display
Time and date
Quickmarks
Constant offset
External sensors
Hardware (TSC1)
Waypoints
Factory defaults
Reset GPS receiver
Almanac
Disconnect GPS
Waypoints

Navigation

Softkey cycles through
graphics and text modes

GPS Position

Softkey cycles through
graphics and text modes

Receiver Status
Satellite Information

GPS
DGPS
Softkey cycles through
graphics and text modes
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Logging options
Position filters
Antenna options
Initial position
2D Altitude
Logging options
Position filters
Reference position
Antenna options

TSC 1 Asset Surveyor Configuration
The GPS receiver must be configured to comply with the project specifications –
these are critical settings which must be followed to achieve the desired accuracy
and production. It is essential that prior to every survey, these settings are
confirmed. In addition, there are configuration settings which affect how the
receiver communicates with other devices, and how it interacts with the operator.
These will be set according to specific needs and do not affect the collection of
data.

Rover Options

The Logging options screen contains mostly non-critical settings:
Setting

Explanation

Logging
intervals

Refers to the interval (in seconds) at which position fixes will be
recorded.

Point
feature

Static (averaged) point features. For rapid data collection at a single
point, a one second interval is usually used. If the time for the point will
be longer (for example 10 minutes at a sample plot), a larger interval
such as 15 seconds should be used.

Line/area

Not in
feature
Velocity

Interval setting for lines and areas – Set at a short interval if moving
quickly, in an irregular manner or if there is a lot of blockage to the sky in
the survey environment. Use a longer interval when moving slowly in a
regular manner.
Interval when logging position fixes not in a line, area or point feature.
Many people prefer to survey line features using this mode.
This option will store the velocity of the user (relative to the satellites)
using the doppler observable. Then in post-processing, impossible
“zingers” such as a 100 metre jump in 5 seconds can be filtered out.
This may improve accuracy slightly when doing dynamic surveys under
forest cover. However,
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Setting

Explanation

Confirm end
feature

Setting this option to YES will bring up a confirmation message each
time a feature is ended (by pressing the Enter key). This will help ensure
that features are not ended accidentally - for example when walking
through heavy brush. Note that the receiver will suspend (pause)
logging while the confirmation message is up. The default is NO.

Minimum
posns

The receiver will issue an audible prompt after the minimum positions
when doing a static (averaged) point feature. A warning appears if you
have tried to store a point feature before you have sufficient positions
logged. This can be overridden in the field (either fewer or more
positions), so is a setting of convenience.

Carrier Phase

This option will enable “carrier phase” logging. Using the carrier phase
may increase the accuracy of positions taken in totally open conditions.
However, the data logger’s capacity will be greatly reduced (over 10
times), and carrier phase methods usually do not work in the forest indeed carrier phase positions are often much worse in the forest.
Carrier phase should be turned on only under special circumstances.
The default is OFF.

Minimum
positions

The receiver will issue an audible prompt after the minimum positions
when doing a static (averaged) point feature. A warning appears if you
have tried to store a point feature before you have sufficient positions
logged. This can be overridden in the field (either fewer or more
positions), so is a setting of convenience.

Dynamics
code

The dynamics code affects the tracking characteristics at different
speeds and in different environments. For most low-speed (<200 km/h)
situations, especially where signals may be obstructed occasionally, the
Land setting should be used.

Audible click

Setting the audible click ON allows the operator to hear a beep when
position fixes are being logged. The operator can hear when data is
being logged without visually checking the screen which is inconvenient
or unsafe in many dynamic surveys.

Log DOP
data

Setting this to YES will cause the receiver to log the DOP values for
each position fix. Positions recorded with a lower DOP should be more
precise than those with high DOPs. This can be used as a quality
control feature, but is not required.

Log PPRT
data

When real-time corrections are used (for example using the built-in
Coast Guard beacon receiver), setting this option to YES will save
additional data so that the positions can also be post-processed later if
there are any problems. It will approximately half the data logger’s
capacity.

Log QA/QC
data

This option does not apply to Pathfinder series receivers.
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Most of the critical settings are in the Position filter screen. They are indicated
by bold letters:

Setting

Explanation

Pos mode

This controls the minimum number of satellites used to compute a
position, as well as the fixed-elevation feature. The choices are:
Manual 3D
Overdetermined 3D
Manual 2D
Auto 2D/3D

(min. 4 satellites)
(min. 5 satellites)
(height fixed always, min. 3 satellites)
(height fixed if PDOP high, min. 3 satellites)

One of the two “3D”-only modes must always be used for data
collection. The overdetermined mode may be used in cases where
higher accuracy is required, although productivity will suffer. “2D” modes
will assume a known elevation and will give poor horizontal positions in
almost all cases. For emergency navigation only, a 2D mode may be
used.
Elev. mask

Satellites below the elevation mask (angle above the horizon) will not be
used to compute position fixes, and the measurements to them will not
be stored.

SNR mask

Signals below a certain SNR (a measure of relative signal strength) will
not be used to compute position fixes, and the measurements to them
will not be stored. (see note below)

PDOP mask

Sets the maximum acceptable PDOP level of the current satellite
constellation being used. The receiver will not log positions if the PDOP
level is above the maximum setting.

PDOP switch

The switch only applies when using the Auto 2D/3D positioning mode. It
is the PDOP level at which the receiver will switch from 2D mode to 3D
mode. This should not apply as “3D” modes only are used for data
collection.

Apply real-time

This option controls how the receiver handles real-time corrections (if
available). Auto means that corrected positions are stored if corrections
are available, otherwise uncorrected postions for later post-processing.
No means that no positions are corrected. Yes means that only realtime corrected positions are stored (uncorrected positions are not
stored). The default is Auto.

RTK mode

This option does not apply to Pathfinder series receivers.
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Signal to Noise R atio
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is a measure of the relative strength of a satellite’s
signal. Signals with a lower SNR (i.e. weaker signals) will likely be noisier and
may result in a less accurate position.
However, when working in difficult conditions such as under tree canopy, it is
often necessary to reduce the SNR mask for productivity. Paradoxically, this may
actually increase the accuracy of the final interpreted line for a dynamic traverse,
since there will be much more data available for interpretation. Although there
may be some individual positions which are not accurate, the errors are likely to
be random and thus easy to eliminate.
For these reasons (increased productivity and reliability of the final product),
current BC Provincial GPS Standards (MoF, DFO and others) do not require the
use of SNR masks at any level.
The Trimble receivers have a selectable SNR mask. They appear to be the only
receivers commonly used for resource GPS surveying with that feature.
Demonstrations of the relative tracking efficiency of different brands of receivers
may give unrealistic and unfair conclusions unless differences in tracking
settings (e.g. SNR masks) are accounted for.
Setting the SNR mask to 2 or 3 under forest canopy does not seem to degrade
accuracy beyond acceptable limits. In fact, recent extensive testing has shown
that, even with an SNR of 0, the Trimble Pathfinder ProXR receiver was perhaps
the most accurate under forest canopy. GPS operators should experiment to find
the optimum SNR mask for their application, keeping in mind that an SNR mask
of 0 still produces perfectly acceptable results in most cases.
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Trimble Pathfinder Pro Receivers
Asset Surveyor Configuration
The following table shows example values for the Asset Surveyor
Configuration Screen. These values are based on a typical GPS
survey to meet Ministry of Forests GPS standards. Critical settings
are in bold.

Configuration
Option
Logging intervals
point Feature:
Line/area:
Not in feature:
Velocity:
Confirm end feature:
Minimum positions:
Carrier phase
Carrier mode:
Minimum time:
Dynamics code:
Audible click:
Log DOP data:
Log PPRT data:
Log QA/QC data
Position mode:
Elevation mask:
SNR mask:
PDOP mask:
PDOP switch:
Apply real-time:
RTK mode

Recommended
Value

Notes

1s
1-3 s
None
None
No
30

usually more
data is better

Off
10 mins
Land
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
3D Manual
15°
0

8
8
Auto
Off
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can be a “hassle”
user preference
not
recommended
for most work
all applications
good for QC
storage issues
not applicable
min 4 SVs
not lower
user preference
not higher
or 99
On if RT only
not applicable

